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Foreword

On 23 June, in an historic referendum on whether the UK should remain a
member of the EU or leave, "leave" voters delivered 17,410,742 votes, against
the "remains" with 16,141,241 votes. So was delivered a majority vote to leave
the European Union, with a margin of roughly 52 to 48 percent.
This brought the referendum campaigns formally to a close. There are now no
"leavers" or "remainers". Technically, we are all leavers, now engaged in the
mighty task of securing an orderly withdrawal from the European Union.
With the UK now having formally exited the EU, this document is now
effectively redundant, although Brexit, as a long-term process, is hardly
complete. Thus, elements of the plan are still valid, while other parts of it serve
as a comparison of what is and what could have been.
Thus, in this tenth version and with 160,000 downloads already registered, we
will progressively re-write the work to take account of the post-exit reality. We
offer it as a template to inform and fuel the ongoing debate on how we left the
European Union, and what still needs to be done.
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Our vision

Prior to the referendum, we offered a vision of a self-governing United
Kingdom, a self-confident, free-trading nation state, releasing the potential of
its citizens through direct democratic control of both national and local
government and providing maximum freedom and responsibility for its people.
The history of Britain for a thousand years has been as a merchant and maritime
power playing its full role in European and world affairs while living under its
own laws. It is our view that the UK can flourish again as an independent state
trading both with our friends in the EU and the rest of Europe, while developing
other relationships throughout the world as trading patterns evolve.
For an age, the United Kingdom has freely engaged as an independent country
in alliances and treaties with other countries. It has a long history of entering
into commercial agreements and conventions at an inter-governmental level.
We wish to uphold that tradition.
The ability of the people of the United Kingdom to determine their own
independent future and use their wealth of executive, legislative and judicial
experience to help, inspire and shape political developments through
international bodies, and to improve world trade and the wellbeing of all
peoples will only be possible when they are free of the undemocratic and
moribund European Union.
The prosperity of the people depends on being able to exercise the fundamental
right and necessity of self-determination, thus taking control of their
opportunities and destiny in an inter-governmental global future with the ability
to swiftly correct and improve when errors occur.
Within the United Kingdom, our vision is for a government respectful of its
people who will take on greater participation and control of their affairs at local
and national level. Our vision fosters the responsibility of a sovereign people as
the core of true democracy.
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Summary

Leaving the EU will have significant geopolitical and economic advantages.
But we believe it is unrealistic to expect a clean break, immediately unravelling
forty-three years of integration in a single step. Therefore, we have set out a
process of phased separation and recovery.
In all, we identify six phases. The first deals with the legal process of
withdrawing from the EU, with the aim of concluding an agreement within the
initial two-year period allowed in the Article 50 negotiations. In this, we seek
continued participation in the EU's Single Market.
The six phases involve both short-term and longer-term negotiations, to achieve
a measured, progressive separation. In the first phase, there are three possible
options. One is by rejoining the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) and
trading with the remaining EU member states through the European Economic
Area (EEA) – the so-called Norway Option. Another is the "shadow EEA" and
the third we call the "Australian process".
As part of the first phase, we would repatriate the entire body of EU law
applicable to the UK, including that pertaining to agriculture and fisheries. This
would not only ensure continuity and minimise disruption – and reduce what
would otherwise be massive burdens on public and private sector
administrations – but also buy time for a more considered review of the UK
statute book.
We would continue co-operation and co-ordination with the EU at political and
administrative levels, where immediate separation of shared functions is neither
possible nor desirable in the short term.
These would include the framework research programme (Horizon 2020), the
Single European Sky and the European Space Programme, certain police and
criminal justice measures, joint customs operations, third country sanitary and
phytosanitary controls, anti-dumping measures, and maritime surveillance.
Such issues are in any event best tackled on a multinational basis, and there is
no value in striking out on our own just for the sake of it.
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Thus, the first phase is limited to a smooth, economically neutral transition into
the post-exit world. It lays the foundations for the UK to exploit its
independence, without trying to achieve everything at once. Subject to a
referendum to approve the initial exit agreement, the basic withdrawal
framework could be in place within two years of starting negotiations.
Even before exit, we would initiate a second phase – the regularisation of our
immigration policy and controls. This will include action at a global level to
deal with the 1951 Geneva Convention on the Treatment of Refugees, and the
1967 Protocol, as well as at a regional level, modifying or withdrawing from
the European Convention on Human Rights.
We then propose a third phase, which involves breaking free of the Brusselscentric administration of European trade, building a genuine, Europe-wide
single market, with common decision-making for all parties. This will be fully
integrated into the global rule-making process, through existing international
bodies.
The aim is a community of equals in a "European village", rather than a Europe
of concentric circles, using the Geneva-based United Nations Economic
Community Europe (UNECE). It would become the core administrative body,
on the lines proposed by Winston Churchill in 1948 and again in 1950. Thus,
the exit from the EU becomes the start of an ongoing process, the means to an
end, not the end itself.
Simultaneously, we identify and explore some key areas where independent
policy development is required. In phase four, we make a start on this, the work
eventually leading to divergence from the EU and the emergence of unique UK
policies.
Phase five comprises a coherent programme to define our wider global trading
relations. This comprises eight separate initiatives. The withdrawal settlement
has now receded, having served its purpose as the launch pad. The way is now
open for the UK to break out of the EU cul-de-sac and rejoin the world.
Sixth, and finally, we embark on a series of domestic reforms, by introducing
elements of direct democracy and the other changes embodied in The Harrogate
Agenda – the immediate aim being to prevent ever again a situation where our
Parliament hands over our powers to an alien entity without the permission of
the people.
In its totality – the sum of the parts being greater than the whole - we call our
exit plan Flexcit, standing for a flexible response and continuous development.
This market solution to leaving the EU is a process, not an event. It provides a
template for the next twenty or so years of our national development.
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1.0 Introduction
It is now not enough to simply bemoan the failings of the EU, the first
priority for all Eurosceptics should be to find a superior and realistic
alternative, and to actively and constructively work towards it.
Ben Harris-Quinney, Bow Group
24 October 20131

The original purpose of this book was to set out mechanisms the UK might
employ in leaving the European Union. It was thus intended as an aid to
managing the separation process which would eventually lead to us resuming
our status as an independent state.
As a "roadmap", it was intended to assist the EU Referendum campaign,
demonstrating that an orderly exit and separation was plausible, practical and
largely risk-free. Now that the referendum is over and the majority have voted
to leave the EU, we partially updated the work to reframe it as a template for
withdrawal, specifically to fuel the long-overdue national conversation that
must now ensue.
Events in many respects have overtaken the original purpose, especially as the
Government has closed down the option of remaining in the Single Market via
the EEA, even if that option remains obstinately on the table. To that extent, our
narrative becomes a review of what might have been, rather than will actually
happen.
When first looking at the issues, there was considerable debate as to whether
the UK should avail itself of the procedures set out in Article 50 of the Treaty
of the European Union (set out in Appendix 3). On 29 March 2017, however,
Mrs May formally notified the European Council of our intention to leave,
invoking Article 50 and so triggering the two-year negotiating period that will
end up in our departure from the EU on 29 March 2019.
In this book, we anticipated to use of Article 50 and, with that as its base, the
book follows a fairly straightforward structure. We first look at the negotiating
framework which defines and constrains the development of the plan. In those
Chapters, we also deal with some important preliminary matters - matters
1

http://www.bowgroup.org/policy/if-you-brexit-you-own-it, accessed 18 April 2014.
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extraneous to the main negotiations which we thought would have to be dealt
with before negotiators could sit down to the substantive talks. Events have
almost completely overtaken this Chapter, but we have kept it as a historical
reference.
Then, as we move into the core of the plan, the six separate phases are offered.
The very essence of the plan is that it is split into phases – it is a multi-phasic
extraction plan. We do not consider and have never considered it possible or
even desirable to resolve all the issues arising from forty years of political and
economic integration in one set of talks, or in a single step. The UK (and the
other EU Member States) arrived at this degree of integration via nine main
treaties, over many decades. And if we arrived by a series of graduated steps, it
makes absolute sense that we should withdraw in the same way.
In the first phase, we assess the different exit options, both individually and in
combination. In our view, there are three broad options – the World Trade
Organisation (WTO) and the "Swiss" (bilateral) options, and options aimed at
protecting the Single Market in the immediate aftermath of withdrawal. There
are also three of these: the so-called "Norway" or Efta/EEA option, the
"Shadow EEA" option and what we call the "Australian process". There are
also hybrid options to consider and then, despite our thinking that it was
untenable, there is the customs union option, which has occupied an
unnecessary and disproportionate amount of time.
Before going any further though, we must make a point that we made right
from the inception of this book. There is no best option. There is no magic
wand or easy path that will allow us to separate instantly from the EU. What is
superficially attractive may not be realistic and what looks to be sub-optimal
can be tolerable as a temporary expedient. What is unacceptable in isolation can
prove acceptable as part of a larger package. Therefore, it is always possible to
point out the shortcomings of any option. What matters is the comparative
balance of advantage.
With this in mind, we must also recall that membership of the EU involves
much more than trade. A huge range of cooperative activities is involved,
extending from student exchanges to reciprocal agreements on commercial
access to airspace, and much else. Before committing to a final agreement,
these activities have to be identified and decisions made on whether to continue
them, and under what terms.
Some areas of cooperation are defined in the European Economic Area (EEA)
Agreement. If the UK remains within the EEA (one of the options on offer), it
will be required to participate in the areas so defined. We look at these, and
then at projects such as the Single European Sky, certain aspects of police and
criminal justice policy, joint customs operations and third country sanitary and
phytosanitary controls. These are all examples of where post-exit co-operation
might be advantageous.
12

Pulling together the preliminaries, the appropriate exit option and the areas of
post-exit co-operation is enough to form the basis of an exit agreement. But this
is only the start of a longer process restructuring a post-exit Britain. The next
priority will be to confront the freedom of movement provisions, which many
or may not be amenable to negotiation as part of the exit settlement.
There certainly appears to be much more flexibility than we originally thought,
in terms of limiting the free movement of persons yet continuing our
participation in the Single Market. Potentially, by staying within the EEA and
adopting the so-called Liechtenstein solution, based on the "safeguard
measures" of Article 112 of the EEA Agreement, there is scope for negotiation.
Nevertheless, immigration and the associated mass migration is a global
phenomenon. Successful control relies on understanding the drivers and dealing
with the underlying issues. A full chapter is devoted to exploring these,
affording a more detailed appreciation of how the problems can be managed.
We do the same in a further chapter on asylum policy, the two chapters forming
the second phase of the strategy.
Phase three deals with end game at European level. Assuming that Phase One is
an interim stage, we look at how we can break free from the Brussels-centric
Single Market and develop a genuine European single market, encompassing
the entire continent.
As a precursor to this, we have a chapter which explores regulatory issues,
looking at the generalities of regulation which define the Single Market as a
common regulatory area. We assess the possibility of establishing and
maintaining a two-tier code, and look at trade-mandated regulation and
regulatory convergence. We also consider the problem of absorptive capacity
and identify the adjustments needed to our administrative systems, for them to
function in a post-exit environment.
On leaving the EU, we will be rejoining the global trading system as an
independent player. The UK's horizons will no longer stop at Brussels, but will
be fully engaged on the global stage where regulations for the Single Market
originate. Working at this level, the UK will be helping to dictate the global
agenda. A chapter is thus devoted to this "global governance", how it affects the
EU and how the UK will benefit by taking a greater part in it.
The greater global influence notwithstanding, we still have to deal with a
European trading system dominated by Brussels, in what has been described as
a Europe of concentric circles. As long as Brussels remains at the centre and the
UK is seen to be on the periphery, its position will be subordinate or inferior.
This cannot be acceptable in the longer term so in the following chapter we
look at ways of securing a more stable continent-wide market.
This is followed by the fourth phase, where we allocate several chapters to
dealing with the restoration of independent policy. We start with a chapter on
13

the haute politique of foreign and defence policy, moving on to look at the
oldest established policies of agriculture and fisheries. Each of these is given a
separate chapter.
Because of its importance and impact on so many areas of economic activity,
we also look at environment policy, and then have a chapter to the linked
subjects of climate change and energy. We conclude with a chapter on financial
services and the so-called "digital market", including a detailed evaluation of
how the immensely complicated skein of telecommunication policies might be
adapted to ease our withdrawal from the EU.
The fifth phase, building on the earlier work, then suggests a new framework
for our global trade policy, with an evaluation of areas that are ripe for
improvement and exploitation.
This brings us to our sixth phase and another massively important issue. There
is little point, many say – or instinctively feel – in securing the UK's withdrawal
from the EU if the outcome is simply to return powers to a dysfunctional
parliament which was responsible, by act or default, for giving them away in
the first place. Any settlement must be accompanied by measures which resolve
the democratic deficit which allowed politicians to give away the nation's
powers. It must also ensure that any future government is not able to repeat the
process.
Thus, we devote a chapter to examining ways of restoring democracy to this
nation, making both central and local governments more accountable to the
people, thereby bringing them back under control.
Pulling the threads together, we explain how leaving the EU becomes a flexible
process requiring continuous development. That is our concluding message, a
repetition and emphasis of our central point: leaving the EU is not a single
event, but a multi-phasic process. It is one that will take many years to
complete, as we arrange for a steady, measured divergence of policies rather
than a "big bang" separation. The aim will be to keep the best of our agreements
with the EU, while freeing the remaining Member States to follow their own
path towards political integration, a route which we have no intention of
following.
In short, by leaving the EU, we are not ending a relationship with EU Member
States. We are redefining it. This is not isolation but an agreement to travel
alongside each other, choosing different paths when these better suit our
different needs.
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2.0 The negotiating framework
… we were helped by the fact that, towards the end of the negotiations,
journalists in Brussels had become thoroughly bored with the multiplicity of
highly technical subjects still under discussion and were ready to be content
with fairly superficial information.
Sir Con O'Neill
Britain's entry into the European Community –
report on the negotiations of 1970-1972.

Before the UK is able to start formal negotiations, there are a number of
preliminary steps that must be taken. These are not incidental to the process but
will define and shape the negotiations and strongly affect their outcome.
In the first instance, the government will need to prepare a formal Article 50
notification for despatch to the European Council. It will also need to agree an
outline negotiation schedule. Already, we have seen the publicity response to
the referendum result. The event itself was expected to trigger significant
reaction in the financial markets, but so far this seems to have been contained.
Monitoring the market and responding to it will form a continuous backdrop to
the negotiations.
Of more general and longer-term concern will be the atmosphere in which the
talks are conducted. Should mistrust and hostility dominate, then negotiations
are unlikely to succeed. Every effort should be made to foster cordial relations,
with attempts made to frame the talks in a positive light. A suitable theme
might be that the negotiations are part of the process of improving "Europe",
seeking a better and more stable relationship between the UK and EU Member
States.
If there are overt expressions of hostility from Member State governments, and
the EU institutions, they should not be reciprocated. The UK will have to
recognise that politicians will need to address their own domestic audiences,
and that the UK will not always be cast in a complimentary light. Rather than
respond to any hostility in like manner, one might expect a "charm offensive",
possibly with a programme of reassurance visits to European capitals by senior
politicians, and even members of the Royal Family.
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In an attempt to reduce hostile sentiment expressed by former partners, attempts
might be made to present the withdrawal in a positive light. Here, one recalls
the views expressed by Michel Rocard, a former French prime minister who
served under Francois Mitterrand. Recently, he identified Britain as the source
of all the EU's problems, declaring that it had "blocked any further integration".
Commenting on the possibility of the UK leaving the EU, he said: "If they go, it
becomes possible to respond to the needs of governing in Europe. Even
Germany realises this and demands it. I hope for it a lot because they have
prevented it from developing, they killed it".2
Presenting Brexit as permitting other member states to pursue political
integration without the encumbrance of the UK – together with a commitment
to future cooperation - can turn a negative into a positive, positioning all parties
as partners in a co-operative venture from which all stand to benefit. Cooperation rather than confrontation becomes the ethos.

2.1 Media operations
An effective communication strategy will be an essential part of the exit
process. Media relations must not be treated as an add-on but as an integral part
of the negotiating process. Bad publicity has the potential to wreck
negotiations, while effective management can do much to smooth the way for
important, deal-making initiatives.
During the 1970-1972 entry negotiations, the view was taken by the British
government that, given the open character of the Community and the fact that
virtually all its developments and disputes became public knowledge with the
minimum of delay, negotiations would have the same character. It would thus
be difficult to conceal the substance of discussions, so it was assumed that
everything of importance would inevitably become public knowledge.
Therefore, the decision was taken that it would be better tactics to assist the
process and thereby ensure that the British version of events, rather than a
version slanted in a different direction or simply garbled, became available.
The greatest problem might simply be media inertia, combined with the
extraordinarily low level of knowledge and understanding exhibited by most
journalists. As recalled in the epigraph to this section, negotiators in 1970-1972
were helped by the fact that, towards the end of the negotiations, journalists in
Brussels had become thoroughly bored with the multiplicity of highly technical
subjects still under discussion and were ready to be content with fairly
superficial information. The problem, therefore, may not be one of concealing
information from journalists but in getting them interested and motivated
enough for them to report it.

2

The Daily Telegraph, 29 April 2014, "'UK should get out of the EU,' says former French PM".
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/eu/10797036/UK-should-get-out-of-theEU-says-former-French-PM.html, accessed 2 May 2014.
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A very special problem will be the conduct of the BBC as the UK's monopoly
public broadcaster. Already it has played an important part in covering the
referendum, and its coverage of the negotiations will be crucial in shaping
public opinion. Whether reporting will be impartial, objective and effective –
much less accurate - remains to be seen. As it stands, the signs are not good.
In the autumn of 2004, the BBC's governors set up a supposedly independent
"impartiality" review panel under pressure from the anti-EU lobby – to look at
its coverage of EU affairs. Even then, its mandate and starting point was far
from impartial, tasking the panel to investigate whether the BBC was too
Europhile and gave too little space to anti-EU voices. However, it also looked
at issues of accessibility and understanding of the EU. The review panel
reported at the end of January 2005.3
Amongst the issues identified by the panel was the failure of the BBC to take
the EU seriously as a major ongoing policy issue and organisation, and its
inadequate training and inadequate use of correspondents at its disposal. EU
coverage showed a "tendency to polarise and oversimplify issues, a measure of
ignorance of the EU on the part of some journalists and a failure to report issues
which ought to be reported, perhaps out of a belief that they are not sufficiently
entertaining". The BBC World Service, by contrast, was given a generally good
bill of health: "There is a disparity of quality and quantity of coverage between
the World Service and domestic programmes", the panel found.
The problem in BBC coverage of the EU lay in its domestic output – i.e., in the
output vital for shaping British public information and interest. The panel went
on to say that, "all external witnesses pointed out that the BBC News agenda
understates the importance and relevance of the EU in the political and daily
life of the UK". At the time, the main EU issue to hand was coverage of the
European Constitution and, in a key reference to this, the panel found: "In all
the coverage of the Constitution that we watched and listened to there was little,
if any, explanation of what the Constitution contained".
In its concluding 12 recommendations, the panel argued that "the problem of
ignorance among BBC journalists on the EU issue must be addressed as a
matter of urgency". Then, in a first response from the BBC governors, they
stated "on the evidence of the MORI research that informed the Panel's report,
the BBC is not succeeding in providing basic accessible information on the
topic of Europe and urgent action is needed".4
During the exit negotiations, such problems will be magnified, not only by the
complexity of the issues but the workload and the duration of the talks. In a
media which prefers personality politics and has a poor grasp of the subject
matter, journalists and editorial staff will be struggling to maintain any level of
coherent coverage. They may, therefore, need more than the usual level of
3

" BBC News Coverage of the European Union" (2005) Independent Panel Report
"BBC News Coverage of the European Union". Statement by the Board of Governors,
January 2005.
4
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assistance from government sources, with the establishment of a dedicated
office, staffed by an experienced team able fully to exploit new communication
technologies.5 Key members of this team might be recruited from outside
government.
Without in any way seeking to interfere with or undermine the freedom of the
press, the government might invite media organisations, including news
agencies and especially the BBC, to appoint specialist staff to report the
negotiations. Special "deep background" workshops might be offered to these
personnel, in an attempt to improve their knowledge and understanding.
Although content will have to be tactfully delivered, course delivery will have
to address a profound ignorance on the part of the media that extends even to
the basics. By no means all journalists are fully aware of the distinctions
between different types of EU legislation, very few understand the legislative
procedures – and especially the co-decision (now ordinary legislative) process and fewer still are able to describe properly the EU institutions. This is an
industry, after all, which commonly refers to meetings of the European Council
as "summits", and even senior journalists frequently confuse the Council of
Europe with the European Union. One might even suggest that, to gain official
accreditation, individuals might be required to attend one or more workshops.
Ongoing efforts should concentrate on background and technical briefings of
greater depth than are normally available from government services, but there
should also be an effective rapid-response capability. Specifically, this should
be tied in to the use of the social media where, because of the rapid rate of
information dissemination, substantial resources should be allocated.

2.2 Public information
Acceptance of a formal exit agreement will depend in part (and most probably
to a very great extent) on an informed public, and in particular on
knowledgeable opinion-formers. It is difficult to appreciate, however, the depth
of ignorance as to the detailed workings of the EU, not only amongst the
ordinary public, but amongst those who might be regarded as the educated élite.
As to the public, the problem goes way back. In 1971, an NOP poll asked 1,867
respondents to name the members of the then EEC. Only 13 percent got all six
countries right.6 Then, 43 years later in early April 2014, just over a month
before the European Parliament elections, a YouGov poll found that only 16
5

Numerous studies have been made on the role of the media and diplomacy, and of the use of
new technology. See, for instance, Archetti, Cristina (2010), Media Impact on Diplomatic
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Annual Convention , Washington, DC,
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ionary_Model_of_Change.pdf, accessed 7 January 2014.
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percent of respondents could correctly name the date of the coming elections. A
clear 68 percent did not know and 16 percent chose the wrong date altogether.
Some 77 percent admitted they did not know the number of MEPs to which the
UK was entitled. Only seven percent got the figure right. Some 93 percent
could not even name one of their MEPs. Only 20 percent of respondents knew
how many countries there were in the EU, a mere 44 percent of people knew
that Norway was not a member, 27 percent thought Ukraine was, and 30
percent believed Turkey was in the Union.7

Figure 2: a graphic taken from a cartoon strip produced by Anglia Ruskin University
and the Euclid Network, highlighting the low level of information on the EU amongst
young people, and the mechanisms needed to get them involved.8

In a separate survey carried out by the Opinium polling company, just 27
percent of UK voters could name José Manuel Barroso, then President of the

7

YouGov Survey, fieldwork 6-7 April 2014.
http://d25d2506sfb94s.cloudfront.net/cumulus_uploads/document/ex3h6e8mn8/YG-ArchivePol-Sun-results-070414-EUMEPs.pdf, accessed 10 February 2015.
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European Commission, while 19 percent said the job was filled by Angela
Merkel, the German chancellor.9
Results of an online survey aimed at young people, by Anglia Ruskin
University and the Euclid Network, produced similarly poor results. Only seven
percent admitted they knew "a lot" about the EU and just 12 percent felt that the
EU impacted on their lives "very much". Only a third of the respondents (34
percent) claimed to know the difference between the European Parliament, the
European Commission, the European Council and the European Union.10
The degree to which ignorance of this principle pervades the "expert" and the
political communities is quite staggering. Yet compulsory re-education is
probably out of the question, and possibly of questionable effect when the
former Prime Minister David Cameron still believes he cast a veto at the 2011
European Council to block a fiscal treaty.11
Nevertheless, nine parts of the solution is recognising that there is a problem
and then identifying it. Those in a position of influence need to be self-aware
and self-critical and, with their peers, need to be especially conscious of the
need to get their facts right. Government, on the other hand, might do more to
ensure that the public at large are better informed about the basics of the EU,
and be more critical of the media when they get it wrong.

2.3 Departmental responsibility for negotiations
The official media operation can only work within the broader structures set by
government. Successful management of the negotiations will be a major
undertaking, requiring cooperation from most Whitehall departments, political
commitment and the allocation of sufficient resources. It will also demand a
shift in thinking to deal with what amounts to a fundamental change in national
strategy, of which existing departments are simply not capable.12 As such, it
may well be wise to by-pass the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO),
which would otherwise be the lead department in relations with the European
Union.

9
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The Cabinet Office might be a suitable alternative with the negotiating team led
by the Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster. This would permit the
appointment of a senior and respected person from outside party politics, as the
post-holder can be a member of the House of Lords.
A good negotiating atmosphere will be vitally important. This must not be left
to chance. It will require specific actions early on in the process, with the
emphasis on presenting the talks as a co-operative exercise. An early
appointment of a person committed to the success of the negotiations would
send a positive message and would help set the tone.
Given that one of the most powerful complaints about the EU is the lack of
democracy in a structure which is said to be inherently anti-democratic, it will
be incumbent on the Government to act in a transparent manner, as far as is
compatible with the negotiation process.
In deciding the negotiating policy, there is probably no such thing as a best
way. Different people and organisations will have different views. Some
positions will be passionately held, but driven by emotion and sentiment rather
than hard fact. Others will be based on what is believed to be clinical analysis
of economic realities. Nevertheless, sentiment has a place in politics and public
opinion must be accommodated. If there is overt public hostility to any
particular solution, it may be impossible to implement it. Furthermore, there
will be many uncertainties – not only the known unknowns but the unknown
unknowns.
To help deal with uncertainty, government should encourage a national debate
early on in the negotiations. This should be kept out of the party political sphere
and at arms-length from the government. Specific events may be commissioned
and "roadshows" arranged, all under the aegis of the department responsible for
the negotiations. Parliament should have a supervisory role and the appointment
of a joint committee of both Houses for the duration could be something worth
considering. This could provide material for periodic parliamentary debates.
Ministers should make frequent statements to both Houses on the progress of
talks.

2.4 An independent Advisory Council
The appointment of an independent Advisory Council – with expert subcommittees – would be highly desirable. Its initial task should be to structure
and assist the national debate, to review and explain options and then to advise
Britain's negotiation team.
In many ways, this is the proper, democratic way to identify measures the UK
needs to take. One would expect the Council to bear that in mind. To that
effect, it would be expected to initiate a range of studies, promoting discussion
and debate, modelling various outcomes. It would also be expected to work
with government at all levels, while trade associations, NGOs and civil society
21

generally will want to be involved. And these will have to be consulted if there
is to be the widest possible backing for the eventual agreement. Even the best
outcome is not a solution unless it has public support.

Figure 3: Palais des Nations, Geneva. Home of the United Nations in Europe.
Potential location for the Article 50 negotiations. (photo: Wikipedia Commons)

.
As to the Article 50 negotiations, the location of the main talks will be crucial.
The Justus Lipsius building in Brussels – home of the European Council –
would be the obvious choice, but it might engender a hothouse atmosphere
which is not conducive to deliberative negotiations.
Further, the sight of British representatives on our television screens trooping
off to Brussels might send the wrong signal, positioning them as supplicants
rather than as equal partners. The presence of negotiating teams might also
interfere with the functioning of EU institutions, causing stress and disruption,
adversely affecting the conduct of the negotiations.
In any event, in Brussels, where British staff members are working on
secondment to the Council, it might also be impossible to keep EU and
negotiating personnel apart, rendering it difficult to prevent "infection" and
leakage. A more neutral venue might therefore be preferable, although there are
limits to which cities could host such talks. Geneva could be a good choice,
using the Palais des Nations building. It is home to many UN institutions, the
WTO and other international bodies. It has good communications and the
22

infrastructure to handle international negotiations. The EU maintains a strong
presence in the city and would have few logistic difficulties in supporting
prolonged talks. The symbolism of conducting talks in neutral Switzerland
could also be of value.

2.5 Third country treaties
Although the primary concern of the post-referendum negotiating team is the
pursuit of an exit agreement with the EU, the UK may well find itself in the
position of having also to renegotiate or renew hundreds of other treaties which
are in some way dependent for their functioning or even existence on
membership of the EU.
Illustrating the potential scale of the problem, currently the European Union
lists 881 bilateral treaties on its treaty database, together with 251 multilateral
agreements.13 They cover a vast range of subjects from the "Agreement
between the European Union and the Republic of Moldova on the protection of
geographical indications of agricultural products and foodstuffs" to the
"Agreement on fishing between the European Community and the Kingdom of
Norway".14,15,16 Norway, in fact, is party to 166 agreements, and 215 are listed
to which the UK is also party.
There is a further distinction as between treaties made jointly between the
European Union and its component Member States, and other parties (whether
bilateral or multilateral) – the so-called "mixed" treaties, and those concluded
only between the European Union and third parties, such as under the Lisbon
Treaty Article 207 powers, known as "exclusive" treaties.
On the face of it, Britain is excluded from all treaties once it leaves the EU.
Therefore, it would appear that each treaty will have to be examined and, where
necessary, the agreements between Britain and the relevant third countries
renewed. The administration and negotiations potentially required in such an
event, together with the procedural requirements associated in maintaining
treaty continuity, could on the face of it take longer than the Article 50
negotiations, and prove resource intensive.
The burden might be reduced by adopting a general presumption of continuity –
as is held to exist by some authorities on international law. This applied in the
"velvet divorce" between the Czech Republic and Slovakia, when on 19
January 1993 the two republics were admitted to the UN as new and separate

13
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states. In respect of international treaties, they simply agreed to honour the
treaty obligations of Czechoslovakia.17
The Slovaks transmitted a letter to the Secretary General of the United Nations
on 19 May 1993 expressing their intent to remain a party to all treaties signed
and ratified by Czechoslovakia, and to ratify those treaties signed but not
ratified before dissolution of Czechoslovakia. This letter acknowledged that
under international law all treaties signed and ratified by Czechoslovakia would
remain in force. For example, both countries are recognized as signatories of
the Antarctic Treaty from the date Czechoslovakia signed the agreement back
in 1962.18
Nevertheless, the UK might be advised to prepare the ground before
committing to an Article 50 notification, on the basis that, until alternative
arrangements are in place, an exit agreement with the EU member states cannot
be properly discussed. In this, the UK will no doubt be guided by the Vienna
Convention on Succession of States in respect of Treaties, even though it is not
a party to it.19
The Convention sets out the procedures for carrying over treaties, where all
parties agree to their continuation. It allows for the newly independent State –
in this case the UK – to establish its status as a party to an existing treaty by
way of a formal notification of succession, lodged with the depository of each
treaty. Nevertheless, participation in the treaties will normally require the
consent of all the parties, and the newly independent State may establish its
status as a party to these treaties only with such consent.20 It does not seem
likely, though, that many parties will want to withhold consent.
This procedure, however, might not apply to exclusive EU treaties, where the
EU as the contracting party concluded the agreement on behalf of its members,
without the individual members acting as contracting parties. In this case, the
UK has no direct locus and, on withdrawal from the EU might have no part in
such treaties. But there again, the principles of the Vienna Convention could be
deemed to apply, given the political will. In those cases, where the third country
is the beneficiary – as in the Mutual Recognition Agreement on Conformity
Assessment between the EU and Australia – it would be irrational for that
country to withhold consent.
In any event, there are currently very few exclusive treaties, with the EU treaty
database listing only 17 made under Article 207, of which only three relate to
trade, of the 250 trade agreements listed in the database.
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Nevertheless, there is an option which would avoid the possibility of being held
to ransom by third countries which do not consent to an independent UK as a
treaty partner. This would involve an agreement with the EU of a treaty giving
Britain notional membership status for the strict and exclusive purpose of
taking advantage of the third country treaty provisions. Any such arrangement
would most certainly be of limited duration, giving time for selective
renegotiation and/or re-enactment with the original parties to the third country
treaties.
Even if some treaties have to be renegotiated, that is not necessarily a
significant problem. Talks may be relatively trouble-free and speedy to
conclude. For instance, on third country trade deals with developing and lessdeveloped countries, the UK may be willing to offer more generous terms than
were available from the EU, in return for a speedy conclusion of deals.
Where for instance the EU is currently demanding that Kenya (and EAC
partners) progressively reduce tariffs on imports, the UK may be more inclined
to carry over ACP arrangements in the interests of promoting employment and
development, all with a view to reducing migration pressure. With the
groundwork already done, draft treaties might be in place long before the
Article 50 deadline supervenes.

2.6 Steps towards independence
In addition to these points, which set the boundaries to our plan, the British
government also has to look at the bigger picture, and how the UK might fit
into the fresh geopolitical and economic landscape that would follow. It needs
to identify measures Britain needs to take in the years (and even decades)
following formal exit, externally and domestically as well.
A particular complication we deal with is the way that EU law has infiltrated
the British system. As Lord Denning put it back in 1974:
The Treaty [of Rome] does not touch any of the matters which concern
solely England and the people in it. These are still governed by English law.
They are not affected by the Treaty. But when we come to matters with a
European element, the Treaty is like an incoming tide. It flows into the
estuaries and up the rivers. It cannot be held back, Parliament has decreed
that the Treaty is henceforward to be part of our law. It is equal in force to
any statute.21

This "incoming tide" has indeed flowed into the estuaries and up the rivers of
the administrative system, yet it is barely appreciated or even recognised for
what it is. In many instances, EU provisions are mixed in with and become part
of domestic initiatives, without this being realised.
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But there are added complications which few people even recognise, and even
fewer understand. Many EU provisions themselves implement or take into
account international law, while the resultant British law also builds in national
elements.
As a result, much of the law implemented in the UK is hybrid – an amalgam of
international, sub-regional (i.e., EU) and national requirements. When we
transpose an EU law, we do not necessarily see just a single strand of EU
legislation. And by the time the end product is implemented, its origins can be
so obscure that the EU provenance is unrecognisable and sometimes denied,
even by the people most affected by it. If we are gradually to detach ourselves
from the influence of EU law, we will first have to identify the different
influences and then unravel the specific Brussels components, while leaving the
rest (if that is desired). This will have to become a major part of any exit plan.
Another consideration might be the extent to which attaining an improved
economic position becomes and objective of "Brexit". Yet it is questionable
whether that is an objective for the exit, or a consequence of it and the events
which follow the exit.
If we see "Brexit" as a process rather than a single event, the act of leaving
becomes an enabler rather than an end in itself. In our view, the primary
objectives of those managing the withdrawal are to set up the structures and
strategies which will provide a sound foundation for the governance and
development of a post-exit Britain. Crucially, we also need flexibility to react to
change, and deal with the many unknowns that will emerge. For the immediate
outcome, and in the years following an exit, we would be satisfied with
economic neutrality – neither gain nor loss.
To that effect, many areas of government policy and the overall political
economy affected by withdrawal come under our scrutiny. Central to our
immediate concern is trade policy but there are many other issues which we
examine. Most notably, we look at regulation in general, foreign and defence
policies and the wider questions of economic policy. Environmental and labour
market regulation, and immigration, are of course highly relevant.
Given the role of the EU in regulating trade, however, it makes sense to treat
trade policy as a pivotal issue upon which the broader exit agreement will
depend. That being the case, an agreement on trade will have a strong influence
on the speed with which an overall agreement can be reached.
In view of the complexities – many of which will be explored in this book - we
conclude that there are very few realistic options we can pursue in order to
bring negotiations to a rapid conclusion. In the longer term, there seem to be
more possible options than have so far entered the general debate. And while
there is a tendency for those devising exit solutions to concentrate on the shortterm, we consider it essential that planners also keep in mind the longer-term
needs. We would even advance a strategy which accepts short-term sacrifices
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or less than optimal temporary structures in return for increased gains in the
longer-term.
Furthermore, we believe solutions should not be reactive. To achieve a
desirable settlement, Britain should take an active role in changing the global
landscape, reshaping it and the political architecture. Leaving the EU is an
event of such magnitude that it will have a significant effect on the political and
economic landscape of the entire world. It might even precipitate a longoverdue re-ordering of global institutions. This would be no bad thing. They
have developed in a chaotic fashion and their functioning raises questions not
only about their efficiency and value for money, but also the effect they have on
national democracies and processes of governance.
In our view, therefore, a coherent exit plan requires something more than
perpetuating or expanding existing arrangements, or merely responding to
change at a national and sub-regional level. We should embrace the full gamut
of opportunities afforded by withdrawal. And it is here that the meat of our plan
is to be found. The immediate issues to be resolved in order to secure exit are
only short-term solutions. What then assume far greater importance are the
measures affecting the longer term.
While the eventual aim is to deliver benefits, uncertainty renders it difficult to
estimate the precise effects of specific actions. The effect of withdrawal on
trade, for instance, is impossible to gauge accurately. The temptation is to
present charts with impressive-looking figures and calculations, and these
certainly convey authority and the appearance of certainty. But we are dealing
with multiple unknowns in a truly unique situation. We have thus provided only
broad ideas of where the future might lie. Just one thing is certain: Britain and
the trading nations of the world today are not how they will be in the years after
Britain leaves the EU.

2.7 Article 50 and the legal framework
Mindful of the conditions in which the referendum has been fought and the
broader political environment in which the Article 50 negotiations will have to
be conducted, we are convinced that political factors will trump strictly
economic considerations.
One factor in particular could colour the entire negotiations: whether there is
any turning back from the process. On this, there are two broad schools of
thought. On the one hand, some commentators assert that, once the Article 50
notification has been lodged, the UK could come under pressure from the
remaining member states to withdraw its notification. On the other hand, the
Praesidium of the European Convention, which examined the original
provision, considered that, since many hold that the right of withdrawal exists
even in the absence of a specific provision to that effect, the Article has the
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effect only of setting a procedure for negotiating and concluding an exit
agreement.22
If the politicians involved in the process choose to believe that the right to leave
is not conferred by Article 50, one assumes they will instead rely on the Vienna
Convention on the Law of Treaties. A departing country must thereby be
exercising its Convention rights in notifying the European Council of its
intention to leave. That would affirm the Praesidium view that the subsequent
negotiations are conducted only for the purpose of "setting out the
arrangements" for the withdrawal of the departing country, and to "give effect
to the decision". Furthermore, the conclusion of an agreement does not itself
constitute a condition of withdrawal, so negotiations – in theory – are not even
necessary.23
While there is extensive literature on this subject, with widely varying views as
to the exact application of international law, it should be appreciated that the
law is not the dominating factor in treaty negotiations. It must always be
remembered that the decision to leave is a political act, made by politicians. It
is not a legal decision drafted by lawyers. One thus calls to mind de Gaulle's
famous remark that: "treaties are like maidens and roses, they each have their
day".24 In the early days of the negotiations on British entry, de Gaulle was
quite prepared to abrogate the Treaty of Rome in order vary the deal on offer.
Then, when France first rejected the UK application, the remaining "Five" were
prepared to consider abandoning the Treaty in favour of an agreement with the
UK, without involving France.
In the Article 50 negotiations, lawyers will undoubtedly be consulted, and the
talks will be conducted within the framework of treaty law. But it is at the
political level that talks will be held and at which decisions will be taken. As
Sir David Edward, the first British Judge of the European Court of First
Instance, remarked, while we are entitled to look for legal certainty, all that is
certain is that EU law would require all parties to negotiate in good faith and in
a spirit of cooperation before separation took place. "The results of such
negotiation", he concluded, "are hardly, if at all, a matter of law".25
In any event, legal arguments over arcane constitutional points are unlikely to
be entertained by the public or by the politicians engaged in negotiations. In
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practical European politics, treaties have a habit of meaning what the parties
intend them to mean.26 The legalities are then brought into line with the reality.
Furthermore, whenever considering legal issues, analysts should not allow
themselves to be misled by selective quotations. Such can be used to support
virtually any view on the legal niceties of leaving, and there are plenty of wellfounded texts on which polemicists can rely – all of which go to show that even
the application is not a settled issue. But this is a domain inhabited by theory
and countervailing argument, with no absolutes and no agreement even between
practitioners.27
What is helpful though, with all the necessary caveats, is one paper produced by
the European Central Bank (written in the context of a euro member seeking to
leave the common currency). It states – with an admirable degree of
understatement - that "the assertion of an implied right of unilateral withdrawal
from the treaties, even in exceptional circumstances, would be highly
controversial". But it does concede a right to leave, "as a last resort in the event
of … extraordinary circumstances affecting a Member State's ability to fulfil its
treaty obligations".28
The conclusion of a referendum in which the electorate instructs its government
to withdraw from the European Union, thus removing any mandate to fulfil
treaty obligations, would appear to constitute "extraordinary circumstances",
within the ambit of Article 61 of the VCLT: "A party may invoke the
impossibility of performing a treaty as a ground for terminating or withdrawing
from it if the impossibility results from the permanent disappearance or
destruction of an object indispensable for the execution of the treaty".29
Democratic consent, in that context, can be taken as "an object indispensable
for the execution of the treaty". The "leave" vote in a referendum, in our view,
signifies the removal of democratic consent and fulfils the terms of the Vienna
Convention. On that basis, the Article 50 process would become a mechanism
to give effect to a decision already made.
Following notification, there is no explicit provision written into the EU treaties
for rescinding the decision to leave, or for terminating the negotiations. On the
face of it, the procedures, once started, must continue.
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However, there is then Article 68 of the Vienna Convention, which does permit
a notification to be rescinded.30 Whether parties choose to invoke this provision
might depend on whether they wish to rely on the dictum, ubi lex voluit, dixit;
ubi noluit, tacuit - where the law (treaty) has no wish to regulate a matter, it
remains silent. For that to be accepted, another principle comes into play: lex
specialis derogat legi generali – effectively, specific law overrides general law.
If European Union Treaty provisions are taken as overriding Article 68 of the
Vienna Convention in the absence of explicit provisions in the Lisbon Treaty, a
right to rescind the Article 50 notification cannot be assumed.
This being the case, if no agreement is reached after two years – and there is no
extension of time (requiring unanimous agreement) - the treaties will
automatically cease to apply. Britain would drop out of the EU without taking
any further action. Self-evidently, withdrawal does not depend on the consent
of the other parties. The only agreement required relates to the nature of the exit
agreement, and then only if one is on the table.31
That brings in another line of argument, to the effect that, if there was a facility
to rescind the Article 50 notification, allowing matters to continue as before,
that might frustrate the intent of the Article, and the options afforded. Such a
facility might be used to tactical effect, with the withdrawing country
withdrawing its notification, only to re-invoke with immediate effect, Article
50, thereby artificially prolonging the negotiating period. That would further
argue against the assumption of such a provision.
Tellingly, Article 50 then states: "If a State which has withdrawn from the
Union asks to rejoin, its request shall be subject to the procedure referred to in
Article 49". This is the full entry process. No concessions are made for previous
membership. Rejoining demands completion of the full candidature procedure.
This would require a commitment to joining the euro, which does not allow for
the inclusion of any previously negotiated opt-outs.32 The juxtaposition, in the
same article, can be taken as a deterrent, warning states considering an exit, that
there is a great deal at risk.
Given that scenario, there is a case to make that the Article 50 notification is a
one-way process, or will be treated as such – as a matter of political
expediency, whether or not legally justified. That puts huge pressure on
negotiators and their governments to come to a satisfactory resolution.
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2.8 Protecting the Single Market
One of the key issues that our negotiators will have to address will be access to
the Single Market - and the related matter of protecting Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI). It is our view that the immediate Article 50 settlement should
include continued access to the Single Market, upon which FDI depends.

2.9 Duration of the negotiations
Already, there is a strong demand for the earliest possible exit from the EU. We
thus anticipate that the two years initially set by the Treaty for Article 50
negotiations will be treated as a maximum. Although the period can be
extended by unanimous agreement, there will be little tolerance for prolonged
talks and none for a process that drags on for many years.
Expectations are creating a political momentum that is difficult to ignore, with
pressure to bring talks to a speedy conclusion. In principle, speed is no bad
thing. To avoid further market uncertainty and political instability, leaving the
EU is best done as quickly as possible – advice which was tendered to nations
proposing to leave the euro.33 Delay in reaching a settlement could be highly
damaging.
However, advocates of bilateral deals rarely discuss the time needed to
conclude them. Economist Roger Bootle, for instance, argues for a Swiss-style
bilateral agreement, and posits that many British people imagine that the UK
would not be able to negotiate free trade agreements because it is small and
insignificant. To counter this, he asserts that the size of the UK economy
ensures that we will be able to negotiate satisfactory trading arrangements".34
But the question is not whether or not the UK could negotiate satisfactory
arrangements, but how long it would take to do so. Given unlimited time, the
UK would be able to negotiate a different deal than if having to negotiate under
time constraints. Yet, in the Article 50 scenario, the presumption must be that
time is limited to two years.
As to what can be achieved in various time periods, we can look to the past for
guidance. We can start with the relatively straightforward Greenland exit from
the EEC in 1985. This arose after the Danish electorate had decided to accede
to the EEC in 1973, alongside the UK. The people of Greenland opposed entry
but were forced to follow because they were part of Danish territory. There
followed a form of devolution, in which powers were transferred to Greenland,
culminating in an exit referendum in 1982. The request to "withdraw",
33
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however, was not made by Greenland but by Denmark, in the form of a request
for it to renegotiate the application of the Treaties to its territory.35
Negotiations were relatively simple, covering only a limited span of issues
dealing with a country's economy that relied almost exclusively on fish.
Nothing of substance had to be changed in the Treaties and hardly anything had
to be put in place to govern the post-exit relations of Greenland with the EU. As
before, Greenland's interests continued to be represented via Denmark. Yet,
despite all that, the negotiations still took two years.36,37
As might be expected, when it comes to establishing trade agreements with
more complex economies, more time has been needed. The current round of
EU-Swiss talks – which are taken as the basis for many of the exit models
proposed for the UK - started in 1994 and took 16 years to conclude.38
When considering the nature of the UK's exit negotiations, one must assume
that any clean-sheet or "bespoke" negotiations on the lines of agreements would
take at least as long as the Swiss, if not longer. Generally, as time progresses,
international negotiations are taking longer to conclude. This is evidenced by
the length of successive GATT/WTO rounds (Table 1 below).39
For the EU, prolonged negotiations are the norm. One example is the MexicoEU FTA: preliminary talks started in 1995 and finished on 24 November 1999,
the agreement coming into force on 1 July 2000, taking nearly five years to
complete.40 The Colombia-Peru deal was launched in June 2007 and
provisionally applied in the first trimester of 2013, also taking nearly five
years.41 Its 2,605-page length, with 337 articles and dozens of schedules, give
clues as to the complexity of the task confronting negotiators.42
Work on the EU-Canadian Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement
(CETA) started in June 2007 and it took until October 2013 for its key elements
35
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to be agreed, a period of just over five years.43 Negotiations on the EU-South
Korea FTA started in 2006 and the final agreement entered into force on 1 July
2011.44 However, this was only the last stage of a process which had started in
1993.45,46 Delivery of the current 1,336-page trading agreement, alongside a
broader-ranging 64-page framework agreement on political co-operation, had
taken almost 18 years.47

Table 1: GATT/WTO rounds, 1947-2001, time taken to complete negotiations

In an example of unsuccessful negotiations, the EU-India free trade
negotiations were launched in 2007 and have still to come to a conclusion seven
years later. An agreement may not be signed until 2015 or even later, the 2014
Indian general election having changed the political order and introduced new
uncertainties.48,49
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The putative EU-Mercosur agreement has an even more chequered history.50
Negotiations were launched in September 1999 but, despite a re-launch in May
2010 and nine further negotiation rounds, no agreement has been reached after
more than ten years.51 Talks floundered over European agricultural subsidies
and the opening of Mercosur industries to competition from Europe. So
substantial are the differences that, in June 2014, EU External Action Service
Director Christian Leffler declared: "There is no sense in holding discussions if
both sides are not ready".52 Despite intervention from German Chancellor
Angela Merkel, there were by mid-June 2014 no dates set for a meeting
between EU and Mercosur negotiators.53
Then there is the trade agreement with the East African Partnership, being
negotiated under the aegis of the Africa Caribbean Pacific (ACP) European
Union Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA) negotiations. The talks were
launched in 2002 under the Cotonou Partnership Agreement (CPA) where
parties agreed to conclude WTO-compatible trading arrangements, removing
progressively barriers to trade between them and enhancing cooperation in all
areas relevant to the CPA.
Early agreement proved elusive, leading to the signing of an interim agreement
in 2007, running to 487 pages.54 That brought duty-free, quota-free access for
some products exported to the EU but, after 12 years of negotiations, the
remaining contentious issues were unresolved. The latest round of talks was
concluded at the 39th session of the ACP-EU Council of Ministers in Nairobi,
Kenya on 19 June 2014, without an agreement being reached.55
Even more limited pacts can take many years. Negotiations for the Turkish
readmission agreement – allowing for the return of illegal immigrants entering
EU member state territories via Turkey – started in November 2002, but the
agreement was not signed until 16 December 2013 – an interval of 11 years.56
On this basis, it is highly improbable that a de novo bilateral agreement under
the aegis of Article 50 could be concluded in two years. Five years is probably
50
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more realistic. Whatever their attractions in theory, the bilateral options seem
hardly viable, purely on the grounds of the time needed to negotiate them. To
bring home an agreement within a reasonably short time, a different strategy
will have to be considered.
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PHASE ONE
Withdrawal
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3.0 Withdrawal options
I felt certain that it would be far better for everybody to bring the matter to
an issue and not allow it to drag on indefinitely … I am sure we have now
reached a point where merely going on with uncertainty would injure rather
than benefit the life and strength of the free world.
Harold Macmillan
House of Commons, 31 July 1961

Legal withdrawal from the EU comprises the first phase of this plan, a process
which will started with the UK lodging a formal Article 50 notification with the
European Council, which it did on 29 March 2017. For the other 27 Member
States as well as Britain, this was a major event. The negotiations have imposed
considerable demands on their diplomatic services and the resources of the EU
institutions, and on the UK.57
There is strong pressure on negotiators to reach a timely accommodation.
Article 50 requires the Union to conclude an agreement with the departing state,
"taking account of the framework for its future relationship with the Union".
Additionally, Articles 3, 8 and 21 (TEU) variously require the Union to
"contribute to … free and fair trade" and to "work for a high degree of
cooperation in all fields of international relations, in order to … encourage the
integration of all countries into the world economy, including through the
progressive abolition of restrictions on international trade".
EU negotiators must, therefore, entertain reasonable attempts to reduce trade
restrictions, in accordance with treaty provisions. Moreover, their actions are
justiciable. If EU negotiators departed from these legal provisions, or if they or
any member states sought to impose trade restrictions or other sanctions in
order to increase leverage, the UK would have the option of lodging a
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complaint with the European Court of Justice (ECJ), thereby blocking the
action taken.58
In this context, the UK is able to rely on its continued membership of the EU.
As long as the Article 50 negotiations continue, the UK remains a member of
the EU with full rights and privileges. It is excluded from the European Council
only when matters directly pertaining to the negotiations are being considered,
and from votes in the Council of the European Union and Parliament in similar
circumstances. Furthermore, should action contrary to treaty provisions be
taken against the UK by any other Member State, the European Commission
itself might be obliged to step in and commence infringement proceedings
against the offender(s).
What applies to other member states, though, applies to the UK. EU member
states and institutions can hardly be expected to work within the treaty and
international law in general if the UK refuses to do likewise. It cannot,
therefore, expect to step outside the Article 50 framework without
repercussions.
Even up to the point where Mrs May formally invoked Article 50, some
commentators were still suggesting that this Article and related treaty articles
could or should be ignored. Instead, they argued that the UK should rely on the
Vienna Convention of the Law of Treaties (VCLT), specifically Articles 65-68
which deal with the ending of treaties.59 By this means, it was held, the
restrictive provisions of the EU formal negotiations could be by-passed and the
UK could dictate the terms and conduct of the proceedings.
In fact, this was never a realistic option. Whenever two or more laws or treaty
provisions deal with the same subject matter, priority goes to that which is more
specific. This is the principle of lex specialis derogat legi generali (special law
repeals general law), which is regarded as a fundamental tenet of international
law.60
Constitutional lawyers also argue on the basis of Van Gend en Loos that the EU
is a "new legal order of international law" and that internally the relations of the
Member States and their peoples in matters covered by the European treaties
are governed by European law, as determined ultimately by the ECJ, and not by
general international law.61 In that event, there is a strong argument for Article
58
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50 and related provisions applying throughout the negotiations. Arguably, the
Vienna Convention could only be relied upon as a fallback, should talks break
down and there is clear evidence of bad faith on the part of EU negotiators.
Even if it worked entirely within the remit of the treaties, though, the EU has
some flexibility as to the nature of the trade agreement(s) it is prepared to
discuss with the UK. It could take the view that conformity with the WTO
framework is sufficient to satisfy treaty obligations. There is nothing in the
treaties that explicitly requires a free trade agreement with Britain to be
concluded.
Nevertheless, the idea that the Union might refuse outright to negotiate and then
unilaterally impose trade barriers lies beyond the realm of practical politics.
The greater concern might be that EU negotiators will not necessarily embrace
outcomes most favourable to Britain. That possibility was advanced by John
Bruton, former Irish Prime Minister (Taoiseach) and then EU ambassador to the
US. He warned that the EU is built on compromise and allowing Britain to
retain all associated privileges outside it would set a dangerous precedent.62
The matter came up in the aftermath of the Swiss referendum on immigration about which we write in detail later – where German Foreign Minister FrankWalter Steinmeier observed of its relations with the EU, "I believe that
Switzerland has harmed [itself] with this result even more". Speaking in
Brussels at the beginning of deliberations of the EU foreign ministers, he
added: "Switzerland needs to know that "cherry-picking can be no lasting
strategy in relation to the EU".63 And echoing precisely those sentiments, an
interview of Commission President Barroso on the Swiss referendum by
Reuters carried the headline, "Switzerland can't have it both ways on
migration".64
This makes it very necessary, not only to pick the right option for a post-exit
UK, but one acceptable to all parties. This author has heard many times, in
Brussels and elsewhere, the view that international agreements are founded on
the principle of equal misery. As long as all parties are unhappy with a
proposal, it can be agreed by all. The moment one party sees an advantage and
supports it on that basis, it is immediately opposed other parties who see
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/79408/Annex_A.
pdf. See: Case 26/62, Van Gend en Loos v Nederlandse Administratie der Belastingen [1963]
ECR 1, http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:61962CJ0026&from=EN, both accessed 12 September
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themselves as losers. Cynical though that might be, there is an element of truth
in it. No agreement will ever be approved if it appears to give one party an
advantage at the expense of some or all of the others. Treaty concessions are
unlikely to be accepted if they favour only one party, to the detriment of others.
With that in mind, we can look at the broad possibilities for agreement, of
which there are considered to be three, with variations. The first is the "free-forall" (WTO). The second is the "bilateral" option, involving either a Swiss-style
agreement based on multiple bilateral accords, the adoption of a single free
trade agreement on the lines of the South Korean FTA, with its parallel accord
on political co-operation, or a Turkish-style customs union. Thirdly, the UK can
re-adopt the entire Single Market acquis in order to retain its market access.
One way of doing this is through rejoining Efta and, through that, remaining in
the EEA – the so-called "Norway Option". In the remainder of this chapter, we
look at the first two options, and then some of the problems associated with
them. Then we look at the continued Single Market participation, concluding
with a look at the dynamics of the UK joining EFTA without also participating
in the EEA, a variation on the "Swiss option", sometimes known as
EFTA+bilaterals.

Figure 5: The UK trade balance with the EU and the rest of the world (Source: UK
Office of National Statistics, via CER)65
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At this point we must emphasise that none of the options set out in this Chapter
is ideal. None is an acceptable long-term solution. The three overarching
options (with their variations) can only be considered as interim solutions,
pending a longer-term resolution of Britain's relationship with the EU and the
rest of the world.

3.1 The unilateral WTO option
This option eschews negotiations with the EU. Instead, it relies exclusively on
the GATT/WTO framework to facilitate trade. It suggests that there should be
no specific agreements with the EU and that trade relations should be regulated
solely by reference to the diverse agreements made under the aegis of the
WTO.
This option had considerable support within the some of the more extreme
Eurosceptic community, now morphed into leavers who, because of their
extreme views, have come to be labelled "ultras". For them, it has been an
article of faith that the EU would be willing to trade under these terms, and that
it would be advantageous to the UK.66 The trade imbalance with the EU, it has
been argued, would preclude any predatory action (see: Figure 5 above).67
Whether this is a strong argument, though, is questioned by the Centre for
European Reform (CER). It recognises that the EU buys half of the UK's
exports while the UK only accounts for around ten percent of EU exports.
Additionally, half of the EU's trade surplus with the UK is accounted for by just
two member states: Germany and the Netherlands. Most EU member states do
not run substantial trade surpluses with the UK, and some run deficits with it.
Those in deficit might seek to block UK imports.68
Nevertheless, the supporters of the free-for-all" option argue that residual tariffs
are minimal and there would be no risk of discriminatory tariffs, where the EU
would maintain low tariffs with some third countries and impose higher rates
on the UK. These, it is asserted, are "illegal under the provisions of the WTO".
The EU could not thus impose higher tariffs on an independent Britain than it
could other countries.69 Further, because the WTO system relies on the
principle of progressive liberalisation, it is argued that the imposition of new
tariffs on a departing Britain would also be prohibited.70
The reality, though, is more complicated. In the first instance, if the UK left the
EU and did not negotiate a regional free trade agreement with the EU, it would
66
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acquire by virtue of its membership of the WTO the status of Most Favoured
Nation (MFN) with the EU. In accordance with the rules of the WTO trading
system, and especially the rules of equal treatment, the EU would then be
obliged to impose the same tariffs under the same conditions as all the other
countries that enjoyed MFN status.71 That would include tariffs on a wide range
of industrial goods.72 Britain would not even qualify for reduced tariffs under
the Generalised Scheme of Preferences (GSP).73
Currently, in trading with the rest of the world, Britain as an EU Member State
benefits from tariff concessions negotiated by the EU. The differential rates it
enjoys discriminate against parties which do not have trade agreements with the
EU, but this is permitted under the rules concerning regional trade
agreements.74 On leaving the EU, Britain would lose the protection of these
rules, and be faced with MFN tariffs. The EU would have no choice in this. It
must obey WTO rules.75
It must be understood that this means the restoration of the status quo ante,
arising from the withdrawal of concessions specific to regional trade agreement
membership. That is permitted.76 Perversely, if Britain sought to retaliate, the
WTO's rules on equal treatment, and thus the prohibition of discrimination,
would kick in. Tariffs imposed by the UK on goods from EU member states
would have to be applied to similar goods from all other countries with which it
did not have formal trade agreements.
A duty on cars from the EU, for instance, would have to be matched by the
same levy on cars from all other trading partners, including Japan and Korea.
This cannot even be by-passed by imposing discriminatory domestic taxes, as
indicated currently by action being taken against Brazil, where WTO
proceedings are being initiated after a special tax was levied on imported cars.77
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Then, on the other hand, if the UK decided to remove tariffs from EU products,
it must do the same with all other WTO members.
As it stands, trade-weighted average tariffs for EU Member States are 2.6
percent.78 This leads some to argue that the UK could absorb the extra costs in
increased efficiency and by developing new markets. However, as the CER
points out, tariffs would have a disproportionate effect on some of Britain's
poorer regions.79
Non-tariff barriers
What also needs to be stressed is that the imposition of tariffs is only one of the
disadvantages of the WTO option, and possibly the least of them. Tariff
reductions globally have been one of the successes of the international system.
Even full-rate tariffs in most sectors present relatively modest barriers to trade.

Figure 6: Trends in tariff rates by regions (simple averages, as percentages)

However, the process of tariff reduction has been described as like draining a
swamp: the lower water level has revealed all the snags and stumps of nontariff barriers that still have to be cleared away. Furthermore, after thirty years
of swamp draining, the stumps have started to grow. Decades of ever tighter
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regulation of goods, mostly adopted for purely domestic policy aims, have
escalated regulatory protection and made international trade more difficult.80
These so-called Non-Tariff Measures (NTMs) or Technical Barriers to Trade
(TBTs) have become far more important than tariffs.81,82 This is something
readily acknowledged by the British government. These obstacles, it says, often
stem from domestic regulations, which are enacted primarily to achieve valid
domestic goals. Therefore, unlike tariffs they cannot be removed simply.83
Furthermore, they are a growing problem. In 1995, the WTO received 386
formal notifications of TBTs. By 2013, this had risen to 2,137.84 Overall, they
are estimated to add more than 20 percent to the costs of international trade.85
As a member of the EU, the UK is part of a common (harmonised) regulatory
system, the purpose of which is to remove technical barriers to trade within the
Community. This is asserted as one of the main achievements of the Single
Market. Outside the EU and without benefit of trade agreements, the UK's main
fall-back would be WTO provisions, including the agreement on Technical
Barriers to Trade (the TBT Agreement) and the parallel Agreement on Sanitary
and Phytosanitary Measures (the SPS Agreement) .86,87
The UK, therefore, would be committing itself to a multilateral system that has
not been entirely successful, reflected in a lack of progress since the launch of
the Doha round of WTO talks in November 2001.88 In essence, WTO
agreements are imperfect provisions. Without the reinforcement of bilateral
agreements, sometimes styled as "beyond WTO", they are difficult to enforce –
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and especially where dispute settlement is less than optimal.89 For instance,
proceedings in the long-running dispute between Airbus and Boeing were
lodged in 2004 and are still ongoing, while the resolution of the so-called
"banana war" took 20 years.90,91 Unsurprisingly, therefore, restrictive measures
are increasing (figs 5&6).92 Within the WTO system, trade is still a long way
from free and, since the global crisis, is becoming even less so.93

Figure 7: Notifications of non-tariff measures (SPS/TBTs), 1995-2010 (number of
notified measures and notifying countries per year). Source: WTO secretariat.
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Access to the EU Member State markets
Manufactured goods exported to the EU can only be placed on the market if
they meet all the applicable requirements. However, conformity alone is not
sufficient. If costly checks and delays on entry are to be avoided, evidence must
be supplied that the goods have undergone the appropriate conformity
assessment procedures at the point of production, before they enter into
circulation.94 This can be certified by testing bodies which have been approved
by the EU or by systems in originating countries where domestic systems are
recognised, usually in conjunction with the international standards body ISO.95
Recognition is either built into free trade agreements or, where Mutual
Recognition Agreements (MRAs) on conformity assessment are in force.96
These enable the exporters to rely on their own domestic systems to produce the
appropriate certification which will permit goods to enter without conformity
checks at the borders.
Australia, Canada, Japan, New Zealand, the USA, Israel and Switzerland all
have MRAs on conformity assessment with the EU.
China formalised a different kind of MRA on 16 May 2014, covering "trusted
traders".97 This, and other agreements on Customs co-operation, considerably
eases the flow of trade between China and the EU.98 However, the UK without
the benefit of such agreements and working exclusively under WTO rules
would not have conformity assessment verification in place. It would, therefore,
have considerable difficulty in securing uninterrupted trade flows.
In fact, this is something of an understatement. Shippers presenting goods to the
customs authorities at entry points to the EU (or EEA members) will find that
they no longer have valid certification documentation, without which loads will
be refused entry. The option is either to return the load to the point of origin or
to agree to its detention pending the procurement of valid certification. The
latter is expensive. The goods must be physically inspected and samples
obtained under official supervision to send to an approved testing house.
Container inspection is typically about £700 and detention costs about £80 a
day. Ten days or more may be required to obtain results and secure customs
release, the cumulative costs adding up to £2,000 to deliver a shipping
container into the EU.99
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Apart from the costs, the delays are highly damaging. Many European
industries are highly integrated, relying on components shipped from multiple
countries right across Europe, working to a "just in time" regime. If even a
small number of consignments are delayed, the system starts to snarl up. Any
supply chain disruption can be highly damaging, as was found in the 2011
Japanese tsunami, when delays in the production and export of vehicle
components caused closures in vehicle manufacturing plants as far afield as the
United States and Europe.100
Even the loss of one key supplier can cause an entire system to break down. An
example is cited of a fire in the plant owned by Aisin Seiki, a Japanese supplier
that produced more than 99 percent of Toyota's brake valves. Most of the 506
machines used to produce the valves were inoperable. Toyota maintained only a
4-hour supply of the valve, thus causing the world's largest car maker to shut
down its production lines. This resulted in Toyota losing production of 70,000
cars, before an alternative supply could be arranged.101
In the case of the WTO option applying, the effects would be far more
damaging, applying to the whole continent, and the UK. As European ports
buckled under the unexpected burden of thousands of inspections and a backlog
of testing, a huge range of loads would build up while test results and clearance
was awaited. The system would grind to a halt. It would not just slow down. It
would stop. As has been seen with Channel port disruptions in the past, trucks
waiting to cross the Channel would be backed up the motorways nearly to
London.102
The problem would be exacerbated by the system in force for products of
animal origin. For third countries (as would be the UK), without reciprocal
arrangements, the EU specifies the port of entry for such products, under the socalled Border Inspection Post (BIP) system. This is to ensure sufficient
facilities for inspection are available.103 This could have a devastating effect on
the flow of British exports to EU Member States, especially as there are no
facilities for handling the volume of goods that are currently involved. By
contrast, Britain is already well equipped to check imported goods and, with a
decentralised system of inland container ports, would not be under the same
constraints as its European equivalents. For the UK, therefore, to impose
similar conditions at the point of entry would breach WTO rules.
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In all respects, therefore, a strategy based on an expectation that Britain can rely
solely on WTO rules, without securing any direct agreements with the EU – an
in particular without securing an MRA on conformity assessment, would not be
well founded. Britain would struggle to maintain its current levels of external
trade and there would be a profound adverse effect on daily life and
employment. Far from a potential three million job losses, with the knock-on
effects to UK production, that number could easily double and then be
exceeded by a substantial margin.

3.2 The bilateral (Swiss) option
This brings us to the second of the options, the idea of concluding one or a
series of bilateral agreements with the EU, covering aspects of our trading
relations. To the extent that the Swiss experience provides some guidance for
the UK outside the EU, following this route is often described as the Swiss
option, or model, or less formally as a "Swiss-style relationship".104
The Swiss option stems from the country's refusal in 1992 to ratify the EEA
agreement, following a "no" vote in its referendum. As such, it is not a
conscious, studied arrangement, but a series of ad hoc responses to the
rejection, amounting to uncoordinated bilateral agreements. Some 120 are in
place, including the Schengen Association Agreement, of which 20 are decisive
for joint relations.105 The agreements are subject to what is known as a
"guillotine" clause, whereby if one part of the deal falls, the whole package is
voided. To that extent, despite its separate components, this is an "all or
nothing" arrangement. If one agreement falls, they all fall.
The supposed advantages to this option have been rehearsed widely by a variety
of commentators.106 However, around 40 percent of Swiss legislation is said to
derive from EU rules, characterising the arrangements as a means of moving
closer to the EU. Access to European capital markets necessitates continuous
updating of Swiss law, absorbing the greater part of the workload of the federal
legislature. Overall, the Swiss approach – which is regarded as unique to the
country – is thus seen as an exception, rather than a formal model.107
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Nor, it would seem, is the example readily transferable to the UK. MPs from
the House of Commons Foreign Affairs Committee in a visit to Berne in 2013
were told that the EU did not wish it to continue. The agreements were regarded
as too complex and time-consuming to administer. More importantly, the EU
considered that, without any provision for Switzerland's automatic adoption of
new legislation in areas covered by its agreements, and without any dispute
settlement mechanism, the current system created "legal uncertainty".108
This approach certainly did not meet with the approval of the Council of the
European Union. In a 2010 study, it reported that the arrangement did not
ensure "the necessary homogeneity in the parts of the internal market and of the
EU policies in which Switzerland participates". It reiterated the point that the
arrangement had resulted in "legal uncertainty", affecting "authorities, operators
and individual citizens".109
In respect of Swiss sovereignty and choices, the report continued, the Council
had come to the conclusion that "while the present system of bilateral
agreements has worked well in the past, the key challenge for the coming years
will be to go beyond the system, which has become complex and unwieldy to
manage and has clearly reached its limits". The general and consistent view was
that the Swiss option was unlikely to be repeated.110
Two years later in another report, the Council noted that negotiations on
Switzerland's further participation in parts of the Internal Market had been
"marked by a stalemate, partly due to unresolved institutional issues". While the
Council welcomed the continuation of intensive and close cooperation,
successful conclusion of further negotiations on the Internal Market were
"dependent on solving the institutional issues outlined in the Council
conclusions of 2008 and 2010".111
In May 2013, the EEA Joint Parliamentary Committee published a report on
"the future of the EEA and the EU's relations with the small-sized countries and
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Switzerland".112 In setting out their expectations for future agreements, they
listed four main requirements. These were: "dynamic adaptation" of the
agreement to enable it automatically to adjust to the evolving acquis; structures
and institutions in place that would ensure the homogeneous interpretation of
the agreement; independent surveillance of compliance and judicial
enforcement mechanisms; and dispute settlement procedures.
Following a referendum on 9 February 2014 on immigration issues, Swiss
president Didier Burkhalter feared the arrangements were so fragile that, in an
interview published in May by the German-language weekly NZZ am Sonntag,
he warned that there would have to be a referendum on the basic relationship
between the EU and Switzerland. "The decision will be at the end of a long
process that has only just begun", he told the magazine, adding: "Until then
there is still a tough obstacle course ahead of us".113
In a BBC report at that time, the question of offering free trade without free
movement to a non-member was described as presenting "a huge political risk perhaps prompting countries like Britain, which have made their doubts about
free movement clear, to see life outside the union as more attractive". The
report cited Ivo Scherrer, founder of a new political group called Operation
Libero, who said: "I don't think we will be able to square this circle".
"Our [current] strategy makes us vulnerable," he said, adding that: "Switzerland
is bound to lose access to European markets and institutions". Pondering on
whether the Swiss strategy was one to recommend to "big member states with
big doubts about the EU", he concluded: "Britain would have to decide for itself
whether such an isolationist strategy is worth the cost. I personally think it's
not".114
A contribution was also aired by the Financial Times, which relied on Alexis
Lautenberg, Switzerland's ambassador to the EU from 1993 to 1999. Such
uncertainty underscores the complications of the Swiss-EU relationship,
Lautenberg said. "When you look at the difficulty that one vote can cause for
the whole construction of Swiss-EU relations, it doesn't give the impression of a
perfect model for others to copy". Patrick Emmenegger, a professor at the
University of St Gallen, agreed: "A solution as complex as the Swiss one would
never work for bigger economies, such as the UK", he opined.115
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Given this level of uncertainty and the reluctance of the Council to accept a
continuation of the Swiss arrangements, it is difficult to assert that the "Swiss
option" is viable, even for the Swiss people. As a model for the UK, there are
too many barriers and problems for it to be treated seriously.
As to the Turkish model, this is a limited customs union, covering a range of
goods and services, but not agricultural products. Turkey is bound by the EU's
common tariff and unable to negotiate its own external deals but is allowed to
retain the income from duties collected.116 As such, the "model" is included for
the sake of completeness only. It is unlikely to be attractive to the UK or offer
any lessons that can be brought to the negotiating table.
With both models, though, we consider that their broader utility cannot be
assessed solely (or at all) by reference to their inherent merits, however slight
they might be. Greater regard must be given to the nature of the Article 50
negotiations and the political environment in which they will be conducted. In
particular, expected demands for an early exit and the need to protect the Single
Market must be given sufficient prominence when evaluating the utility of any
exit option.

3.3 The EEA solutions
Putting together the various negotiating constraints, and the objectives which
negotiators must meet, it would seem that the best way, if not the only way of
securing a speedy resolution to ongoing Single Market participation is to adopt
an "off-the-shelf" solution. Apart from the wholly unsatisfactory Turkish
customs union, or perhaps the association agreements available to the Eastern
Partnership, the most obvious and accessible way to achieve this is through
continued membership of the European Economic Area (EEA) Agreement.
A relationship with the EU based on the EEA Agreement is often known as the
"Norway Option", because Norway is now the largest nation within the non-EU
EEA group. The Norwegian view of the EEA agreement is set out in a White
Paper, recently translated from the Norwegian.117 It is much more than a trading
agreement. For the Norwegian Government, not only does it link Norway with
the EU's internal market, it forms the foundation of the country's European
policy.
Nevertheless, since the two other non-EU parties to the EEA Agreement are the
EFTA states of Iceland and Liechtenstein, the Norway Option could just as
easily be called the NIL or the EFTA/EEA Option. However, any such deal
applied to the UK might have elements which make it unique. Calling it the
"Norway Option" is misleading. We are not copying Norway. Rather, we are
seeking an "off-the-shelf" solution that will protect the UK's participation in the
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Single Market. In all, we look at three possible ways this can be achieved.
These three ways are grouped together in this section.
As to the EEA Agreement, Britain is already a contracting party, so the
technical measures are already in place. But, as the EEA Agreement is an
agreement between EU and EFTA members, outside the EU, it is assumed that
membership of the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) will be necessary.
There is then the unresolved question of whether Britain, on leaving the EU
would automatically cease to become party to the Agreement and would have
to re-apply. This is not clear as the text of the Agreement does not specifically
exclude continued membership, possibly because, prior to the Lisbon Treaty,
there was no provision for any member to leave the EU. When we asked the
EFTA secretariat for their views on this, they told us there was no definitive
answer. They suggested that political discussions with all parties concerned
would be needed to resolve the issue.118
EFTA membership for the UK would have its own advantages, allowing it to
tap into extensive consultation arrangements with the EU, without having to
develop entirely new structures. If desired, it would also give it access to the
free trade areas to which the Association is party. Furthermore, the result
would be a significant trading group, putting it fourth in the world league after
China ($3,642bn) and ahead of Japan ($1,678bn). What might be termed,
"EFTA-plus UK" would be a significant global player (Table 2 below).119
Background to the EEA
The genesis of the EEA is very relevant to its utility as a basis for facilitating
the UK's exit from the EU. Its starting point can be taken as a summit of the
then EFTA states in Vienna on 13 May 1977, the objective being to develop
trade and economic co-operation with the EC on a "pragmatic and practical
basis".120
As another illustration of how long such things take, it was not until another
five years, in 1982, that there were more meetings, culminating two years later
in the Luxembourg Declaration of 1984. This was a formal declaration of intent
to "broaden and deepen" cooperation between the EC and EFTA.
The 1985 Commission White Paper on the completion of the internal market
further intensified discussions, as EFTA countries feared marginalisation and
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trade diversion effects from a more developed EC market.121 But it still took a
speech by then European Commission President, Jacques Delors on 17 January
1989 to the European Parliament, to get the process fully moving, with a
proposal for a "more structured partnership with common decision-making and
administrative institutions". The President's vision, at the time, was of a
"European village", in which he saw a house called the "European
Community". "We are its sole architects; we are the keepers of its keys", he
said, "but we are prepared to open its doors to talk with our neighbours".122
What is so relevant to the current debate is that, at this point, the Community
(now EU) was seen by Delors as one "house" in a village, alongside the EFTA
"house", with which decision-making could be shared. An EFTA ministerial
meeting on 20 March 1989 sought to bring this vision to life, with the
establishment of a joint High Level Steering Group, which concluded its
meetings in the October.
This event was followed by a meeting between the EU and EFTA in the
December, when ministers decided to open formal negotiations on expanded
cooperation in the first half of 1990, with a view to concluding them as rapidly
as possible.123 However, by then, the Berlin Wall had fallen. The newly
liberated Soviet satellites of central and eastern Europe were in flux, their
relationship with the EU yet to be defined. One possibility was a long-term
association agreement. Another was Delors' preferred option – full Community
membership. Association agreements, with the facility of common decisionmaking, could have tilted the balance in favour of associations, reducing the
appeal of EU membership.124
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Table 2: EFTA+UK as a leader in world merchandising trade (source WTO).

This was a possibility the Community was clearly not prepared to entertain. On
17 January 1990, therefore, exactly a year after he had spoken to the European
Parliament, Delors rescinded his offer on common decision-making. "There
will have to be some sort of osmosis between the Community and EFTA, to
ensure that EFTA's interests are taken into account in major Community
decisions", he said. "But this process must stop short of joint decision-making,
which would imply Community membership and acceptance of the marriage
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contract. This would serve the interests of neither party, so a delicate balance
will have to be struck during the negotiations".125
This U-turn delayed the start of negotiations until June 1990, when a High
Level Negotiating Group took control of the talks. In March 1991 the Council
adopted an additional negotiating directive which gave the mandate to agree on
the free movement of goods. A truncated agreement on decision-making was
finally made, limited to EFTA experts being given an equal opportunity of
consultation in the preparation of new EC legislation, on matters of relevance to
the EEA.126 This cleared the way for the final agreement in May 1992, in which
the EFTA states agreed to take over 80 percent of the legislation relating to the
four freedoms and flanking policies.127
The final outcome was described as a "dynamic and open concept" from which
existing members could withdraw and to which others could accede. The
original signatories were Austria, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden and
Switzerland, who concluded the Agreement on 2 May 1992 in Oporto. The
agreement entered into force on 1 January 1994, by which time the Swiss
people in a referendum had voted against it and dropped out. That was in
December 1992 and the country has since maintained and developed its
relationship with the EU through bilateral agreements. On 1 January 1995,
Austria, Finland and Sweden participated in the EEA as EU Member States.
Liechtenstein became a full participant, via EFTA, on 1 May 1995.128
The immediate point which emerges from this is that, effectively, the agreement
took just short of eighteen years from inception to coming into force. Should
the UK seek to re-adopt it, there is no prospect of substantive change to the core
agreement. To entertain that would open the negotiations up and risk extending
the timescale. On these grounds alone, an "EEA-lite" agreement, which
involves cherry-picking aspects of the agreement and rejecting others, is
unrealistic.129 Unless there are as few changes as is possible to the core
agreement, negotiators must be prepared for the long haul.
Guidance can be taken from the EEC entry negotiations which lasted from June
1970 to the signing of the UK accession treaty in January 1972. For these which had hitherto started in 1961 and failed after vetoes by de Gaulle – to have
succeeded so swiftly was in large part due to the precept adopted by the British
negotiations in respect of the Community treaty provisions. Famously
summarised by lead negotiator, Con O'Neill, he described his strategy as:
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"Swallow the lot, and swallow it now".130 The treaty, he said, represented a
compromise between competing interests. "Open it up at any point", he wrote,
"and the whole laborious basis of the compromise will fall apart".
That is the principle which must drive the Article 50 negotiations if an
agreement is to be concluded with any speed. The UK will have to adopt an
"off-the-shelf" solution and the best is the EEA agreement. To prevent it falling
apart, the UK will have to "swallow the lot". Attempt to open it up could leave
us still sitting at the table five years later – or even longer.
The next point is that the EEA agreement has been considered as the first step
towards membership for Efta states determined to join the EU – an
"apprenticeship" serving as preparation for membership. It should also be
noted, incidentally, that the EEA can also provide a basis for a long-term
relationship with the Community for states with no ambition to join.131
Crucially, if EEA membership can be a halfway house for countries wishing to
join the EU, it could serve equally well in reverse. It would not be, as pro-EU
Wolfgang Münchau points out, a means by which the UK could be
economically "better off out".132 Rather, membership would protect its position,
more or less guaranteeing that withdrawal would be economically neutral, with
little if any adverse effect on Foreign Direct Investment or any other economic
activity.
In any event, the effect of Single Market participation on FDI is often overstated. Additional reasons cited for investors' enthusiasm include the English
language and English law in business operations. Moreover, while the EU in
2012 reported a steep decline of 42 percent in FDI (with France falling by 35
percent and Germany declining by 87 percent), the UK secured an increase of
22 percent. Clearly, participation in the Single Market is not in itself sufficient
to secure high levels of inflow. 133
Overall, to keep Britain trading on the current basis, only a few changes, such
as those needed to accommodate rules of origin (ROO), would be needed,
creating space for negotiations on the longer-term issues.134 Some companies
will bear additional costs as a result of imported materials caught by ROO
provisions, while there will be additional paperwork requirements for
declarations of origin. However, changes coming into force on 1 January 2017,
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together with revised "cumulation" arrangements, will reduce both financial and
administrative burdens.
From a public perspective, the indications are that this option could attract
majority public support. According to a Survation poll carried out for the
Bruges Group, a majority of voters (71 percent) expressed a preference for
membership of EFTA.135
Alternatives to the "Norway option"
There is a possibility, though, that an Efta member could veto British accession,
blocking the direct participation in the EEA. In response, Britain could retain
the EEA component of the acquis, including the four freedoms, allowing it to
adopt a "shadow EEA" without formally subscribing to the agreement.136
Perforce, it would not then benefit from Efta's consultation arrangements, so
provision would have to be made for bilateral consultations on new legislation.
This arrangement would affectively amount to a agreement to adopt the entire
Single Market acquis, shadowing the EEA in all respects, without being a
formal party to the agreement. The UK would adopt dynamic mechanisms for
the incorporation of new laws, so that there would be no divergence once the
arrangement was in place.
In practice, one might expect joint EU/UK committees, to progress consultation
and harmonise administration, and also to facilitate agreement of common
positions, where appropriate. This then leaves the way open for a later reapplication to join Efta, as there is no bar to the UK making multiple attempts
to become an Efta member, after an initial veto.
The Australian process
If, for whatever reason the "shadow EEA" option is deemed unacceptable, there
is a further option, adopting the process used by the Australian government in
1997 to secure a trade agreement with the European Union. This had two main
elements: a joint declaration on EU-Australian relations and, two years later, a
Mutual Recognition Agreement on conformity assessment.137,138
Resort to a political declaration rather than a binding agreement gives more
flexibility, but it is anchored by the MRA, which is a formal treaty. The scope
exists for the UK to do likewise, making a commitment, by way of the
declaration, to continued regulatory harmonisation. This full commitment
would be akin to the shadow EEA agreement, only made unilaterally and
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without the biding effect of a treaty. It would not need assent from EU member
states, while the MRA would come within the competence of the EU and would
not need Member State ratification. With it agreed, the UK would then be in a
very strong position to insist on access to the EU Member State markets,
invoking WTO non-discrimination rules.
Completing the process, the UK would then negotiate an agreement on tariffs
plus a series of bilateral agreements on programme participation. Collectively,
these agreements and declarations would give a rough equivalence to the EEA
Agreement. Carried out under the aegis of Article 50, the negotiations would be
given a formal framework. As long as the UK did not seek access to Member
State markets on better terms than were available to a full member, there would
seem to be no serious obstacles to concluding the exit settlement.
EEA costs and contributions
Part of the EEA package is a provision for a range of financial contributions.
Included in these are "Norway Grants", made by Norway to eastern
enlargement countries to help with their post-Communist economic
rehabilitation. In the period 2009-14, these voluntary grants amounted to €804
million, supporting 61 programmes in 13 countries in Europe including the
member countries that joined in 2004 and 2007.139 The money is not paid to the
EU but is administered separately, under the aegis of the Norwegian Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. Norway also provides 95 percent of the funding to the EEA
Grants, which with the Norway grants brings the total to €1.8bn (€1.71bn paid
by Norway).140,141
As to the budget for the EU programmes with EFTA/EEA participation, over
the 2007-2013 multi-annual period, total spending was around €70 billion, of
which the estimated EFTA contribution was in the order of €1.7 billion –
averaging approximately €250 million a year. Norway carried 95.77 percent of
that cost (€1.63bn).142
As of 2014, Norway participated in twelve programmes, including Horizon
2020, Erasmus+, the Consumer and the Copernicus programmes. It also has a
bilateral arrangement for participation in interregional programmes under the
EU's Regional Policy and takes part in the activities of 27 EU agencies. These
include the Education, Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency (EACEA),
the European Agency for the Management of Operational Cooperation at the
External Borders (FRONTEX), the European Agency for Safety and Health at
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Work (EU-OSHA), the European Chemicals Agency (ECHA), the European
Defence Agency (EDA), the Executive Agency for Health and Consumers
(EAHC), the Research Executive Agency (REA) and the European Police
College (CEPOL).143
Over the last financial period, however, the funding was not one-way.
Norwegian beneficiaries were paid €1.01bn from EU funds, making the sevenyear net contribution in the order of €620m, or about €90 million net per year.
If the same pro-rata basis was applied to the UK after it had left the EU, it
might be expected to find about €2.5bn annually in gross contributions, of
which about 70 percent would be devoted to the EU's research programme.
In the Seventh Framework Programme, more than 2,350 Icelandic and
Norwegian participants, including many small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs), were involved. Icelandic researchers contributed to 217 projects,
receiving funding of nearly €70 million. The Norwegians took part in more than
1,400 projects, receiving €712 million. Both Iceland and Norway signed up to
the successor programme, Horizon 2020.144
Budgetary costs attributed to EFTA run to 22,360,000 Swiss Francs (about £16
million), of which 55 percent is borne by Norway. This includes categories
defined as EEA related activities, EFTA/EU statistical co-operation and
EU/EFTA cooperation programmes. That, strictly, is the cost of Single Market
Access which, on a pro-rata basis, would cost the UK less than £200 million
per annum.145

3.4 Efta+bilaterals
Before moving on, there is a hybrid option which has been discussed. This
involves Efta membership without participation in the EEA, and a bilateral
agreement with the EU. Not uncommonly, we see this cast as a variation on the
Swiss option. Sometimes it is presented as representing the definitive version of
that option.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that Efta membership is not required to pursue
the "Swiss option". The Association played no role in the agreements between
Switzerland and the EU. For the Swiss, the advantage of the bilateral route was
that it allowed them to make their own agreements without being bound by the
Efta framework.146 Thus, there would be no necessity for the UK to join in
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order to negotiate bilateral agreements with the EU. The "Swiss option" in this
context, therefore, is not "Efta + bilaterals" but simply "a free trade area with
additional bilateral intergovernmental agreements".147
Despite "EFTA + bilaterals" rarely being presented in general literature, this
route was proposed by all six of competition finalists in the 2013 Brexit
competition organised by the Institute of Economic Affairs.148 A necessary
condition is membership of Efta, so existing members would have to admit the
UK to their Association. But, as pointed out in the previous section, any
member could exercise a veto. Yet, few attempts seem to have been made to
explore the views of Association members as to whether they would accept the
UK and, if so, under what terms.
The absence of any recognition of possible difficulties is particularly manifest
in the paper by Murray and Broomfield. They wanted the British government to
consider "whether the UK should use as its negotiating position a proposal to
re-enter the Efta alongside Norway, Iceland, and Liechtenstein" – without,
incidentally, any reference to Switzerland.149 There was not the slightest hint
that Efta membership was anything other than an entitlement. Nonetheless, they
proposed: "that HMG should reject any option of joining the EEA".
Hewish, another IEA finalist, took the position that "UK future trade policy
should not hide behind the EEA or have a complex arrangement like the
Swiss".150 He thus believed that the UK should look for "a completely separate
bilateral deal". In his submission, Efta membership became a "vital and rapid
tool for the UK to secure FTAs with third parties". He wrote:
We see it as a gateway to join exciting [sic] FTAs that Efta already has as a
quickstep solution within our three-year plan. For the UK to conduct its own
separate deal with all of Efta current FTA partners (which has taken them
over 20 years to craft) would take considerable time. By joining EFTA, the
UK would inherit trade deals under Article 56 (3) of the EFTA
Convention.151

In this submission, though, there is a recognition that EFTA membership is
"first and foremost a political matter and would need to be discussed at the
highest political levels and between all nations involved". There is also an
acknowledgement that a UK application "may be subject to increased difficulty
due to its perceived size economically, politically, and in terms of population".
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That is somewhat closer to reality, indicating entry is not necessarily automatic.
This author, from visits to both Norway and Iceland, would concur. Indeed,
having had the opportunity to discuss Efta membership with a wide range of
politicians and activists in both countries, it would appear that entry would be
far from automatic. Responses to an application would depend on many factors.
The political colour of the governments in power, their current relationships
with the EU, and the attitudes of the European institutions and Member States
to UK membership, could all be relevant.
Over and above these, there is possibly one over-riding factor which will shape
the response. In Iceland and Norway there are varying degrees of dissatisfaction
with the EEA agreement, tempered by a realisation that the three Efta/EEA
members are not powerful enough to force the EU to renegotiate. British
membership is seen as advantageous, but only inasmuch as it could strengthen
the power of the bloc and force the hand of the EU. This much is acknowledged
officially in an Efta publication.152 Increasing the number of Efta members, it
declares (without explicitly referring to Britain), "would reinvigorate the
tradition of a common platform of negotiations with the European Union and
other countries". The increase in membership, the publication goes on to say,
… would reinforce the standing of Efta vis-à-vis the European Union, within
the WTO and with other international organisations. An extended
membership would also increase the potential for concluding substantial
FTAs with third countries and for finding solutions in latching on
appropriately to future systems of preferential trade, encompassing major
markets.

That new members would be expected to act proactively to increase the
standing of the Association is clearly stated. Should Britain merely seek to join
Efta for its own selfish reasons without being prepared to do some of the
"heavy lifting", its application would not be looked upon favourably.
Yet another possible option is the UK joining Switzerland to negotiate joint
bilaterals, securing a better deal than Efta/EEA members. This combination has
been called "Britzerland", creating "a new outer tier of the European Union".153
A British application to Efta would then be welcome, as it would assist Efta to
improve its relationship with the EU. In summary, a Britain willing to increase
the leverage of Efta within the EEA would be welcomed. Britain seeking to join
Efta as a camouflage for something else would create political problems within
the organisation.154
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On that basis, Efta membership, deemed to be part of the "Swiss option" or
adopted alongside that route – while rejecting EEA participation - is a nonstarter. If the ambition is simply to seek bilateral trade agreements with the EU,
it simply creates an extra hurdle. It is an unnecessary complication.
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4.0 Options compared
… we do get to influence the position … most of the politics is done long
before it [a new law] gets to the voting stage.
Mrs Anne Tvinnereim
former Norwegian State Secretary

Notwithstanding the disadvantages of the "Swiss option", against the "Norway
option", its supporters argue that there are three main grounds for favouring it.
Firstly, the "Norway Option" requires adoption of the four freedoms, including
free movement of people, with the implied loss of control over immigration
policy. Secondly, while the Norway option requires adoption of the entire
Single Market acquis, applying internally as well as externally, the "Swiss
option" allows for EU regulation to apply only to exports to the EU, with homegrown regulation still applying to the domestic market.
Thirdly, by remaining in the Single Market outside the EU, it is held that the
UK government would be obliged to adopt EU laws with no influence over
their formulation. In the Swiss option, the UK government can decide on a
case-by-case basis whether to adopt the law. Each new law then has to be
approved by Parliament.
However, the flexibility with regard to the four freedoms, implicit in the Swiss
option, is a red herring, especially the case with the movement of people. In
April 2002 the Swiss government signed with the EU joint declarations on the
free movement of persons.155 The effect of these has been that 23.3 percent of
the 8,039,060 Swiss population is now foreign, compared with 13 percent (7.5
million) in England and Wales. We deal with these issues in more detail in
Chapter 6 but, clearly, being outside the EEA confers no advantage to
Switzerland in this respect.
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4.1 The Swiss option and "deregulation"
The great advantage claimed for the Swiss option is that it permits EU law to be
repealed. Any necessary law required to ensure EU obligations are met can then
be selectively re-enacted as UK law.
The think-tank Open Europe argued that replacing EU law with UK law would,
in itself, yield considerable financial savings.156 It came to this conclusion from
a study which found that every pound spent on EU law delivered £1.02 of
benefits, a cost-benefit ratio of 1.02. The ratio for UK law was 2.35. When the
two ratios are compared, this supposedly gives a 2.5 times advantage to UK
law, which had Open Europe arguing that it is more cost effective to regulate
nationally than it is to regulate via the EU.
This theory falls for the very simple reason that very different legislation is
being compared – as is demonstrated by examples taken from the period
2008/9.
In a sample of UK legislation, there was the Estate Agents (Redress scheme)
Order 2008 and Estate Agents (Redress Scheme) (Penalty Charge) Regulations
2008, giving consumers access to independent redress from estate agents and
penalising estate agents for non-membership of redress schemes. There was the
Local Transport Act, which gives local authorities strengthened powers to
deliver a local transport system best suited to local needs; and the Street Works
(Charges for Unreasonably Prolonged Occupation of the Highway) (England)
Regulations 2009, designed to reduce the number of occasions when works by
highway undertakers take longer than agreed. To conclude the sample, there
was the Pensions Act 2008, which introduced measures aimed at encouraging
greater private pension saving.
In a sample of EU legislation from the same period, we have Directive
2008/105/EC of 16 December 2008 on environmental quality standards in the
field of water policy (amending and subsequently repealing several other
directives). We have Council Directive 2008/72/EC of 15 July 2008 on the
marketing of vegetable propagating and planting material, other than seed.
Then there was Directive 2008/28/EC of 11 March 2008 amending Directive
2005/32/EC establishing a framework for the setting of ecodesign requirements
for energy-using products. To conclude the EU sample, we have Directive
2008/68/EC of 24 September 2008 on the inland transport of dangerous goods.
Clearly evident from this small sample is the very obvious fact that the two
legislatures are operating in completely different domains. Even if the sample
was expanded, it would still be evident that very different legislation sets were
involved, covering completely different subjects.
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Thus, while the UK government may deliver a better cost/benefit ratio for the
legislation it produces, there is no good reason for suggesting that it would
deliver those ratios if it assumed EU competences and re-enacted EU law
without changing its substance. The same laws, covering the same issues, will
have the same outcomes, regardless of their origins. In any event, the cost of
legislation stems from its implementation and enforcement. Whether EU or
nationally derived, enforcement is the responsibility of national bodies.
Therefore, the idea that changing the origin will automatically reduce the costs
of implementation is absurd.
Oblivious to the flaws in the Open Europe work, however, when Capital
Economics consultancy in February 2014 produced a NExit (Netherlands Exit)
plan for Geert Wider's Partij voor de Vrijheid, it argued for a version of the
"Swiss option", relying on the think-tank's ideas to deliver reduced regulatory
costs.157 The consultancy argued that, for every regulation transferred from
Brussels to the Dutch legislature, costs could be reduced "in line with the
difference in the benefit to cost ratios". It then estimated the number of EU laws
that could be repatriated and re-enacted as domestic law and claimed savings of
€326 billion (2013 prices) over the period 2015-2035.
Such a scheme, however, is no more likely to provide savings for the Dutch
than it would for the British. Effectively, it cannot be argued, per se, that
"deregulation" of the nature afforded by the Swiss option would yield any
significant financial benefits.

4.2 Fax democracy
Adopting the Norway Option necessarily and by definition continues Single
Market participation. That accords with current government objectives, but its
official line is to reject the arrangements currently adopted by Norway. Its
official view is that it "does not think this [the Norway Option] is a suitable
situation for the UK, in view of the UK's size and global influence".158 David
Cameron believes there are overwhelming disadvantages to following in
Norway's footsteps.
Mere access to the Single Market is not sufficient, he says. "We need a say in
the rules of that market". It is not in the national interest to be like Norway,
where we: "just accept all the rules of the Single Market, pay for the privilege
of being part of it and, as it were, be governed by fax rule". 159 Norway, he was
later to aver, "has no say at all in setting its rules: it just has to implement its
directives".160
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This pessimistic view is shared by many others, including Wolfgang Münchau.
Even a House of Commons library briefing note asserts that: "Norway has little
influence on the EU laws and policies it adopts".161 The Commons Foreign
Affairs Committee also agrees with the government. Neither the Norway nor
the Swiss options, it argues, would be appropriate: they oblige Britain to adopt
some or all of the body of EU Single Market law with no effective power to
shape it. If it is in Britain's interest to remain in the Single Market, the
Committee argues. It should either stay in the EU or seek radical institutional
change in Europe to give decision-making rights in the Single Market to all its
participating states.162
In 2005, the then state of the art was summed up by MEP Daniel Hannan as:
"The Efta states have to assimilate thousands of EU laws over whose drafting
they have had no say", whence he referred to the so-called "fax diplomacy"
argument, so called because "EFTA states are obliged to adopt several single
market measures, their lawmakers are portrayed as sitting next to their fax
machines waiting for the directives to come from Brussels".163
This phenomenon is also called "fax democracy", a label coined by Norwegian
Prime Minister, Jens Stoltenberg, in February 2001.164,165 He was seeking to
promote full EU membership to his reluctant countrymen, who had already
twice rejected membership.166 Later, Foreign Minister Espen Eide, another EUenthusiast, took up the theme, complaining that Norway in the EEA had
"limited scope for influence". His country, he said, was "not at the table when
decisions are made".167 Nevertheless, he was hardly a neutral commentator.
During the 1994 referendum on Norwegian EU membership, Eide worked in
the European Movement for the "yes" campaign. He held senior positions as
project manager and acting Secretary General. He is a prominent campaigner
for Norwegian EU membership, despite nearly 80 percent of his voters
opposing entry.
The claimed lack of influence was disputed by Anne Tvinnereim, former State
Secretary for the Ministry of Local Government and Regional Development,
and a member of the rival Centre Party (pictured next page). "It is true that we
are not there when they vote", she said, "but we do get to influence the
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position". In international relations, "most of the politics is done long before it
[a new law] gets to the voting stage".168 We "totally disagree" with Eide's
position. "He does not represent the Norwegian debate".169

Figure 8: Mrs Anne Tvinnereim, former Norwegian State Secretary: "… we do get to
influence the position … most of the politics is done long before it [a new law] gets to
the voting stage". (photo: author's collection)

Mrs Tvinnereim is supported by her own Foreign Ministry. It explains, in
respect of Council discussions on Schengen-relevant legislation, that it does not
have the right to vote at any stage of the decision-making process and does not
participate in the formal adoption of legislation. But in practice, it says,
"experience has shown that this is less important than the opportunities we have
to influence other countries by putting forward effective, coherent arguments".
The most important time for influencing the development of Schengen
legislation is early in the Council's decision-making process. This influence is
expressed in working groups and committees under the Council, immediately
after the Commission has put forward a proposal for a legal act". Schengen
member states, including Norway, it adds, participate by providing expert input
in the fields concerned. The extent to which the efforts of each of the countries
have an impact depends largely on the quality of the expertise provided and the
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arguments used. Norway has the same opportunities to promote its views as the
EU member states.
Mrs Tvinnereim asserts that people such as Eide are protecting their own
positions. They need British EU membership to continue as "Brexit" would
weaken the Norwegian establishment and vastly strengthen the No2EU
campaign, especially if Britain joined EFTA.170 Senior Icelandic politicians
agree with Mrs Tvinnereim. There, similar dynamics exist, with the "elites"
seeking EU membership despite popular opposition.171

4.3 Norwegian/EFTA spheres of influence
The view of Hannan on the limitations of influence within the EEA is that,
while it is certainly true that Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein have to apply a
number of single market regulations, these tend to be technical in nature. They
are limited to a clearly defined part of their economy.
Few of these rules, he asserts, were important enough to need legislation in
those countries: the 3,000 legislative acts adopted have required fewer than 50
parliamentary statutes in the Norway's Storting and Iceland's Althing. They deal
with such matters as the correct way to list ingredients on a ketchup bottle; they
do not tell the Norwegians and Icelanders what to tax, where to fish, whom to
employ or what surplus to run. And it is not true that the EEA states have no
say over these rules, Hannan acknowledges. There are formal consultation
mechanisms built into the EEA accord.
As to the specifics, Norwegian/EFTA influence stems from a complex and
subtle system of decision-shaping, facilitated by formal Efta consultative
structures and by informal bilateral measures.172 At the heart of these is the socalled two-pillar system. Through this, there are multiple EU-Efta contacts,
particularly at the early stages of the legislative process. 173 Illustrated in Figure
9 below, these allow formalised consultation and participation. This includes a
ministerial-level EEA Council, the EEA Joint Committee of senior officials,
and subcommittees and working groups of officials and experts. There is also
the EEA Joint Parliamentary Committee and the EEA Consultative Committee.
Despite this, the House of Commons library, in its briefing note on "Norway's
relationship with the EU", is still able to state that: "Norway has little influence
on the EU laws and policies it adopts".174 The CBI has also been a major player
in the argument, with a publication of its own stating much the same.175
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Taken literally, it is true that Norway's influence is "limited". Kåre Bryn, the
current Secretary General of EFTA readily acknowledges that. No sensible
person would disagree.176 He nevertheless points to the elaborate institutional
framework set in place to manage the Agreement. Through this, there are
multiple contacts at all stages of the legislative process, from the very earliest
pre-proposal to the final approval.

Figure 9: Two-pillar consultation structure under the EEA Agreement. The left pillar
shows the EFTA States and their institutions, while the right pillar shows the EU side.
The joint EEA bodies are in the middle. (Source EFTA)

Although comprehensive, this is indeed limited. But then, any institution short
of an absolute dictator bestowed with omnipotent powers is going to be limited
in some way or other, as is the influence of every country limited. But, in the
case of Norway, the lack of influence is being linked with the lack of a "seat at
the table" when decisions are taken by EU institutions – the Council of
Ministers, the European Council and the European Parliament. In the final
stages of the legislative processes, Norwegian representatives are not able to
vote on new laws.
It is misleading, though, to assert that this lack equates with Norway being at a
disadvantage when compared with the influence exerted by full EU members.
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Such a claim presents a distorted view of the way Single Market rules are made.
In fact, Norway exercises very considerable influence on EU legislation, to the
extent that it sometimes sets the agenda. It also retains a veto – more accurately
termed a "right of reservation" – set out in Article 102 of the EEA
Agreement.177 EFTA countries in the EEA thus have the right to opt out of new
EU legislation, a right that EU countries do not have.178

4.4 Maintaining sovereignty
As an independent state, Norway is still capable of acting unilaterally to protect
its national and economic interests. In January 2013, for instance, the
Commission was complaining that Norway was "failing to live up to its
obligations as a member of the European Economic Area", not least by
imposing extra taxes on EU products and by not implementing more than 400
directives. Some 427 acts remained to be incorporated in Norway by October
2012, after the required date of implementation. The Commission also
complained that the Norwegian government had refused to implement the latest
postal directive.179,180
Another example was in oil and gas production, a major and valuable
contributor to the Norwegian economy. There, when on 27 October 2011 the
EU proposed regulations to cover offshore drilling, the Norwegians refused to
implement them. By so doing, they rejected the Commission classification of
"EEA relevance", intending that they should apply to Norway.181 The stance
was explained by a report from the EEA Joint Parliamentary Committee on 27
November 2012, which stated: "The Norwegian government has taken the view
that the proposed regulation by the European Commission falls outside the
geographic and substantive scope of the EEA agreement".182,183
This, incidentally, made for an interesting contrast with the UK, where Oil and
Gas UK, "the voice of the offshore industry", complained:
Oil & Gas UK is extremely concerned by the European Commission’s
proposals for EU Regulation of offshore safety. While we will always
support proper moves to improve safety standards, this proposal to
dismantle the UK's world-class safety regime which is built on decades of
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experience and replace it with new centralised EU Regulation, is likely to
have exactly the opposite effect. We are encouraged by the fact that the
UK Government is of the same position and has signalled its intention to
oppose the Regulation in the best interests of safety.184

On the one hand therefore, the UK, a full member of the EU, was concerned
about a debilitating new EU law which it opposed, but was likely to be
approved by Qualified Majority Voting (possibly as a directive), over which it
had no veto and thus no means of blocking. On the other hand Norway, as an
EEA member, was able to resist the proposal.
Nor was this by any means the first time that Norway, as a member of EFTA,
had disagreed with the European Commission's view of the application of the
agreement. The EFTA Secretariat has so far identified more than 1,200 EU acts
marked as EEA relevant by the European Commission that had been contested
by experts from the EEA/EFTA Member States. An analysis by the
Liechtenstein Institute concluded that these rejections were quite consistent
with the EEA Agreement because most of the measures had been excluded for
technical reasons.185
Furthermore, Norway has other means of protecting its interests. In respect of
the EU directive on postal services, in 2011, the Norwegian government
formally notified the EU that it was rejecting it. Foreign Minister Jonas Gahr
Støre had to accept his Labour Party veto on the directive which would have
deregulated Norway's postal system along with others in Europe. It would have
required the Norwegian postal service (Posten) to give up its monopoly on
letters weighing less than 50 grams, putting this segment of the business out to
competitive bid.
Ironically, Støre and other leaders of his Labour Party wanted Norway to adopt
the EU directive, but a grass-roots movement within the party forced a vote on
the issue at a national party meeting in April. They won, and Labour leaders
like Støre and Prime Minister Jens Stoltenberg lost.186
It should be noted, incidentally, that the EFTA/EEA is not just Norway, but
also Iceland and Liechtenstein as well. And it was Iceland that was responsible
for one of the biggest rejections of the EU there has ever been by an EEA
member. The dispute related to the collapse of the Icesave bank's online savings
account in 2008 which prompted the UK to invoke terrorist legislation against
it.
Crucially, when Icesave collapsed, EU countries, notably the UK and the
Netherlands, attempted to force Iceland to fulfil obligations set out in EU law.
Two legal arguments were invoked: that the Icelandic government was obliged
184
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to guarantee at least the first €20,000 in Icesave accounts and that actions
relating to the collapse of the Icelandic bank Landsbanki were discriminatory
against non-Icelandic creditors.
The first challenge came under EU Directive 94/19/EC, which was incorporated
into Icelandic law in 1999. The second was that Iceland was in breach of its
obligations under Article 4 of the EEA Agreement, prohibiting discrimination
on grounds of nationality.
Currently, Iceland, via the EEA, is contesting both charges, with the dispute
ongoing amid complex legal arguments after four years and two referendums.
Thus, Iceland - a small country with a population of circa 313,000; fewer
people than the London Borough of Croydon – has the resilience, influence and
the ability to say no to the EU.
But the final word on "influence" must go to Helle Hagenau, International
Officer of Norway's "No-to-EU" campaign. Being outside the EU, she told this
author, "Norway has kept its political independence both nationally and
internationally". This, she said, has been:
… especially valuable in dealing with the United Nations. When the
Norwegian government decides to promote a certain point of view at the UN
General Assembly, we just do it. There is no need to negotiate with
numerous other countries and an EU Commission, resulting in a watered
down version of that message.

Hagenau described an experience, about which we had also heard from
Norwegian State Minister, Anne Tvinnereim. She recalled how, when she was a
member of the official Norwegian delegation to the UN General Assembly in
New York, she had both the Swedish and Danish delegations tell her that they
had asked the Norwegians to present their case to the UN. They had been
unable to do so themselves, constrained as they were by the "common position"
within the EU.187

4.5 "Influence" in perspective
No assessment of the "limited" influence of EFTA/EEA members could be
complete without comparing it with the position of EU members. It is here that
the status of Norway compares very favourably.
Britain, for instance, within the maw of the EU, has nothing like the same
freedom as EFTA members. It has no rights to conduct its own international
trade agreements. Negotiations are conducted by the European Commission
after agreeing a "common position" with Member States via the Council.188
Britain is also represented by the EU on international standards-setting bodies
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which means that the EU decides on the [soft] law which its own (and
EFTA/EEA) members will have to adopt. It also contributes to the global lawmaking process.
As to Britain's voting power within the EU, most often agreements are reached
by consensus. Where a vote is called, qualified majority voting (QMV) applies
to the Council of the European Union (formerly the Council of Ministers).
There, Britain has 29 out of 352 votes, representing eight percent of the vote
(Figure 10). A qualified majority is 252 votes (73.9 percent).189 In the European
Parliament, the situation is little better. There are 73 UK MEPs, and these
represent a mere 9.7 percent of the 751 elected MEPs (post-2014 election).
Given the party splits, this level of representation is notional. UK MEPs rarely
vote together as a single bloc. Even if they did, they could never muster the 376
votes needed for a majority.
Furthermore, the powers of the Parliament and the Council are limited in
important but poorly recognised ways. The increasing number of laws come
into being via international standards and these are most often implemented by
the EU as delegated legislation (Commission Regulations) using the comitology
procedure.190 Every year, more than 2,500 measures are processed via this
route, passing through one or more of the 200-300 committees set up for the
purpose. That is approximately 30 times more measures than are processed via
the mainstream ordinary legislative procedure. The committees themselves are
populated by anonymous officials from the member states, but they have no
powers to amend or reject Commission proposals. They can either approve
them, or refer them to the Council if they disagree with them.191
At Council, though, 70-90 percent of decisions are made by officials in the 160plus preparatory bodies.192,193 These are known as "A-points" – colloquially the
"A-list" – which are adopted by Ministers without discussion or a vote.194
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Figure 10: Council of the European Union: qualified majority voting – national vote
weighting. (source: Consilium)

With Regulations made under acts passed before the Lisbon Treaty, the Council
or Parliament can veto measures on certain grounds.195 However, with
Regulations made under legislation approved post-Lisbon, the veto no longer
applies. The Commission is only required to "review" proposed regulations if
there are objections, but it has no obligation to change them.196. And, via the
REFIT programme, the Commission is updating pre-Lisbon legislation,
allowing it to eliminate the veto altogether.197 Britain (and Member States
generally), with already limited power, are thereby weakened even more.
Compared with the limitations of Mr Cameron's EU top table, the post-Brexit
contrast is remarkable. Alongside Norway and other EFTA/EEA members,
Britain resumes its place on the global and regional "top tables", and would be
able to argue its own positions.
When it comes to a vote, if the UK objects to a measure, it can either veto
proposed standards or opt out of them. A 27-member EU, once the UK has left,
would cast as many votes on international councils, but would have only one
195
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veto – giving the UK an exact equivalence with the EU. Long before they come
to the voting stage in the European Union, therefore, the UK could block
proposals and make sure they never become law.
Only if proposals get past this filter, and then have a mutually accepted Single
Market relevance, would Britain - as an EEA member – have to consider
adopting them. Even then, the States can also refuse to adopt EU law that they
consider to be against their national interests.198,199 This would put Britain in a
relatively powerful position, far more so than it is within the EU where refusal
to implement EU law would eventually trigger a reference to the ECJ, with the
possibility of substantial fines.
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5.0 The mechanics of leaving
My first guiding principle is this: willing and active cooperation between
independent sovereign states is the best way to build a successful European
Community. To try to suppress nationhood and concentrate power at the
centre of a European conglomerate would be highly damaging and would
jeopardise the objectives we seek to achieve.
Margaret Thatcher
Speech to the College of Europe ("The Bruges Speech")
20 September 1988200

Politics aside, there is a myriad of practical issues to settle on leaving the EU,
from the management of our borders to how we work with out neighbours.
One of the first realities which will had to be addressed was that the UK will
have recovered its own borders, creating a new set of problems and
opportunities, especially in terms of the land border between Northern Ireland
and Ireland.
From the security of those borders, the UK will then be looking at many
different forms of administrative co-operation. Some of the higher profile
include working with Europol and with Eurocontrol on the development of
Single European Sky. There was also the question of continued membership of
intergovernmental bodies such as the European Space Agency, and whether the
UK will want to run with projects such as the Galileo global positioning
system, in which Britain has a heavy financial investment. On an entirely
different level, there were matters such as continued involvement in the
Erasmus student exchange programme, and the framework research
programme, together with the European Research Area.
As might be imagined, these activities, programmes and bodies represent only a
fraction of the areas in which the EU and its member states work together.
Crucially, Efta/EEA states are permitted (and in some case required) to take
part in these programmes. Some, such as Galileo satellite positioning system,
welcome partner nations which have few other formal ties with the EU. Thus,
there is no objection in principle to the UK continuing to cooperate with the EU
over a wide range of issues, even after full membership has ended.
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What will present considerable difficulties, though, is deciding on the scale and
extent of cooperative activity. At one end of the scale, the likes of the billioneuro research programme, currently the Horizon 2020 programme, are easy to
discuss but, at the other extreme, there are hundreds of relatively minor
programmes that are truly the domain of the specialist. Most often, these are
known only to those directly concerned with them. Relative obscurity, though,
does not mean a programme is unimportant or, necessarily, that it should be
abandoned.
An example of the obscure end of the spectrum is the Interoperability Solutions
for European Public Administration (ISA) programme, which manages
collaboration between public sector departments beyond e-borders and sectors.
Administrative procedures, the Commission says, have the reputation of being
lengthy, time-consuming and costly. Electronic collaboration between public
administrations can make these procedures quicker, simpler and cheaper for all
parties concerned, in particular when transactions need to be done cross-border
and/or cross-sector. Thus was born the ISA programme, where the European
Commission facilitates such transactions through more than 40 actions with a
budget of some €160 million.201
This might be a programme that we might wish to continue, based perhaps on
an evaluation of its utility, cost and the willingness of the EU to allow
continued participation. Those parameters might apply to the evaluation of
other programmes, to which effect it might be useful to set up a specific body to
identify and review areas of potential co-operation, to make recommendations
on the areas we should seek to retain.
While evaluating all possible areas of co-operation is beyond the scope of this
book, it is nevertheless useful to sample the areas to look at the sort of issues
that might need to be discussed, and to illustrate the nature of the options which
might be available to negotiators.

5.1 Border control
The re-establishment of a border between the UK and the EU opens the way to
the possibility of there being physical border checks on trade, especially as the
UK will be outside the external border defining the territories of the EU
Member States. Certainly, the Government policy paper on the implications of
leaving the EU warns that there would be a return of customs checks at the
borders. For the Northern Ireland land border with Ireland, there are fears of the
re-establishment of border posts border, with huge queues as trucks wait to
cross.202
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In terms of transit of goods from Ireland to other Member States, via Northern
Ireland and the rest of the UK, there are well established arrangements which
pre-date the Treaty of Rome, going back to 1949 when the United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) launched a scheme to remove
cross-border checks of goods in transit.203
This system, known as the Transports Internationaux Routiers (TIR) was so
successful that it led to the negotiation of a TIR Convention which was adopted
in 1959 by the UNECE Inland Transport Committee and entered into force in
1960. It has since been updated and revised, currently standing as the 1975
Convention, as amended.
At the heart of the system is a document known as the TIR carnet, issued to
registered transport operators for each truck journey, listing the details of the
consignments, which have to be kept in secure load compartments and sealed
for the duration of the journey. The specially marked vehicles are given free
passage across borders, with any tariffs or other taxes becoming payable only
when the final destination is reached.
Currently, three million carnets are issued each year, equating to 10,000 trucks
a day making 50,000 TIR border crossings daily. And the system has since
2003 been undergoing simplification and computerisation, to become the e-TIR
system, on its way to developing into a paper-free operation.204
Provided that the UK was prepared to re-enact the Community Customs Code
and other flanking legislation to which EU recognition of the TIR system is
tied, this would allow for the relatively free movement of goods. If goods were
subject to tariffs, these could be collected electronically, while conformity
inspections could be carried out beyond the border.205
Where unloading has to be supervised and inspections have to be carried out,
there is already an established system of what are known as "inland ports" or
"inland clearance depots", where checks can be carried out, before delivery.
Often, these coincide with break-bulk facilities, allowing operations to be
combined.206
As well as the TIR system for transit traffic, the EU has a system known as the
Community Transit System.207 By this mechanism, goods travelling between
Ireland and other EU Members States can use the system, passing though
203
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Northern Ireland, if necessary, and other parts of the UK, without customs
checks or any physical inspection.208
Should the UK go further than the bare minimum provision, relying on TIR,
and join Efta, it could then take advantage of the Convention on a Common
Transit Procedure, as amended, which was initially agreed in 1987. This again
allows cross-border movement without the need for border checks.209 Within
the EU, the UK currently adopts a harmonised procedure, implementing a
substantial body of EU legislation, and it would also be open to the UK to reenact this body of law, and agree to maintain a harmonised system.210,211 This
would have to be settled via the Article 50 negotiations.
Failing all that, there is even the possibility of signing off a special, one-off
deal, which is exactly what happened in 2004 with Cyprus to facilitate trade
between the divided Greek and Turkish zones. Similar in many respects to the
TIR and Community Transit System, this could certainly provide a partial
model for Irish trade, between the North and South. Within this system,
however, there is very little provision for the movement of foodstuffs.212
Where checks on goods being moved across border are necessary, for customs
or security purposes, there is increasing reliance on technology, which can
remove or reduce the need for physical inspections and document checks at the
borders. For instance, on the Finnish-Russian border the e-Clearance Vehicle
Reservation Border Pass (VRBP)is being trialled. This has trucks equipped with
radio frequency ID (RFID), dedicated short-range communication transponders
(DSRCs), unique number container tags and unique e-Seals. Russia-bound
vehicles will thus be able to undergo a series of pre-clearance automated
inspections and a final automatic-reader drivers' passport check, without the
drivers even have to leave their cabs.213
Early pioneers of automated border clearance systems were the United States
and Canada. In 1997, they were testing a system known as the "North American
Trade Automation Prototype" (NTAP).214 The system simplified cross-border
shipping by combining all data into one standardized set of documents, then
208
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allowing exporters to send data via the web to Customs officials in both
countries and their corresponding importers. And, with 10,500 trucks crossing
daily at Detroit and half that number in Buffalo, that speed was important.
The system is now set to be replaced by a new International Trade Data System
known as the "automated commercial environment", or ACE.215 This is a
"single, electronic portal" which will allow importers and exporters to share
trade documents with government agencies. Carriers have the option of
equipping their trucks with a designated transponder technology that transmits
RFID signals directly to Customs Officials.
Almost on the other side of the world, similar developments are afoot, with
UNECE and the IRU (International Road Transport Union) signing an MoU on
the computerisation of the TIR procedure (eTIR) in support of a pilot project
between Iran and Turkey.216
This was followed by Georgia and Turkey creating eTIR links and the
enlistment of Pakistan in the TIR system.217,218 For Pakistan, this provided a
legal framework for traffic in transit of goods across borders among the
contracting parties without involving payment of customs duties and taxes. It
would facilitate trade with Economic Cooperation Organisation (ECO)
countries and China through land routes, avoiding having to pay transit fees to
countries such as Afghanistan, which had been demanding guarantees of 101
percent.
However, the application of technology will require considerable planning and
investment, and the use of systems that are still at an experimental state.
Furthermore, no technology can deal with circumstances where physical
inspection is required. In the event of the UK removing itself from the Single
Market (Efta/EEA), there will most certainly be requirements for sanitary and
phytosanitary checks at the border, requiring permanent installation of Border
Inspection Posts (BIPs) or Designated Points of Entry (soon to be replaced by
Border Control Posts).
Given the high volume of traffic carrying animals or plants, or goods of animal
or plant origin, including foodstuffs, this could have considerable implications
for the land border between Ireland and Northern Ireland, and for crossChannel traffic.
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5.2 Co-operation through the EEA
Should the UK decide to rejoin (or remain in, as the case may be) the EEA,
there is another area of co-operation which will have to be entertained.
Provisions written into the Agreement and its protocols extend the agreement
beyond trade, setting out areas where the Contracting Parties, of which the UK
will be one, will "strengthen and broaden co-operation" in certain fields of
Community activity.219 These areas are defined in separate articles of Protocol
31 of the EEA Agreement and encompass: research and technological
development; information services; the environment; education, training and
youth; social policy; consumer protection; small and medium-sized enterprises;
tourism; the audiovisual sector; and civil protection.
Article 87 of the Agreement permits cooperation to be broadened even further,
"where such cooperation is considered likely to contribute to the attainment of
the objectives of the Agreement, or is otherwise deemed […] to be of mutual
interest". Other articles have therefore been added to Protocol 31. These cover:
trade facilitation; transport and mobility; culture; energy programmes and
environment-related energy activities; employment; public health; telematic
interchange of data; exchange between administrations of national officials; and
reduction of economic and social disparities.
Even this is not a static list. Whenever the EU adopts a new programme in any
of the fields above, the decision often provides for Efta/EEA participation.220
Thus the Contracting Parties agree to strengthen the dialogue between them "by
all appropriate means" with a view to identifying areas and activities where
closer cooperation could "contribute to the attainment of their common
objectives" in the fields specified. They are required to exchange information
and, at the request of a Contracting Party, hold consultations within the EEA
Joint Committee in respect of plans or proposals for the establishment or
amendment of framework programmes, specific programmes, actions and
projects in those fields.
At project level, institutions, undertakings, organisations and nationals of Efta
States have the same rights and obligations in Community programmes as their
equivalents in EU Member States. They also have the same rights and
obligations with regard to dissemination, evaluation and exploitation of results.
Therefore, the UK could, without prejudice, undertake the same range of cooperative ventures with the EU, as is currently under the Efta/EEA umbrella.
On the other hand, while certain areas of co-operation may be welcome and
desirable, others may be less so. Therefore, in anticipation of future intentions,
negotiators may need to set priorities, setting out policy areas where active co219
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operation is intended, and limits where there is less enthusiasm for joint action.
In the latter event, it may suffice to set out the position of the parties in a
memorandum of understanding, or it may be necessary to negotiate an
amendment to Protocol 31 of the Agreement, or an additional, country-specific
protocol.

5.3 Inter-agency co-operation
Much of the work of the EU is undertaken by over forty agencies and
decentralised bodies, ranging from the European Police College, the European
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA), the European Chemicals Agency, to the
Office for Harmonization in the Internal Market (Trade Marks and Designs).221
Therefore, it is unlikely that co-operation at administrative and to an extent
policy level will be fully effective without engaging with European Agencies
and other bodies.
Without specific arrangements, relationships between UK agencies and their
EU equivalents, and with the agencies of EU Member States, might be limited
to the diplomatic level. There would be few direct contacts with agency staff.
However, it is already the case that the founding regulations of many of the EU
agencies and other bodies instruct the agencies to co-operate as closely as
possible not only with specialised institutes, foundations and bodies in the
Member States, but also with those at international level.222
Collaboration varies from co-operation in training to the organisation of
common events such as workshops, conferences, research and capacity
building. Of more substance, it can comprise development of common
procedures, the exchange of confidential information and personal data, and cooperation in joint operations.223
Much of this is facilitated by inter-agency agreements. For instance, the
European Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction (EMCDDA) has signed a
Memorandum of Understanding with the United Nations Office on Drugs and
Crime (UNODC). On specific assignments, this agency works with the Joint
United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS UNAIDS and the World Health
Organisation (WHO).224 Using this as a model, there is scope for direct
interaction between, say, the UK's Environment Agency and the European
Environment Agency and between the UK's Medicines and Healthcare Products
Regulatory Agency and the European Medicines Agency – the latter on the
marketing authorisation of medicines – all without direct government
intervention.
221
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Within the political framework set by the overall Article 50 Agreement,
therefore, it makes sense to explore the desirability and scope of inter-agency
co-operation, and to lay down the broad parameters for establishing
agreements, including financial arrangements. It seems that the ubiquitous
Memorandum of Understanding is an appropriate instrument, allowing
agreements to be concluded speedily, without too much formality.

5.4 The Single European Sky
Coming from the general to a more detailed issue, one area where continued cooperation will be absolutely essential will be in the commercial aviation sector.
Making satisfactory arrangements will be an important feature of the Article 50
negotiations as, since 2004 and the advent of a generic policy known as the
Single European Sky (SES), Member States have given the EU authority to
manage airspace over their territories, and in particular air traffic management
(ATM) of commercial air transport. This authority will have to be recovered.
As it currently stands, the stated objective of the policy is "to reform ATM in
Europe in order to cope with a sustained air traffic growth and air traffic
operations under the safest, more cost- and flight-efficient and environmentally
friendly conditions". Amongst other things, the EU has been seeking to
defragment European airspace – i.e., detach it from national control – thereby
reducing delays, increasing safety standards and flight efficiency. It also seeks
to reduce the aviation "environmental footprint" and reduce costs related to
service provision.225
Formerly dealt with on an exclusively intergovernmental basis, through
Eurocontrol, governance of airspace within EU member state territories has
now been absorbed into the Community method, vesting the power of initiative
in the European Commission (EC), which is also charged with monitoring of
the compliance of the Member States. It is assisted by a specialist regulatory
Committee comprising representatives from Member States, known as the
Single Sky Committee.
The SES legislative framework originally consisted of a series of four "basic"
regulations covering the provision of air navigation services (ANS), the
organisation and use of airspace and the interoperability of the European Air
Traffic Management Network (EATMN).226 These four were revised and
extended in 2009 - the so-called SES II Package - aiming at increasing the
overall performance of the air traffic management system in Europe. 227 This
framework also includes more than 20 Implementing Rules and Community
225
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Specifications ("technical standards") adopted by the European Commission
starting from 2005 with a view to ensuring interoperability of technologies and
systems.
The SES framework has been supplemented by an integrated approach to safety
by the extension in 2009 of the competencies of the EASA in the field of
aerodromes, air traffic management (ATM) and air navigation services, and
through the establishment in 2007 of a joint undertaking (JU) on research &
development, the SESAR JU (SESAR standing for the Single European Sky
ATM Research).
However, it is very much to the advantage of the UK that there should be
coordinated control over European airspace. Post-withdrawal, therefore, the UK
is unlikely to want to detach itself from SES or damage its functioning.
Furthermore, it will undoubtedly wish to remain within Eurocontrol. In this it is
aided by the ambitions of the EU itself, which is seeking to apply SES beyond
the external borders of EU Member States. Therefore, there are already
established procedures for extending SES to neighbouring third countries,
integrating them into the EU legal framework. This currently extends to 37
states, including the EU-28.
Since the SES framework is based on EU regulations rather than directives, the
legislation has direct effect and does not require transposition into national law.
But, insofar as it applies to the UK, it will cease to have effect upon the
withdrawal from the EU unless appropriate measures are taken. These will
include the re-enaction of any relevant legislation, to ensure continuity of
operations and maintain regulatory convergence.
Re-integration into the system will be assisted by provisions of the Lisbon
Treaty. Through this, the EU has committed itself to developing a special
relationship with neighbouring countries (Article 8 TEU) – and a "neighbouring
country" is precisely what the UK will have become. The Treaty also provides
that the Union may decide to cooperate with third countries to promote projects
of mutual interest and to ensure the interoperability of networks (Article 171,
par.3 TFEU).
In the aviation sector, closer integration with the EU's neighbours is driven by
these provisions and by the objective of creating a wider European Common
Aviation Area (ECAA). This is intended to cover territories inhabited by one
billion people in the EU and all neighbouring countries on its southern and
eastern borders. There would, however, be no technical issues in extending the
ECAA to the northern fringe. With regulatory convergence already assured,
there should be no great difficulty in retaining the UK block as part of the
integrated ATM system, via a comprehensive air services agreement appended
to the Article 50 exit agreement.228
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Completion of an agreement here would ensure continued access of UK aircraft
to the rest of European airspace, and the normal flow of traffic into UK
airspace. Without a suitable agreement, though, commercial air services would
be seriously disrupted and, as between the UK and continental Europe, possibly
terminated. The object thus is to replicate as much of the pre-exit arrangements
as possible to ensure that traffic continues uninterrupted, thus illustrating one
mode of co-operation agreement, and re-emphasising the need to ensure
seamless ongoing co-operation.
External Aviation Policy
A different order of problem is the EU's External Aviation Policy, which
manages access to airspace outside EU member state territories, in a series of
agreements with third countries.
The current batch of agreements stem from the ECJ's so-called "open skies"
judgements of 5 November 2002, which clarified the demarcation of powers
between the EU and member states in the regulation of international air
services. The court had ruled that Member States could no longer act in
isolation when negotiating international air services agreements. Specifically, it
affirmed that nationality clauses in bilateral agreements were contrary to EU
law, thus requiring member states to allow any "EU carrier" to fly from their
country to a third country.
The judgement and subsequent Regulation (EC) No 847/2004 required the
amendment of some 1,500 bilateral agreements between member states and
third countries in order to have the "EU nature" of air carriers recognised. In
pursuit of this, the European Commission negotiated 45 Horizontal
Agreements, amending all the bilateral agreements between given third
countries and all EU member states with which those countries had bilateral
agreements.229
The effect of EU intervention is that the UK no longer negotiates agreements
with third countries independently but as an EU member state acting with the
other member states. An example is the agreement with the United States,
which grants reciprocal rights for US and EU member state carriers to access
each other's airspace. This is drawn up between the member states as "parties to
the Treaty establishing the European Community and being Member States of
the European Union".230 Arguably, this agreement – and those like it, as
between other member states – falls once the UK withdraws from the EU.
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Notwithstanding the strict terms of the agreements, they apply in respect of the
EU to "Community airlines". Where substantial ownership and effective control
of an airline is not vested in a Member State or States, nationals of such a State
or States, or both, or the airline is not licensed as a Community airline or does
not have its principal place of business in the territory of the European
Community, the third country "may revoke, suspend or limit the operating
authorisations or technical permissions or otherwise suspend or limit the
operations" of the airline.231 In as much as UK enterprises will no longer be
"Community airlines" (or even "Community air carriers" – see footnote), they
may be excluded from EU-third country agreements.
However, this problem should not arise if the UK remains within the EEA. The
common rules for the operation of air services in the community, which include
provision for licensing air carriers, have EEA application. As long as the
relevant regulation is adopted, and the requisite administrative requirements are
maintained, UK licensed operations will remain Community airlines.232
Nevertheless, as regards third country agreements, while a covering treaty of
association, however framed, may give temporary cover and thereby afford UK
air carriers unchanged access rights, the UK may wish to modify some rights
afforded to other EU member states. In the event that agreement with the EU
cannot be reached, the renegotiation of all third country air transport
agreements may be required.

5.5 Police and criminal justice measures
A different example of ongoing co-operation comes with cross-border
cooperation on policing and criminal justice matters. Co-operation here is an
essential element in tackling security threats such as terrorism and organised
crime in the twenty-first century. To that effect, the EU has built up a
significant body of law, and hosted a substantial number of initiatives devoted
to such matters.
However, there are significant sovereignty issues in agreeing full co-operation,
should UK and EU systems be fully merged. The model, when it comes to UK
participation, is one of partial co-operation on selected issues. As to the extent
of any collaboration, the Article 50 negotiators might rely on the provision in
the Lisbon Treaty (protocol 36) permitting the UK to opt out of all the 133
police and criminal justice measures agreed prior to the coming into force of the
Treaty in 2009, with a further provision that it could apply to rejoin selected
measures (an "opt-back-in") by 31 May 2014. The decision would take effect
231
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on 1 December 2014, whence all 133 provisions would cease to apply to the
UK, barring those which the government had elected to rejoin.233
Indicative of the complexity of the issues involved, and the scale of the task
confronting UK negotiators charged with securing an exit agreement, the
government's options were examined by the House of Lords EU SubCommittee on Justice, Institutions and Consumer Protection and the EU SubCommittee on Home Affairs, Health and Education, which conducted a joint
inquiry into the issues, with a 151-page report published on 23 April 2013. The
inquiry was re-opened on 18 July 2013 and a follow-up report was published on
31 October 2013. Both reports were debated in the House of Lords on 23
January 2014.234
In the event, the government chose to rejoin 35 measures, in a decision
published in July 2013 running to 155 pages.235 On 26 July 2013, the
government formally notified the presidents of the justice and home affairs
councils of its decision to exercise the block opt-out.236 Then, by 16 June 2014,
the Commission had notified the Council of the European Union (Council of
Ministers) in a "non paper" on the state of play of the discussions between the
Commission and the United Kingdom on the application of Protocol 36, noting
that the "opt-back-in" number had been reduced by two, to 33.237
In addition to the notorious European Arrest Warrant, measures to which the
UK government had opted back in included Council Decision 2000/375/JHA to
combat child pornography on the internet, Council Decision 2002/348/JHA
(and amendment) concerning security in connection with football matches with
an international dimension, and Council Framework Decision 2008/909/JHA of
27 November 2008 on the application of the principle of mutual recognition of
judgements in criminal matters imposing custodial sentences or measures
involving deprivation of liberty for the purposes of their enforcement in the
European Union.238,239,240
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The latter provision sets out the procedure for the implementation of the
Council of Europe Convention on the Transfer of Sentenced Persons of 21
March 1983. Under that Convention, sentenced persons may be transferred to
serve the remainder of their sentence only to their state of nationality and only
with their consent and that of the States involved. There is also an Additional
Protocol to that Convention of 18 December 1997, which allows transfer
without the person's consent, subject to certain conditions.241
Clearly, this and other provisions are very much to the advantage of the UK.
For instance, the agreement relating to the transfer of prisoners, so that
convicted criminals from other member states can serve their sentences in their
home countries, reduces overcrowding and saves us the costs of looking after
them. But, in that the Council Framework Decision which enables this
provision to take effect simply implements a Council of Europe Convention –
which would remain in force after the UK had left the EU – the UK would
doubtless wish to carry it over after it had left the EU. And for diverse and
several reasons, the UK would most probably wish to secure the continuation of
most of the other measures after its withdrawal.
The mechanism for achieving this continuation might be a specific bilateral
treaty, dedicated solely to police and criminal justice matters, allowing for
flexibility in adopting additional provisions as and when the need to adopt them
arises. Since this would include the formal participation in Europol, with an
estimated annual cost to Britain of £10.5 million, any treaty would have to
include a commitment to an ongoing contribution to the running of this
institution, plus any other contributions to the maintenance of registers and
databases associated with the opt-in provisions.242
This notwithstanding, the 33 opt-back-in measures are not the full extent of the
putative UK involvement in police and criminal justice matters. There will be
other issues, such as the decision as to whether to take part in the Prüm
convention, a treaty on the exchange of police information, whereby some EU
member states have granted each other access rights to their automated DNA
analysis files, automated fingerprint identification systems and vehicle
registration data.243 This was not originally an EU measure, but started life as a
separate treaty agreed in 2005 by Belgium, Germany, Spain, France,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands and Austria and implemented in 2008.244
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The EU has now adopted the measure as its own, bringing it into the police and
criminal justice acquis via Council Decision 2008/615/JHA of 23 June 2008,
making it one of the 133 provisions from which the UK subsequently decided
to opt out.245 The decision was made to avoid infraction proceedings costing
many millions for a measure which the government felt unable to implement.246
For this reason, the UK decided not to exercise its immediate opt-back-in
option, but was nevertheless asked whether it intended to re-join at some time
in the future.
While there were obvious advantages for UK law enforcement agencies in
having automatic access to the databases of other member states, there were
also technical and administrative problems associated with joining the scheme,
as well as serious human rights and data protection issues. The UK government
thus reserved its position and would not commit to a decision until December
2015.247 Of some significance, though, was the response of the Commission to
the UK's position, stating that, for as long as the UK had not joined Prüm, "it
shall have no access to EURODAC for law enforcement purposes".248
EURODAC is a database of fingerprints of applicants who have applied in any
member state for asylum, and illegal immigrants who have been picked up
within EU member state territories.249 It is an essential tool in making the
Dublin Regulation work – the regulations which establishes which member
state is responsible for examining applications for asylum. Without this, the
UK cannot effectively detect and then deport asylum seekers (see also Chapter
8).250 Thus, the UK was placed in a position where effective action on illegal
immigrants and asylum seekers was made dependent on the UK signing up to
participation in an EU-wide DNA database, with widespread implications for
the entire justice system.
This conditionality, applied to the UK while a full member of the EU, may be a
harbinger for the stance taken by Article 50 negotiators, where the process of
bargaining will determine the final outcome. It will be neither predictable nor
optimal for any of the parties engaged.

5.6 Joint customs operations
Another form of co-operation is illustrated by the EU system for the
surveillance of the flow of counterfeit products entering the European customs
area. This is carried out routinely, in addition to which member state customs
authorities, sometimes in association with non-member countries, carry out
245
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regular joint customs operations, in cooperation with the European anti-fraud
office, OLAF. These operations are coordinated and targeted actions of a
limited duration with the aim of combating the smuggling of sensitive goods
and fraud in certain risky areas and/or on identified trade routes.251
Eight such operations have been recorded recently, the latest called Operation
ERMIS, in which 70,000 counterfeit items were seized in 634 different
seizures. The goods varied in nature from mobile phones, sunglasses, and small
vehicle spare parts, to medicines and pharmaceutical products. Most were
found to have come from the Far East.252
These activities have an obvious value, but the UK will cease to be part of the
system on exit from the EU, although there is provision for the mutual
exchange of information with the competent authorities in third countries,
which the UK would become.253 To that extent, OLAF has a system for signing
up "judicial parties" in third countries. No formal treaty arrangements are
required, as the cooperation is facilitated by administrative agreements signed
between institutions.254 Institutions from some 20 countries, including the
United States Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF)
have concluded agreements with OLAF.255 As with its arrangements for
working with EU agencies, the UK government might be expected to broker a
similar administrative agreement between relevant law enforcement agencies in
the UK and OLAF.
Another Joint Customs Operation (JCO) was Operation Warehouse, during
which almost 45 million smuggled cigarettes, nearly 140,000 litres of diesel
fuel and about 14,000 litres of vodka were seized. This was carried out in
October 2013 by the Lithuanian Customs Service and the Lithuanian Tax
Inspectorate in close cooperation with OLAF, and with the participation of all
28 EU member states. According to preliminary estimates, the action prevented
the loss of about € 9 million in customs duties and taxes.256
Operation Snake, carried out from February to March 2014, was another
example of this type of operation. In this case, it involved the Anti-smuggling
Bureau of the General Administration of China Customs, the first time it had
done so.257 The action targeted the undervaluation of imported goods which
251
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causes huge losses to public revenue every year. Over a one month period,
OLAF and participating customs authorities detected more than 1,500
containers where the declared customs value had been heavily undervalued.
This included false descriptions of goods, false weights and quantities, and
counterfeit goods. In addition, customs authorities succeeded in identifying
several so-called missing traders and non-existent importers, triggering criminal
and administrative investigations in several countries.
Separately, but not unrelated, are operations conducted jointly with national
authorities, Interpol and Europol, in relation to the trafficking of illegal goods
and counterfeiting programmes. Operation Opson is an ongoing example.258
The first operation of this name, mounted in 2011 and lasting one week, saw
the seizure of 13,000 sub-standard bottles of olive oil, 12,000 bottles of substandard wine, 30 tons of fake tomato sauce, 77 tons of counterfeit cheese, five
tons of sub-standard fish and 30,000 counterfeit candy bars. The UK would be
expected to continue this cooperation.

5.7 Sanitary & phytosanitary controls
Announced in March 2014 was an EU ban on the import of Indian mangoes and
four other foods and vegetables, on "fears that shipments contain a pest that
could destroy British tomato and cucumber crops".259 A media report noted that
the ban had been introduced because some mango shipments had contained
tobacco whitefly which could affect Britain's £320-million-a-year salad
industry.260
This triggered a system of import control, based on sophisticated surveillance
and inspection of food products, aimed at detecting and dealing with thirdcountry failures to comply with import standards. The surveillance system
connects Plant Health Authorities of the EU Member States and Switzerland,
the European Food Safety Authority and the Directorate General for Health and
Consumers of the European Commission. Data collected feeds into an online
database called Europhyt - the "European Union Notification System for Plant
Health Interceptions".261 It costs over €1 million to administer and is one of ten
such databases which, collectively, cost €11 million a year.262
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Through the Europhyt system, pest infestations had been found in 207
consignments of fruit and vegetable from the sub-continent. This triggered a
country inspection by inspectors from DG Sanco's Dublin-based Food and
Veterinary Office (FVO). Inspectors visited sites in India in 2013 and produced
a report highly critical of the production and storage standards.263
Based on this, the Commission framed a proposal for a ban relying on Council
Directive 2000/29/EC.264 This in turn relied on the International Plant
Protection Convention (IPPC) of 6 December 1951 concluded at the FAO in
Rome. Thus, the EU was effectively implementing an international agreement,
its proposals then being approved by the Plant Health Standing Committee
(comprising Member State delegates) as part of the comitology process.265
This was a classic example of the Single Market in action at its best, providing
a service at a European level that could not be managed as efficiently (or at all)
by individual member states. Of nearly 7,000 Europhyt notifications (2012), the
UK made fewer than 1,400, so the magnifier effect is evident. Most
notifications came from Germany, on which the UK would not be able to rely if
it was outside the system.266 Then, FVO officials carry out inspections in India
and elsewhere in the world, which UK officials would have to carry out
independently (and fund directly) if it no longer took part in the EU system.
Before joining the EU, the UK did have its own network of overseas inspectors.
On leaving the EU, it would have to make a choice. It could either reinstate
something like its original system, and its own notifications database, or seek to
remain part of the EU system. Clearly, it would be far more expensive to take
the independent route, and without the more extensive data collecting
capability, the UK could not match the EU's capability. Logically, therefore, the
UK might look to continued participation in this and allied programmes.
Longer term, the EU might be prevailed upon to transfer the functional
architecture and resource expended on third country monitoring to another
agency (such as UNECE - of which more later). In the interim, the UK might
have little choice but to work with the EU.
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5.8 Anti-dumping measures
Another "service" provided by the Commission is in the monitoring and the
management of the response to the dumping of goods by third countries, with
action being taken if a country exports a product to the EU at prices lower than
the normal value of the product (the domestic prices of the product or the cost
of production) on its own domestic market.267
The activity is typified by the launch of an investigation by the European
Commission at the end of June 2014 into alleged dumping of stainless steel into
the EU by Chinese and Taiwanese producers.268 This followed record exports
from the world's largest steel producer, China. Despite a domestic slowdown,
the country's manufacturing was being boosted to new highs.
The steel industry, represented by EU industry body Eurofer, filed a complaint
in mid-May, whence the Commission had 45 days to decide on its action. It
could impose provisional duties within nine months, if the complaint was
upheld and, after a further six months, EU Member States could agree to extend
the period, typically lasting five years.
Putting the issue in perspective, imports of cold-rolled stainless steel sheet into
EU member states from China and Taiwan totalled €758 million last year, a 10fold increase from the value in 2002. EU production in 2012, the last year for
which data is available, was worth €23.6bn.
The EU already had in place duties on seven types of steel products from
stainless fasteners to welded tubes coming from China but no cases simply
involving specific grades of steel. And nor is it on its own. Significantly, the
United States had also opened a probe into imports of carbon and alloy steel
wire rod from China, confirmed plans for duties on concrete steel rail tie wire
from China and Mexico. It claimed that the country had unfairly subsidised
high-tech steel. According to China's General Administration of Customs,
Chinese exports of steel, including stainless, hit 8.07 million tonnes in May
2014, the highest ever level and an annual increase of 41.5 percent in the year
to date.
Meanwhile, China had produced just over half of the world's stainless steel the
previous year, despite weak demand and pricing trends. On provisional
estimates global output reached record levels in 2013, in excess of 36.3 million
tonnes, representing a year-on-year increase of 5.1 percent, the majority of the
increase coming from China and India.
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The value of the EU's action was readily apparent. Despite the imposition of
anti-dumping duties being many months away, the moment the Commission
announced its willingness to conduct an investigation, prices were expected to
stage a partial recovery.
Although UK production is relatively modest, with total production of all steels
at 9.4 million tonnes, in this event there were still jobs at stake and the remnants
of an important industry to protect. And therein lies the rub. The European
Commission was providing a service to industry, protecting it from predatory
dumping, providing what is essentially a WTO-compliant system, with greater
facility as it has access to a much wider trading database than any individual
member state.
This could be seen as an advantage of EU membership, but it is certainly an
issue which needs to be resolved as part of any Article 50 negotiations. The
UK's options might include tapping into the EU system, expanding it to
encompass a wider region (perhaps through UNECE) or even the entire globe.
Alternatively, it could revert to a less efficient national system.
With thousands of products routinely monitored on an EU-wide basis, and the
Commission operating a functioning system to deal with this trading abuse,
ignoring the problem is not an option, and neither is there a "business as usual"
option. This one of those many issues which will have to be addressed if there
is going to be a smooth transition to an independent state.

5.9 Maritime surveillance
Since 2007, the European Commission has been working formally on an
Integrated Maritime Policy.269 Part of that has been to "take steps towards a
more interoperable surveillance system to bring together existing monitoring
and tracking systems used for maritime safety and security, protection of the
marine environment, fisheries control, control of external borders and other law
enforcement activities".
The parameters were set out in more detail in late 2009, when the aim of the
surveillance programme was identified. In short, its purpose was to generate
situational awareness of activities at sea "impacting on maritime safety and
security, border control, the marine environment, fisheries control, trade and
economic interests of the European Union as well as general law enforcement
and defence so as to facilitate sound decision making".270
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There was, the Commission asserted, a clear need to share maritime
surveillance information. Different sectoral authorities dealing with monitoring
and surveillance of actions at sea gathered data and operational information so
as to establish the best possible maritime awareness picture for their own use.
But, for many user communities, this picture did not include complementary
information gathered by other sectoral users due to the lack of mutual
exchange.
With undeniable logic, therefore, the Commission argued that developing the
necessary means to allow for such data and information exchange "should
enhance the different users' awareness picture". Such enhanced pictures, it said,
"will increase the efficiency of Member States' authorities and improve cost
effectiveness". The objective of the programme, therefore, was to set out
guiding principles for the development of a common information sharing
environment and to launch a process towards its establishment.271
In 2010, the Commission published a "roadmap" setting out the functional
requirements for what it called the "Common Information Sharing
Environment" (CISE) for the surveillance of the "EU maritime domain".272 It
stressed the passive nature of the project, declaring that "Integrated Maritime
Surveillance" was about "providing authorities interested or active in maritime
surveillance with ways to exchange information and data".273
In June 2014, however, the surveillance programme became part of the EU's
Maritime Security Strategy (EUMSS), thus acquiring an identifiable military
dimension. The primary objective was to provide a common framework for
relevant authorities at national and European levels to ensure coherent
development of their specific policies and a European response to maritime
threats and risks. A secondary aim was "to protect EU's strategic maritime
interests and identify options to do so". It thus significantly strengthened the
link between internal and external security aspects of the maritime policy of the
EU and civil and military cooperation.274
In a joint communication from the European Commission and the High
Representative for external affairs, the purpose of the EUMSS was set out, as
ensuring an optimal response to threats, supporting the relevant authorities and
agencies at all levels in their efforts to enhance the efficiency of maritime
security and to facilitate cross-sectoral and cross-border cooperation among
maritime security stakeholders. The strategy was thus intended to position the
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EU as a credible, reliable and effective partner in the global maritime domain,
ready and able to take on its international responsibilities.275
As with the surveillance programme, great stress was placed on a cost-efficient
approach to maritime security. The EU's maritime security is largely organised
around national systems and sector-specific approaches that potentially render
operations more expensive and less efficient. Maritime operations should be
made more efficient by improving cross-sectoral cooperation, enabling better
communication between national and EU-systems, creating effective civilmilitary interfaces and by translating results from research and technological
development into policy.276
By July 2014, a month after the announcement on the Maritime Security
Strategy, the Commission was in a position to set out further views on the
surveillance programme, having Maria Damanaki, Commissioner for Maritime
Affairs and Fisheries, argue that savings of €400 million per year could be
made through increased cooperation and sharing of data. Sharing such
information was vital to avoiding duplication of effort. About 40 percent of
information was collected several times and 40-80 percent of information was
not shared amongst the interested users.277
In pursuit of its plans, the Commission set out eight further steps required to
give shape to the CISE, and to bring systems to fruition, culminating by 2018 in
the launch of a review process to assess the feasibility of implementation and
the need for further action.278
Even then, the Commission was at pains to emphasise that ensuring the
effective surveillance of waters under their sovereignty and jurisdiction, and on
the high seas if relevant, remained the responsibility of Member States. The
operational exchange of maritime surveillance information between national
authorities also remained with Member States. The role of EU agencies was to
"facilitate and support this process". Untypically, therefore, the Commission
averred that "the operational aspects of such information exchange" needed to
be "decentralised to a large extent to national authorities in line with the
principle of subsidiarity".279
On this basis, CISE as a project seems largely benign, and the timescale is such
that it could be coming into effect, after considerable investment and labour, at
the time when the UK was seeking withdrawal from the EU. As such, the
project would need to be flagged up by Article 50 negotiators, and a joint
agreement prepared to protect the UK investment and the integrity of the
system.
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5.10 The financial settlement
The degree of participation would have a bearing on another crucial issue, the
financial arrangements in the transitional period and after the final split. An
immediate clean break would be unlikely. Within any multi-annual budgetary
period, the EU would expect commitments to be honoured, and programme
participation to be financially supported. Since these are agreed on a seven-year
cycle, Britain might be expected to continue financial contributions for the full
contracted period.
Possibly, the commitment may be limited to a sum equivalent to the net
contributions it would have paid, for whatever period remained of the seven
years, after it had formally withdrawn from the EU.
After the expiry of that period, contributions would, perforce, be considerably
less, although the exact amounts will depend on the degree of participation in
EU programmes, and whether Britain would choose to channel some foreign
aid and solidarity funding through the EU, as does Norway.
Claims made for savings in this respect are often exaggerated, and especially
the claim that we send about £350 million to Brussels every week, which
"could be better spent on the NHS, schools, and fundamental science research".
In fact, none of the current expenditure on EU contributions is likely to be
available for redistribution.
Looking at the 2015 figures, for instance, the gross payment before rebate was
£17.8 billion. The rebate of £4.9 is normally re-absorbed into the Treasury
general fund and is already accounted for. EU funding to support agriculture,
rural and regional development, plus other policy areas, bring the "net
government contribution" down to £8.5 billion. From this must also be
deducted private sector receipts which go straight to the private sector and other
non-governmental organisations such as universities. Annually, the figure is
about £1.5 billion, bringing the "net contribution overall" down to about £7
billion.
Nor is this end of it. There is also the question of overseas aid. Roughly £1.2
billion of the £11 billion aid budget is managed by the EU and paid as part of
the annual contribution.280 Despite that, it goes towards the UK's self-imposed
0.7 percent GDP quota. If the sum was not paid to the EU, it would still have to
be allocated to the aid budget. That £1.2 billion, therefore, is not available for
redistribution.
Rounded up, that leaves about £6 billion, and only that sum is potentially
available for redistribution. However, if the UK is to retain access to the Single
Market via the EEA states, there will be a price to pay. According to the
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Norwegian government's own figures, its total EU mandated payments (gross)
are approximately £435 million (€600 million) per annum.281 With a population
of five million, that is approximately £86 (€120) per head (gross). Net
payments are about £340m (€470m) per annum, or about £68 (€94) per head.
At a UK level, with a population of 64 million, our gross contribution (without
rebate) is £300 per head. Our equivalent gross payment is £223 per head, and
our net per capita payment is £153 per annum – more than twice the
Norwegian payments.
On the same per-capita basis as Norway, the net cost (which would include the
equivalent of EEA/Norway Grants) would be £4 billion, leaving a mere £2
billion potentially available for redistribution, or about £40 million a week.
That, effectively, is the maximum saving the UK might expect – at least until a
completely new deal has been negotiated.
Even then, to suggest that this might represent an immediate saving is still
somewhat optimistic. Currently, for any given Multi-annual Financial
Framework (MFF), there are outstanding commitments known as RAL, from
the French reste à liquider. In 2012, the figure was being reported by an
alarmed European Parliament as £217 billion.282
Together with other liabilities (mostly for purchases and staff pensions) of
€103.4 billion excluding borrowings, this required a carry-over into the EU
budget for the 2014-2020 Multi-annual Financial Framework (MFF) of €326
billion.283 Given that the overall budget was trimmed below Commission
expectations, yet commitments are escalating, it is hard to see the EU emerging
from this current MMF with the liabilities reduced. RAL plus the staff pensions
and other payments could exceed €350 billion.
Of any liability as it currently stands, the UK's share runs to about 13 percent of
the total debt. In sterling terms, would amount to around £30 billion. How
much of that will have to be paid by us will undoubtedly be a matter for
discussion during the Article 50 negotiations. If the EU insists on it all being
paid but allows staged payments over the MFF period to come, that would
amount to about £4 billion a year.
With only a £2 billion surplus available, however, that would mean the UK
having to find an extra £2 billion, or £40 million a week – up until 2027 – on
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top of our existing net costs. Even if there are no EEA contributions, overall
savings would only be £2 billion as a best-case scenario.

PHASE TWO
Immigration and Asylum

99

6.0 Freedom of movement &
immigration
It cannot come as a surprise to anybody that the principle of free movement
exists and that it is applicable throughout the Union, without discrimination,
because we don't want citizens of first class and citizens of second class in
Europe. Free movement is the result of decades of negotiations and
agreements between the Member States and also this Parliament, it is in our
law and we should respect our common law.
José Manuel Durão Barroso
President of the European Commission
Strasbourg, 15 January 2014284

In this second phase, in two separate chapters, we look at the crucial elements
of freedom of movement and immigration (or migration), and asylum policy.
As to immigration, over the last decade, the House of Commons Home Affairs
Committee noted in 2006, governments and intergovernmental organisations
have started to refer to the need to address migration as a regional or
international issue, and to "manage" rather than "control" migration. The
Council of Europe has a migration management strategy, the European
Commission is developing a common EU immigration policy. At Kofi Annan's
suggestion, a number of interested states have established a Global Commission
for International Migration.285
Dr Khalid Koser, senior policy analyst for the Global Commission, suggested to
us that "the great contradiction in migration today is that it is a global issue that
people try to manage at a national level" and that "the root causes of migration
are so powerful - it is about underdevelopment, disparities in demographic
processes, in development, and in democracy - that to an extent … immigration
control is treating the symptom rather than the cause".286
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These are views that seem to have great validity, to the extent that they should
be heavily influential in guiding the approach to Article 50 negotiations, when
it comes to immigration, and also to the post-exit discussions, where a longerterm settlement needs to be sought.
A shorter-term problem arises, though, with the UK seeking full participation in
the Single Market. The "four freedoms" are fundamental to it and are embedded
in the EEA agreement.287 Subject to any variations that might be negotiated,
they would have to be incorporated into any "shadow EEA" bilateral agreement
and would likewise be a component of any agreement, howsoever arrived at,
including the Australian process. That will include free movement of people
and the "right of establishment" which permits persons to undertake economic
activity and thus to establish permanent residence for that purpose.
These freedoms have given rise to considerable controversy, after the influx of
migrants from central and eastern European states following the 2004
enlargement (EU8), and over migrants from Bulgaria and Romania.288
The controversial nature of immigration was illustrated by a poll in December
2013, which had 61 percent of swing voters in an EU referendum (20 percent of
the total) seeing intra-EU migration as the most important issue in any
renegotiation. By comparison, 34 percent saw freer trade with non-EU
countries as important (Figure 11 below).289 A poll in January 2014 reaffirmed
the importance of immigration, ranking it first in a list of concerns, scoring 28.9
percent, well above concern over the cost of living which came second with
16.6 percent.290 In May 2014, a poll reported that 56 percent of those who
wanted to leave the EU offered as their main reason that it would "allow
stronger control of our borders" and thereby reduce migration.291 From May to
December, immigration was seen as the most important issue facing the
country, except for on three occasions when it was tied with the economy. 292
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During the May 2014 European Parliament elections, control of immigration
featured prominently on some party election leaflets. It also guided attitudes
towards any Article 50 negotiations, with some declaring that they would not
seek to remain in the Efta or the EEA while those treaties maintain a principle
of free movement of labour, which prevents the UK managing its own
borders.293

Figure 11: YouGov poll findings: issues of the utmost importance to swing voters in
EU renegotiations (Dec 2013).

Notwithstanding that Efta does not have a treaty with the EU, much less one
that maintains a principle of free movement with the EU - and that the UK is
not currently a member of Efta so it could hardly seek to remain in it - the
meaning is clear enough. There is a rejection here of any form of agreement
which involves free movement provisions. Despite the difficulties and potential
penalties, these is a preference was for what amounts to the WTO option, with
ambitions of negotiating a bespoke free trade agreement once the UK had left
the EU.
Here, it is unlikely that the EU would settle for any formal free trade agreement
without some provision for freedom of movement. Within the EU and the EEA,
the EU claims that all its "freedoms" as a non-negotiable part of the Single
Market acquis. This has been emphasised by the European Commission many
times, not least by vice-president Viviane Reding. She stated at the end of 2013:
"if Britain wants to stay a part of the Single Market, free movement would
continue to apply".294 As a member of the EEA, therefore, it is held that Britain
would be obliged to permit free movement of workers from the entire area, with
its implicit freedom to granted to all EU citizens to immigrate to the UK.
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However, even if the freedom of movement provisions were adopted in full,
that does not entirely remove the ability of member states to exercise control
over intra-EU migration. For instance, the right of residence granted to citizens
of EU member states for more than three months remains subject to certain
conditions. Applicants must either be engaged in economic activity (on an
employed or self-employed basis) or have sufficient resources and sickness
insurance to ensure that they do not become a burden on the social services of
the host Member State during their stay.295 Individuals who are demonstrably
abusing the system can be deported.
Then, within the EEA, there is a fallback position: Articles 112-3 of the EEA
Agreement. These are the "Safeguard Measures" which permit the parties
unilaterally to take "appropriate measures" if serious economic, societal or
environmental difficulties of a sectoral or regional nature arise and are liable to
persist.296 These measures have been invoked by Liechtenstein, an EEA
member with less potential influence than Britain.

6.1 The EEA solution
For the forthcoming exit negotiations between the United Kingdom, it is
generally regarded as an absolute that the UK's continued participation in the
Single Market is dependent on acceptance of all four freedoms written into the
EU treaties, including the freedom of movement.
That much was made clear by European Council President Donald Tusk at the
informal meeting of the 27 EU Member States (minus the UK) on 29 June
2016. He added: "There will be no single market à la carte", thereby adding his
name to a long list of EU officials and Member State politicians who have
indicated that changes to freedom of movement are "non-negotiable".
This includes Angela Merkel who recently said during a speech at the annual
diplomatic corps reception in Meseberg, north of Berlin, that: "… whoever
would like to have free access to the European internal market will also have to
accept all basic freedoms in return, including the free movement of people".
However, this lack of flexibility may have more to do with political posturing
than reality. The European Commission, by its own account, has "always
stressed that free movement was a qualified right and not an unconditional
one".297
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This was in the wake of the Dano case in the European Court of Justice, but
referred back to an earlier case where the Court had declared that the treaties
and secondary legislation had "qualified and limited" freedom of movement.298
The point that emerges is that there is nothing absolute, in principle, about
freedom of movement. Therefore, there is no legal bar to variations being
negotiated, given the political will. Furthermore, it is the case that the Union
has been prepared both to negotiate and compromise on this issue.
Specifically, these negotiations lie within the domain of the EEA Agreement,
related to (but not necessarily entirely reliant on) the "safeguard measures" set
out in Articles 112 and 113. There is thus the possibility of the UK seeking a
compromise on Single Market participation which will permit national
limitations or restrictions on freedom of movement (i.e., immigration) of
citizens from EU Member States.
This could be done within the framework of the EEA Agreement, the best
example of which is the so-called "Liechtenstein solution".
The Liechtenstein solution: "sectoral adaptation"
Prior to the principality of Liechtenstein joining the EEA on 1 May 1995, the
EEA Council – one of the formal structures set up under the agreement – on 10
March 1995 looked at its vulnerability to excessive migration.
It concluded that this microstate could easily be swamped by immigrants if
unrestricted free movement of workers was permitted.299 A territory with a
population of 37,000 spread over an area of 61 square miles – less than half the
area of the Isle of Wight – would not be able to absorb unlimited numbers.
The Council recognised that Liechtenstein had "a very small inhabitable area of
rural character with an unusually high percentage of non-national residents and
employees. Moreover, it acknowledged the vital interest of Liechtenstein to
maintain its own national identity". It thus concluded that the situation "might
justify the taking of safeguard measures by Liechtenstein as provided for in
Article 112 of the EEA Agreement".300
With that, it asked the Contracting Parties to "endeavour to find a solution
which allowed Liechtenstein to avoid having recourse to safeguard measures".
However, no long-term solution was found so a temporary expedient was
arranged by way of transitional arrangements which allowed the country to
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impose "quantitative limitations" on immigration until 1 January 1998. These
were incorporated into Protocol 15, appended to the Agreement.301
Towards the end of 1997, just before the end of the transitional period, there
had been no further measures proposed so Liechtenstein unilaterally invoked
the Article 112 safeguard measures, thereby continuing to keep the existing
immigrations restrictions in place when the transitional period ended.302
There were further attempts to resolve the situation in 1998, which were
unsuccessful.303 Then, on 17 December 1999 after a further review, the EEA
Joint Committee decided that the "specific geographical situation of
Liechtenstein" still justified "the maintenance of certain conditions on the right
of taking up residence in that country". In order to resolve the situation, though,
it came up with the proposal for a longer-term solution, allowing Liechtenstein
to introduce a quota system controlling the number of workers allowed to enter
the country.304
This decision was given formal status by an amendment to Annex VIII of the
EEA Agreement, setting out what were called "sectoral adaptations", crossreferred to Annex V on the free movement of workers.305,306
The decision provided for a new transitional period until 31 December 2006,
and introduced a formal amendment to the EEA Agreement, which allowed for
the new measures to apply subject to a review "every five years, for the first
time before May 2009". After reviews in 2009 and in 2015, it was concluded
that there was no need to make any change to the current rules. The Sectoral
Adaptations could remain unchanged.307
Under the current arrangement, Liechtenstein issues a limited number (less than
100) of residence permits for economically active persons and a very much
smaller number for economically non-active persons.
Half of the totally available permits are decided by lottery, held twice a year.
The numbers involved are, of course, small beer, but Liechtenstein is a tiny
country. What matters is that a precedent has been set within the framework of
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the EEA Agreement for suspending freedom of movement in respect of a single
country, and replacing with a quota system for what amounts to an indefinite
period. It matters not that Liechtenstein is a micro-state. It is a fully-fledged
contracting party within the terms of the EEA Agreement. What applies to one
legally can apply to any or all.
Whatever the EU might declare in terms of freedom of movement being "nonnegotiable" for EU Member States, therefore, it is undeniable that it is
negotiable within the framework of the EEA Agreement, as it applies to Efta
states. Therefore, it would appear that the scope exists to agree modifications to
the principle of unrestricted freedom of movement, as did Liechtenstein, or
unilaterally invoke Article 112 to achieve the same effect.
Safeguard measures
One important point is emphasis here is that while the EEA "safeguard
measures" are a mechanism by which changes to freedom of movement could
be secured, they are NOT relied upon by Liechtenstein for its current
settlement.
With that caveat, it is worth looking briefly at the nature and application of
safeguard measures, in general and specifically in relation to the EEA
Agreement.
The point about safeguard measures generally is that, far from being rare and
exceptional, they are commonly found in trade agreements. They can be found
in the draft agreement with Australia and New Zealand, in the trade agreement
with Moldavia and, in 1993, when Hungary signed up to an Association
Agreement with the EU, Council Regulation No 3491/93 of 13 December 1993
detailed the procedures for applying safeguard measures.308,309,310
As to the current safeguard measures in the EEA agreement, these are
remarkably similar to the arrangements in Council Regulation (EEC) No
2840/72 of 19 December 1972, setting out the Agreement between the
European Economic Community and the Swiss Confederation. Quite possibly,
the EEA text is based on these provisions.311
The EEA safeguard measures themselves can be triggered "If serious economic,
societal or environmental difficulties of a sectorial (sic) or regional nature liable
to persist are arising". And although such measures have to be "restricted with
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regard to their scope and duration to what is strictly necessary in order to
remedy the situation", there is no specific time limitation.312
This contrasts with the only safeguard measures written into Chapter 4 of the
Treaty of the European Union (Article 66, TEU) on Capital and payments,
which states:
Where, in exceptional circumstances, movements of capital to or from third
countries cause, or threaten to cause, serious difficulties for the operation of
economic and monetary union, the Council, on a proposal from the
Commission and after consulting the European Central Bank, may take
safeguard measures with regard to third countries for a period not exceeding
six months if such measures are strictly necessary.313

The comparison is highly instructive. While Article 66 TEU is self-evidently an
emergency measure for highly specific situations, the safeguard measures in the
EEA Agreement are most emphatically not an "emergency" provision.
The rules for its use, set out in Article 113, state that it cannot normally be used
without first giving at least one month's notice. Only in "exceptional
circumstances" can immediate action be taken, and then only to the extent
"strictly necessary to remedy the situation". Logically, any provision which has
within it an "emergency clause", for use only in exceptional circumstances,
cannot in itself be an emergency measure.
Furthermore, while Article 66 is restricted to the highly specific issue of
movement of capital which might "cause, or threaten to cause, serious
difficulties for the operation of economic and monetary union", Article 112 of
the EEA Agreement is much more broadly defined. To trigger the Article, the
Contracting Party can draw on three areas, defined as: "serious economic,
societal or environmental difficulties". These can be of a sectorial (sic) or
regional nature and the only limiting qualification is that they must be "liable to
persist" – the very antithesis of a short-term crisis situation.
Broader applications of the EEA Safeguard Measures
It has been asserted that the EU has been content to allow "adaptations" to
freedom of movement to apply to Liechtenstein only because of its "nature, and
the size and the territorial aspects".314
However, as is evident from the 1994 Protocol adjusting the EEA Agreement,
the original opt-out from freedom of movement provision, implemented under
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Protocol 15 to the EEA Agreement, applied to both Switzerland and
Liechtenstein.315
Nor were the safeguard measures confined to freedom of movement. In 1992,
when the EEA Agreement was signed, the Final Act records that safeguard
measures were invoked by no less than four of the (then) seven Efta members.
Austria, Iceland and Switzerland cited the need to protect real estate, capital
and labour markets.316 The Government of Liechtenstein invoked Article 112 in
respect of capital inflows, concerns about access of the resident population to
real estate, and "an extraordinary increase in the number of nationals from the
EC Member States or the other Efta States, or in the total number of jobs in the
economy, both in comparison with the number of the resident population".317
It is a matter of record that, after a referendum, the Swiss government was
unable to ratify the EEA Agreement and its name was removed from Protocol
15. Had Switzerland not failed to ratify, the likelihood is that both countries
would currently enjoy exclusion from freedom of movement. Certainly,
unilateral safeguard measures are currently being sought by the Federal
Government as a resolution to the 2014 referendum on limiting immigration.318
Such a solution has recently been looked-upon favourably by Martin Schulz,
President of the European Parliament. He said that the idea of a so-called
"safeguard clause", which has been thrown around among members of the
Swiss government and parliament as a possible solution, seems promising at
first glance. Such a clause, he said, "would introduce quotas after a certain
immigration threshold is achieved in specific regions and industries".319
As regards Iceland, having recorded its intent to invoke Article 112 in the Final
Act, in order to protect its real estate market, it subsequently cast its net much
wider in its own domestic legislation.
In Act No 34/1991</a> on "Investment by Non-residents in Business
Enterprises", as amended by Act No. 121 of 27 December 1993 and Act No. 46
of 22 May 1996 – in Article 12 - is the provision that allows the Minister of
Commerce to block a particular foreign investment if he "considers it threatens
national security, public order, public safety or public health or in the event of
serious economic, social or environmental difficulties in particular economic
sectors or particular areas which are likely to be of a lasting nature".320
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In the case of the investment of a resident in a member state of the European
Economic Area, it states, "the provisions of Articles 112 and 113 of the
Agreement on the European Economic Area shall be observed".321 Then, in
response to the 2008 financial crisis, invoked Article 112 safeguard measures in
respect of free movement of capital.322 This author's understanding is that the
provision still applies.
Moreover, the use of Article 112 has not been confined to just these four
countries – or indeed any specific Member State. On 15 December 1995, via
Regulation No 2907/95</a>, the Commission invoked the Article on its own
account, making the release for free circulation of salmon of Norwegian origin
conditional upon observance of a floor price.323
It should not be thought, however, that these applications amount to the full
extent of the reach of Article 112. The application of the article is entirely
dynamic. In the Accession Treaty for Croatia, Article 37 allows for a response
to "difficulties arise which are serious and liable to persist in any sector of the
economy or which could bring about serious deterioration in the economic
situation of a given area", allowing for the application of Article 112 to this
provision.324 Other accession instruments have the same provision.325
Transition to the EEA
Given that continued membership of the EEA might afford some flexibility in
the application of the principle of free movement, there is a possibility that
other members states could block the transition of the UK from EU member of
the EEA to Efta member – assuming that the UK was able to rejoin Efta.
So far, we have taken our advice from the Efta Secretariat on this, which takes
the view that transitional arrangements are nowhere set out in the EEA
Agreement, and will thus have to be settled politically.326 One possibility is that
on leaving the EU, the UK also leaves the EEA and thus, after joining Efta (if
we are allowed in), has to apply to rejoin the EEA – this requiring the
unanimous agreement of all Parties.327
However, on the basis of previous experience, there is an argument for
suggesting that the UK can transition from the EU to Efta while remaining in
the EEA. The evidence for this rests with the EEA Agreement of 1992, when
Austria, Finland, Sweden and Switzerland were also members of Efta,
becoming members of the EEA by virtue of their Efta membership.328
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Then, in 1995, Austria, Finland and Sweden left Efta to join the EU but were
not removed from the list of Efta states in the EEA Agreement until 2004.329
There was, therefore no issue to deal with on transition. Switching the names
from one pillar to the other was dealt with as a minor administrative
adjustment.
For the UK and Article 50 talks, this has huge implications. It would appear, on
the face of it, that membership of the EEA can continue as long as we join Efta.
And, if affirmation of this principle is required, it can probably be secured by
agreement not with the EU but with the EEA Council by consensus, which does
not even require a formal vote.330
One might take it that, in view of the positive response from Schultz to the
Swiss proposal to introduce unilateral safeguard measures, and the recent
statement by French finance minister Michel Sapin, declaring that everything
will be on the table in the future talks with the UK, including freedom of
movement, there may be some political support for a seamless transition.331
Safeguard measures and the United Kingdom
The outcome of a leveraged deal, using Article 112 as the initial platform
would – if the Liechtenstein (and potentially the Swiss) solutions prevail – be
formal amendment to the EEA Agreement permitting the UK to impose agreed
quotas on immigration from EU Member States,
In relation to the solution preferred by some campaigners, the Australian-style
points system, a quota system does not immediately answer the requirement,
although it could prove an attractive alternative. The crucial issue here is that
the "points system" description is a misnomer. Of the migrants admitted to
Australia, only 23 percent are afforded entry as a result of points allocation. The
overall limit is an arbitrary quota, set annually – currently at 190,000.332 This is,
by any measure, a quota system.
As to the detail, the essential point – it would seem to this author – is that a
fully worked-up case must be made for restrictions, using the Article 112
criteria of "serious economic, societal or environmental difficulties", even if the
Article itself is not invoked.
In a 1992 proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) "concerning arrangements
for implementing the Agreement on the European Economic Area", procedures
were laid down for implementing Article 112. It thus proposed that, where a
329
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Member State requested the Commission to apply safeguard measures, "it shall
provide the Commission, in support of its request, with the information needed
to justify it".333
That should provide a sufficient template for the UK in relation to its Brexit
negotiations, permitting a reasoned settlement which is capable of attracting
political support. Furthermore, contrary to claims by the Commission and a
widespread belief, it is clear that freedom of movement provisions are
negotiable, and that a legal base within the EEA Agreement exists for a
settlement.
Although based on Article 112, which acts as a longstop, the expectation would
be of a formal amendment to the EEA Agreement, brokered through the EEA
Council rather than the European Council, outwith the formal framework of the
Article 50 (TEU) negotiations – but linked to them.
Should the UK chose to invoke Article 112, the important thing to recognise is
that it is not bending or twisting the law. Nor is the Article an emergency
provision or a "loophole" – it is a fundamental part of the EEA Agreement.
Thus, to enlist it to cap immigration is to use it precisely for the purpose for
which it was intended. Given that – for Efta states – its application is unilateral,
as an Efta member, the UK would be entitled to invoke it, this being entirely in
accordance with the provisions of the treaty, recognised even by the Schuman
Foundation.334
Without the EEA solution, there is the possibility that there cannot be a
resolution to the conflict between those who regard the need to limit
immigration from EU Member States as paramount, and those who see an
overwhelming requirement to protect participation in the Single Market.
Even then, if there is a negotiated immigration quota, there is the issue of
enforcement. It is one thing applying quantitative restrictions. It is quite another
enforcing limits in a large country (as opposed to Liechtenstein), where illegal
immigrants can melt into their own resident communities and disappear.
Those who hold that we must abolish unrestricted freedom of movement,
therefore, need to understand that imposition of controls, per se – enabled by
leaving the EU - does not, in itself, bring immigration under control.
Enforcement of immigration controls and a substantial raft of other measures
will be required.
Additionally, if the initial exit settlement is only an interim measure, adopted
for the purpose of easing our rapid exit from the EU, there is an argument for
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accepting a sub-optimal settlement if no other outcome is available. Once we
are no longer members, it will be possible to work on a longer-term settlement
which deals more satisfactorily with the freedom of movement provisions.
Crucially, it must be stressed, the bulk of these negotiations are not conducted
within the framework of the Article 50 negotiations, but via the EEA Council,
which will require some deft legal footwork if its actions are integrated with the
UK exit settlement. But all in all, the prospect of a managed compromise on
trade and free movement of people, via the EEA Agreement, looks to be worth
further exploration.

6.2 Swiss problems
Of those who do not agree with the ideas behind our immediate plans for a UK
exit, there are some who believe that the "Swiss option" is a better way of
dealing with the freedom of movement question. One prominent commentator
has asserted that this is: "the only way to regain control of our borders".335
Unfortunately, any such expectation is as poorly grounded. The Swiss have
greater problems with immigration from other EU member states than do even
full members of the EU.
Their problems arise from the EU-Swiss Agreement on the Free Movement of
Persons of 21 June 1999 (coming into force on 1 June 2002), which was a
condition of the EU-Swiss free trade arrangements.336 It extended the right of
free movement to all citizens of EEA Member States and was complemented by
the mutual recognition of professional qualifications, the right of immigrants to
buy property, and the coordination of social security systems. It also includes
provisions for family reunification.337 The arrangement was typical of the EU's
approach to its relations with its close neighbours, where it demanded free
movement as a condition of agreeing free trade deals, the so-called
"conditionality" approach.
To the concern of the indigenous Swiss, an effect of the agreement has been a
massive increase in immigration from EEA states. By the end of 2012, 23.3
percent of the 8,039,060-strong population of Switzerland was of foreign birth,
compared with 13 percent (7.5 million) in England and Wales, and 14.9 percent
in Norway.338 Of the 1,869,969 foreigners in Switzerland, 85.1 percent were
European and three-quarters were nationals of an EU or EFTA member
335
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state.339,340 This was despite additional protocols restricting the movement
rights of the 2004 enlargement bloc (EU8), and Romanians and Bulgarians.
These protocols introduced a "safeguard clause" that permitted quotas on
residence permits. EU8 citizens were granted unrestricted free movement rights
only on 1 May 2011 while Bulgarian and Romanians will remain restricted
until 31 May 2016.341
Such has been the increase in immigration that in 2013, responding to
increasing public concern, quotas were reapplied to EU8 citizens and then to
nationals of all the other EU states.342 The restrictions were due to last one year
but the Swiss People's Party (SVP) forced a referendum, held on 9 February
2014, on whether they should continue. Before the vote, Foreign Minister
Didier Burkhalter argued that it "would jeopardise… relations with the
European Union" and "test Swiss treaty obligations".343
Ueli Maurer, president of the SVP, declared that "Switzerland has given up its
freedom to be able to determine its own policies".344 On the day, 50.3 percent
voted to continue the quotas, putting at risk the entire raft of bilateral
agreements under a guillotine clause, actionable if any one agreement was
broken.345
These developments have significant implications for British negotiators.
Firstly, the original Agreement and protocols demonstrated that flexibility in
negotiations from outside the EU is possible: the Swiss obtained a better
transitional deal on accession countries than did EU/EEA members. Secondly,
as the Swiss were finding, there is a growing mismatch between what
governments agree and what their citizens are prepared to accept.
However, at the end of November, the Swiss held their second referendum of
the year on immigration, voting on a proposal called "Ecopop". This sought to
339
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reduce immigration on environmental grounds, capping it at just 0.2 percent of
the resident population, reducing inflow from about 80,000 to 16,000 people a
year. As against the 50.3 percent of voters who had voted for the immigration
cap in February, this time all 26 cantons voted against the measure, with about
74 percent of the electorate rejecting the proposition.346 Reuters reported that
the referendum had been seen as a proxy vote on the EU treaties.347 Faced with
the prospect of losing their trade agreements, the Swiss people had avoided
confrontation.

6.3 The British dilemma
Any final resolution will also have to take accounts of the estimated 1.8 million
Britons resident in EU territories, and the estimated 4.5 million nationals of
mainland EU member states already resident in the UK.348 They enjoy
entitlements known as "executed" or "acquired" rights, embodied in the Vienna
Convention (Art 70b). "Withdrawal from a treaty", the Convention states, "does
not affect any right, obligation or legal situation of the parties created through
the execution of the treaty prior to its termination".
This view is confirmed by Lord McNair who concludes that rights established
by a treaty will remain in force even if the agreement is terminated by Britain's
exit. In law they are considered to be executed by the treaty and "have an
existence independent of it; the termination cannot touch them". Their status
will be guaranteed as a result of the "well-recognised principle of respect for
acquired [vested] rights".349
Nevertheless, rights are one thing. Enforcement is quite another. The good faith
of host countries cannot always be taken for granted and it cannot be assumed
that British expats would necessarily enjoy a problem-free transition. The
situation in Spain has long been a source of friction, where discriminatory rules
have forced British citizens to relinquish property rights at considerable
financial loss.350 In 2014 it was reported that the Portuguese were applying
draconian measures against foreign owners of waterfront properties.
Thus, even within the EU, the British government has found it difficult to
protect the interests of overseas property owners, so negotiators are going to be
hard put to ensure the necessary safeguards are in place and enforceable.
Additionally, they are going to have to look after the needs of business,
academia and the tourist trade, all of which contribute substantial amounts to
the GDP and rely on freedom of movement.
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Tourism itself creates significant problems in terms of framing immigration
policy. An estimated 34 million international visitors entered the UK in 2014,
most of them without visas. Of those, 73 percent came by air. That volume
means that any idea of control at the point of entry has been abandoned.351
Tighter controls would mean longer queues and more administrative
procedures, acting as deterrents in a highly competitive tourist industry worth
£22bn to the UK economy.352,353 Additionally, education exports were
estimated to be worth £17.5 billion in 2011.354 Increased restrictions have the
potential to damage this business.

6.4 Illegal immigration
A small but highly visible part of the migration flow is asylum seekers and
illegal immigrants making their way across the Channel from France.
Understandably, this is grabbing the headlines, but the coverage is
disproportionate.355 By far the bulk of illegal immigrants, even in the United
States (where we are entirely familiar with the movement of so-called
"wetbacks" across the Mexican border) are "regular" entrants. In the US, getting
on for half of the "illegals" are visa overstayers, mostly people who enter with
tourist or business visas.
Currently, as noted earlier, some 34 million visitors enter the UK each year –
the majority without visas - vastly outnumbering the number of immigrants.
Restrictions on legal immigration, therefore, might be expected to be matched
with a rise in the number of overstayers. Nowhere in the world, except perhaps
in totalitarian states such as North Korea, has it been possible to prevent this
from happening. Rigorous enforcement would change the very nature of our
society – identity cards, random checks of papers, residence permits, dawn
raids and the like. Effectively, immigration levels become a compromise
between what is acceptable and the tolerance of state intrusion and restrictions
required to limit it. There are no absolutes. There is no final or single solution.
In any event, rather than being exercised at the borders, much of the control
relies on post-entry administration and enforcement. In the UK, the record is
not good. At the time of writing, more than 260,000 foreigners were thought to
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have overstayed their visas, their whereabouts unknown to the Home Office.356
This builds on an earlier report from the Chief Inspector of Borders and
Immigration, picked up by the popular media.357 It recorded that a mere 884
immigrants (0.73 percent), from a group of 120,545 who had overstayed their
visas and had been refused permission to extend, had left the country
voluntarily. And that was only after being confronted by the firm Capita, which
had been contracted by the Home Office to reduce the so-called "Migration
Refusal Pool" (MRP).
Taking into account the normal outflow and the inflow as new cases were
added to the pool, the Chief Inspector remarked that the enforcement activity –
with payments of over £12 million to Capita for 2013-15 – was having no
impact on the level of overstayers. It had remained largely static. Furthermore,
only a tiny proportion of tip-offs about potential illegal immigrants are
investigated by the Home Office, and even fewer lead to offenders being
deported. Nearly 49,000 reports were received over nine months about
foreigners alleged to be living or working illegally in Britain, but officials
looked into only 2,695 of them.358
These failures are especially significant if a clampdown on licit immigration
prompts an increase in overstayers. Yet, since the Home Office cannot deal
with the burden as it stands, there can be little confidence that it will cope with
the more intense pressure that greater numbers would bring if entry
requirements were tightened.

6.5 Addressing the core issues
While citizens of EU member states would continue to enjoy freedom of
movement, which may or may not be subject to quota restrictions, it should be
noted that the greater proportion of immigration still comes from non-EU
countries.359 The largest single group comes from India.360 Britain admits
356
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almost three times more migrants from outside the EU than any other member
state. Nearly 2.4 million resident permits were issued by EU countries in 2013,
30.7 percent of them to people heading for Britain. A total of 724,200 people
from outside the EU were given permission to remain in the UK, a 15 percent
rise on the previous year.
A significant fraction of the inflow is driven by the family reunification
entitlement, where migrants who acquire residential status are able to bring in
spouses and close relatives, including parents, grandparents and siblings. The
flow under this provision is substantial, accounting for 17 percent of UK
totals.361 Ostensibly, this is mandated by Directive 2003/86/EC, but the UK has
opted out of this provision.362 On the face of it, therefore, the law does not
apply, except that the EU is implementing a right recognised in the European
Convention of Human Rights (ECHR), to which Britain is a party.363
Additionally, the European Convention on the Legal Status of Migrant Workers
(1977), as well as the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child
(1989), encourages member states to promote the right to family reunion.364
As a contracting party to the ECHR, the UK is bound by precedents arising
from judgements of the court in Strasbourg.365 In order to relieve itself of this
obligation, Britain may have to extract itself from membership of the Council
of Europe, which is the sponsoring body of the ECHR, or it can denounce the
Convention, invoking Article 58.366
This illustrates the need to coordinate domestic and international policies, but
there are limits even to this. Migration is by no means a creature of regulation –
greater forces trigger population movements and, to an extent, government
intervention simply shapes and directs flows. Solutions, therefore, may not lie
in the release from treaty obligations but in reducing the impact of factors
which give rise to immigration, or steer migrants towards one country rather
than another. These are the so-called "pull factors" which attract migrants to
specific countries, and the complex "push factors" which drive migrants from
their homes.
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Figure 12: Election poster for the 2014 European Parliament elections, embodying the
"little Englander" approach to immigration control. The white cliffs of Dover
iconography represents a throwback to 1940 and Britain's finest hour, when it stood
alone against all the odds.

The essence of the problem for Britain – and the EU in general - is that there is
little in the way of co-ordinated policy. For instance, the relationship between
trade with less developed countries and migration are well known, yet
migration is dealt with under one policy head, while third country trade is dealt
with entirely separately, without any apparent recognition of the effect of deals
on migration and whether they intensify or relieve pressure.
Then, even as between the various players, there is little by the way of coordination or common objectives. Controls are expressed variously at national
and EU level, with additional levels of international agreements implemented
by diverse agencies. And although the EU has been seeking to develop a
common immigration policy since the European Council at Tampere in October
1999, it has not yet acquired exclusive powers – or the capabilities - to manage
immigration throughout the member state territories.367
Furthermore, while collective policies implemented by member states and the
EU have been effective in reducing legal immigration to Europe, this has been
accompanied by a sharp rise in the number of asylum seekers and illegal
immigrants, and by the growth of smuggling and trafficking.368 This is a classic
effect of uncoordinated policy. Apparent solutions in one area simply create
problems in another, with no overall gain.
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As a result, while EU policy is publicly focused on framing immigration issues
in the context of political, human rights and development issues in countries
and regions of origin and transit, with a view to mitigating the effects of pushpull factors, intentions and outcomes are often very different. 369 Rather than
concrete achievements, we see a succession of headline-grabbing policy
initiatives that actually achieve very little.
Thus, from 2005 onwards, EU political leaders proclaimed the "Global
Approach to Migration" as a response to the desperate attempts of immigrants
to cross the EU's southern frontiers. This was then redefined in 2011 as the
"Global Approach to Migration and Mobility", by which time there were an
estimated 214 million international migrants worldwide and another 740
million internal migrants. There were 44 million forcibly displaced people and
an estimated 50 million living and working abroad with irregular status.370
Worse still, such policy tools as are available to the EU - whether third country
trade deals or aid programmes – are managed or co-ordinated by the European
External Action Service (EEAS). In June 2014, this organisation was the
subject of a coruscating report from the EU's Court of Auditors, which found
that the EEAS did not treat as a priority the development of an overarching
strategic framework for EU foreign policy, and did not adopt an internal
strategy. In view of a rapidly evolving international situation, it said, the EEAS
has favoured ad-hoc approaches instead of proposing an overarching foreign
policy strategy.371
Nor did member states go without criticism. Whenever strategic guidelines are
missing, the CoA reported, the EEAS consults with EU institutions and the
member states to prepare the EU's responses. The resulting ad-hoc strategies
are the outcome of intense debates before being formally adopted by the
commission and endorsed by the Council. This process, it adds, does not
facilitate timely action.
But the most damning criticism was reserved for the EEAS. "It has not yet
adopted an internal strategy or management plan… it has neither established
nor developed detailed criteria to assess the achievement of its priorities". And
it has not developed a comprehensive planning framework, so each department
decided how to plan its own activities. These defects, the CoA considered,
369
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hampered "the EEAS's overall efficiency, as tasks and resources do not
necessarily follow top-level objectives". In addition, it concluded, "the lack of a
comprehensive planning framework makes it difficult to integrate its activities
within the wider context of the Commission's annual work programme".
On this basis, even if the EU had the powers and its general policy objectives
were directed at reducing external immigration, the capacity in the field is
demonstrably lacking. Thus, while it is often argued that the UK is more
powerful as part of the EU-28 than when it is acting on its own, the reality,
though, is that as a collective, the EU is underperforming. It is less than the sum
of its parts. Arguably, as has been indicated by Norway, focused action from
individual nations can often yield better results than any collective action.

6.6 Devil in the detail: workers' remittances
Another example of how varied the solutions to the migration problem can be is
the issue of "workers' remittances". This is money sent by guest workers to
their families in their home countries, forming an important source of
development aid that is not always fully acknowledged.
These remittances involve significant cash transfers. Between 1965 and 1990,
when migrant flows had increased from 75 to 120 million, remittances to some
countries exceeded foreign aid. Official remittances amounted to less than $2
billion in 1970 but had increased to $73 billion per year. The total value of
remittances, including those via informal channels, was likely to be at least
twice as high.372 Thus, by 2005, the reported figure was $167 billion globally,
dwarfing all forms of international aid combined.373
In 2012, the total for the EU-27 was estimated at €38.8bn, almost three quarters
of which (€28.4bn) went outside the bloc.374 Migrants in the UK sent nearly
$4bn in remittances to India in 2011, compared with the $450m in UK aid it
received that year. Bangladesh received $740m in remittances from the UK in
2011; its aid amounted to $370 million. In 2012, global transfers had topped
$530 billion (£335 billion), according to the World Bank.375
Inasmuch as they are an effective, targeted form of aid, remittances perform a
valuable role in economic development, narrowing the gap between host and
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recipient countries. Then, as a by-product of worker migration, they have the
almost perverse effect – potentially at least - of reducing further migration.
Even without that effect, though, they help stabilise less developed economies.
In Senegal, they account for 11 percent of GDP. Disrupting these transfers can
cause instability and economic hardship, potentially requiring direct and more
expensive intervention in terms of international aid and even military action.
However, several reports attest to significant market failures in transmitting
funds to recipients, ranging from high transactional costs to the lack of banking
facilities. In West Africa, charges on remittance transfers, levied by what
amounts to a "duopoly" of money transfer operators, are the highest in the
world at around 12.3 percent of sums remitted. If what is termed a "remittance
super tax" on Africa was reduced to the global average of 7.8 percent, it could
save the region $1.4-2.3bn a year. If reduced to the G8/G20 suggested level of
five percent, the reduction would generate an additional $900 million.376
Applied to constructive uses, this could send 14 million children to school,
almost half the region's out-of-school population, give eight million people
access to improved sanitation, or give 21 million people access to safe water.
Yet, reports have been highlighting the excessive charging and other constraints
on transfers for over a decade and despite repeated calls for urgent action, little
has been done to remedy the problems. Arguably, this represents another failure
(in part) of the EU and of the UK as part of the EU system. An independent UK
might be better prepared to promote a more effective policy, taking into account
known issues such as these, which appear to have fallen through the policy
gaps.

6.7 Reducing "push" factors
In 2006, there was widely reported a massive wave of migration from west
African nations to the Canaries, latterly attributed to the effects of predatory
third country fishing agreements, which were depriving Africans of their
livelihoods.377 Policy or physical factors which intensify pressure on migration
are known as "push" factors. They range from natural disasters – droughts,
floods, earthquakes, tsunami – which render environments uninhabitable, to
civil war, political repression and economic stress.
If the presence of "push" factors increases migration pressure, then reducing or
eliminating them can be expected to have the reverse effect. In the case of the
African fisheries, the obvious answer was to stop stealing the fish, to scrap the
third country deals and help countries develop their own fishing industries,
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including processing facilities which give added value and create more
employment opportunities.
The problem of fisheries deals and their role as "push" factors had been
highlighted much earlier when, in the year 2000, journalist Kim Willsher
fronted for Channel 4 a revealing film about the depredations of the "EU fishing
fleet" in Mauritania.378 Also cited was Dr Callum Roberts of York University,
one of the world's leading experts on marine reserves. His view was: "Foreign
trawlers are strip-mining African waters of their fisheries resources. It's a
scandal. It's almost international piracy. Having seriously mismanaged its home
fisheries, [the EU] is now exporting the problem elsewhere and robbing people
of their future".
Thus, over a decade ago, there was evidence that the EU was responsible for
activities which could only have increased pressure on migration. To contain
the problem required a concerted effort to deal with such "push" factors. By
June 2014, though, the Guardian was again highlighting the same issues, with
the headline: "Why illegal fishing off Africa's coast must be stopped". Sadly, it
was rehearsing exactly the same issues that Kim Willsher had been addressing
more than a decade previously.379
Said the Guardian: "The livelihoods and nutrition of millions of people in
Africa are being put at risk by foreign fishing fleets in their waters". Pointing
out that up to a quarter of jobs in the region were linked to fisheries, it noted
that the EU (alongside Russia, China, S. Korea and other countries) not only
took "obscene quantities of fish", via the European Maritime and Fisheries
Fund, but was also paying €6.5 billion from 2014 to 2020 (up from €4.3 billion
in the previous period) to subsidise the fisheries sector.380 A very large
proportion of that (more than a quarter) was paid to Spain to stave off
unemployment in its politically sensitive fishing industry. Hence, taxpayers'
money was being paid to reduce European unemployment, only to export it to
Africa.381
More generally, losses in West Africa from illegal fishing have been put at $1.3
billion annually and, in Senegal alone, at around $300 million in 2012. That is
equivalent to around two percent of GDP.382 The supposedly "legal" fishing,
though – described as a "licence to plunder" - costs much more.
It takes very little, therefore, to hunt out and understand these issues and their
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role as "push" factors. For an independent UK, the opportunity would arise to
optimise policy on immigration reduction. The logical option would be to assist
in building up local fishing fleets and, in particular, onshore processing, which
not only adds value but creates considerable employment and yields tax income
and export revenue. Local assistance to build up fisheries management
expertise is also important, including the development of surveillance and
enforcement systems.
Here, there is some sense in ensuring close linkage between this policy
objective and overseas aid. Again, an independent Britain is best able to decide
its own priorities, to ensure that national interests are served.

6.8 Reducing "pull" factors
Collectively, those issues which serve to reduce the attraction of immigration in
general, or reduce the attractiveness to immigrants of one country relative to
another, are the polar opposite of "push" factors and are thereby known as
"pull" factors. Within the limitations of "freedom of movement" provisions that
would attend participation in the EEA, there is considerable scope for reducing
these factors, at several levels.
Not least, there is the tendency of some employers actively to recruit foreign
workers, either to fill temporary gaps in staff establishments, or as a
straightforward cost-cutting exercise. A particularly egregious example of the
latter dynamic came with a report in late December 2014, revealing that the
number of NHS nurses recruited overseas had risen "significantly".383 Data
from 103 English NHS hospital trusts indicated that 5,778 nurses had been
recruited from overseas in the 12 months to September 2014. The largest
numbers had come from Spain, Portugal, the Philippines and Italy.
The NHS employs more than 1.7 million people, of whom 370,327 are nurses,
with about 20,000 training places on offer each year.384 Yet, up to 60 percent of
nurses in some health care organisations comprise Internationally Recruited
Nurses (IRNs).385 Against that, up to 80,000 British students each year cannot
find places on nursing courses. As it costs the NHS £70,000 to train a nurse,
for which sum it could hire three qualified foreigners for a year, the suspicion is
that the Service is resorting to immigration as a cost-cutting exercise.386
Also in the health service, there have been reports of paramedics recruited from
Poland in an attempt by UK ambulance trusts to relieve a nationwide shortage
383
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of 3,000 staff – around 15 percent of the national establishment of 20,625.387,388
South Central Ambulance Service, which covers Berkshire, Buckinghamshire,
Hampshire and Oxfordshire, was hiring 290 staff members from abroad - 220
paramedics and technicians and 70 emergency care assistants. Poland was
particularly attractive because staff qualifications, skills and experience are
very similar to our own and "meet our own high standards".
London Ambulance Service announced that it had hired 175 Australian
paramedics to start in January because of the small number of local applicants.
A recruitment team spent ten days Australia in September interviewing and
assessing staff in Sydney, Adelaide, Melbourne and Brisbane, having
previously launched a campaign entitled "London, No Ordinary Challenge" to
encourage front line medics to leave Australia and work in London. Richard
Webber from the College of Paramedics complained that there were insufficient
people being trained and recruited, owing to the lack of university training
programmes. "It is a lack of workforce planning", he said.
Paramedics in England and Wales work 37.5 hours a week, starting on a salary
between £21,388 and £27,901 a year which can rise to £34,500. Yet in Poland
they earn between £4,872 and £6,600 a year for a 37-hour week, although many
work twice as many hours and some even triple hours to boost their pay. For a
Polish worker, prepared to tolerate poor living conditions for a while, the
British salary can look extremely attractive – not so for an indigenous worker
looking to make a life in London, getting a mortgage and starting a family,
although there are prospects for advancement within the discipline.
But the idea that this mid-rank, degree-entry profession, should be reliant on
foreign recruits to keep it functioning is absurd. Webber had it: a lack of
workforce planning, otherwise known as incompetence. And that, increasingly,
appears to be one of the drivers of immigration.
Another important driver is the disparity in wage levels between the UK and the
newly joined eastern and central European countries, making the higher wages
in the UK a major "pull" factor for migrants. This was reflected in a local
authority survey on reasons for migration, which included higher wages,
alongside migrants wishing to better themselves, coming for the adventure and
wanting to make some money to send home to Poland. Intriguingly, it was
reported to be cheaper to come to the UK than it was to go to some parts of
Poland.389
This latter finding might seem perverse, as the UK is a high-cost country. The
"pull" should be considerably weakened by the high cost of accommodation
and other living expenses. Many migrants, however, were able to compensate
387
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for these costs by accepting sub-standard conditions, exploited by practices
which verged on criminality.390 Specifically, migrants tend to gravitate to the
bottom end of the private rental market, with poor quality, overcrowded
accommodation.391 Another local authority found that nearly 60 percent of
migrant workers in its area lived in houses in multiple occupation (HMOs).392
Almost 14 percent lived in homes shared between seven and ten residents. In
one house, raided in June 2015, 25 adults and one child were found. At least
seven tenants were found to be living in the cellar of the property, which was
accessible only via steep concrete steps from the back garden.393
Immigrants are often allowed to congregate in squalid, overcrowded housing,
with the local authorities rarely taking action, thus creating conditions where
they are able to undercut the settled population, often then being paid – illegally
– less than the minimum wage.394 And when illegal immigrants are caught
working contrary to the law and their employers are fined, the fines are often
not collected.395,396 The problem thus lies with the government failing to create
a "hostile environment" for illegal workers.
If existing statutory overcrowding limits were applied, with fire protection and
basic fitness standards enforced, densities would be reduced and individual
rents would increase substantially, reducing the economic gain from
employment in the UK. This would have the effect of reducing the longer-term
"pull" from low-wage countries such as Poland.
Dealing with the so-called "beds in sheds" epidemic would have a similar
effect, where tenants can find accommodation for as little as £20 per week.397 In
areas such as Ealing, in the western suburbs of London, unscrupulous landlords
are creating homes in garden sheds, garages and makeshift outbuildings and
charging untaxed rent – sometimes up to £600 a month – from largely migrant
workers looking for somewhere cheap to live. Pockets of the country are
beginning to resemble shanty towns.
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Slough Borough Council estimates that up to 3,000 people are living illegally in
the town. After sending up an aircraft with thermal-imaging cameras to detect
heat being emitted from outbuildings, it identified 210 suspected illegal
dwelling in a two-hour flight. The London Borough of Ealing, which is one of
nine to have been allocated £2.5 million from the Department for Communities
and Local Government to tackle rogue landlords, has carried out nearly 4,500
site inspections in the two-year period from October 2011 in addition to
unannounced fortnightly raids.
But outbuildings often do not require planning permission if they comply with
size restrictions and are not used for sleeping accommodation. Landlords are
able to claim they are gyms or playrooms. Under the Housing Act, councils
must give 24 hours' notice before inspections, meaning evidence is often
destroyed and tenants simply moved on. Even if a fine is eventually imposed,
the penalties (a maximum of £5,000 for letting a property in a hazardous
condition) are far outweighed by the untaxed profits landlords make.398
This notwithstanding, the London Borough of Newham has taken a multiagency approach involving multiple departments within its own organisation,
the Metropolitan Police, the Department for Communities and Local
Government, the UK Border Agency and HM Revenue and Customs,
apparently with some success. This suggests that if all local authorities adopted
the practices of the most successful, the stock of sub-standard, ultra-cheap
accommodation would be substantially reduced.399
Of many other issues, one is the failure of police to enforce re-registration of
foreign-registered cars once they have been in the country for more than six
months, or after several shorter visits in any one 12 month period. For some
immigrants, vehicle tax and insurance has become optional and often unpaid,
again reducing costs and increasing the draw. This gives immigrants another
economic advantage, enabling them to tolerate relatively low wages and still
benefit financially. This loophole is now to be closed, thus reducing the power
of another "pull" factor".400
Plans for new offences have also been discussed, making it illegal for
employers to cram migrants into mobile homes to cut accommodation costs and
undercut domestic workers. With stronger enforcement of the national
minimum wage – including prosecutions and the doubling of fines – and
extended action against gangmasters employing illegal migrants in the social
398
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care, hospitality and construction industries, the idea was "to create a fair
framework that benefits domestic workers, prevents exploitation of foreign
labour and reduces the demand for it". This was an opposition approach
intended to tackle the factors that attract low-skilled migrants to Britain.401
On the other hand, there are more formal measures that can be taken,
specifically aimed at curbing immigration, such as the policy initiatives
announced in July 2014 by Prime Minister David Cameron.402 The focus
included dealing with abuses, such as new arrivals claiming to be students
enrolling at bogus English language colleges. In one of these, inspectors had
found no students at all; supposedly they had all gone on a field trip to the
British Library. "Radical action" had been taken to shut down more than 750 of
these colleges, in addition to which the colleges were required to make checks
on their students. Their licenses were to be withdrawn if ten percent of those
recruited were refused visas.
Also recognised was the difficulty of controlling illegal immigration simply by
applying border controls, to which effect the importance of "action inside the
country" was recognised, with restrictions imposed on illegal immigrants
renting flats, opening bank accounts and acquire UK driving licences.
Crucially, once illegal immigrants have been identified, deportation will be
easier, with a policy of "deport first, appeal later", so foreign criminals would
be deported first and their appeals heard once they have arrived in their home
country.
An option explored earlier has been the application of Article 8 of the ECHR –
the right to a family life. Too many judges had treated this as an unqualified
right. They were to be required to consider the British public interest as well.
Next in line is a new visa system for graduate entrepreneurs and the
exceptionally talented, and establishing a much more robust system that accepts
immigrants with the right skills, setting a cap on economic migration from
outside the EU. Then, the "magnetic pull" of Britain's benefits system was
being addressed. Migrants would be refused immediate out-of-work benefits,
and have to wait at least three months before qualifying, while the time for
which people could claim benefits was cut from six to three months.
Additionally, local authorities could add applicants to housing waiting lists only
once they had lived in the area for two years.
The government was also banning overseas-only recruitment, requiring
agencies to advertise in English in the UK. Additionally, vacancies posted on
the EU-wide jobs portal were to be massively restricted. Efforts were to be
401
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made to train British people, to enable them better to compete for jobs that
might otherwise be taken up by migrants, while benefit caps were to be
introduced, reducing the number who could obtain higher incomes on benefits
than from gainful employment.
In this, David Cameron was talking about "building a different kind of Britain –
a country that is not a soft touch, but a place to play your part, a nation where
those who work hard can get on". Carefully and painstakingly, he said, "we are
building an economy that has real opportunities for our young people; an
education system that encourages them to do their best; a welfare system that
encourages work; and an immigration system that puts Britain first".
From politicians, one must expect a degree of rhetoric, but it is not wrong to
emphasise a "careful" and "painstaking" approach. Immigration policy does not
necessarily benefit from grand gestures. Making numerous small policy
initiatives may be a better approach, aligned with efforts to change the
perception of our country to putative immigrants, discouraging entrants who
have little or nothing to offer.
Some of those changes were to become apparent in a speech at the end of
November 2014, when Mr Cameron expressed a determination to negotiate a
cut to EU migration and "make welfare reform an absolute requirement in
renegotiation".403 This formed a central part of his renegotiation package with
the EU, aimed at removing the financial incentives that attract migrants to
Britain – effectively weakening the "pull" factors that attracted workers and
their families from EU member states.
His plan removed in-work benefits for migrants until they had been in the UK
for four years. Also, were prevented from qualifying for social housing until
they had been resident for the same period. Additionally, child benefits and tax
credits were not to be paid for children living elsewhere in Europe, no matter
how long parents had paid taxes in the UK. EU jobseekers were not to be
supported by UK taxpayers; and they were to be removed if they had not
obtained jobs within six months.
Mr Cameron claimed that, together with other measures, this would deliver the
toughest system on welfare for EU migrants anywhere in Europe, returning free
movement to a more sensible basis – the position before a European Court
judgement in 1991 when Member States had the right to expect workers to have
a job offer before they arrived - and a return to rules put in place by Margaret
Thatcher in the 1980s.
The "other measures" were to include the abolition of the system where EU
migrants could bring family members from outside the EU without any
restrictions. There were to be tougher and longer re-entry bans for rough
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sleepers, beggars and fraudsters, and there would be stronger arrangements for
deporting EU criminals and stopping them coming back. Furthermore, there
was to be no access to the labour market for nationals of new Member States
joining the EU until their economies have converged more closely with current
members.
The Prime Minister argued that these changes should apply to the whole of the
EU, but should that not prove possible, he would negotiate them in a UK-only
settlement. He would then reiterate his determination to secure "reform" and
make it clear that, "if the concerns of the British public fall on deaf ears", then
"he rules nothing out". "People", he said, "want Government to have control
over the numbers of people coming here and the circumstances in which they
come, both from around the world and from within the European Union".
In recent years", he added, "it has become clear that successive Governments
have lacked control. People want grip. I get that…They don't want limitless
immigration and they don't want no immigration. They want controlled
immigration. And they are right".
Setting out the framework, he reaffirmed that Britain supported the principle of
freedom of movement of workers and accepted that it was key to being part of
the Single Market. Thus, he said that the UK did not want to destroy that
principle or turn it on its head. But freedom of movement has never been an
unqualified right, and we now need to allow it to operate on a more sustainable
basis in the light of the experience of recent years. His objective is "simple". He
intended to make our immigration "system fairer and reduce the current
exceptionally high level of migration from within the EU into the UK".
This speech, then, underlined what was emerging as a general strategy addressing specific "pull" factors. A government that understands this is more
likely to succeed than one wedded to gesture politics. From this, the point we
expect to see emerge is that, increasingly, the government will be able to reassert sufficient control over the flow of migrants to give us breathing space to
engineer an exit plan that is agreeable to all parties.

6.9 A comprehensive immigration policy
Putting the arguments in the chapter together, two separate themes emerge.
Firstly, there is the issue of intra-EU "freedom of movement", mandated by EU
treaties and then either a condition of the Single Market participation, whether
through the EFTA/EEA route ("Norway Option"), via the "shadow EEA"
approach or the Australian process.
We retain the view that the interim stratagem facilitates our expeditious
withdrawal from the EU. Short-term compromise on freedom of movement
provisions is an acceptable price to pay, especially if the alternative is
continued membership of the EU, which would also require longer term
implementation of freedom of movement provisions.
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This notwithstanding, we have also argued that leaving the EU, per se, will not
solve our immigration problems. Control requires effective policy, and the
resources allocated to its execution. However, when it comes to political
parties, we see aspirations rather than policies. The core failure is the lack of
any connection between what they want to happen, and the means of making
those things happen in such a way that one can be assured that the outcomes are
deliverable. This confusion between aspiration and policy means that there is
often a lack of coherence in the debate from this quarter.
Party supporters, on the other hand (and not entirely unreasonably), point to the
similar inadequacies of the established parties. But this simply highlights the
further failure to understand the nature of politics. It is for the challengers, with
no track record, to demonstrate their capabilities. Conventionally, this is done
through the mechanism of policy statements.
Where we see a failure is in the ability to realise that "controlling our borders"
is not a policy, per se, but an aspiration – and a wholly unrealistic one at that.
As long as the UK admits high numbers of visitors each year – the majority
without visas – it has effectively ceded perimeter control. The system must then
rely on other stratagems. The party might be better off calling for control over
immigration policy, an altogether more realistic and focused aspiration. But the
act or process of "controlling" or even "managing" borders is exactly that - an
act or process - a means to an end. In policy terms, it is meaningless without
declared objectives and then the detail of how the controlling and managing
would be done.
Nor indeed does it help having anyone telling us that they will extend to EU
citizens the existing points-based system for time-limited work permits. That
does not begin to constitute a policy. Nor even is this, in itself, a component of
a policy. To have the makings of a policy, the statement would have to be
directed to, and linked with, a specific objective or outcome. It would then have
to be couched in such terms as to make it clear that it could contribute to the
declared objective – whatever that might be. Any system or process, as such, is
blind – and has as much a capability to obstruct as support any particular policy
line.
Any effective policy, though, must be properly coordinated with other policy
areas, as in "joined up policy". The "perfect" policy is one thing, but it can
deliver less than optimal overall results when consequential effects in other
policy domains are taken into account. For instance, a defence policy might
look well rounded in isolation but less than adequate when foreign policy
delivers enemies the nation didn't want, and the military didn't expect and can't
fight.
To ignore the interplay between policy domains is rank amateurism. There can
be no advantage in neglecting policy and declaring only the aspiration of
"managing" borders. Nor is it sensible to abandon a proven and workable trade
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relationship because it interrupts an indeterminate process aimed at producing
an undefined effect, with no specified outcome.
On the one hand, the bulk of our immigration is not mandated by the EU. Apart
from that which is controlled by domestic legislation, applying to third country
nationals, it is determined by the ECHR and, to an extent, the UN convention
on refugees and other international agreements – plus an element of customary
law. Further, if we are simply blocking immigration, while admitting tourists
and business travellers at the current rate of well over 34 million per annum, the
end result could be an increase in illegal immigration. Essentially, if potential
migrants are denied legal routes of entry, many will seek alternatives, as long as
migration pressures dominate.
Thus, irrespective of EU membership, it is necessary to deal with the "push"
and "pull" factors. To that extent, we wholeheartedly agree with Dr Khalid
Koser, cited at the beginning of this chapter, accepting that migration itself is
not the problem – it is the symptom of multifarious (and very different)
problems. Thus, to deal with migration, the specific problems have to be
identified and picked apart. No single solution will work, so it is a question of
chipping away at the edges, with different policies and enforcement strategies,
in the hope (and reasonable expectation) that overall migration will decline.
This was mirrored by Elizabeth Collett, director of the Brussels-based
Migration Policy Institute Europe. "Migration is a multidimensional policy
area", she said. "It touches on everything from foreign policy, through to
maritime policy, social affairs and employment," adding: "It is by its very
nature, a crosscutting area, and to deal with migration effectively you have to
take a comprehensive approach".404
On that basis, any policy seeking solely to reduce immigration by restricting
entry is not only flawed but unduly pessimistic, in failing to recognise that there
are other ways of reducing flows. Strategies for dealing with inflows could
achieve better results, even with the freedom of movement provisions in place,
than could an insistence on leaving the EU, in the absence of any coherent
policies on how to manage the continuing inflow of migrants. Against a general
background of administrative incompetence and inadequate enforcement – and
the absence of three-dimensional policy-making - leaving the EU, per se, might
have little effect on the volume of immigration.
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7.0 Asylum policy
We should say to people who come into Dover from Calais and who claim
refugee status, "I'm sorry, you've applied at the wrong country, you've got to
go back to France". And that is what we should be doing".
Nigel Farage, Ukip leader.405

In practical and legal terms, foreign nationals coming to this country intending
to claim asylum, will be seeking protection as refugees under international law.
As such, they belong to a distinct category of immigrant. In the previous
editions of this document, we noted that they were often described – and treated
- as illegal immigrants, then suggesting that they were not.
However, technically, in seeking entry to the country in contravention of entry
rules, they are committing illegal acts. But, once immigrants rely (or seeking to
rely) on international law, host states asylum seekers agree not to take sanctions
for illegal entry against those who are granted refugee status. As refugees, they
are effectively taken out of the criminal arena, at which point they are better
described as "irregular migrants" until their status has been properly defined
through examinations of their circumstances.
The policy response, therefore, needs to be different from that applied to other
categories of immigration – licit and overtly illegal (where there is illegal entry
and no intention to seek asylum). That response forms the basis of this second
chapter, within the overall framework of Phase Two.
For the EU as a whole, asylum seekers are a significant and growing problem,
although of variable effect. In 1994, some 329,000 persons applied for asylum
in Europe, but that was 40 percent less than the 1993 figure (553,000). Then, as
now, Germany received the bulk of applications, almost 40 percent of those
coming to Europe (127,200).406 In 2008, the level dropped to 226,330 but in
2013 rose to 436,125 (EU-28), effectively doubling in five years. The current
(2013) figure constitutes a 30 percent increase on 2012. And in contrast to
2012, when there were a high number of repeat applicants, it is estimated
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around 90 percent were new applicants.407 In the first half of 2014, 216,300
asylum claims were registered, a 23 percent increase compared to the
corresponding period of 2013 (176,200). The 28 EU states together accounted
for 82 percent of all new asylum claims registered in Europe.
Currently, the Syrian Arab Republic is the main country of origin. Provisional
UNHCR data indicate that 48,400 Syrians requested refugee status in the first
half of 2014, significantly more than during the first half or the second half of
2013 (18,900 and 37,500). Iraq came next (21,300 claims), followed by
Afghanistan (19,300 claims), Eritrea (18,900 claims), and Serbia and Kosovo
(12,300 claims). Persons from these five countries together accounted for
120,100 applications or 37 percent of all asylum claims submitted to
industrialised countries.408
One of the more recent migration triggers has been the "Arab Spring"
movement. More generally, migration pressure has escalated from diverse
sources, resulting in humanitarian crises and creating sustained pressure on the
receiving countries' governments and local authorities, in particular in the
countries closest to the conflict areas. Conflict in Libya has led to a massive
displacement of people (800,000) to neighbouring countries, in particular
Tunisia and Egypt. Since 2011, the conflict in Syria has created a wave of
refugees in the region (2.9 million), especially in Jordan (604 000), Lebanon
(1.1 million), Turkey (795 000), Egypt (138,000) and Iraq (220,000).409
For the majority coming to Europe (EEA), the first countries of entry are
Greece, Italy, Malta and Spain. The largest number then gravitates to Germany,
where (according to Eurostat) 126,995 asylum applications were recorded in
2013 (29.08 percent of the total). France took 66,265 (15.17 percent) and
Sweden 54,365 (12.45 percent). The number of people claiming asylum in the
UK is relatively modest - 30,820 (6.89 percent) in 2013.410
Many of those entering the UK do so via Dover, either by gaining access to
commercial lorries in the French port of Calais, in the boots of private cars, or
hidden in transport containers, sometimes with the aid of people smugglers. Of
those that seek asylum, many lack papers and some conceal their identities and
countries of origin, in order to prevent their return. Others, once in the country,
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acquire forged papers which enable them to work. Many do not formally claim
asylum at the point of entry or immediately they have entered.411

7.1 The framework of international law
The centrepiece of international refugee protection is the United Nations
Convention relating to the Status of Refugees, adopted in 1951. Grounded in
Article 14 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 1948, which
recognises the right of persons to seek asylum from persecution in other
countries, it entered into force on 22 April 1954. As a post-Second World War
instrument, the Convention was originally limited to those fleeing as a result of
events occurring before 1 January 1951 and within Europe. It has since been
amended by a 1967 Protocol, signed in New York, which removed the
geographical and temporal limitations.412
In contrast to earlier international refugee instruments, which applied to specific
groups of refugees, the 1951 Convention endorsed in Article 1 a single
definition of the term "refugee", making it applicable to someone who is unable
or unwilling to return to their country of origin owing to a well-founded fear of
being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a
particular social group, or political opinion.413
It must be applied without regard to race, religion or country of origin and,
subject to specific exceptions, refugees must not be penalised for their illegal
entry or stay. This latter provision recognises that seeking asylum can require
refugees to breach immigration rules. Prohibited penalties include being
charged with immigration or criminal offences relating to the seeking of
asylum, or being arbitrarily detained purely on the basis of seeking asylum.
Importantly, the Convention also contains various safeguards against expulsion,
known as the principle of non refoulement (non-return). This is so fundamental
that no reservations or derogations may be made. Those accepted as refugees
cannot be expelled or returned against their will, in any manner whatsoever, to
a territory where they fear threats to life or freedom.
Finally, the Convention lays down minimum standards for the treatment of
refugees, without prejudice to States granting more favourable treatment. This
includes access to the courts and, where relevant, to primary education, to
work, and the provision of documentation, including a refugee travel document
in passport form, known as a Convention Travel Document.414 Most State
parties to the Convention issue this document, which has become as widely
accepted as the former "Nansen passport", an identity document for refugees
devised by the first Commissioner for Refugees, Fridtjof Nansen, in 1922.
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As to the 1967 Protocol, apart from expanding the definition of a refugee, it
obliges States to comply with the substantive provisions of the 1951
Convention, applying it to all persons covered by the refugee definition without
any limitation of date. Although related to the Convention in this way, the
Protocol is an independent instrument, accession to which is not limited to
parties to the original Convention.
Nevertheless, under both the Convention and Protocol, there is a particular role
for the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). States
undertake to cooperate with the UNHCR in the exercise of its functions, which
are set out in its Statute of 1950 along with a range of other General Assembly
resolutions. UNHCR is tasked with, among other things, promoting
international instruments for the protection of refugees, and supervising their
application.
The "enduring relevance" of the Convention and the Protocol was reaffirmed in
2001 – the fiftieth anniversary of the original Convention. State parties also
recognised that the core principle of non-refoulement had become so wellestablished that it had acquired the status of customary international law,
applicable to all countries, whether or not they had signed and ratified the
Convention.415
Responses on the high seas are regulated by the UN Convention on the Law of
the Sea as well as by the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) and Search and Rescue
(SAR) Conventions. These instruments contain a duty to render assistance and
rescue persons in distress at sea. Ship's captains are then obliged to deliver
those rescued at sea to a "place of safety". In this context, one of the most
controversial issues is where to disembark rescued asylum seekers.416
In an attempt to deal with people smuggling, the UN General Assembly in the
year 2000 adopted the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land,
Sea and Air, supplementing the Convention against Transnational Organised
Crime. Also referred to as the Smuggling Protocol, it entered into force on 28
January 2004 and has been ratified by all EU Member states except Ireland.417
To implement the Protocol, an International Framework for Action was
published in 2011.418
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7.2 The EU system
The current EU system stems from the mid-1980s and the Schengen Agreement
that established common rules regarding visas, the right to asylum and checks
at external borders. An implementing agreement was signed in 1990 and took
effect in 1995. The Agreement was initially concluded outside the EU Treaty
framework between five Member States.
The early 1990s brought an influx of refugees to the EU, especially Germany
and France, following the conflicts in the Balkans and the collapse of the
communist regimes in Eastern Europe.419 This brought a larger number of
governments, including the UK, again outside the Treaty framework, to
negotiate a Convention aimed at clarifying responsibilities for handling asylum
applications. Its goal was to prevent the phenomenon of "asylum shopping"
whereby asylum seekers made sequential application claims in different
Member States following their rejection in another state. This led to the Dublin
Convention which was signed in 1990 and entered into force in 1997.
EU Member States also launched a number of non-binding cooperation
initiatives. These were the so-called "London Resolutions" (1992) consisting of
two resolutions and one conclusion. They dealt with the issue of "safe third
countries" and introduced a common definition of "manifestly unfounded
asylum" claims, for dealing with which they established an accelerated
examination procedure. The conclusion defined "safe countries of origin" and
established a harmonised approach to applications from such countries. These
were to be considered as "manifestly unfounded" unless asylum seekers could
demonstrate that their homelands were not safe in their particular cases.
The Schengen Convention and the Dublin Agreement were incorporated into
the EU acquis by the Treaty of Amsterdam in 1999. Implementation was given
initial effect by the Tampere European Council on 15-16 October 1999, which
declared the objective of establishing a Common European Asylum System
(CEAS). In June 2000 the Portuguese Presidency organised a European
conference on the issue, from which many of the current initiatives have
evolved.420
Then, under the Lisbon Treaty, the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights acquired
legal status. This locked into the EU acquis the right to asylum (Article 18) and
the prohibition of refoulement (Article 19). Article 78 of the TFEU reaffirmed
the original Amsterdam provisions for the creation of a CEAS and built in
States' obligations under the 1951 Geneva Convention.421
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In the first phase of the CEAS, Member States agreed a number of instruments.
These were the Temporary Protection Directive, on minimum standards for
providing temporary protection in the event of a mass influx of displaced
persons (July 2001); the Reception Conditions Directive, laying down
minimum standards for the reception of asylum seekers (January 2003); an
amended Dublin Regulation (Dublin II), determining which Member State has
jurisdiction to examine and decide asylum applications (February 2003); the
Qualification Directive, laying down minimum standards for qualification and
status as either a refugee or a beneficiary of subsidiary protection (April 2004);
and the Asylum Procedures Directive, laying down minimum standards for
procedures on granting and withdrawing international protection (December
2005).422
Another essential part of the system is the Eurodac database, for which
fingerprints of asylum seekers are taken. These are made available to other
Member States for them to check whether multiple applications have been
made.
While the EU harmonisation exercise established only minimum standards and
leaves Member States considerable leeway to pursue their own standards,
writing refugee law into EU law brings with it other EU law doctrines and
(since Lisbon) entails a full role for the ECJ in asylum law and policy. A
second phase of the CEAS has now been agreed and is in the process of being
implemented. Essentially, this amounts to an upgrade of earlier legislation, but
with no significant changes.
The EU asylum acquis only applies when an individual crosses a border,
including territorial waters and transit zones, whence the provisions of the
original Dublin Convention, now recast as a Regulation, apply.423 Article 3 (1)
of the Regulation requires that EU Member States examine any application for
international protection and that such application be examined by one Member
State. The policy is currently under development and is far from complete. As it
stands, the European Commission claims that it shares responsibility for asylum
seekers with Member States. One of the crucial requirements is that asylum
cases are examined to uniform standards so that - in theory, although rarely
borne out in practice - no matter where applicants lodge their claims, the
outcomes will be similar.424
While the Charter guarantees the right to asylum, there is a major lacuna in EU
treaty law, in that it does not provide for any formal means by which asylum
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might be sought. Individuals desirous of asylum in the EU are primarily
nationals of countries requiring a visa to enter the EU. As these individuals
often do not qualify for an ordinary visa, many are forced to cross the border in
an "irregular" manner.425 In other words, although EU law gives third country
nationals rights of asylum, they effectively have to break the law by entering
the territories of EU Member States illegally in order to exercise those rights.
Nevertheless, these people are not illegal immigrants, and should not be
confused with them. Not only does the 1951 Convention explicitly remove any
criminal liability from actions taken directly in the pursuit of asylum,
Article 9 (1) of the Asylum Procedures Directive (2013/32/EU) provides that
the asylum seekers' presence in the territory of an EU Member State is lawful. It
further states that asylum seekers are "allowed to remain in the Member State"
for the purpose of the procedure until a decision by the responsible authority
has been made. Some exceptions exist, notably for subsequent applications.
Community funding
Community finance is allocated to the immigration/asylum policy. The primary
mechanism is the European Refugee Fund, which set out €700 million over the
period 2007–2013 "to support Member States' efforts in receiving refugees and
displaced persons, and guaranteeing access to consistent, fair and effective
asylum procedure". Then there is the Integration Fund, with a budget of €825
million for the period 2007–2013. It is dedicated to supporting EU and Member
States' initiatives for integrating third-country nationals into European societies.
Additionally, there is the Return Fund, a sum of € 676 million (for the period
2008–2013) allocated "to provide support to the efforts made by Member States
to improve the management of return". The fund specifically seeks to
encourage the development of co-operation both between EU countries, and
with countries of return. Closely linked to this goal was: "support provided for
actions assisting the reintegration process of the returnee".
Finally, there is the External Borders Fund. This establishes "financial
solidarity" by supporting those countries "with a heavy financial burden to
implement the common standards for control of the EU's external borders". It
also finances actions of Frontex, the EU's border agency, aiming for "practical
cooperation of EU countries' police forces, border guards, and judicial and
customs authorities". Actions for building a common EU visa policy, in order to
facilitate legitimate travel while tackling irregular border crossings and visa
fraud, are also supported by the fund. Overall, €1,820 million was allocated
over the period 2007–2013.426
The Turkish problem
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There is a significant problem dealing with refugees passing through Turkey,
which only affords refugee status to people coming from Europe. Those coming
from Syria, Iraq and points outside Europe are treated as "guests", which means
the provisions of the 1951 UN Convention provisions do not apply. In
European terms, once forced migrants have transited through Turkey to
countries such as Greece, the Turks are reluctant to accept their return.427
In this, the EU is seeking bilateral discussions with Turkey, brokering
agreements to accept the return of migrants, in exchange for visa-free entry of
Turkish citizens to the territories of EU member states.428 Even outside the EU,
Britain might be expected to work with EU member states on such deals, which
might reasonably expect contributions towards joint measures. Thus British
taxpayers might be asked to defray costs of migrants' shelters and border
security in Turkey, and might even be asked to accept a quota of Turkish
migrants.

7.3 The Dublin Regulation
The Dublin Regulation is a key tool in the Common European Asylum System
(CEAS).429 Its essence is that the processing of every asylum seeker should be
to a common standard, so that outcomes should be the same, irrespective of
country. Yet, standardisation is far from being achieved.430
This is principally illustrated by the huge discrepancies between Member States
in recognition rates, particularly with regard to asylum applications from the
same country of origin. According to Eurostat data, the overall protection rate
at first instance in the EU 28 was at 34 percent. For final decisions on appeal
the recognition rate was 18 percent. The highest recognition rates for first
instance decisions were in Bulgaria (87 percent), Malta (84 percent), Romania
(64 percent), Italy (61 percent) and the Netherlands (61 percent). Belgium,
Germany, Estonia, Ireland, Greece, Spain, France, Croatia, Cyprus, Latvia,
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Hungary, Austria, Poland and Slovenia all had an
overall recognition rate that was lower than the EU average in 2013. France had
17 percent, while Greece and Hungary had the lowest recognition rates with
four and eight percent respectively.431
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Of all those granted a protection status, Syrian nationals were in the lead
(2013), accounting for over a quarter of approvals. Afghanistan came next (12
percent) and Somalia (7 percent). Recognition rates for Syrian asylum seekers
are generally high in the EU, in line with UNHCR's position that persons
fleeing Syria require international protection. While a number of EU countries,
including Bulgaria and Malta, granted international protection to all Syrians in
the first instance in 2013, the number of negative decisions was still high in
Italy (51 percent recognition rate), Greece (60 percent) and Cyprus (62
percent).
This spread, however, is relatively homogenous compared with asylum
applications of Somali nationals in the EU. Recognition rates at first instance in
eleven European countries vary from 17 percent in France and 38 percent in
Sweden to 90 percent in the Netherlands and even 96 percent in Italy (see map
below).

Figure 13: All rates are for all types of protection status granted (refugee status,
subsidiary protection or humanitarian protection and at first instance only). Source
Eurostat.

In countries where there were over 100 asylum applications by Russian
citizens, the recognition rate at first instance varied for the most part between
two percent in Germany and 41 percent in the United Kingdom. Germany was
the main country of destination for asylum seekers from Russia in 2013 with
15,475 applicants registered, making up over 37 percent of all applications for
international protection made by Russian nationals in the EU 28 that year.
Transfer rates
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The second fundamental of the Dublin Regulation is that asylum seekers who
present themselves to EU Member States other than those where they first
arrived in EU Member State territory should be transferred back to those
countries where they arrived. Yet data show that requests for a Member State to
"take charge" or "take back" asylum applicants reached on average 35,000
annually during the period 2008-2012. Only about 25 percent – roughly 8,500
persons a year – were transferred, again indicating that the Dublin Regulation
was failing to meet its objectives.
The variation in recognition rates among Member States, together with the
uneven distribution of caseloads across the EU, continues to be one of the
major challenges in establishing a Common European Asylum System and
illustrates once more that the premise upon which the Dublin system is built,
namely that protection standards are the same in EU Member States, remains
fundamentally flawed.432
The European Parliament study
An extensive study by the European Parliament found that the Dublin
Regulation fell short of ensuring compliance with the principle of nonrefoulement, generating instead risks of refoulement. This, it averred, was the
result of two concomitant problems. The first was that sufficient guarantees
against refoulement and ill-treatment were not always available in the
responsible State. On the one hand, the interplay of the Dublin system with
procedural rules (e.g. interruption in case of withdrawal) has demonstrably
prevented asylum seekers from accessing a meaningful asylum procedure in the
responsible State. On the other, there were persistent concerns that the practices
of some Member States fell short of ensuring fair asylum procedures and
dignified standards of living.
The second problem was that the second line of protection was also performing
well below the standard of a full and inclusive application of the nonrefoulement principle. Thus, Dublin procedures fall short of basic standards of
fairness. Effective remedies against transfers are not always available in the
sending state. Furthermore, in several Member States, national administrations
and courts are neither able nor willing, meaningfully to scrutinise the risks
incurred by the asylum seeker in the responsible state, leading to an overreliance on safety presumptions and an underestimation of the actual risks
incurred by individual asylum seekers.433

7.4 The European Convention of Human Rights
The treatment of asylum seekers in Europe is also governed by the European
Convention of Human Rights (ECHR), under the aegis of the Council of
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Europe, and comes within the jurisdiction of the Court of Human rights in
Strasbourg. Rights afforded to citizens of Council of Europe members are also
afforded to asylum seekers, and also to those who have had asylum claims
rejected. Notwithstanding the UN Convention, deporting such persons is
prohibited if so doing would be in breach of their human rights as defined by
the ECHR and interpreted by the courts.
This can have perverse results. For instance, the UK can no longer return
asylum seekers to France, as a result of a case determined in 2000 by the UK
Court of Appeal. The court found that France and Germany were not "safe
places" to send refugees, who faced persecution "from forces other than the
state".434 The then Home Secretary had acted unlawfully in ordering three
asylum seekers to be returned to France and Germany, the effect of which was
to prevent Britain deporting thousands of failed asylum seekers.435,436 The
government could no longer rely solely on the provisions of the 1951
Convention or EU law.437 With this, and other cases, the "Dublin system" is
under great stress.438,439 Subsequently, Austria and Greece have been added to
the UK list of "no return" countries.440,441 As a result, just one migrant a week is
being returned to Calais.442

7.5 The British system
The UK adopted the full provisions of the first CEAS acquis on a voluntary
opt-in basis.443 And since the EU has written the Refugee Convention into EU
law, it has created a status for some of those who are currently non-removable
under the UK's obligations under human rights law.444 However, the UK
government chose not to participate in the second "recast" phase of the CEAS,
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with the Home Office stating: "We do not judge that adopting a common EU
asylum policy is right for Britain".445
The government expressed "grave concerns" about allowing asylum seekers to
work after six months in the absence of a decision (nine in the final adopted
version); restrictions on the ability to detain asylum seekers in exceptional
circumstances; and limits to fast-track (deportation) procedures. The UK
government originally argued that if it did not opt in to the recast measure, then
the original first phase measure would cease to apply in the UK following the
entry into force of the recast. The House of Lords EU Committee doubted the
cogency of this claim, and the Government has now accepted the continuing
application of the first phase where it has not opted in to the recast.446
Despite its reservations, the UK has also opted in to the current version of the
Dublin Regulation (known as Dublin III), which purports to address some of
the problems outlined in earlier versions. In particular, the new version provides
for crisis-prevention and cooperation measures between Member States. It
places limits on detention of asylum seekers and prevents transfer of a person
where there is a real risk of violating a fundamental right. The UK has also
adopted the recast Eurodac Regulation.447
Part VI of the Immigration and Nationality Act 1999 and the Asylum Support
Regulations 2000 set out the regime of support for destitute asylum seekers in
the UK. The Home Office retains overall responsibility for their reception,
whilst local authorities support unaccompanied asylum-seeking children. They
also support asylum seekers with special needs, such as illness and disability.
The legislation allows asylum seekers who are, or are about to become,
destitute to apply for support in the form of accommodation and/or a cash
allowance to cover essential living needs.448
Whilst awaiting the outcome of an application for support, asylum seekers may
be temporarily housed in one of six Initial Accommodation (IA) centres. These
have bed spaces for 1,200 and are located in London (two sites), Birmingham,
Liverpool, Wakefield, Cardiff and Glasgow. These are full-board facilities
where no cash allowances are provided. Asylum seekers may spend around two
to three weeks in IAs.
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Those who are provided support are dispersed throughout the UK in private
accommodation in the community and/or offered an allowance. As at 31
December 2012, there were 17,594 persons supported in long term dispersal
accommodation in 8,500 accommodation units. The UK does not pay for
privately arranged accommodation but asylum seekers choosing this option
may apply for subsistence if they are unable to fund their essential living needs.
Again as at 31 December 2012, there were 2,588 asylum seekers in receipt of
what is called "subsistence-only support". This compares with the end of
September 2003 when there were 51,810 asylum seekers, including dependants,
supported in accommodation across the UK. At the same date, a further 33,895
were in receipt of subsistence-only support.449
Currently, the provision of accommodation is contracted out to private
companies, local authorities or housing associations or a combination thereof.
In March 2012, the Home Office awarded new accommodation and transport
contracts for asylum support services. These are known as Compass
(commercial and operational managers procuring asylum support services)
contracts. They are paid a fixed fee per person per night, and the agreement
places the obligation on the contractor to respond to changing demand, sourcing
and providing additional properties as necessary.
Core provision for Initial Accommodation is via a number of dedicated hostels
but there is "demand-led" flexibility in the system, which means that local
hotels can be used when numbers outstrip demand, with no increased cost to the
taxpayer. However, this has led to some significant abuses: one contractor had
six hundred asylum seekers crammed into a 98-bedroom London hotel.450
Once processed, those asylum seekers who are deemed to qualify for refugee
status are granted limited leave to remain for five years. Towards the end of that
period, the status is reviewed and Indefinite Leave to Remain (ILR) is given to
those who are still considered eligible to remain in the UK at the end of their
five-year period.
Failed asylum seekers
The bulk of asylum seekers, on review of their cases, do not qualify for refugee
status. As a result, they acquire the status of "failed asylum seekers". That does
not necessarily mean that they are obliged to leave the country, or will be
forced to do so – or even that assistance will be discontinued. Essentially, they
may still claim support if they are able to show that there is a barrier preventing
them from leaving the UK and returning home. The criteria are set out in UK
regulations.
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Essentially, they qualify for support if they are taking all reasonable steps to
leave the UK, including complying with attempts to obtain a travel document to
facilitate departure; or if they are unable to leave by reason of a physical
impediment to travel or for some other medical reason; or if there is (in the
official view) no viable route of return available, then leave to remain is given.
A stay is also given if they have successfully applied for judicial review, or "if
the provision of accommodation is necessary for the purpose of avoiding a
breach of a person's Convention rights, within the meaning of the Human
Rights Act 1998".451 To get financial support, they must show that they are
destitute, in which event support continues until the barriers to leaving the UK,
upon which the support relies, are resolved.
The majority of those supported are single persons or persons who had children
after their applications for asylum were refused. Around 20 percent are failed
asylum seekers. Because they had children at the time their application for
asylum was refused, they remain on support in order to safeguard the welfare of
the children.
Failed asylum seekers considered suitable for removal are handled according to
the Detained Fast-Track (DFT) procedure, and are detained at one of four
Immigration Removal Centres (IRC). There are three centres for single males:
Colnbrook, Harmondsworth and Campsfield House and one for single female
applicants and some families: Yarl's Wood. These prison-like "secure hostels"
have been the subject of considerable controversy and have acquired some
notoriety.452 Campsfield House, for instance, has seen complaints from women
inmates saying that they are treated like "animals", subjected to "routine
bullying and sexual abuse".453

7.6 The search for solutions
While the diverse and varied provisions grant rights to potential asylum
seekers, nothing in law requires Member States to permit those seeking asylum
to gain legal access to their territories in order to claim those rights. However,
once asylum seekers have established a physical presence on the territory of a
particular Member State, the authorities of that state are obliged to deal with
them according to law. A major part of asylum policy, therefore, has focused on
preventing people gaining access to Member State territories.454
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One option is to build physical barriers in order to prevent entry, one invoked
by Spain for its two enclaves in North Africa, where Ceuta in 1993 and Melilla
in 1996 started constructing border fences. They eventually comprised parallel
4m wire fences, topped with razor wire with a tarmac strip running between
patrolled by the Guardia Civil, all monitored by video cameras, infrared and
acoustic sensors, and helicopters.455
This option has also been adopted by Greece, which in 2012 commissioned the
construction of a four-metre-high barbed-wire fence along part of its land
border with Turkey. Although the works cost more than €3 million, they had
considerable local success in deterring migrants.456,457 Bulgaria thus followed
with the construction of a security fence on a 20-mile stretch of the country's
170-mile border with Turkey (Figure 14).458 A 50-mile extension was
announced in January 2015, at an estimated cost of €46 million, after the
number of asylum seekers successfully crossing the border had been cut from
around 11,000 in 2013 to 6,000 in 2014.459
However, rather than reduce overall the number of migrants seeking to enter the
territories of EU Member States, the effect of "fortress Europe" barrier policies
has been to displace flows, and to increase the costs and risks for asylum
seekers. In particular, as land routes have become blocked or made more
difficult, asylum seekers have resorted to using sea routes. Because of its long
coastline, Italy is particularly vulnerable to migrants entering from this route,
but migrants also take advantage of the 1990 "Martelli law", under which most
illegal immigrants are given 15 days to leave the country before any action is
taken against them.460
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Figure 14: Part of the anti-migrant border fence between Bulgaria and Turkey.

Effectively, and in defiance of the Dublin Regulation, Italy deals with its
asylum seekers, in part, by facilitating their passage into adjoining countries,
where they become someone else's problem. Thus, Italy passes on asylum
seekers to France where some of them travel (via Calais) to England, or to
Austria from whence they migrate to Germany or Sweden. This comprises a
crude form of informal burden sharing.
An alternative or complementary stratagem is to conclude agreement with
"sending countries", as in 2008 when Italy concluded a "Friendship Agreement"
with Gaddafi's Libya. Gaddafi agreed to step up border controls and to accept
"expelled foreigners" from Italy, all in exchange for $5 billion in infrastructure
projects over 25 years. In May 2009, Italy then began unilaterally interdicting
boat migrants on the high seas and returning them summarily to Libya,
followed by joint Italian-Libyan naval patrols in Libyan territorial waters,
whence about 500 migrants were summarily returned to Libya. The result was a
dramatic curtailment in the number of boats attempting the journey from
Libya.461
Irregular boat migrants to Sicily (including Lampedusa, the tiny Italian island
just off the North African coast) and Sardinia fell by 55 percent in the first six
months of 2009 compared to the same period the previous year. The migrant
detention centres of Lampedusa in January 2009 had been filled beyond
capacity, holding nearly 2,000 people, with migrants sleeping on the floors. For
a time in early June, they had been completely empty of migrants.462
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The actions brought immediate protests from human rights groups and were
eventually declared in breach of the ECHR by the court in Strasbourg.463,464 The
Italian border control operation of "push-back" on the high seas, coupled with
the absence of an individual, fair and effective procedure to screen asylum
seekers, constituted a serious breach of the principle of non-refoulement. More
successful, therefore, has been the Spanish programme of equipping beaches on
the Gibraltar Strait and then on the Canary Islands with sophisticated
surveillance equipment for the rapid detection of migrants' boats.465,466
Combined with local readmission agreements which ensured the rapid return of
attempted migrants, this effectively neutralised the direct sea routes.467
Such actions, however, have little effect on asylum seeker numbers, serving
merely to displace traffic to different and potentially more hazardous routes.
Furthermore, a report produced for the Home Office has argued that there is
"strong circumstantial evidence" that tough asylum controls lead to more
smuggling and more illegal immigration. Restrictive policies designed to deter
people coming to countries such as Britain could have the effect of pushing
people to use clandestine methods. Furthermore, those measures which were
the most successful at reducing unfounded claims were also those which had
the greatest effect on genuine refugees.
The research, which concentrated on asylum policy in the UK, Germany, the
Netherlands, Sweden and Italy between 1990 and 2000, concluded that it was
difficult to establish direct links between policies and the number of asylum
applications. But it added: "Direct pre-entry measures designed to regulate
entry appear, in the short term at least, to have been the most effective in
stemming or redirecting asylum flows. Indirect measures such as reception
facilities, detention and the withdrawal of benefits appear to have had a much
more limited impact".
During the ten-year period, asylum seekers may have been displaced to
neighbouring countries with more liberal asylum policies rather than there
being "an overall EU-wide reduction in numbers", added the research, led by
Roger Zetter of Oxford Brookes University. For example, a fall in applications
in 1993 was "widely assumed" to have triggered a rise elsewhere in countries
such as the Netherlands. "There is strong circumstantial evidence, though little
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authoritative research, that restrictionism ... led to growing trafficking and
illegal entry of both bona fide asylum seekers and economic migrants", said the
report.468
Most controls are, in any event, of limited value to the UK, as it is not directly
accessible to migrants, and usually receives them via other EU Member states.
If the Dublin Regulation was fully implemented, then the numbers entering
Britain would be minimal, suggesting that the UK's best option might be to seek
the full cooperation of the EU in securing better compliance with and further
development of the CEAS. However, that degree of integration and cooperation
has so far eluded EU partners for over 20 years, and there is no good reason to
expect that further and better cooperation will be forthcoming in the foreseeable
future.
Outside the EU, this could leave Britain, rather like Norway, at the end of the
migration chain, having to accept such asylum seekers who present themselves
to the authorities, then processing them in accordance with the UN Convention,
having regard to provisions of the ECHR and the Strasbourg Court rulings,
unless the UK had also withdrawn from the ECHR. Acting in conformity with
the UN Convention, the UK would be bound to offer protection to applicants
which it deemed to be genuine refugees. The greater numerical problem,
though, is in seeking to repatriate the failed asylum seekers.
An illustration of the problems came over the winter of 2014-15 when the
Norwegian Government sought forcibly to expel failed Afghan asylum seekers
(including women and unaccompanied children), only to find that the Afghan
Government was no longer prepared to accept them.469 The Afghani Ministry of
Foreign Affairs warned "that Afghanistan is a dangerous place to be, the
country has huge economic problems, and there is a lack of shelter, jobs and
education", insisting that returns should be voluntary.470,471,472
There was a certain irony to this situation as it was the Norwegian government
in August 2001 which took an active part in trying to get the Australian
government to accept 438 Afghan refugees picked up by the Norwegian cargo
ship MV Tampa off Christmas Island to the north-west of the Australian coast.
Her Master, Captain Arne Rinnan, had responded to an emergency message
from the Rescue Co-ordination Centre Australia, and had been guided by an
468
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Australian Customs aircraft to the 20 metre wooden fishing boat Palapa 1,
carrying the refugees. But when he sought to offload his human cargo on the
Australian-owned Christmas Island, the authorities refused the ship entry to
Australian waters.
When Rinnan declared a state of emergency and defied his instructions, the
Australians sent an armed SAS team to force him to leave.473 The government
insisted that no asylum seeker on board the Tampa would set foot on Australian
soil.474 The ensuing crisis was finally resolved through the intervention of the
Australian High Court, and the assistance of Papua New Guinea, and then the
island nation of Nauru and New Zealand, with the intervention of the
Norwegian government, which had lobbied the Australians to allow the
Afghans to disembark and be processed as refugees.
The whole affair raised serious questions about the interpretation and adequacy
of international law, many of which remain unresolved.475 But the so-called
"Tampa affair" also triggered the adoption of a new strategy for dealing with
what were known as Irregular Maritime Arrivals (IMAs). This became the
"Pacific Solution", "asserting the right of this country to decide who comes
here".476 Its overt aim was to deter future asylum seekers from making the
dangerous journey to Australia by boat, on the premise that once they knew that
their trip would probably not end with a legitimate claim for asylum in
Australia, they would be dissuaded from attempting to gain entry by this means.
Its essence was to intercept asylum seekers at sea and convey them to detention
centres in the territories of third countries, specifically in the island nation of
Nauru and Manus Island, Papua New Guinea.477
Those who then qualified as refugees were offered protection in the territories
in which they had been deposited or, in a limited number of cases, resettlement
in countries throughout the world, including those in Europe and in the United
States. Failed asylum seekers were returned to their countries of origin, or
detained indefinitely on the islands.
The elements of this policy were then proposed by Prime Minister Tony Blair
in March 2003, based on a Home Office paper.478 Asylum seekers would be
sent to "regional protection zones" outside the EU and held in "transit
processing centres" while their applications were considered. Russia, the
Ukraine and Albania were mooted as possible centres. In the longer term, the
Government foresaw the establishment of UN safe havens that would offer
473
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protection in regions close to the main areas of global conflict. 479 Speaking
later, Blair observed that the nature and volume of asylum claims to the UK had
changed radically, and the 1951 UN Convention on Refugees had started to
show its age.480
The idea got a lukewarm response from the EU, although it was later picked up
by Germany, with the support of Italy, for discussion at EU level.481 However,
it was blocked first by Spanish Interior Minister Jose Antonio Alonso, on
"humanitarian" grounds, and then by France's Dominique de Villepin.482,483
Unable to progress by this route, it was nevertheless resuscitated by the then
Conservative leader, Michael Howard, who put immigration and asylum at the
heart of the 2005 general election campaign.484 Unlike the Australians and
Tony Blair, though, Michael Howard recognised that this could not be done
within the framework of the 1951 Convention, and promised that a new
Conservative government would withdraw from it.
In rhetoric remarkably similar to that used by the Australian prime minister four
years before (also during an election campaign), Howard declared: "What we
ultimately want to do is to say that no one should apply for asylum in Britain.
After all, if you think about it, you can only apply for asylum in Britain today if
you've entered the country illegally or by deception. It's an invitation to people
to break the law". A future Tory government, he said, would only take genuine
refugees via the UNHCR, at a rate of 15,000 people a year. "Then", he said,
"we really would be giving sanctuary to those who are fleeing persecution and
torture and not those who simply have enough money to pay the people
smugglers".485
Interestingly, of the Blair version of the plan, Amnesty International had
observed that it clearly represented an attempt to circumvent important
domestic and international legal instruments, including the Refugee
Convention, and contravened the intent and purpose of the right to seek and
enjoy asylum set out in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.486 When it
came to the Howard version, though, Blair himself dismissed it as "incoherent
babble". Within a month of winning the general election, the new Blair
government formally abandoned the idea.487
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This left the UK government trying to process a growing number of refugees,
while desperately trying and failing to find homes for an increasingly larger
number of failed asylum seekers, eventually having to allow them to stay –
exactly the problem the Norwegians were also confronting. As for the
Australians, after abandoning their "Pacific Solution" in 2008, the Abbott
government launched something very similar in 2013, under the title Operation
Sovereign Borders.488 Of dubious legality, if it does not contravene the 1951
UN Convention, it barely conforms to its spirit.489 To be consistent, if the
Australians are to continue their policy, they need to consider withdrawal from
the Convention.

7.7 A post-EU policy
At face value, there is much to commend the Australian policy of offshore
processing, in situ resettlement of genuine refugees, with detention and return
of failed asylum seekers. It is a highly attractive option for the UK. However, to
implement that policy, or any version of it, the UK must release itself from EU
treaty obligations and the acquis, and – preferably –withdraw from the ECHR.
It must also, if it adopts the Michael Howard scenario, withdraw from the 1951
UN Convention.
Should offshore processing be adopted as the core stratagem, the main issue
becomes the need to identify suitable sites. However, the reason why offshore
processing is required in the first place is to remove from asylum seekers any
opportunity to claim refuge, which then confers residence rights and
opportunities to acquire citizenship. Withdrawal from the 1951 UN Convention
removes any special status refugees might otherwise have acquired, and
relieves the UK from any obligations to grant such rights. Under such
circumstances, there would be no particular need to seek offshore sites for
processing refugees when, in theory, refugees could be detained pending
removal and then moved to other sites at any time, internally or offshore.
Detention, however, is expensive, and removal is also costly and – other than to
camps under national control – problematic. Of recorded returns of failed
asylum seekers in 2003-04, only seven percent left unaided, and 16 percent
were assisted voluntary returns, costing around £1,100 per departure. Enforced
returns cost an average of £11,000 each.490 The majority, however, fall into the
"unremovable" category. The problem, as Tony Blair himself explained, is:
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… is that in order to remove somebody you need to have a country that is
prepared to accept them as one of their nationals and document them as
such, and the problem in asylum has always been … is that countries will
often refuse to accept that someone is one of their nationals, and one of the
abuses … is that people will come in for example claiming they are an
Iranian, and they're not Iranian, or claiming they're from Zimbabwe and not
being a Zimbabwean …491

Add to that the depredations of the ECHR, which further restrict the hand of
governments, and therein lies an almost intractable problem. If governments are
not prepared to release refugees and "unremovables" into the community,
indefinite detention is the only option. To implement that, governments must be
prepared to cover the considerable costs. They must also have public support
and be able to withstand the opprobrium of other nations, international
organisations and interest groups, as well as the relentless negative media
coverage that such a stance would bring.
In practice, no liberal democracy can sustain a policy of mass indefinite
detention - at least, with "prisoners" being kept onshore. This is the one
advantage of offshoring detention – it renders the problem, to an extent, out of
sight and out of mind. But, governments which cannot invoke this option can
rarely get support for an overt "open door" policy either. They are caught in an
irresolvable impasse, forcing them to "fudge" the issues. Fairly relaxed rules are
applied to the definition of refugees, so as to maximise the number of people
who can be allowed residence, and the "unremovables" are "lost" in the system.
When numbers build up, they are given amnesty – usually thinly disguised as
administrative "regularisation" - while only the tiny minority, for whom there is
a realistic chance of removal, are detained pending removal.
Perhaps, though, the problem stems from the original Convention definition of
the refugee, which has that status applying to those who are outside the
countries of their nationality. Crucially, once acquired, that status remains until
the refugees either return to their countries of origin or acquire new
nationalities and enjoy the protection of their adoptive countries. Effectively,
therefore, refugees can resolve their status in only one of two ways – either by
returning to their countries of origin, or by moving to a new country and
acquiring citizenship there. By this means, the Convention – perhaps
unwittingly – becomes a driver for immigration.
There, perhaps, is the essence of the problem that the Convention and the entire
apparatus of international law obscures: the fact that asylum seekers are not
immigrants, per se, seeking a new life in different lands, but people seeking
protection under international law. But, in order to gain continued protection,
they have to become immigrants. This is reinforced by the domestic policy
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response, which produces legislation binding together immigration and asylum,
with asylum issues handled by the Home Office and an immigration minister.
Such a situation may have been logical in the aftermath of the Second World
War in Europe. It was this for which the Convention was originally framed,
when millions of people in Europe were on the march and many needed
resettlement. But, as Matthew Parris observed in 2002, under the terms of the
Convention and the 1967 Protocol, hundreds of millions of people from all over
the world could qualify as refugees and arrive on the collective doorsteps of the
developed countries and legitimately claim asylum.492 The root problem, he
observed, was in the very concept of asylum.
One solution might be to limit the definition of a refugee to those who have left
their own countries for fear of losing their lives or freedoms and have reached a
place of safety for the first time. If they then move to another country in search
of better conditions, they should no longer be considered refugees. They should
be defined as immigrants and treated accordingly, entitled to no more
favourable rights or privileges than any other would-be immigrants. Anything
else amounts to back-door immigration, which is almost guaranteed to create an
endless supply of asylum seekers, not by any means all of them qualifying as
refugees.
This still begs the question as to how to deal with those who present themselves
at UK borders, or within the country, without authority to enter or remain, and
prove "unremovable", if not by virtue of Convention rights, the ECHR or even
EU law, then simply because no other country will accept them. If these people
are allowed entry and afforded residential rights, and eventually full citizenship,
this undermines the entire immigration system, and negates any deterrent effect
arising from the application of rigorous entry criteria. But, short of the
unacceptable prospect of detaining large numbers of people, including women
and children, for an indefinite period, it is unlikely that there is available a
unilateral solution.
Not least, the UK is heavily reliant on agreements with the French government
which permit, inter alia, British immigration officials to work in Paris, on
Eurostar trains, and in Calais and Dunkirk to check travellers' documentation,
refusing those without the correct papers to journey to England.493 These are
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claimed to have greatly reduced the number of asylum seekers arriving in the
UK.494,495 And, although the French have been criticised for permitting a buildup of would-be asylum seekers in the port of Calais, upwards of 600 security
officials have been deployed there, including riot police. Expenditure has
reached €10 million a year.496,497,498 Withdrawal of cooperation and relaxation
of security measures could lead to a substantial additional influx of migrants,
overloading the British system and causing considerable embarrassment.
Cooperation might be secured by formalising a "burden sharing" arrangement
with France and other EU Member States, in return for an agreement that they
will accept the return of irregular migrants intercepted at UK ports. This might
include an extension of the UK's "Gateway Protection Programme",
implemented since 2004 as a more structured and consistent basis of managing
refugee resettlement.499 It has offered a legal route for a quota of UNHCR
identified refugees to settle in the UK, albeit with a minuscule number,
currently 750 per year.500, 501
A realistic "burden sharing" quota, possibly tied to a percentage of the total
number of asylum seekers presenting at the borders of EU Member States,
might in the short-term have to dwell in the realms of 40-50,000 per year, as a
price to pay for the cooperation of EU member states. However, this should be
negotiated annually and, as other measures bite – or there is a downturn in
numbers - the quota should be reduced.
In the medium to longer-term, the entire approach to asylum seekers might
benefit from reorientation. As early as 2001, then Home Secretary Jack Straw
noted that about $10 billion was spent annually by developed countries in
assessing claims for refugee status, most of which were rejected. Yet those
same countries gave only $1 billion a year to UNHCR to look after millions of
displaced persons. In his view, the balance of effort was wrong. 502
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The essential policy change, therefore, might be to reallocate funding spent on
asylum seekers to help refugees to stay close to their homelands, in reasonable
safety and comfort, and then to work toward their expeditious returns to their
countries of origin.
Pursuit of these objectives might benefit from decoupling the handling of
asylum from departments responsible for immigration, and attaching it to
development and foreign aid. Asylum policy in the UK might thus be handled
by DfID, with the budget focused on preventing situations that might give rise
to mass displacement of people, on caring for displaced persons in the regions
close to their own countries, and on resettling refugees in their original
homelands when crises have abated. Translating that into practice is not easy,
but such a structure would help emphasise that refugees should not be
considered as immigrants, and that asylum seeking should not be treated as a
way of circumventing the rules that apply to regular migrants.
From this, it also follows that the bulk of overseas aid, and our foreign policy
priorities, should be directed at measures to promote peace, stability and
security in areas contributing most to migrations flows. In countries such as
Syria, there is little more can be done in the short-term, but for others, such as
Eritrea, which now contributes the second-largest number of asylum seekers in
Europe, significantly more could be done.503,504
That country is regarded as one of the worst human rights offenders, although
the main migration driver is the compulsory national service.505,506 Service
extends for much of a citizen's working life. Pay is barely sufficient for
survival. Recruits are used as cheap labour for civilian work, development
projects, and the ruling party's commercial and agricultural enterprises. Female
recruits claim sexual abuse by higher-ranking officers.507,508 Unsurprisingly, by
early 2011, 220,000 Eritreans - about five percent of the six million population
- had fled. However, cross-border camps are far from secure. Refugees are prey
to kidnappers and hostage-takers, while in Sudanese camps there have been
raids by soldiers who have stolen money and possessions.509
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Despite this, FCO criticism has been weak, and actions taken against Eritrea
have been limited. They amount to a travel ban and an asset freeze imposed on
listed individuals deemed a threat to peace, and the national reconciliation
process. Additionally, there is an arms embargo in force but, since this is UN
and EU mandated, it precludes further, unilateral action by the UK.510
Economically, although Eritrea is a country with a population larger than
Scotland, it boasts a GDP of less than $5bn against Scotland's $250bn. Over 80
percent of its employed population is engaged in subsistence agriculture. It
should, therefore, be amenable to economic aid, and willing to accept "strings"
attached. Outside the EU, the UK would be in a position to take an international
lead in bringing the country back into the fold.511 This is all the more reason
why the UK should be playing a global role, working with international
partners to reduce migratory pressures, dealing with problems such as asylum
seeking at source, seeking to control events instead of reacting to them.
This is then the advantage to be gained from leaving the EU. The independence
of action would enable the UK to target its action without reference to a
consensus defined by multiple interests, and instead address real world
problems with a view to solving them.
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PHASE THREE
A genuine European Single Market
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8.0 Regulatory issues
The few attempts to examine the modalities of possible withdrawal have
shown that this is an intrinsically difficult if not outright impossible task.
The reason for this difficulty is that no one can know the terms of
withdrawal, the negotiated arrangement and the nature of the post-exit
relationship between the withdrawing Member State and the EU.
Phedon Nicholaides
Maastricht Journal, February 2013512

In this third phase, we address the defects of the original exit settlement and
look to a more permanent solution to international trade and co-operation in
Europe. And in this first of three chapters covering this phase, we deal with the
regulatory consequences of remaining as an EEA member.
In this event, the UK will be obliged to keep all Single Market regulation in
place. This is an extensive body of law. From May 1992, when the EEA
Agreement encompassed 1,849 legal acts, by December 2013 it had grown to
5,758 legislative acts, out of the 20,868 EU acts currently in force (Table
3).513,514 By the end of October 2015, there were 4,957 acts remaining in force,
with EU laws in force recorded at 23,076. As a percentage of that number, the
EEA acquis stood at 22 percent 515
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Since there would be no obligation to retain the remainder of the acquis,
theoretically, leaving the EU could give relief from around 15,000 acts
(although by no means all are applicable to the UK).516 Amongst others, high
profile policies such as the CFP and the CAP, would be amendable to abolition
if there was the political will to do so, and the nation was prepared to accept the
consequences.

Table 3: European Union legislation in force (source: European Commission)

Rewriting the statute book, however, would be a major undertaking. The
Government would be confronting the task of unravelling more than forty years
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of political and economic integration, the fruits of a process that started in 1950.
A task of such complexity has never before been attempted and is probably not
capable of ex ante definition. Indeed, a recent House of Commons paper stated
that, "the full impact of a UK withdrawal is impossible to predict".517
Nevertheless, to formalise the UK withdrawal, the European Communities Act
(ECA) - through which EU law is given effect - must be repealed. The effects
of this would not be uniform. Firstly, EU legislation which has been transposed
into UK law would be unaffected. Law incorporated into Acts of Parliament
(Statutes) would stand and Statutory Instruments (SIs) would remain in force
even after enabling acts have been repealed. That would be the case with the
ECA which functions as an enabling act. Action would have to be taken by
Parliament to remove adopted law which was considered no longer necessary.
On the other hand, EU Regulations – those "done at Brussels" rather than
formulated by the UK government in response to EU legislation - rely on the
continued force of the ECA to have effect. Many have not been transposed into
UK law and those will automatically cease to apply with the fall of the ECA.
Those which implement Single Market requirements would have to be reenacted.
Those regulations which have replaced domestic legislation, where their loss
would leave important areas of activity unregulated, will also have to be reenacted. For instance, food safety requirements for all types of food premises ranging from abattoirs to processing plants, shops and restaurants - are
currently set out in European Regulations. Since these have direct effect and
have not been transposed into British law, they would be lost on repeal of the
ECA, removing almost all regulatory controls over commercial food production
in the UK. Without re-enactment, food consumers would be deprived of
important safeguards.518
That much applies to the bulk of environmental law and to sectors such as
consumer protection and health and safety. For instance, the original EU law on
the carriage of dangerous substances replaced the Petroleum Act of 1879 and
the Petroleum (Consolidation Act) of 1928.519 Britain could not return to these
outdated statutes and hazardous chemicals could not be left unregulated.
Moreover, many products, such as medicines for human use, veterinary drugs
and pesticides, rely on authorisations implemented by means of EU regulations
for their market access.
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For sectors outside the Single Market/EEA framework which are subject to EU
law, where statutory controls are still deemed necessary after withdrawal, it
would take time to devise and implement alternative legislation. Some EU law
would have to be kept in place until replacements had been formulated. This
might apply especially to agriculture and fisheries, but also regional policy and
much else. These are extremely complex area and replacement regimes would
take some years to put in place. Because of their complexity, we look at the
agricultural and fisheries sectors separately (Chapters 13&14)

8.1 Replacement and removal of existing law
Despite the obvious problems inherent in defining what law will need to be
retained after leaving the EU, departure from the EU is often hailed as
presenting an opportunity to remove masses of unwanted regulation. Such a
process is honoured by the generic title of "deregulation". This process is not
confined to EU law and over the decades since the Second World War, starting
with Churchill's "bonfire of regulations", it has assumed something of the
character of the search for the Holy Grail. Successive governments, and even
European Commissions, have all felt obliged to launch deregulation initiatives.
Yet, no sooner has each one been launched, invariably in a blaze of publicity, it
peters out and fades into obscurity, the only measurable effect being a net
increase in the amount of regulation promulgated. To mark the start of the most
recent succession of failures, one only has to go back to the UK Conservative
party conference in 1992 when John Major appointed Michael Heseltine to take
charge of his abortive deregulation campaign, one that was supposed to be the
prelude to the greatest bonfire of regulation since Churchill. Said Major:
I have asked Michael Heseltine to take responsibility for cutting through this
burgeoning maze of regulations. Who better for hacking back the jungle?
Come on, Michael. Out with your club. On with your loin cloth. Swing into
them!

"This is a battle we've been fighting since 1979", he had said. "But it's a battle
that is never won. And now is the time to mount a new offensive. We're already
on the march against the Eurocrat and his sheaf of directives".520
The great problem, of course, is that this "march against the Eurocrat", the
removal of unwanted law and its replacement where necessary, is complicated
by the sheer volume. Variously, claims have been made that up to 80 percent of
economic legislation, and perhaps also fiscal and social law, is of EU origin and
one recent, if ill-founded, study from Business for Britain claimed that 65
percent of all British law was of EU origin.521 Other data, from a House of
Commons report, suggested that from 1997 to 2009, 6.8 percent of statutes and
520
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14.1 percent of statutory instruments had a role in implementing EU
obligations.522
Therein lies another problem before even the deregulation exercise starts. No
one can actually agree how much law is involved, which makes target setting
rather difficult. The House of Commons figures, for instance, did not include
European regulations which have direct effect without being transposed into
law. Nor did they take account of cases where there was no need for law to be
drafted to meet EU obligations. In some instances, EU requirements were
already covered, because domestic law had anticipated EU requirements, or
because laws have been introduced to implement policies agreed in the
Common Foreign and Security Policy or the former Justice and Home Affairs
area.
Furthermore, in attempting to assess the degree of penetration of EU law, there
is an element of comparing chalk and cheese. Of the nearly four thousand UK
Statutory Instruments produced in 2013, a huge majority were road traffic
orders or administrative instruments of a purely technical nature with no
equivalents in EU law.
By way of illustration, the UK legislative database for 2013 reveals the:
•
•
•

Financial Services (Banking Reform) Act 2013 (Commencement No. 4)
Order 2014;
Non-Domestic Rating (Levy and Safety Net) (Amendment) Regulations
2014; Marriage of Same Sex Couples (Use of Armed Forces' Chapels)
Regulations 2014;
Air Navigation (Restriction of Flying) (Jet Formation Display Teams)
(No. 3) Regulations 2014.

Illustrative of the type of traffic orders issued, there are the:
•
•
•
•

A46 Trunk Road (Stoneleigh, Warwickshire) (Temporary Prohibition of
Traffic) Order 2014; the A5 Trunk Road (Upton Magna, Shropshire)
(Temporary Prohibition of Traffic) Order 2014;
M5 Motorway and A46 Trunk Road (Ashchurch, Gloucestershire)
(Temporary Prohibition of Traffic) Order 2014;
M32 Motorway (Junctions 1-3) (Temporary Prohibition of Traffic)
Order 2014; the A46 Trunk Road (M4 Junction 18 to Cold Ashton
Roundabout) (Temporary Prohibition of Traffic) Order 2014;
M4 Motorway (Junctions 17-18) (Temporary Restriction and
Prohibition of Traffic) Order 2014.

On the EU front, there is little equivalence. Examples of EU include:
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•
•

•

Commission Implementing Directive 2014/21/EU of 6 February 2014
determining minimum conditions and Union grades for pre-basic seed
potatoes;
Directive 2014/27/EU of 26 February 2014 amending Council
Directives 92/58/EEC, 92/85/EEC, 94/33/EC, 98/24/EC and Directive
2004/37/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council, in order to
align them to Regulation (EC) No 1272/2008 on classification, labelling
and packaging of substances and mixtures;
Commission Implementing Directive 2014/37/EU of 27 February 2014
amending Council Directive 91/671/EEC relating to the compulsory use
of safety belts and child restraint systems in vehicles.

All that can basically stand are the raw figures. Roughly, there are 3,969
General Acts and 71,851 UK Statutory Instruments on the UK legal database,
making 75,820 legislative instruments in all (2013 figures). This compares with
20,868 EU acts (directives, regulations and decisions) currently in force (22,390
as of February 2015).523 It is not possible to come up with an accurate
percentage, one with another. For the reasons shown here, it cannot be said that
20,868 EU acts represent "x percent" of the 75,820 UK laws and, even if it
could, the point is meaningless.
For the record, in 2013, the EU produced 2,405 new laws, comprising 68
directives, 1,429 regulations and 908 decisions. The UK, by contrast, produced
3,003 new laws, comprising 2,970 Statutory Instruments and 33 Acts.
Therefore, in strict numerical terms, in 2013 the EU actually produced 80
percent as many laws as did the UK. Thus, even if it is not possible accurately
to determine the extent of EU law in the British legislative code in strict
percentage terms, there can be no dispute that a very substantial and growing
body of law is involved.

8.2 Better regulatory systems
Where law has to be replaced, or specific legislative controls re-introduced, we
would not like to see a replacement programme focused entirely, or even
mainly on rebuilding the acquis, leaving us with laws where the only difference
is a "Made in Britain" label instead of a ring of stars. Simply changing the
origin of laws attaching then to new institutional structures does not in any way
assist in tackling over-regulation and increasing complexity.
Where possible and appropriate, it would be preferable to rethink the regulatory
philosophy and come up with controls that will function at less cost and with
less impact. In some instances, the answer will be to rely on risk-related
measures. This could yield significant economies, especially when combined
with better, timelier intelligence.
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An initiative is in fact already under way via the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD), in conjunction with the European
Commission.524 Such work might well continue after the UK has left the EU,
particularly in relation to the risk-based approach, and especially as "Better
Regulation" is not a "one shot" policy and should be part of a continuous
evolution.525

Figure 15: The global regulatory body for aviation safety, including pilots' flying
hours, is the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO), based in Montreal,
Canada. It sets the parameters which regional bodies such as the EU must follow.
(photo: Wikipedia Commons)

One example is brought to light by the European Commission's approach to
controlling airline pilots' hours, centred on adoption of a prescriptive code
which met Chicago Convention obligations on aviation safety.526 The code,
which sought to harmonise flying hour rules throughout the EU, was strongly
resisted by the British airline pilots' union, BALPA, on the grounds that it
represented a drop in standards for Britain.527
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The regulatory code was mandated by the Montreal-based International Civil
Aviation Organisation (ICAO), but also available from the same source was the
more up-to-date "Fatigue Risk Management Systems" (FRMS). They allow
operators to manage risks specific to their operations in ways most suited to
their needs.528
These systems, though, were regarded as too complex for relatively
unsophisticated regulatory authorities in the recently enlarged EU member
states. A "one-size-fits all" regime has thus been adopted by the EU which
prevents the experienced British regulator adopting flexible regulation.529 By
dealing directly with international standards-setters, Britain could conform to
best standards yet capitalise on efficiencies available from using enhanced
regulatory models.
Here, what is not generally appreciated is that regulation, especially at global
level, is not settled art. Different regulatory models are constantly under
development and considerable investment on research is ongoing in many
different sectors.530 Local and international regulators, therefore, are not always
confronting proven systems. To an extent, they are sailing in uncharted waters.
Nevertheless, it is anticipated that more risk-based and results-orientated
regulation will emerge, in many cases providing alternatives to traditional
prescriptive codes.531,532
By their very nature, risk-based regimes carry a possibility of failure. This may
be manageable in terms of normal operations but many sectors are also exposed
to systematic fraud. Examples are the horsemeat, breast implant and CE
marking incidents of 2012. In the financial sector, there have been the Lehman
Brothers, Enron, Bernie Madoff and Libor scandals, amongst many others,
including VAT "carousel" fraud.533 The range of losses is wide but some
represent only the tip of an iceberg. The horsemeat fraud was part of the larger,
global problem of food fraud estimated to cost traders and customers $49
Doc 9966, Fatigue Risk Management Systems — Manual for Regulators, ICAO 2012,
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billion annually.534 At the other end of the scale, the breast implant scandal cost
the British taxpayer some £3 million, but caused huge personal distress to those
affected.535
Consumer protection legislation aimed at bona fide manufacturers and
producers does not necessarily protect from deliberately criminal action. The
systems devised are simply not designed to deal with activities which may
include corruption and bribery with associated money laundering, bleeding into
illegal drugs trading and even terrorism.536 Yet the consequences are severe.
Bribery at custom posts is a significant barrier to trade, and in some less
developed countries accounts for nearly 20 percent of the value of goods
transported.537 Collusion and corruption in public procurement can also have a
significant effect in distorting trade, to the extent that it can undermine the
functioning of free trade agreements.538
Globalisation is exacerbating this problem, not least in dealing with fraud. In
the food trade, it is considered epidemic.539,540 The industry is believed to be a
"soft touch for criminals".541 Part of the problem, which became very evident
during the horsemeat scandal, was the EU's paper-based system of control,
relying on HACCP to replace physical checks.542 As long as the paperwork was
in order, not only were physical checks considered unnecessary, they were
treated as barriers to internal trade and actively discouraged. As a result,
reputable companies ended up using hundreds if not thousands of tons of
horsemeat in processed meat products, relying on documentation rather than
physical checks.543
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The same dynamic applies to CE marking, which relies on paper-based
certification as a substitute for cross-border checks and further checks at the
point of use. This was manifest when, in the wake of the PIP breast implant
scandal, the entire system used for medical devices was branded "seriously
flawed". The French manufacturer had evaded checks because prior notice had
been given. Yet the British regulator had no power to check devices until a
failure had been reported.544,545
Despite this, there is no case for reverting to checks on all goods entering
Britain, or for routine supervision of commercial enterprises, even serviceproviders. Apart from anything else, the facilities and resources do not exist.
But enforcement agencies must be allowed to make checks if considered
necessary which, to be effective, must be timely and targeted – essentially, what
is known as "intelligence-led" enforcement. Perforce, this requires good
intelligence-gathering. The system must be able to process and evaluate large
amounts of data, with facilities to distribute the product to end users in a timely
fashion. This in turn requires close liaison between national agencies such as
the FBI and with international agencies such as Europol and Interpol.546
The enforcement of criminal law, however, is rooted in national governments.
Only these have the power to exact the ultimate penalties such as imprisonment
and confiscation of assets. Therefore, systems have to rely on effective national
co-operation. There is no alternative without incurring massive losses of
national sovereignty. Then, decisions must be taken at operational level. A
system which requires permissions from a central authority, and a lengthy chain
of command, is unlikely to be able to respond quickly to changes in
circumstances. Controls vested in a supranational authority are irredeemably
flawed.

8.3 Two-tier regulation
Taking the cue from the situation confronting the global financial industry,
"convergence" can be expected to become the dominant theme in international
trade. By this means, domestic law regulating businesses and other economic
activity will increasingly be shaped by international agreements.
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Despite this, there is a belief that, if we leave the EU, only exporters will need
to observe "EU regulations" and, by inference (although this is rarely
acknowledged), international law. For domestic actors, EU regulation would
cease to be relevant. By this means, the UK could be relieved from a massive
regulatory burden and benefit from huge savings in regulatory costs.547
Although thus is now a commonly recurring refrain, it seems to have been first
offered by the Bruges Group in 2011, when Ian Milne argued that over 90
percent of the British economy was not involved in exports to the EU. Put
another way, Milne argued, exports to the EU accounted for less than ten
percent of British economic output. Within the approximately 90 percent not
involved in exports to the EU, 80 percent was generated by British residents
trading with each other, ten percent in exporting to the world beyond the EU.
Yet for the benefit of that ten percent, the remaining 90 was burdened with
Single Market regulation.548
This is a specious argument, as the situation must be looked at in the round. The
ten percent applies only to the export of goods, whereas as much again, in value
terms, might be attributed to services. Then there are the imports from EU
countries – collectively goods and services are greater in value than the exports
– all of which are subject in some way to EU regulation.
Then, for much of the imports from elsewhere in the world, EU regulation
either applies or the EU is the regulatory portal through which the UK gains
access. And, as we noted in the introduction, the World Bank tells us that, 32
percent of the UK economy is devoted to external trade in manufacturing goods
– importing or exporting them, buying or selling them – and 34 percent
involves providing services or receiving services from overseas entities.549 The
bulk of that part of the economy will in some way be affected or influenced by
EU regulation.
Only in less-developed economies might there be some sense in maintaining
two-tier regulation, such as those which export high volumes of agricultural
commodities. Countries such as South Africa and Israel, for instance, apply
rigid quality standards to the export of citrus fruits, but allow more relaxed
standards at home. This permits domestic sales of misshapes, blemished and
damaged fruit, and other non-conformities which render products unsuitable for
export. Income is generated for farmers from produce which might otherwise
be treated as waste, used for local manufacturing or animal feed.
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In more complex economies, two-tier standards can present problems. This is
especially the case where high volumes of the similar products are exported and
imported between countries in a trading partnership (such as the EU). An
example is where the UK exports agricultural produce to the EU, unprocessed
or as part of manufactured goods, while also importing high volumes of similar
products from the EU.
Less rigorous standards applying to the domestic market would be seen as
unfair competition, giving the domestic producers an unfair price advantage and
distorting the functioning of the market. Equally, it might be claimed of our
exporters that they were enjoying an unfair advantage, being able to offload
"substandard" goods on the domestic market in what amounted to a hidden
subsidy.
Nevertheless, there is already some flexibility, in that most fruit and vegetables
are graded as "extra", Grade 1 or Grade 2 under the EU or UNECE systems.550
The real problem is that retailers have been reluctant to market different grades
of produce. Multiples have tended to opt for the highest grades available,
leaving few outlets for lower grades. The produce is used for manufacture or
discarded. In June 2014, however, the Waitrose Supermarket chain launched
an experiment, selling lower grade vegetables and fruits alongside premiumgrade produce.551
Earlier restrictions on sale have been self-imposed, for commercial reasons,
although often blamed on regulatory authorities. There has, for instance, never
been any restriction on selling curved cucumbers, despite the existence of the
infamous "straight cucumber directive". Simply, curved cucumbers could only
be sold as Grade 2, something which retailers were reluctant to do.
Here, though, there are other complexities. In times of surplus, lower-grade
produce is often removed voluntarily from the market – sometimes with fruits
or vegetables ploughed back into the soil without being harvested, to avoid
dragging down prices. Similarly, lower grades may be discarded as a price
maintenance measure, to avoid price collapse. Thus, regulatory issues are
sometimes confused with market stabilisation.

8.4 Two-tier regulation and the WTO
Notwithstanding the national implications of a two-tier regulatory system, any
move in this direction is very much going against the international trend, where
a great deal of energy and political capital is being devoted to standardising
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trading regulation at a global level – a process known as "regulatory
coherence". This is being sponsored primarily at WTO level.552
As a major trading nation, with ambitions of taking a more prominent role in
the global trading system, it would hardly be appropriate for the UK to go
against the grain and start dismantling the laboriously constructed body of
international agreements or to exempt domestic businesses from them. In these
circumstances, the adoption of a two-tier system of regulation would send the
wrong message, and especially to Less Developed Countries.
National treatment
Specifically in terms of the WTO regime, a two-tier regulatory framework
would also confront the spirit if not letter of the WTO agreements on "national
treatment".553 This is the principle of treating foreigners and locals equally.
Imported and locally-produced goods should be treated equally, at least after
the foreign goods have entered the market. The same should apply to foreign
and domestic services, and to foreign and local trademarks, copyrights and
patents.
Essentially, regulation that applies to domestic products must also apply to
imports, which means that relaxations must apply to both classes of goods and
services. However, for manufacturers servicing a global market, the greater
need is for uniform regulatory standards, and taking advantage of reduced
standards in any one country is not always possible – any savings being
absorbed by the cost of variations in manufacture, and in inventory costs.
Therefore, a regulatory regime that undermines the international regulatory
system can be seen as a form of discrimination against imported products, even
if it is not necessarily actionable.554
However, the requirement in this context is that WTO members "must not apply
internal taxes or other internal charges, laws, regulations and requirements
affecting imported or domestic products so as to afford protection to domestic
production".555 If the relaxations in regulations are framed in such a way that
only domestic enterprises could take advantage of them, then they could be
considered "hidden barriers to trade" and thus become actionable under the
WTO disputes procedures.
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8.5 Trade mandated regulation
Even where two-tier standards are feasible, the result will not be an absence of
local regulation. Otherwise there would be a free-for-all in the domestic
market.556 This could well be unacceptable to UK citizens, especially where
domestic regulation long pre-dates export standards, in some cases by centuries.
For a wide range of commodities, credible regulation and enforcement are seen
as important mechanisms for maintaining consumer confidence. They also
"level the playing field", equalising the cost of regulatory compliance between
competing businesses.

Figure 18: Regulation is not always imposed, or considered undesirable. In 1922, the
British meat industry lobbied for regulation to improve customer confidence.

In the meat industry, for example, meat inspection is now heavily regulated by
EU law. However, a uniform system in Britain was first mooted in 1922 at the
behest of the industry. The call came after problems with the "considerable
diversity" as to "the amount of meat inspection actually carried out in different
districts" and "the standards of judgement and practice of individual
inspectors". The lack of uniformity imposed "unequal liabilities" on traders.
Where no inspection was carried out, "serious embarrassment" to honest traders
was caused, "owing to the absence of any check on unscrupulous traders".557
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For similar reasons, modern businesses often seek out regulation. One example
cited by the DIY chain B&Q was the EU timber regulation. This was regarded
as an example of an environmental policy which is essentially desirable in and
of itself – it supported many member states' own endeavours to address the
challenge of driving out unsustainable timber from the market.558
In the UK, B&Q had a long-standing policy of selling only sustainable timber
to its customers. Whilst going early on an ethical timber policy made sense to
the UK business, before the adoption of the EU timber regulations, the business
was put at a disadvantage with its European competitors. EU timber regulation
therefore created a more level playing field, and ensured that the company was
not put at a commercial disadvantage for "doing the right thing".559
At a different level, those supplying supermarkets and large retail chains find
the absence of specific product regulation can render them prey to different
contract standards applied by their powerful customers. Individual supermarket
buyers have been known to demand unique standards simply to lock their
suppliers into their system and to prevent them from supplying competitors
unless they are prepared to set up different production runs for the different
standards. Comprehensive statutory codes protect them from this predatory,
anti-competitive activity.
Rather than deal with a multiplicity of standards, businesses will often accept
over-rigorous regulation as the price of trading certainty and production
standardisation. This has been recognised as the "Brussels effect", in which
international trade has frequently triggered a "race to the top", whereby
domestic regulations have become more stringent as the global economy has
become more integrated.560
Furthermore, those preparing goods for export do not always know from the
outset the destination of any particular batch and production to different
standards is expensive.561 Harmonisation of regulation across the EU is thus
thought necessary for the internal market to function. In its evidence to the
government's balance of competence review, Next plc did not necessarily agree
with the detail and manner of implementation of some EU regulation (which
could be both burdensome and expensive to comply with), but it was conscious
of the need to balance this against the benefit of having a single set of rules
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across the EU.562
Furthermore, those businesses which do not operate overseas or export directly
may produce components or ingredients for customers who do. They will
normally prefer to adopt a single standard, and if the export standard is the most
demanding, that will often be adopted for all customers.
Even businesses without overseas links may still have to adopt "export
standards" if they are higher than their domestic equivalents, as the higher
standards can convey the impression that the imported goods are of better
quality or improved performance, making them more desirable. Supermarkets
and other multiples, on the other hand, will often want to avoid stocking
produce conforming to different standards, and may opt for the higher set.
Where "due diligence" certification is necessary for insurance and product
liability purposes, again the higher "export standards" will often be applied.
That is not to exclude, however, the possibility of de minimis provisions or
derogations applying to existing and new legislation to take account of the
special needs of SMEs. Reduced structural standards for small slaughterhouses,
traditional poultry processors and traditional cheese makers are already a
feature of EU law and, when only local markets are served, the principle could
be extended to a wide range of enterprises.563,564 Where such relaxations apply,
though, producers may be restricted to direct retailing within a certain distance
from their production sites, or to certain classes of retailing, such as farmers
markets.

8.6 Repatriating EU law
To allow time to revise our law books, a holding process will be needed. The
best option is to repatriate the entire body of EU law, converting it en bloc into
British law (by a device similar to the ECA).
This has been done by colonies which have become independent nations,
allowing them to adopt the legal instruments enacted by their colonial masters.
In India, on independence in 1948, its new Constitution stipulated the
continuation of pre-Constitution Laws (Article 372) until they were amended or
repealed. It then took until 1955 to set up a Central Law Commission to
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recommend revision and updating of the inherited laws to serve the changing
needs of the country.565
Our government might learn from the Indian experience. It could, in
conjunction with Parliament, set out an ordered programme of repeal and
amendment, appointing a special body similar to the Indian Central Law
Commission. In the short-to-medium term, though, there might be fewer
changes to the regulatory code than expected, and very few opportunities for
cost savings.

8.7 Regulatory convergence
The UK should be looking to continue as far as possible the process of
regulatory convergence. Supporters of the EU claim that its processes, often
styled as harmonisation, are highly advantageous to industry and commerce,
replacing 28 sets of regulations with one, thus making cross-border trade that
much easier. With certain caveats, there is merit in that argument but, in a
global market, sub-regional harmonisation is insufficient. The "little Europe" of
the European Union is too small a canvas. Outside the EU, it will be possible to
pursue convergence on a global scale. Global regulatory harmonisation and the
elimination of duplication could have a substantial effect in reducing costs.
On the other hand, convergence should be handled with some sensitivity.
Attempts to achieve this between markedly different jurisdictions, with
different levels of capability and sophistication, can give rise to the
phenomenon known as regulatory hysteresis. From the ancient Greek word
meaning "deficiency" or "lagging behind", hysteresis can negate beneficial
effects of convergence. It needs to be taken into account whenever devising a
multi-national regulatory programme where there are differences in
developmental levels.566
Like lack of absorptive capacity, regulatory hysteresis can bring about reduced
levels of enforcement in some areas, but this can occur even when additional
resources are made available. Where there is then increased activity (or
efficiency) in others, the effect of a convergence programme can be perverse,
leading to a greater divergence in standards. Such has been apparent in food
safety regulation, and the transition from traditional controls to the system of
food safety monitoring called HACCP (Hazard Analysis and Critical Control
Points), aspects of which were discussed elsewhere in this book.
This sophisticated mechanism, developed initially for NASA to ensure the
safety of astronauts' food, leads to better threat prediction and enforcement in
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sophisticated environments. But it is resource-hungry and demands a higher
skill level from enforcement officers than the traditional inspection based on
assessing physical conditions of premises. Thus the system is often poorly
applied in less sophisticated regimes, while the resources absorbed lead to a
drop in the frequency of conventional inspections. The result is a greater gap in
relative performances between different administrations.567
Convergence, in those instances, might best take second place to expending
resources on improving enforcement in areas that cannot meet the standards of
more sophisticated jurisdictions. Policymakers need to work on the basis that
good implementation of sub-optimal systems can sometimes deliver better
results than poor implementation of theoretically better systems.

8.8 Absorptive capacity
In the transition from a full member of the EU to an independent state, progress
can only be as fast as the capability of the administrative systems to cope with
change. This is often known as "absorptive capacity", defined in the
commercial context as "a firm's ability to recognise the value of new
information, assimilate it, and apply it to commercial ends".568 In slow-moving
public sector administration, and especially in relation to the development and
assimilation of new legislation, this can be a tortuous process.
Adjustments will have to be made in two broad spheres – in external relations
and in domestic administration. In terms of external relations, as an active
member of the standard-setting community in its own right, Britain will be
abandoning long-standing and familiar arrangements, causing considerable
disruption to normal diplomatic and administrative procedures.
Currently, the administration is not well equipped for the change. It lacks
skilled negotiators, diplomats and trade experts. While the EU's diplomatic
service (the European External Action Service) has expanded, the FCO
establishment has declined. Since 2006-7, staffing has been cut from 7,005 to
4,450 currently, and is planned to fall to 4,285 by 2014-15. Administrative
costs are projected to fall to £904 million, cutting over £100 million from the
budget.569, 570
Civil servants and diplomats will, therefore, need to rebuild the capability to
deal directly with the global regulatory system and to take charge of trade
policy and third country negotiations. To deal with this workload, cuts made to
the FCO establishment will have to be reversed – a process not without
567
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expense, which will include recruitment and training costs. Presumably, some
staff will be returned by the European Commission, once they become
redundant from their EU posts.
On the domestic front, there will be similar problems. Notwithstanding the very
real and commendable desire to reduce "red tape" and to exploit the
opportunities afforded by selective removal or amendment of EU law, the speed
at which change can be accommodated will depend on the resources of
administrative systems in both the public and private sectors.
From the past, this author recalls the Health and Safety at Work, etc Act 1974,
which heralded a revolution in the way the workplace was regulated. The Act
itself stemmed from the Committee on Health and Safety at Work which was
appointed in May 1970 by Barbara Castle, then Secretary of State for
Employment and Productivity. It was chaired by Lord Robens, Chairman of the
National Coal Board, and comprised six other members. Its report, delivered in
June 1972 and printed in the following month was, in the tradition of such
things, named after the chairman, becoming known as the Robens Report.
The recommendations were substantially enacted in the remarkably short period
of five years.571 However, the end of this process was the start of another. At
central government level, an entirely new Health & Safety Commission and
other bodies were needed. Local councils had to train 10,000 inspectors and
technical assistants. Forms and statutory notices had to be designed, printed,
distributed and stocked. New administrative procedures had to be set up.
Magistrate and Crown Courts had to train officials to deal with prosecutions.
All the changes had to be made without interfering with normal work flows,
within existing budgets, and with no prospect of additional personnel. Training
and other time-hungry activities had to be fitted in around other departmental
requirements.
Where one sees estimates of potential savings from the reduction in "red tape",
therefore, one would also expect ambition to be tempered by a dose of realism.
There are delays inherent in working within the restraints imposed by the
absorptive capacities of the various systems involved. Not only do the
regulators have to deal with change, but the regulated also have to come to
terms with new laws and the changes they bring. Quite simply, only so much
change can be accommodated at any particular time and, if systems are overloaded, they degrade and eventually cease to function.

8.9 Systemic adjustments
Replacement of EU law presents very specific problems at several levels.
Framing sound, effective legislation is a complex and highly skilled activity,
571 National Archive (online): Committee on Safety and Health at Work (Robens Committee):
http://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/SearchUI/details/C10211-committee-on-safety-andhealth-at-work-(robens-details, accessed 20 April 2014.
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often requiring clear policy direction and input from experienced professionals.
Unfortunately, the EU has taken over much of British law-making machinery,
particularly at the less visible policy-making stage. A huge amount of policy
and then law comes out of the EU research framework programme, with much
of the funding directed to developing a strategic policy making forum.572 This
includes co-ordination between Commission, Member and Associated States in
order to pool resources.
Examination of the Framework Programme 7 (FP7) suggested that 10-15
percent of research projects had direct policy relevance. Of 7,588 British-led
projects, 967 had policy implications.573 Many more projects indirectly support
policy-making. Thus, from its €50bn budget, possibly €20bn supported the EU
legislative programme.574
Inevitably, this research is directed at securing "European" solutions, leaving
the UK effort depleted. UK policy-makers, therefore, would not only have to
rebuild a national capability but also refocus the effort on national problems
and UK-specific solutions. This has significant resource implications. Taking
account also of the inertia inherent in changing direction, considerable time
might elapse before the academic bureaucracy could be refocused and a
significant repeal and replacement programme could be got underway.
Add to that specialists in each policy field are limited in number and some of
them are of dubious competences. It is then very easy to appreciate that
deregulation (or re-regulation) could take decades to complete. On the basis
that the Robens Committee absorbed, essentially, 14 man-years (a panel of
seven for two years) for just one law, redrafting the entire EU acquis could run
into tens of thousands of man years. That capacity does not exist. Yet the effect
of a rushed and badly designed programme, outstripping existing resources,
could be to create more problems than it solves.
At this level, therefore, there is going to be little option but to take a steady,
measured approach, in phase with the system's capability to recruit and train
staff, and the speed with which it can obtain the physical resources necessary to
do the work.
In terms of enforcement, there may be a need for even more fundamental
changes. With the legislative rush which came with the completion of the
Single Market in 1992, government functions were devolved to nondepartmental agencies, with the creation of what were known as Next Step
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Agencies. Because of the burgeoning cost of enforcement, the strategic policy
evolved of requiring economic enterprises to finance their own enforcement.
From that developed a new and largely unrecognised form of government body,
dubbed the SEFRA (Self-financing Regulatory Agency).575
Withdrawal from the EU and any reduction in the level of regulation – as well
as commensurate slackening in enforcement activity or its intensity - affords the
opportunity to rethink enforcement structures, and consider whether some of
the dedicated enforcement agencies should be retained. There is little benefit
overall in cutting the regulatory burden if enforcement agencies compensate by
increasing the intensity of their activities on the laws that remain.
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9.0 The role of global governance
Global institutions give a voice to countries of all sizes and are accountable
to these countries. Critics may complain about the distribution of votes and
seats and about the lack of effective accountability, but global institutions
ensure a degree of fairness and ownership which most other solutions lack.
Bruegel Policy Brief
Global Governance: an Agenda for Europe.576

In addressing regulation issues, only so much can be done at national and
regional level as more and more issues are resolved at a global level by member
states negotiating under the aegis of international bodies. Especially within the
trading environment, there is a significant and increasing degree of market
organisation at this level, involving bodies ranging from private sector rulemaking organisations such as the ISO, to quasi-governmental institutions under
the wing of the United Nations and the World Trading Organisation.
The activities of the bodies undertaking functions at this level are known
collectively as global governance. Distinct from "global government", it has to
be stressed that there is no single body, nor even a coherent group of
institutions. Rather, functions are exerted by a range of organisations of
remarkable diversity. They have little in common other than their rule-making
activities in their designated sectors. There is considerable overlap in functions,
some duplication and even a competitive element.
The proliferation of global organisations reflects the advantages they offer to
the global trading system. Three specific advantages have been listed by the
Bruegel think-tank.577 First, they ensure more security and predictability than
ad hoc arrangements. In time of stress or tension, rules provide core principles
to which parties can refer, representing legally enforceable commitments.
Moreover, institutions offer formal venues for settling disputes, affording the
convenience of fixed procedures and familiar arrangements.
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Secondly, global institutions give a voice to all countries big and small and are
accountable to these countries. Critics may complain about the distribution of
votes and seats or about the lack of effective accountability, but global
institutions ensure a degree of fairness and ownership which other solutions
necessarily lack. This, also, is a contribution to the stability of economic
integration. This stability, however fragile, would be lacking in a multipolar
world in which integration is driven by private initiatives only, without the
legitimacy that is provided by global rules and institutions.
Third, institutions are considered to be a form of capital and can themselves be
viewed as global public goods. This is because established institutions can rely
on founding principles and internal governance rules without having to start
from scratch each time something needs to be done. They can start tackling new
issues as soon as they emerge, cutting negotiation costs and avoiding the long
and painful process of defining a collective response. Well-designed and wellgoverned institutions, therefore, are an asset for all participants in the world
economy.578
Despite their utility, global actors are virtually unknown outside a narrow band
of specialists, working within formal and informal structures which are rarely
mentioned in, or even acknowledged by the popular media. Politicians and the
media often have difficulty getting to grips with EU institutions and activities,
and charting the activities of global institutions presents even more of a
challenge. Few have any idea of the layers of governance over and above the
sub-regional supranationalism of the EU.

9.1 The EU role in global governance
Despite being a sub-regional entity, with its formal remit extending to only 28
countries of continental Europe, the European Union, its agencies and
institutions play a considerable role in the globalisation process. The Union
takes its mandate from Article 220 of the Treaty of the Functioning of the EU.
This requires the Union to "establish all appropriate forms of cooperation" with
the organs of the United Nations and its specialised agencies, the Council of
Europe, the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe and the
OECD.
The Article also requires that the Union should also maintain such relations as
are appropriate with other international organisations. Thus, in addition to UN
agencies, it has relations with organisations such as the International Maritime
Organisation (IMO), the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) and
the International Labour Organisation (ILO), as well as many others.
The responsibility for implementing Article 220 rests not with the Commission
alone: it is shared with the High Representative of the Union for Foreign
578
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Affairs and Security Policy. To ease the process, there is a huge flow of funds
from EU coffers to support UN projects. In the six years from 2007 to 2012,
around €1.09bn of its budgeted funds were paid to the UN institutions or
partners, undoubtedly affording the EU considerable influence and
opportunities to shape UN programmes, making for a very close relationship
between the EU and the UN.
A good example of the influence is the EU's role in formulating the UN System
of National Accounts (SNA), the internationally agreed system on which
nations calculate their Gross Domestic Products (GDPs). Such statistical data
are the meat and drink of politics. They are tools by which the real economy is
described, the performance of which can make or break political parties and
decide whether they win elections.

Figure 19: the "top table" for the purpose of revising United Nations' System of
National Accounts (SNA). Although only a sub-regional organisation, the EU is given
equivalence in the working group to global bodies such as the World Bank.

The system, which has been in place since 1947, is prepared under the auspices
of the "Inter-Secretariat Working Group on National Accounts" which
comprises five separate organisations, only one of which is the UN. Of the
other four, three are the World Bank, the OECD, and the International
Monetary Fund (IMF). The fourth is the European Commission, represented by
Eurostat.579 Collectively, they represent the "top table", deciding on how global
statistics should be presented yet, of the five bodies, the EU stands out. It is not
a global body, and unlike the others, it is a supranational governmental body
rather than a financial or economic body. It is extremely disturbing that the EU
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should be on the working group at all. However, it has clearly recognised where
the power lies.
Despite its low profile, this global "reach" of the EU is growing in extent across
a wide spectrum of activity. In its 2014-2020 Strategic Framework on Health
and Safety at Work, the Commission wrote of the "globalised economy" and
the EU's interest in raising labour standards globally. It seeks to do so by taking
multilateral action in cooperation with "competent international bodies", and
through bilateral action with third countries. It also supports candidate countries
and potential candidate countries in bringing their structural capacity and
legislation into line with the requirements of EU law. 580
What it calls its "benchmarking role" in occupational health and safety policy is
"largely recognised by international partners and observers". This reflects the
rapid expansion of bilateral cooperation in recent years, not just with traditional
partners from developed economies such as the United States, but also and
especially with new partners such as China and India. The Commission aims to
contribute to reducing work accidents and occupational diseases worldwide,
working with the ILO in particular, and other specialised organisations such as
the WHO and the OECD.581
The ILO is taking an increasing part in framing EU law on employment and
general labour issues, not least working time provisions.582 The latest
instrument concerns "fair and decent work for domestic workers" (Convention
No. 189), which was adopted in March 2013. This requires Member States to
ensure that domestic workers receive the same compensation and benefits as
other workers. They must be informed of the terms and details of their
employment, protected against discrimination, offered decent living conditions
and have easy access to complaint mechanisms. The Convention also sets out
rules regarding foreign recruitment, which are supported by judgements from
the Court of Human Rights.583
EU legislation, such as Directives on health and safety, workers' rights, gender
equality, trafficking and asylum, already addresses some aspects covered by the
ILO Convention. The provisions of the Convention share the same approach as
this legislation and are broadly consistent. On many issues, EU law is more
protective than the Convention. However, the Convention is more precise than
EU law on the coverage of domestic workers.584
580
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Figure 20: Breakdown by policy areas of EU legal acts in the EEA Agreement: as of
December 2010 (shares of the 4,179 incorporated acts in force). Source EFTA.

Nevertheless, despite the activity of the EU at global level, there is a perverse
effect arising from globalisation. As more and more issues are addressed at
global level, the EU is losing control over its own regulatory agenda.585,586
More than 80 percent of the EEA acquis (and therefore the EU's Single Market
legislation) falls within the ambit of existing international organisations and is
thus potentially amenable to global regulation (Figure 20 above).587
In terms of detail, over 33 percent of the acquis comprises "technical
regulations, standards, testing and certification". Much of this is implemented
through standards bodies which will eventually emerge as ISO standards (about
which we have more to say at the end of this section). Another 28 percent of the
acquis comes into a category defined as "veterinary and phytosanitary matters".
This includes compositional standards for food and food safety. It is there that
the hidden hand of globalisation is at its most powerful.
http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=706&newsId=2024&furtherNews=yes,
accessed 8 February 2014.
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9.2 The "hidden hand" of global governance
One of the reasons why this "hidden hand" is so rarely recognised stems from a
lack of transparency by Brussels in declaring the international origin of they
standards. Thus, when in September 2013 a Commission's programme to
rationalise food labelling was interpreted by the media as an "EU plan" to
prohibit the use of the Union flag on retail packs of meat. 588
The programme was implementing Codex Stan 1-1985 on country of origin
labelling for packaged foods. Portions of the exact text were copied into the
Regulation, thus assuming the identity of EU law.589 Even then, the Codex
standard relied for its authority (often known as the "legal base") on the WTO
Agreement on Rules of Origin.590 Yet neither was identified in the Regulation
text - there was no distinction made between international and EU law.
A similar dynamic was a play during the furore over new "EU rules" banning
from sale, "thousands of favourite British garden plants and flowers" (Figure 21
below).591,592 Unknown to the media, the EU was implementing standards
initiated by the OECD, alongside UNECE and several other bodies.593, 594
Another example came with Michelle "Clippy" McKenna, a small-scale
manufacturer in Sale, Manchester, marketing jams made from home-grown
Bramley apples. Because her products did not conform to British regulations,
she was prevented from labelling them as jam.595 The regulations, however,
implemented EU law so there was a classic EU "red tape" story in the making,
heavily exploited by the media.596,597 Yet the originator of the standard was not
the EU but the Codex.598
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Figure 21: Online news report, Mail on Sunday 15 September 2013. The provision
identified as an EU proposal actually stems from the OECD.

Furthermore, despite these standards being painted as restrictive or burdensome
"red tape", they are mechanisms for facilitating trade. A national (or EU)
standard that provides a greater level of protection than Codex is deemed to be
a "trade barrier" unless the WTO decides that the stricter national standard is
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2104836/Clippys-Apple-Preserves-Clippy-McKennasspread-doesnt-qualify-jam.html, accessed 3 December 2013.
598
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tan 79-1981, See: http://std.gdciq.gov.cn/gssw/JiShuFaGui/CAC/CXS_079e.pdf, accessed 4
December 2013.
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based on proper "risk assessment". This must demonstrate that the Codex
instrument does not provide sufficient protection or that the country
maintaining the stricter standard has other (valid) scientific justification.599
Thus, most technical food standards in the have been initiated by Codex and
handed down for processing into EU law for adoption by Member States.600
Britain, though a member of Codex, implements its standards via the EU.
Outside the EU, Britain would implement them directly, without using the EU
as a middle-man. Apart from that, nothing much would change. By and large,
we would still be applying the same standards and end up with the same laws.
Codex, in this respect, is by no means unique. The parent organisation, the
Codex Commission (CAC), comes under the aegis of the UN Food and
Agriculture Organisation (FAO), and is one of "three sisters" recognised by the
WTO Sanitary and Phytosanitary (SPS) Agreement. The other two are the
International Plant Protection Convention (IPPC) and the Office International
des Epizooties, the international organisation for animal health.601,602
Respectively, they generate the "international regulatory framework for the
protection of plants from pests" and standards which "ensure a safe and fair
trade in animals and animal products world-wide".603,604 These "three sisters"
account for 28 percent of the Single Market acquis.
As independent organisations, these are responding to the challenge of the SPS
Agreement, particularly the OIE and the CAC. The OIE has established the
Animal Production Food Safety (APFS) Working Group in 2002 in order to
improve the coordination and harmonisation of their standard setting activities.
Through this mechanism and through participation in each other's standard
setting procedures, the OIE and Codex collaborate closely in the development
of standards relevant to the whole food production continuum. Collaboration
between occurs at the international and national level.605
International standards, though, do not all originate from formal institutions
such as Codex. Some are generated by single issue, or sector-specific,
organisations (or groups of organisations). One example is the convention on
transboundary movements of hazardous waste. This started life as the Basel
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Convention, hosted by an ad hoc body set up in response to a public outcry
over exports of toxic waste to Africa and other developing countries. The
convention entered into force in 1992 and was adopted by the EU, then to be
incorporated into the EEA acquis.606,607

Figure 22: Global centre of food standards and much else: the FAO headquarters
office in Rome – sponsoring organisation of Codex Alimentarius. 1,847 professional
staff are employed with 1,729 support staff; 55 percent are based at the headquarters.
(photo: Wikipedia Commons)

Another example is the law on the classification, packaging and labelling of
dangerous substances, which was originally defined by the EU for its own
member states.608 In 1992, the legislative lead was transferred to the UN
Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), through which
eventually emerged the Globally Harmonised System of Classification and
Labelling of Chemicals (GHS). The first version of the code was formally
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approved in December 2002 and published in 2003.609 This, plus revised
editions, has been adopted as EU law.610 We will return to this in the context of
"unbundling", as a means of reducing technical barriers to trade.

9.3 An example of the system in action
Rarely is it possible to see this global system in action but, from an interview
with Norwegian veterinary official Bjorn Knudtsen, while he was attending a
conference in Bristol, we were able to gain some insight into this largely
invisible process of global standards formulation, in the context of Codex and
one very specific area of activity.
Setting the scene had been the speech by Mr Cameron, asserting that the UK's
place was at the "top table" in order to pursue our national interest, and that
included the EU.611 "The fact is", he had said, "that it is international
institutions, and in them, that many of the rules of the game are set on trade, tax
and regulation". "When a country like ours is affected profoundly by those
rules, I want us to have a say on them".
However, Knudtsen, a regional head of his country's Food Safety Agency, was
also Chairman of the Fish and Fisheries Product Committee of Codex
Alimentarius. To him, when it came to international rules on food designed to
ensure public safety and fair trading, Codex was the "top table". Contradicting
Mr Cameron's claim that – like Norway - we would be governed "by fax" from
Brussels if the UK left the EU, Knudtsen pointed out that Norway – at least in
his area of speciality – was not governed in this way, even though,
paradoxically, most of the law covering fish and fisheries products did come
from Brussels.
The paradox was explained by the way Codex works. Mr Knudtsen's 170-strong
committee, with 50-60 countries most interested in seafood, had been
established in 1963 and, with the active participation of the members,
formulated the rules which the WTO accepted as the basis for
trade. Increasingly, member states and trading blocs – such as the EU - were
adopting Codex standards as the basis for their own regulations, and were
gradually undergoing a process where existing regulations were being changed
so that they matched Codex standards.
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Thus defined was a process where standards were generated by member states
working with this international body, for adoption by Codex. Often the EU (as
indeed did other trading blocs) promoted their regulations, trying to get them
accepted as the Codex standard, but the dominant driver, Knudtsen maintained,
was the science. This determined the nature of the standards adopted to protect
public health and ensure fair trading practices.
A recognised disadvantage of the system, though, is its slowness. A draft
regulation could take 6-8 years to go through the system until it was finally
approved, usually by consensus. Although there was a complex voting system,
votes are usually avoided as being divisive. If there was not complete
agreement, the preference was to rework the draft until all parties did agree.
And, at any point, a member state could veto a provision through an informal
process or, formally, by calling for a vote.
When it comes to framing those rules, Norway is fully involved from the outset.
It even paid approximately £250,000 a year to host the Codex fisheries
committee in Oslo. That gave Norway no specific advantage, Knudtsen said,
but he agreed that it gave them what might be called "situational awareness" –
an early and better insight into what was going through the system.
Once the Codex standard had been agreed, a hierarchy was created. Knudtsen
openly admitted – without the least hesitation – that Codex, and international
bodies like it, form part of world governance. Global trade required global
rules, and they produced them, handing them back to member nations and
trading blocs such as the EU and NAFTA, as well as the Asian blocs. We thus
have a situation where the EU takes the Codex standards and in turn uses them
as the basis of its own rules for its members and the additional EEA members.
At no point in the development of rules affecting fish and fisheries products,
therefore, was Norway a passive receiver of rules from Brussels. To assert that
it was without "influence" is wrong. His country, said Knudtsen, was involved
at every step of the process from inception to the final formulation of the rules.
Brussels simply added the EEA "packaging" before passing it on. The route
was Oslo, Brussels and then back to Oslo, the substantive issues having been
agreed long before the standard formally reached the EU. Norway never felt
that the rules had been imposed on her.

9.4 The role of the World Trade Organisation
Those unfamiliar with the processes of globalisation sometimes believe that the
adoption by the EU of Codex standards, and standards from similar
organisations, is voluntary. That is not the case or, more accurately, no longer
the case.
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What gives international organisations their power is the WTO Technical
Barriers to Trade (TBT) Agreement, ratified by the EU in 1994.612 Article 2.4
requires of parties to the agreement to use relevant international standards in
preference to their own.613 This is not optional – the Agreement uses the word
"shall" (Figure 23 above). The SPS Agreement, adopted at the same time, has
similar effect, with Article 3 stating that – apart from defined exemptions "Members shall base their sanitary or phytosanitary measures on international
standards".614,615

Figure 23: Article 2.4 of the WTO Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade. In
time, this could be the redundancy notice for the EU's version of the Single Market.
As more and more international standards are drawn up, the EU is obliged, as party to
the Agreement, to use them, replacing its own laws. Eventually, the bulk of the Single
Market acquis will comprise these international standards.
612

European Commission, Adoption of the WTO agreements, Council Decision 94/800/EC of
22 December 1994: http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/external_trade/r11010_en.htm,
accessed 30 December 2013.
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See: WTO, Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade, Art 2.4,
http://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/17-tbt_e.htm; and WTO, Technical Information on
Technical barriers to trade, http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/tbt_e/tbt_info_e.htm, all
accessed 30 December 2013.
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https://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/15-sps.pdf, accessed 9 November 2015.
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http://ec.europa.eu/world/agreements/downloadFile.do?fullText=yes&treatyTransId=1385,
accessed 9 November 2015.
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As is evident from the SPS Agreement, many of the standards-setting
organisations, such as Codex, come under the aegis of the United Nations and
work in association with the WTO. There are also many informal bodies which
contribute to the standards-setting process. They are supplemented by national
and international trade associations and standards organisations, with the ISO,
already briefly mentioned, managing standards-setting at a global level – of
which we will see more later.616

Figure 24: Single Market standard-setting: a simplified flow. Global bodies receive
multiple inputs, but EU Member States work through the EU, while EFTA/EEA
members are able to negotiate directly with the global bodies.

The collective output of these bodies is not statute law, but the root of an
expanding body of "soft" law, often termed "quasi-legislation". Requiring two
bodies (at least) for its implementation, such law has been termed "dualinternational quasi-legislation", abbreviated to "diqule". To take effect, it must
be turned into legislation and embedded in an enforcement and penalty
framework.
Rather than initiating its own legislation, processing standards originated
elsewhere is increasingly becoming the main activity of the EU. As the TBT
Agreement bites, international bodies become the originators, the
"manufacturers", so to speak. The EU has become the processor, wholesaler
and distributor.
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This has very significant implications for a post-exit Britain. As part of
EFTA/EEA, it will still be implementing law "done at Brussels" but, in terms of
origination, it is in a position to by-pass the "middle man" and go directly to
source (Figure 24 below).
This illustrates the EFTA/EEA states feeding directly into the global standards
bodies (illustrated by the thick arrow), and such organisations as the ISO, with
the standards generated then being passed to the EU for processing into
actionable laws. On the other hand, in terms of legislative authority, there is no
direct communication between EU member states and the global standards
bodies. Formal communications and voting power is routed via the EU.

9.5 ISO – an arm of global governance
As regards the standards for products and (increasingly) services, it is these that
not only define the Single Market but also underpin the entire global trading
system, not least the WTO multilateral trading regime.
Major generators of these Single Market rules are the national standards
organisations which act singly and in concert to devise and approve standards
for equipment, machines, chemicals and a huge range of products and devices.
The negotiations between these bodies give rise to harmonised national
standards and then international standards, which are then absorbed into
legislative codes, incorporated in national and EU law.
In Norway, the national standards organisation is Standards Norway (Standard
Norge). It takes responsibility for all standardisation areas except for
electrotechnical and telecommunication issues, and represents its country in the
European Committee for Standardisation (CEN) and the International
Organisation for Standardisation (ISO). The ISO itself claims responsibility for
international standards which “ensure that products and services are safe,
reliable and of good quality”, helping companies “to access new markets, level
the playing field for developing countries and facilitate free and fair global
trade”.
In Norway, over 2,000 voluntary experts from the business community, the
public authorities, and employee and consumer organisations participate in this
international standardisation work. The voluntary input of resources is
estimated at approximately CHF 27 million.617
The ISO itself is based in Geneva, Switzerland. It is not a formal treaty body
but a voluntary organisation made up from members in 162 countries and 3,368
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http://www.iso.org/iso/home/about/iso_members/iso_member_body.htm?member_id=1994,
accessed 12 May 2014,
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technical bodies. It is described as a Transnational Private Regulator (TPR).618
Members meet annually at a General Assembly to discuss ISO's strategic
objectives and the organisation is coordinated by a 150-strong central
secretariat based in Geneva. Since its establishment in 1946, it has promulgated
19,500 standards covering almost all aspects of technology and business, from
food safety to computers, and agriculture to healthcare.619
It produces what are known formally as International Standards, which cover
most aspects of technology and business.620 These in turn drive European
Standards devised by the three recognised European Standardisation
Organisations (ESOs): the European Committee for Standardisation (CEN), the
equivalent in the electrical and electronic sphere, CENELEC, and the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI).
Collectively, these ESOs are "a key component of the Single European
Market". They are involved in a "successful partnership" with the European
Commission and the EFTA. They support European legislation in helping the
implementation of the European Commission directives, particularly those
developed under the New Approach.621
As an integral part of what is termed the standards community, Norway thus
has a significant role developing Single Market rules, equal with any other EU
Member State. The UK, with its own British Standards Institute, also takes part
in the development and approval of Single Market rules, work which would
continue unchanged if the UK decoupled itself from the political elements of
the EU and focused on trade issues through the EEA.
An example of the role of standard setting bodies emerged in April 2014 when
(then) Conservative MP Douglas Carswell wrote in a newspaper blog of the
EU's Single Market and its rules and regulations. Far from "opening up Britain
for business", he declared, "rules that take effect on 1 July this year threaten to
shut down dozens of steel fabricators across the country".622 EU regulation,
brought in under the auspices of the single market, he complained, meant that
perfectly good, reliable and safe steel fabrication firms "will soon only be able
to fabricate steel if they comply with regulations". Fail to tick the boxes,
regardless of any other consideration, and you cannot fabricate steel.
The legislation in question was the EU's Construction Products Regulation,
which brought in a requirement for CE marking of steel construction
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products.623 However, Recital 18 of the Regulation identified the basis of the
standards as the (CEN) codes, ostensibly developed for application in EU
member states.
Of crucial concern, though, these so-called Eurocodes were not formulated in
isolation, at an EU-level, but in association with the ISO, giving them global
application. This was not accidental. The cooperation arose as a result of the
Vienna Agreement of 1991, where the EU (through CEN) recognised the
primacy of International Standards (stipulated notably in the WTO Code of
Conduct), as set out by the ISO, and agreed to co-ordinate its standards with
those of the ISO.624 Effectively, this situation renders the ISO, in hierarchical
terms, superior to the European bodies.
Cooperation with IEC
A similar arrangement prevails with CENELEC, which enjoys close
cooperation with its international counterpart, the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC). Created in 1906, the IEC is the world's leading organization
that prepares and publishes International Standards for all electrical, electronic
and related technologies collectively known as "electrotechnology". In
principle, most IEC standards are implemented as European and national
standards in Europe.
In order to facilitate a consensus-finding process between European and
international standards development activities in the electrical sector,
CENELEC and IEC formalised the framework of their cooperation through the
signature of an 'agreement on common planning of new work and parallel
voting', known as the Dresden Agreement.
The Dresden Agreement
The Dresden Agreement, which was signed in 1996, was drawn up against the
background of avoiding duplication of effort and reducing time when preparing
standards. As a result, new electrical standards projects are now jointly planned
between CENELEC and IEC, and if possible most are carried out at
international level. This means that CENELEC will first offer a New Work
Item (NWI) to its international counterpart. If accepted, CENELEC will cease
working on the NWI. If IEC refuses, CENELEC will work on the standards
development and its content, keeping IEC closely informed and giving IEC the
opportunity to comment at the public enquiry stage.
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The Dresden Agreement also determines that CENELEC and IEC vote in
parallel during the standardization process. If the outcome of the parallel voting
is positive, CENELEC will ratify the European standard and the IEC will
publish the international standard.
This close cooperation has resulted in some 75 percent of all European
standards adopted by CENELEC being identical or based on IEC standards.
This high proportion of aligned standards provides an indicator to the excellent
consensus-based way of working CENELEC and IEC have developed and are
continually building on.
It provides a further indicator of how the
implementation of the WTO TBT Agreement is facilitated and provides global
access.625
The implementation of the WTO's TBT Agreement, together with the Vienna
and Dresden Agreements, creates a situation where European standards bodies
become subordinate to the ISO. Where standards are adopted as an integral part
of any legislation, and equivalent ISO standards exist, the EU is obliged to
adopt the ISO version. This is challenging the EU's legislative monopoly. It no
longer has complete control over the standards-making process.
Currently, the EU is updating its own standards to meet all relevant ISO
standards. There is some considerable advantage in this. Conformity with ISO
standards gives EEA products and services (where relevant) access not only to
the European but to the global market.

9.6 International Regulatory Cooperation (IRC)
Although the various elements of international cooperation tend to be diffuse
and difficult to classify, the OECD has sought to bring a degree of coherence to
the subject, by defining eleven separate mechanisms in what it classifies as
International Regulatory Co-operation (IRC). These mechanisms range from
the formal and comprehensive to the informal and partial.626 At one level, there
is harmonisation through rule-making by supranational or joint institutions such
as the EU.
There are treaties between states, regulatory "umbrella" partnerships such as the
Canada-US Regulatory Cooperation Council; and intergovernmental
organisations such as the ILO, OECD and WTO. Other mechanisms include:
regional agreements on regulation such as APEC and UNECE; mutual
recognition agreements; transgovernmental networks such as the Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision; national requirements to consider
international standards; incorporation of international standards in national law;
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soft law instruments; and dialogue/information exchange among regulators and
stakeholders (see Figure 25 below).627

Figure 25: OECD typology of International Regulatory Cooperation mechanisms.

The UK government is fully aware of the extent of IRC and has its
development agency, DfID, describe it as "the range of institutional and
procedural frameworks within which national governments, sub-national
governments, and the wider public can work together to build more integrated
systems for rule making and implementation, subject to the constraints of
democratic values such as accountability, openness, and sovereignty".628
In particular, it notes that, for large or more advanced economies (or regional
blocs), harmonisation might prove difficult as both parties have usually already
developed a complex set of advanced standards and regulations. When large
trading partners seek a reduction in their bilateral regulatory barriers to trade, it
thus concludes, mutual recognition of existing standards may be an easier and
better way forward. However, whenever possible, rather than developing
competing and often incompatible regional standards, using global standards is
the best option.629
627
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The OECD mechanisms are also recognised by the US government, with
President Obama on 1 May 2012 having signed an Executive Order, promoting
international regulatory cooperation.630 This had followed a Memorandum to
promote US exports and trade through increased transparency and openness in
the rulemaking process, issued the previous year by the Office of the United
States Trade Representative (USTR) and the Office of Information and
Regulatory Affairs (OIRA).631
These mechanisms have already been given effect with a Joint Statement on 4
February 2011 from Canada's Prime Minister Stephen Harper and US President
Barack Obama, creating the Canada-United States Regulatory Cooperation
Council (RCC). This subsequently issued an Initial Joint Action Plan on 7
December 2011.632 That was strengthened in August 2014, with the publication
of a definitive plan, setting out major new areas of cooperation.633
This and other examples demonstrate that there are a variety of ways of seeking
the same end, beyond the rigid EU model of regulatory harmonisation,
effectively allowing that there is a multi-faceted "toolkit" available to the global
community. For the UK, the Single Market may be the ultimate example of
regulatory cooperation, but it is by no means the only one. By adopting all and
any of the OECD IRC mechanisms, it has much greater flexibility to achieve its
desired ends, than by working through the EU.

9.7 The UK's global role
Unless agreement is reached to the contrary, a direct consequence of the UK's
newly-found freedom would be separation from the EU's global activities. The
official position, as it stands, however, is that the UK gains from working at the
international level, within the context of the EU.
The belief is that to have a position expressed by a single body on behalf of all
the 28 Member States carries greater weight than if those states acted
individually. This is said to apply particularly to those challenges which have
an impact globally, for example climate change, and which are addressed
through universal membership bodies such as the UN Framework Convention
on Climate Change (UNFCCC).
On the basis that a continued close co-operation on an international stage could
be advantageous to the UK (and the EU), there is an argument to be made that
630
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the UK should seek formal cooperative arrangements with the EU, to allow the
two bodies to work as a single entity in certain fields. Climate change might be
one such.
However, there is general agreement that the EU does not perform a useful role
at global level. British representatives of the maritime industry, for instance,
thought that the Commission's representation at the IMO actually interfered
with the UK's ability to act effectively, especially as the EU often sought to
"Europeanise" global standards by adding its own requirements. As a global
industry, they felt, shipping should be regulated at the global level, without subregional add-ons.634
The UK Chamber of Shipping felt that there was no advantage in the EU
having a greater say in IMO under the present circumstances or in the
foreseeable future. Lloyd's Register said that the EU was not a "flag"; the
Commission did not have international treaty obligations to treaty parties in the
maritime world. The UK is a "flag" and does have international treaty
obligations. Thus, while the European Commission may take decisions "for the
good of the Union", the practical consequences fall on the flag states. Those
states, it was considered, rather than the Union, should make the decisions.635
Furthermore, it was found that the Commission's attempts to forge common
positions in IMO negotiations were often counterproductive, making it harder
to achieve desirable outcomes. The EU was looking after its own interests while
individual Member States were trying to work with a broader range of IMO
member nations towards agreed and workable international rules. They took the
view that the EU should not seek to augment rules agreed internationally.
Creating slightly different regional EU rules could lead to a loss of
competitiveness in the global market.636
Even then, EU officials were not felt to have sufficient expertise in technical
areas and should therefore be prepared to be guided by Member States and
industry stakeholders. One participant at a workshop in Brussels commented
that putting forward bloc views to a technical body like the IMO risked
politicisation of the debate and could detract from the quality of technical
decision-making because an open exchange of views based on technical and
expert opinion is curtailed.
Some industry members thus found it difficult to identify any benefit for the
UK in the event of either the EU having a greater say in negotiating
international agreements at the IMO, or greater coordination of Member States'
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positions.637 In effect, the action of the EU in interposing itself between
member states, or representing them in negotiations, was not helpful.
As a result, maritime industry stakeholders were unhappy about the European
Commission representing all EU Member States in either the IMO or ILO. As
with the Norwegians on their Codex committee, they took the view that
member states were more effective when acting individually. As long as the EU
was not a sovereign state, the UK should take the position that negotiations on
global bodies between sovereign states should exclude the EU.
Some of the problems stemmed from the fact that the European Commission
only had observer status at the IMO. Membership of such bodies generally
comprised sovereign states, and the EU could not qualify for membership
without these organisations changing their constitutions. This aspiration was
currently unrealistic and was not supported by industry – and therefore was
unlikely to happen. No short-term improvement could thus be anticipated.
This industry sector, therefore, suggests that there are occasions when the UK is
better off in the international arena as an independent player. Post-exit, it might
be better advised not to seek a long-term relationship with the EU on
international bodies. Arguably, it should be robust, not only in maintaining an
independent position, but also in seeking to restrain EU influence on such
bodies, unless it is tactically appropriate to allow it to play a part. However, this
should not preclude the UK forming ad hoc alliances with the EU.
For its model as to how it can relate to the global system as an independent
player, the UK can look to Norway, which – as the Codex example illustrates is a skilled exponent of the global system. Notwithstanding its EFTA/EEA
membership, it is able to exert considerable influence on its own account. In
some respects, the Norwegians have far more power over the regulatory agenda
than the UK. On global councils, they have equivalence with the EU. But, if the
UK is to prosper – with its more complex economy and greater resources – it
needs greater levels of participation than EFTA states. It will need to sit on a
much wider range of committees and working parties, and take part in far more
conferences than are attended by EFTA/EEA members.
The extent and nature of this commitment is rarely recognised. Even in 1980,
the Brandt Commission had noted "the very large number of international
meetings", estimating about 6,000 every year in New York and Geneva – the
two main centres of UN activity. The connected documentation, then about a
million pages a year, put an enormous burden on member governments,
particularly on smaller ones when they tried to contribute effectively to
international co-operation.638
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Now, international meetings have become big business. Outside the official UN
and national government buildings, what are known as "international
association meetings" reached 10,070 in 2011 (up from 9,120 the previous
year), with venues ranging from Vienna, holding the position at number one, to
Paris, Barcelona, Berlin, Singapore and Abu Dhabi.639
Servicing these meetings is resource-intensive, requiring skilled personnel,
good secretarial and logistic support, and is costly in terms of travel,
accommodation and general expenses. It is sensible, therefore, to share the
burden with like-minded countries, in which context a UK as part of EFTA
might rely on its partners to represent it on some issues. Reciprocal agreements
could be mutually beneficial where there are common interests and objectives.
As it stands, much of the UK's liaison with global bodies and the negotiations
are managed by the Commission and the EU's external services. A co-ordinated
hand-over will, therefore, be required, with an agreed transitional phase to
allow smooth continuation of work in progress.
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10.0 UNECE
In many instances, EU action needs to be seen in the context of international
arrangements at the UN Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE). For
example, a 1958 UNECE agreement has been effective as the main
international framework for the harmonisation of vehicle technical standards
at the international level and recent regulatory developments at the EU level
have seen Directives replaced with a number of UNECE Regulations.
HM Government
Review of the balances of competences between the EU and the UK,
Transport, February 2014.640

Returning to the bigger picture, in the third and final chapter of this phase, we
take another look at the initial exit settlement. In so doing, we need to recall
that it provides only a short-term framework for structuring trade relations with
the EU. From the very outset we have recognised that this is not a stable, longterm solution. As long as the European Union takes pole position in defining
the trading rules and much else for the whole region, the centre of power is in
Brussels. Any country not within the Union is at a disadvantage.
Even within the EU, there are different levels of commitment, with the inner
core defined as the eighteen eurozone members in what is of often described as
a Europe of concentric circles.641 The non-eurozone Schengen and then nonSchengen members are described as the outer core zone, while accession
countries and EEA members are part of the "periphery". Neighbours are known
as the "outer periphery".
This image of concentric circles conveys the reality of an EU-centric Europe,
where those furthest from the centre have least power. This was an image
endorsed by Romano Prodi, former European Commission president, in an
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interview for the BBC Radio 4 Today programme in July 2014.642 The thrust of
Prodi's remarks was that Britain was "losing weight" in Brussels, its former
"high level of power" diminished. "To have less power in Brussels is to defend
less and less your national interests", he said. Asked about alternative
arrangements, such as Britain leaving the EU and making a free trade
agreement, Prodi's view was: "As you did with the euro, you can be out on the
periphery … if you are interested in a looser relationship with Brussels, you
will get less and less power". The problem, he averred, was that, "you will not
be in the core but the periphery".

10.1 Breaking away from Brussels
This problem is inherent in most of the alternatives to European Union
membership, which has blighted the European question from the very earliest
days of the EEC. A peripheral "association" agreement was mooted in Britain
in 1963, after de Gaulle's first veto of Britain's membership application. This
was rejected by Edward Heath. His grounds were that an economic association
"would not enable Britain to take any part in shaping the Community's policies
and the Government should be wary of being enticed into so weak a
position".643
In 1968, following de Gaulle's second rejection of Britain's application, several
more alternatives to full membership were suggested, including the so-called
Benelux proposals delivered in the Benelux Memorandum of January 1968. It
called for consultations between Britain and the Community and for joint action
in fields outside the scope of the Community.
There was also the Harmel Plan, named after the then Belgian Foreign Minister,
M. Harmel, who on 21 October 1968 used the forum of the Western European
Union (WEU) meeting in Rome to suggest closer co-ordination, particularly of
foreign and defence policies. Meanwhile, the Council of the EEC was
examining the possibility of a "trading arrangement" between the Community
and other countries, with a possible alignment between the EEC and EFTA,
reflecting an idea first put forward in a Franco-German declaration in February
of that year.644
Each of these ideas shared the same inherent weakness: the UK was outside the
core and excluded from the decision-making processes. More than forty years
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later, the same weakness manifests itself. For instance, when a group of
European think-tanks in 2013 published a proposed draft treaty to take the
European Union on from the Lisbon Treaty, which they called "A Fundamental
Law of the European Union", they defined the new status of "Associate
Member", whereby states could take part in specific policies of the EU – such
as the single Market – without committing to the full acquis.645 This would
accord a position of less power and influence to those states which adopted this
status.
This associate membership harps back to the 1963 idea, again inviting a fear of
being "enticed into so weak a position", the very same that has so far precluded
the UK from seeking alternative arrangements. The UK regards a position on
the periphery as unattractive, generating - as is evident from David Cameron's
position – an insistence that the UK keeps its seat at the "top table".
One possible option would be to create an alternative and rival power base, as
did the UK in 1960 with the establishment of EFTA, comprising the seven
countries, Austria, Denmark, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland and the
United Kingdom. This was when it was not actually considering membership of
the EEC, but because the members were relatively weak economically,
compared with France and Germany, they were often referred to as the "Outer
Seven", as opposed to the "Inner Six" of the EEC.646
Nevertheless, there is little appetite for setting up a rival to the EU amongst
most countries, although deteriorating relations between Russia and the EU
over Ukraine does mean that Russia is no longer seeking closer trading
relations with EU member states and nor is it likely to support EU-led
initiatives.
On the other hand, some EFTA members are keen to renegotiate the EEA
agreement, and it is possible that negotiations might bring Switzerland back
fully into the fold, creating something of a return to the 1960s structure. The
overall object, though, would not be to develop a wholly independent structure,
but simply to achieve better terms in any deal with the EU. A new EFTA-EU
relationship, therefore, would still put its members in a subordinate position, in
the outer circle with Brussels still in the central, dominant position,
perpetuating the idea of a Europe of concentric circles.
Despite this very obvious handicap, the "No to EU" coalition in Norway would
welcome this development. There is considerable antipathy towards the
Agreement and an aspiration to replace it with a free trade agreement.647 Here,
British membership of EFTA is seen as increasing the negotiating power of the
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bloc. That position may be strengthened by other member states which may
wish to leave the EU. In the context of Greece leaving the euro, it was argued
that a departure from the single currency might trigger a re-alignment of
eurozone countries, with perhaps the formation of a Northern core. 648 Leaving
the EU might have a similar effect on the EU as a whole.
One obvious candidate might be the Republic of Ireland, although its departure
could be complicated by its membership of the single currency. Another
possibility might be Denmark, which is slated as being amongst the most
Eurosceptic of EU members. Sweden, Finland and the Baltic states might
follow, joining with Switzerland to become part of the "EFTA-plus" grouping.
It would consolidate its fourth place in the world trade league, with an overall
trading volume of $2,636bn (2011).649 Nevertheless, this still does not afford an
optimal position, and there is a danger, as the separate organisation grew in
stature, it could replicate old antagonisms and create new rivalries rather than
fostering close co-operation.
As an alternative, the idea of an entirely new, pan-European organisation was
recently offered by the Alliance of European Conservatives and Reformists. It
proposed a European Common Market, based on the concept of a pan-European
free trade area open to all states on the continent, including those within the
EU. This left open the possibility of countries such as Britain being an associate
member of the EU, while having fully sovereign parliaments (with control of
their own borders). 650
Previously, Dutch MEP Michiel Van Hulten had offered a European Area of
Freedom, Security and Prosperity. It would comprise all EU and EFTA member
states, as well as all existing EU candidate countries (including Turkey) and
even Russia. The idea was a free trade area with a common foreign and security
policy, adopting the EU's existing internal market rules after reviewing and, if
necessary, amending them. It would co-operate on cross-border issues such as
transport and the environment, but would have no role in education, social and
taxation policy and justice and home affairs.651
A drawback of such ideas is that they are still based on a Europe of concentric
circles. The EU remains at the centre and the new grouping is on the periphery,
those on the outer fringes assuming a subordinate or inferior status. This would
be no more acceptable to the UK than any existing arrangements which cast it
in a subordinate role. This makes it necessary to look at the bigger picture,
looking for structures which avoid casting the UK in a subordinate role.
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Specifically, it requires a re-evaluation of the structures as a whole, and then to
resolve the EU's legislative monopoly for the whole of Europe. The EU-centric
nature of European trade policy, and much else, needs to be revisited.

10.2 Potential regional structures
Looking for a completely different architecture, that avoids being Brusselscentric, we find that one has existed in embryonic form as a hierarchical
arrangement, since 1948.
It was then that Winston Churchill, with others, argued for the United Nations
to be the "paramount authority" in world affairs, but with regional bodies as
part of the structure. They would be "august but subordinate", becoming "the
massive pillars upon which the world organisation would be founded in majesty
and calm".652 Effectively, a New World Order would comprise a hierarchy of
three tiers – national, regional and global. In the European context, this would
include all the nations in continental Europe.
While this might have been Mr Churchill's ambition for that moment, what has
actually emerged is not a dominant regional but a sub-regional entity. This is
the European Union, which has assumed the role and many of the powers of a
regional entity, without actually being one.
However, on a Europe-wide basis, there are organisations which might
potentially qualify as regional bodies. In fact, there are two. One is the Council
of Europe and the other the UNECE. However, the Council of Europe is
nominally a stand-alone grouping – an organisational cul-de-sac which was
rejected by Monnet in favour of the European Union. UNECE, on the other
hand, forms part of an existing hierarchical structure as one of five UN regional
commissions.653 Established in 1947, it is based in Geneva and reports to the
UN Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC). It has 56 members, including
most continental European countries, Canada, the Central Asian republics,
Israel and the USA. Its key objective is to foster economic integration at subregional and regional level.654
After a slow start, when it achieved little, UNECE is now responsible, inter
alia, for most of the technical standardisation of transport, including docks,
railways and road networks.655 With the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP), it administers pollution and climate change issues, and
hosts five environmental conventions covering issues ranging from
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transboundary air pollution to the Aarhus Convention.656,657 Its remit includes
"sustainable housing" and agricultural quality standards.658,659 It is also a key
body in the development of the global harmonised system (GHS) for the
classification and labelling of chemicals.660

Figure 26: Although often attributed to the EU, vehicle construction standards are
increasingly determined by UNECE in Geneva, with the EU adopting "UN
Regulations" as its own. (photo: Wikipedia Commons)

Of great relevance here, the UNECE Transport Division provides a secretariat
for the World Forum for the Harmonisation of Vehicle Regulations (WP.29),
establishing a regulatory framework for vehicle safety and environmental
impact.661 Its work is based on two agreements, made in 1958 and 1998, the
totality creating a legal framework whereby participating countries agree type
approvals for vehicles and components. This is the basic legislation which
permits vehicles to be used on the roads, without which they cannot be traded –
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internally or across borders – and which permits the sale of safety-critical spare
parts.
As far as the agreements go, there are currently 57 signatories, including the
EU. Non-EU countries include the major vehicle manufacturing countries of
Japan and South Korea.662
UNECE instruments, called "UN Regulations", permit mutual recognition of
each member country's type approvals.663 As of 2012, there were 128 UN
Regulations appended to the Agreements. Most cover a single vehicle
component or technology.664 Importantly, the EU has transferred lead
regulatory authority on vehicle standards to UNECE, allowing that, "only
UNECE documents determine the applicable law".665 There is, therefore, "a
very strong correlation between EU legislation and UNECE regulations", with
the EU having stepped back from the role of originating standards for vehicle
manufacturers in the territories of EEA member states. In fact, the role of
UNECE is now built into the framework directive on type approval for vehicles
and trailers, and automotive components.666
The role of UNECE is even recognised by the UK government. In a rare
acknowledgement of the role of international bodies, it advises readers in its
review of competences between the United Kingdom and the European Union,
in the transport sector, that:
In many instances, EU action needs to be seen in the context of international
arrangements at the UN Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE). For
example, a 1958 UNECE agreement has been effective as the main
international framework for the harmonisation of vehicle technical standards
at the international level and recent regulatory developments at the EU level
have seen Directives replaced with a number of UNECE Regulations.667

Yet standards harmonisation via UNECE is by no means confined to vehicle
manufacturing. In the agricultural sector, the EU has made great play of
abolishing 26 of the 36 specific marketing standards for fruit and vegetables,
including the so-called "straight cucumber directive".668 However, replacement
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regulations require produce to meet what are known as "general marketing
standards" (GMS).669 These are not specified in detail by the EU, but products
are deemed to comply if they conform to relevant UNECE standards.670 In other
words, the EU has not abandoned detailed marketing standards at all. It has
simply bumped them up to UNECE which has become the official standardssetting body, having even published its own cucumber specification.671 For
cucumbers to be traded freely throughout the EU – or imported into the customs
union - they must conform to this standard.
The activities in the transport and agricultural sectors, plus activities in other
sectors such as air and water pollution, indicate that UNECE is a body with
considerable regulatory breadth. That it could be expanded to manage a
Europe-wide single market, taking over from the sub-regional European Union,
is not an unreasonable proposition. Creating an entirely new organisation might
be considered reinventing the wheel. Logic suggests that a better option is to
build on what already exists.
Working within the aegis of the WTO's TBT Agreement, UNECE could thus be
equipped to coordinate the production of single market instruments for the
whole of continental Europe, then administering the functioning of the market.
It would replace the EU as the dominant body, thereby involving all European
countries in the decision-making process, not just EU Member States.
This is perhaps an improvement on that offered by Lord Leach of Fairford, who
has advocated attempting "to redefine the EU as the Single Market" rather than
as "a vague aspiration to political union".672 Such a scenario would conform
with the Foreign Affairs Committee's idea of "radical institutional change" to
give decision-making rights in the Single Market to all its participating states,
on an equal footing.673 By this means, the EU-centric "Europe of concentric
circles" would be avoided, and with it any idea of first class and second class
members. Each body, such as EFTA and the EU, has equal standing, creating a
community of equals.

10.3 UNECE – the hierarchical solution
Co-opting UNECE as the body responsible for the administration of the Single
Market takes advantage of a hierarchical structure which is already a
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component of the existing global framework (illustrated below in Figure 27). It
thus removes entirely the idea of a Europe of concentric circles, where the EU
is positioned at the core, with the peripheral bodies or nations seen in a
subordinate or inferior position. Instead, it becomes a partnership of equals.

Figure 27: A pan-European single market based on UNECE as the co-ordinating body
(simplified lines of communication shown).

Potentially, there are four levels, or tiers, although it should be stressed that the
hierarchy represents an administrative structure, rather than a seniorsubordinate relationship where the lines represent the flow of power. The
authority and power remains with the member states, except where the subregional EU is concerned. By choice, its member states are represented at the
higher administrative levels by the bloc to which they belong.
In terms of building the market, new standards may be initiated at any level but
typically they might be generated by bodies such as Codex, through to non210

treaty entities such as the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision. They
might have global effect or, if generated at a regional level, apply only to the
European market. Either way, for standards to apply throughout the region, they
would be recognised and processed by UNECE. As "UNECE regulations", they
would be promulgated by the Economic Commission and then adopted at EU
level for EU member states, and by national legislatures for other members. An
EFTA+ secretariat may act as a co-ordinating body and a conduit for
communication, perhaps using the modified two-pillar consultation structure
developed under the EEA Agreement.
What is currently absent from the UNECE structure is a formal court, with
nothing in any way comparable with the European Court of Justice or the EFTA
Court. UNECE was host to the European Convention on International
Commercial Arbitration of 1961, which informed the UNCITRAL Arbitration
Rule, which was revised in 2010.674 International arbitration is a developing
field and forms the basis of the controversial Investor-State Dispute Settlement
mechanisms adopted for TTIP. One might expect, therefore, the parties to agree
a form of dispute settlement specifically to deal with any enhanced UNECE
agreement.
Not entirely through its own fault, but rather reflecting the almost complete
ignorance of and indifference to its activities, UNECE remains virtually
unknown to the wider public, to most of the media and the majority of British
politicians. If it is to take on an expanded role, efforts need to be made to
acquaint both the general public and legislators with its activities. This may
require structural changes, with open meetings and a strong publicity effort.
The great strength of the option, though, is that it harnesses a process which is
already taking shape, using existing structures without having to reinvent the
wheel. Instead, we are accelerating and shaping a process which is happening
and will continue to develop, with or without our input.

10.4 Preparing for a post-exit strategy
With the possibly of adopting UNECE as an overarching structure in mind, an
entirely different shape to the Article 50 negotiations emerges. Instead of the
exit agreement being regarded as the end point, with the settlement treated as
the final word, parties should be asked to agree that the structures adopted are
interim, with the Article 50 agreement being regarded as the first of a number
of agreements.
Effectively, the exit settlement is kept in place for only as long as it takes for
something better to be devised. Negotiators thus would be expected to put down
a marker, to the effect than once the agreement has been concluded, new
674
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discussions should begin on the next of what might be several stages. That
might in the first instance be the negotiation of a new EFTA/EU trade
agreement to replace the EEA arrangements. However, that would merely be a
precursor to negotiating a restructuring with UNECE and its members.
In this, UNECE becomes the standard-maker for a single market which covers
the entire geographic continent of Europe, or wider if it is to embrace the entire
56-strong membership of the organisation. Standards are then couched in a
similar manner to existing UNECE regulations, leaving each subsidiary
organisation or member to implement them in accordance with their own
arrangements.
Procedures may or may not require change. As it stands, decisions are made by
consensus where possible. Where consensus cannot be reached, a vote is taken
and a decision is approved by a three-fourths majority of the parties present and
voting. That requires 37 votes, which thereby prevents either the EU or EFTA+
forcing a decision on their own, although it does allow the EU to block the
approval of decisions. Such a position may be unacceptable, except that
members may agree to a provision but may also opt out – whether they voted
for or against - by not ratifying it. In such cases, provisions will only apply to
members which have ratified them in accordance with their own constitutional
procedures.675
This structure preserves the essential difference between the supranational EU
and the intergovernmental UNECE.

10.5 A community of equals
In breaking the EU-centricity, and separating political integration from trade,
the adoption of UNECE as the administrative body also restores political
neutrality to trading agreements. Where the Association Agreement with
Ukraine was seen as a "Trojan Horse" for political integration, UNECE-led
initiatives have no political overtones. Notwithstanding political relations
between, say, Russia and the European Union, trading agreements can proceed
independently.
Because the relationship is based on geography rather than seeking political
integration, there is no conditionality. Vexed matters such as freedom of
movement are separated and access to the market no longer relies their
adoption.
The regional aspects replace much of the EU's neighbourhood policy,
eliminating some of the flaws that have been identified.676 Picking up on the
phrase used earlier, the trading association under the aegis of UNECE becomes
a community of equals. There is no sense of some nations being closer to the
675
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centre than others, of there being an "inner circle" or periphery, and no
privileged position where the EU is entitled to make decisions, from which
other nations are excluded.
Trade, under these circumstances, should mean trade, rather than an opportunity
for leverage, by which putative trading partners can be induced to accept other
policies against the promise of being given access to European markets. Where
conditionality is applied, often to achieve human rights or other objectives, it is
regarded as an application of "soft power". In this, the EU sees human rights as
universal and indivisible. By its own account, "it actively promotes and defends
them both within its borders and when engaging in relations with non-EU
countries".677 This is a deliberate policy which amounts to interference in the
internal affairs of other nations.
Thus, while the application of "soft power" is an excellent diplomatic tool, it
might be preferable to leave trade in goods and services out of the bartering.
To avoid the extended and often unsuccessful negotiations that we are seeing,
conditionality might be limited to direct externalities – such as the adoption of
hygiene codes as a condition for trading in foodstuffs. In that event, the guiding
ethos would be to avoid making such trade conditional on adoption of human
rights or other matters not directly related to the trade in question.
Needless to say, there is no reason why there should not be permissible
exceptions. For instance, the EU's "Anything But Arms" initiative – easing
trade restrictions to less developed countries on all products except arms, or
equipment used by police forces for public order purposes, is perfectly
legitimate. Arms sales generally are made conditional on the acceptance of end
use restrictions, while public order equipment might be made conditional on the
adoption of human rights codes.
Problematically, though, such conditionality is often a matter of bilateral
agreement, with one country (or bloc such as the EU) being seen to be imposing
its mores or standards on its partners. A better approach might be to seek
regional or global agreements governing, for instance, the sale of arms. That
way, negotiating parties might agree to adopt the provisions of those codes,
rather than have one party seeking to impose its particular standards on another.
For the UK, outside the EU, it is in a position to raise such issues and place
them on the agenda at the United Nations (i.e., global) level. In all instances,
the UK might best expend its efforts in brokering agreements between equals,
to avoid the perception of more wealthy nations seeking to impose their
demands on weaker partners. But that same provision also applies in relations
between the UK and the EU. Any arrangement which casts the UK in a
subordinate role, in relation to the EU or any of its member states, is simply not
sustainable in the longer term.
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PHASE FOUR
Restoring independent policies

214

11.0 Foreign and defence policy
Only strength can cooperate. Weakness can only beg.
Dwight D Eisenhower

The essence of Britain's departure from the EU is a celebration of nationalism,
and a decisive rejection of supranationalism. Its status as a newly independent
nation will permit a great deal of autonomy in terms of policymaking. In this
and the following chapters that comprise phase four, we look at examples of
key policies, and how they might develop in an independent UK. This is by no
means an exhaustive list, but simply provides a snapshot, to illustrate the nature
and extent of the task involved.
We start by looking at the way an independent foreign policy and the linked
defence policy might emerge.

11.1 The European Union dimension
In EU terminology, "foreign policy" is designated as "external policies". Its
strategies, instruments and missions are overseen by the European External
Action Service, previously headed by Catherine Ashton, the High
Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, and the European
External Action Service. The establishment of her post and developments in
the Common Security and Defence Policy were the two major innovations of
the Lisbon Treaty.
The EU declares that it has four key aims: the support of stability; the
promotion of human rights and democracy; seeking the spread of prosperity;
and supporting the enforcement of the rule of law and good governance. By its
own admission, the policy mix is vast, "ranging from bilateral agreements to
guidelines and legislation".678
On its website, it lists no less than 31 policy areas, ranging from the Arctic
Region, to "uprooted people", taking in Conflict Diamonds (Blood Diamonds The EU & the Kimberley Process), "Green Diplomacy" and the environment,
and the flagship Common Foreign & Security Policy (CFSP), the Middle East
Peace Process, Nuclear Safety and Terrorism.
678
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As to the CFSP, it previously formed the second pillar of the old EU structure,
implemented on an intergovernmental basis with most decisions taken
unanimously by the Council of the European Union (formerly the Council of
Ministers) or the European Council. The Treaty of Lisbon abolished the pillars,
although the decision-making procedures were unaffected. The European
Council is still the institution responsible for defining the general guidelines
and strategies of the EU. On this basis, the Council of the EU is then
responsible for developing and putting in place the implementing measures.
On matters relating to the CFSP, Member States and the High Representative
for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy have a right of initiative. The High
Representative exercises this right with the support of the Commission. In
addition, the High Representative must regularly inform and consult the
European Parliament on the implementation of the CFSP. In particular, the
High Representative must ensure that the views of the European Parliament are
duly taken into consideration.
While unanimity remains the general rule for decisions adopted by the Council
and the European Council concerning the CFSP, the Treaty of Lisbon
introduced a specific bridging clause applicable to the whole of the CFSP.
Using this clause, the European Council may authorise the Council to act by a
qualified majority to adopt certain measures. Exceptions are made for decisions
with military implications or those in the area of defence. Apart from a few
specific, technical areas, the ECJ has no jurisdiction over CFSP decisions.
The new Treaty does not make any changes to the financing of the CFSP:
expenditure with military implications or in the area of defence is funded by
Member States; all other expenditure is covered by the EU budget. The Treaty,
however, introduces two new mechanisms to ensure rapid finance for the most
urgent actions, one from the Union budget and the other from a start-up
fund, financed by contributions from Member States.679

11.2 The need for realignment
British foreign policy is set out annually, currently in the 2013-14 FCO Annual
Report, which has Britain pursuing "an active and activist foreign policy,
working with other countries and strengthening the rules-based international
system in support of values".680
In this, there is evident a strong element of self-delusion as the FCO continues
to assert an independent role. It intends – or so it says - "to use its global
679
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diplomatic network to protect and promote UK interests worldwide" and it also
aims "to retain and build up Britain's international influence in specific areas in
order to shape a distinctive British foreign policy geared to the national
interest". It also intends to respond effectively to crises by maintaining a high
state of crisis readiness. And despite increasing European integration, it is
determined to continue "a strong, close and frank relationship with the United
States that delivers concrete benefits for both sides". The essence of the policy,
though, is to advance the British national interest "through an effective
European Union policy in priority areas, engaging constructively while
protecting our national sovereignty".
Other aspects included the delivery of more effective and modernised
international institutions, particularly the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation,
the European Union, the United Nations, the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe and the Council of Europe. The FCO also wanted to
strengthen the Commonwealth as a focus for promoting democratic values and
human rights, climate resilient development, conflict prevention and trade.
Then it was to use "soft power" as a tool of UK foreign policy, promoting
British values and human rights and contributing to the welfare of developing
countries and their citizens. It would use the National Security Council as a
centre of decision making on international and national security issues;
strengthen the UK's relationships with emerging powers in a systematic way
across Government to support UK prosperity and security; and use the G8
Presidency in 2013 to develop open economies, open governments and open
societies and meet objectives on tax, trade and transparency.
From this comprehensive list, expressed as nine "bullet points" in the annual
report, reference to the European Union is minimal, but significant, in terms of
seeking to advance British interests through "effective European Union policy".
Taken literally, that suggests that the EU is seen as a means by or through
which British interests are advanced, which thereby sets the parameters for a
post-withdrawal policy. Rather than working through the EU, the UK will need
to revert to promoting its interests directly.
However, there is more to this than simply a change of form. To an extent, UK
policies, without the means directly to implement them, cease to be ambitions
and become merely aspirational. That is evident in terms of policy towards
Syria. As expressed in the annual report – the policy is to "accelerate political
transition" and "prepare for the aftermath", providing humanitarian support and
minimising "the impact on the region". The policy also encompasses the
avoidance of "major regional spill-over of the conflict" and "a reduced terrorist
threat to the UK".681
Pressure to achieve "political transition" (regime change by another name) has
been exerted through the United Nations Security Council but this has been
681
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somewhat overshadowed by the emergence of ISIS (Islamic State of Iraq and
Syria). Now that it has spread from its Syrian area of operations to Iraq, with
claims of creating a "caliphate", it is evident, as the FCO report acknowledges,
that: "We did not achieve our overarching policy goals in Syria".
In this, the United States is still considering direct military intervention in Syria
against ISIS, and is already carrying out air strikes in the region, alongside the
RAF and other air forces. These combined actions could have the unintended
effect of preventing or slowing down political transition, thereby frustrating
current UK policy objectives. The UK has the option, therefore, of maintaining
an unachievable policy or changing it to conform to the new reality. And that
effectively sets the paradigm for a post-exit foreign policy. Each aspect of
current policy will need to be re-evaluated to ascertain which, under the new
circumstances, are merely aspirational and which can be considered realistic
ambitions. Aspirations can either be "parked" or changed, while ambitions can
be pursued.
Policies as statements of ambition, of course, suggest the UK has the resources
to implement them. In some cases, this has implications for defence spending,
where military intervention is part of the resolution. However, current plans
include the use of "soft power" as a tool of UK foreign policy, which we will
explore later in this chapter. Suffice to say at this point that "soft power" – as
with military power - requires co-ordinating efforts with allies and non-state
actors including NGOs and major charities. Leaving the EU will doubtless
require certain realignments, the need for which will emerge over time.

11.3 Levels of co-operation
Despite its independence, as its closest neighbours are EU member states and
the EU represents a powerful trading and political bloc, there will be a need for
Britain to continue working closely with the EU. That co-operation will tend to
be structured at two levels. The higher level will be the haute politique, which
traditionally encompasses foreign policy and defence but also now extends to
"soft power" issues such as foreign aid and human rights. Then, at a secondary
level, there will be the myriad of administrative relations concerning the nuts
and bolts of neighbourly coexistence.
In the first instance, though, what takes on special importance is not the nature
of the co-operation but the mechanisms which facilitate it. As an EU member,
the UK enjoys countless opportunities for contact, but many of the links forged
will be severed following exit. New links will have to be established, and some
of the older links will have to be re-established and strengthened.
Doubtless, an independent Britain will seek to manage some of its
administrative relations through existing EU institutions, agencies and
programmes. However, in terms of haute politique, there is a possibility that
some of the relations between the UK and the EU will be managed little
differently from the way they are now. This is because the EU, despite being
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primarily a treaty organisation, still handles many aspects of foreign policy and
defence outside the treaty framework, on an intergovernmental basis. Given the
political will, high level meetings with Community officials and with Member
State politicians will continue, and there will be scope for ongoing cooperation.
What will change, of course, are the ways in which relations between the UK
and the rest of the EU Member States are conducted. Many of the institutional
mechanisms – such as the European Council and the Council of Ministers - will
no longer be available. We will also lose access to bodies such as the Political
and Security Committee (PSC), established under the aegis of the Council and
the High Representative, a body which is made up of ambassadors from the
Member States and thus has inbuilt UK representation. Currently, it is
responsible for the political control and strategic direction of crisis management
operations, and is authorised to take decisions on the practical management of a
crisis. In this work it is assisted by a Politico-Military Group, a Committee for
Civilian Aspects of Crisis Management, and the Military Committee and
Military Staff.682
Many of the communications at lower level, such as through COREPER and
the External Action Service, will also cease to exist. Therefore, as part of the
exit settlement, new mechanisms for communication and coordination will have
to be devised. To safeguard British interests, some may need to be formalised
and built into the exit agreement.

11.4 Foreign policy mechanisms
In dealing with foreign policy co-operation, it is possible to refer to structures
used in the early days of the Community. For instance, since the 1970
Davignon Report, there have been regular meetings of (then) EEC foreign
ministers, with the formation of the European Political Committee (EPC).683
From April 1974 their gatherings became known as Gymnich meetings, after
the Federal German government guest house near Bonn (Schloss Gymnich) in
which they were held.
The Gymnich meetings are usually convened at a weekend, to permit the
discussion of long-term strategies in the loose, informal setting. Normally, there
are no fixed agendas and ministers are not accompanied by large numbers of
staff. Nor is there usually a final communiqué and the outcomes are treated as
strictly confidential. Organised at the time by Hans-Dietrich Genscher, they
have become bi-annual events. Crucially for the UK, foreign ministers from
682
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associated countries, which are not EU members, are also invited as guests.684
Thus, there would be no settled reason why UK foreign ministers might not
continue to attend, on more or less the same basis as before, provided an
agreement could be reached to that effect.
The Gymnich principle has also been extended to meetings of justice and home
affairs ministers, where national co-ordination is discussed informally,
sometimes under the aegis of the EU rotating presidencies. Again, UK ministers
might be invited routinely as guests, enabling high-level departmental contacts
to be maintained, outside the formal venues of the Council of the European
Union meeting, which UK ministers would no longer be able to attend.
Meetings at the level of heads of state and governments, however, have now
been institutionalised as routine European Council meetings, to which the UK
might no longer be invited. On the other hand, G8/20 forums (or G7 with the
absence of Russia) might provide adequate means of continuing high-level
dialogue between UK prime ministers and their counterparts.
Where additional high-level contacts are thought necessary, it might be
advantageous to establish formal bilateral structures, along the lines of the EPC,
with provision for formal "summits" of heads of state and governments at
regular intervals, to make up for the loss of contact through the European
Council. This might be especially appropriate for communications on matters of
defence not covered by NATO, foreign policy and macro-economics.
For especially urgent or important matters, there also remains the possibility of
talks on the margins of the regular meetings of the European Council in
Brussels, where the (then) 27 heads of state and governments assemble. There
are plenty of precedents for invited guests to address the Council, during formal
and informal meetings.
At ministerial and official level, in other policy areas, meetings can employ
what is known as the "open method of coordination" (OMC). This is directed at
producing what is very often described as "soft law", a process of policymaking
which does not lead to binding legislative measures or require Member States
to change their law.685 It has been used particularly to develop employment
policy, but is not restricted to that sphere. It includes research and development,
enterprise and immigration, and all areas of social policy.686
Generally, the OMC works in stages. The Council of Ministers agrees on policy
goals, Member States translate them into national and regional policies and then
specific benchmarks and indicators to measure best practice are agreed upon.
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Although the system was devised as an intergovernmental tool for policy areas
reserved for national governments, it was sometimes seen as a way for the
Commission to "put its foot in the door". Outside the EU, pressure to conform
to EU policy initiatives would be reduced and OMC could no longer be used as
a "back door" for Community encroachment. Then, because it is an established
way for ministers and officials to communicate across a wide range of issues, it
could have some value to a post-exit Britain, allowing for EU-UK co-ordination
when necessary.
Here, existing EFTA arrangements can be exploited (about which we write
further in the next chapter). The extensive consultation system is wellestablished and much of the communication is structured through OMC. 687 It
enables ongoing and largely cordial relations to be maintained with EU member
states and institutions.
Co-operation can then be assisted by modern communications technology,
including video conferencing. It is no longer necessary for contacts to be routed
via diplomatic services and, within agreed areas, there can be routine, direct
communication between ministers and officials. Even at a higher level, many
European leaders are on first-name terms; they can pick up telephones, send emails and even exchange messages on social media.
There are then the informal meetings at innumerable venues such as Davos,
where ministers and even prime ministers can work up policies and joint
positions without relying on the traditional diplomatic routes. Within the EU,
institutions occasionally use e-mail consultation as part of the legislative
procedures, and that level of co-ordination could be used by the UK.688
Therefore, when informal mechanisms proliferate, it is not always necessary, in
a post-exit world, to define formal structures to replace those which have been
lost. These will emerge in their own way, to serve the needs of the moment.

11.5 Neighbourhood policy
Of necessity, in withdrawing from the EU, the UK will be redefining its
relationship with the EU. From being a full member, the UK will become a
"neighbour", a relationship which for the EU has very specific policy
implications. This presents the EU with as much of a problem as the UK, as it
deals with its immediate, non-EEA neighbours through a formal "European
Neighbourhood Policy" (ENP). This was developed in 2004, with the objective
of "avoiding the emergence of new dividing lines between the enlarged EU and
our neighbours and instead strengthening the prosperity, stability and security
of all".689
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The policy framework embraces the EU's 16 closest neighbours – Algeria,
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Egypt, Georgia, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Libya,
Moldova, Morocco, Palestine, Syria, Tunisia and Ukraine. It chiefly constitutes
a bilateral policy between the EU and each partner country. And in EU-speak, it
is further enriched and complemented by regional and multilateral co-operation
initiatives: the Eastern Partnership (launched in Prague in May 2009); the EuroMediterranean Partnership (EUROMED) (formerly known as the Barcelona
Process, re-launched in Paris in July 2008); and the Black Sea Synergy
(launched in Kiev in February 2008).690
It is hardly the case that the UK would fit this current structure, and
membership of the EEA would automatically exclude it from the ENP.
However, if the longer term ambition is to renegotiate the EEA Agreement, any
future relationship between the UK and the EU will need to take account of
ENP developments.
Specifically, ENP has come under strain after Russian responses to the Ukraine
partnership agreement, with accusations that this reflects expansionist foreign
policy ambitions of the EU. A 2014 report, however, drew attention to
conceptual flaws in the policy, and argued that the implementation was
incoherent.691 A further report complained that "there had been a strong element
of 'sleep-walking' into the current crisis", with Member States and the UK's
Foreign and Commonwealth Office being taken by surprise by events in
Ukraine".692
Between the sixteen countries, there was little in common other than a
geographic proximity to the EU. The methodology of the policy was derived
from the EU's enlargement experience, but it was not the case that accession of
the current neighbours was anticipated. Thus, the broad brush policy approach
mixed countries that wanted a closer association with the EU with those that did
not. The absence of the carrot of future membership frustrated those countries
which had ambitions for EU membership.
Furthermore, it was asserted that, with the policy having been designed for
long-term engagement in a stable environment, it was ill-suited for the rapid
change that characterised much of the EU's neighbourhood. It insisted on
conditionality in its relationships with its neighbours but frequently applied
those conditions inconsistently and selectively; it was Eurocentric in conception
and often ignored the roles outside actors (such as Russia) played in the EU's
neighbourhood. The policy also overemphasised bilateral relationships,
overlooking the fact that many of the neighbourhood's problems required a
regional approach.
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Outside the EU – unless it rejoins the EEA - the UK would assume the novel
position of a "neighbour", on a par with the other sixteen neighbouring
countries which are currently afforded that status. This could have advantages
in that it could assist in redefining the EU's neighbourhood policy. It might
even assist EEA countries, some of which (notably Norway) might welcome
the chance to negotiate different relationships with the EU. From the outset,
though, the UK might form an alternative focus point, through which the
sixteen countries can relate, and decide their positions, breaking away from the
Euro-centricity of the current arrangements.
With the five EFTA countries, potentially, that creates a neighbourhood group
of 21 countries which have a common concern in having the EU as a neighbour.
Even as an informal grouping, liaison over common interests allows for
concerted action, should the need arise, offsetting and to an extent neutralising
the power of the EU.

11.6 Soft power dynamics
A 2014 House of Lords report on "Persuasion and Power in the Modern World"
wrote of "immense changes" taking place in the international landscape. The
conditions under which international relations are conducted, it said, have
undergone, and are continuing to undergo, major shifts which will
accelerate and be compounded in the years immediately ahead.693 It went
on:
Unprecedented international access to state information, the digital
empowerment of individuals and groups, the growing role of global protest
networks and NGOs, the complexity of modern trade supply chains and
multinational corporate operations, accelerated urbanisation, the increasing
asymmetry of modern warfare, and transnational challenges are diffusing
and fragmenting traditional state power, and enabling the world's peoples
and countries to be increasingly interconnected and interdependent. At the
same time, the rising power, economic and political, of non-Western
countries (the so-called "rise of the rest") is altering the international balance
of power and influence.

The UK, like other nations, the Committee averred, is directly affected by
these new conditions, which created a demand for new approaches in the
exercise and deployment of our influence. These involved generating
international power through influencing other countries to want the same
things as the UK, a situation achieved by "building positive international
relationships and coalitions which defend our interests and security,
uphold our national reputation and promote our trade and prosperity".
This, the Committee said, has been described as the exercise of "soft
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power", as distinct from the use of force and coercion for a nation to assert
itself, labelled as "hard power".
Relying on witness Jonathan McClory, the Committee referred to the future of
international influence residing in transnational networks. McClory argued that
the ability to build and mobilise networks of state and non-state actors towards
the advancement of an objective is what would separate successful and
unsuccessful states in the future of foreign policy. Being a central actor across
multiple networks would allow a country to shape the preferences, debates,
procedures, rules, and ultimately outcomes of decisions that can only be taken
multilaterally.
States were able to derive power from being at the hub of a hub-and-spokes
network, or by bridging or exploiting holes in networks to influence
communication between other actors. Therefore, "a state can wield global
power by engaging and acting together with other states, not merely acting
against them".694
Specific applications of "soft power" include such matters as the promotion of
human rights at an international level, in which context it is asserted that the EU
is a "clear multiplier" for the UK. By working with the EU, the UK "benefited
from a louder voice, had more moral authority, and was less likely to face
bilateral retaliation".695 The EU was also well placed to promote human rights
as the world's largest aid donor.
This was the view projected in the balance of competences review on Foreign
Policy yet the authors of the review also asserted that:
The EU is part of a network of international institutions, including the UN,
the Commonwealth, the Council of Europe, and the Organisation for
Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), which provides a framework
of laws, standards and tools through which the UK can pursue its human
rights work.

In terms of the loudness of "voice", therefore, the volume depends not only on
the EU but also upon the other partners in the "network", each of which have
their own presence and audiences, each of which contribute to the "framework"
which the UK utilises. Since the EU is only one component of this framework,
its removal diminishes the volume of the UK's "voice" only by a fraction
corresponding with its overall contribution.
Where the attenuation of volume is deemed significant, the essence of the postEU settlement might, therefore, be to seek compensatory volume by increasing
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the involvement with other partners. However, the UK – along with its other
EU Member States partners - has invested considerable political capital in
pursuing human rights issues, promoting them as a major part of its own
foreign policy. The mechanism in which it has chosen to invest, though, is the
EU Council's strategic framework on human rights and democracy,
promulgated in June 2012.696 This is slated as "the first comprehensive
statement of related EU values and commitments since 2001".
In pursuing the framework agenda, the EU is working with the United Nations
General Assembly, the UN Human Rights Council and the International Labour
Organisation. It supports the UN Human Rights Council and the UN Office of
the High Commissioner for Human Rights, as well as the treaty monitoring
bodies and UN Special procedures. One initiative which the EU is following is
the Universal Periodic Review (UPR), a process which involves a review of the
human rights records of all UN Member States.
Described by the United Nations as a state-driven process, it comes under the
auspices of the Human Rights Council, which provides the opportunity for each
State to declare what actions they have taken to improve human rights in their
countries and to fulfil their human rights obligations. It is designed to ensure
equal treatment for every country when their human rights are assessed. By
October 2011 it had reviewed the records of all 193 UN Member States.697
As an indication of how such mechanisms infiltrate political systems, UPR's
processes have been accepted as a "core part" of the EU's internal and external
policies. The EU and its Member States - including the UK - are "committed to
raising UPR recommendations which have been accepted, as well as
recommendations of treaty monitoring bodies and UN Special Procedures".
This applies in terms of bilateral relations with all third countries, while
Member States themselves agree to implement recommendations applicable to
their own territories. Strategic direction is provided by the Council Working
Group on Human Rights (COHOM), of which the UK is a member.698
In forthcoming UPR rounds, the EU intends to pay close attention to the degree
of implementation by third countries of UPR commitments which they have
accepted. Providing the support measures for their implementation will then
form a major component of ongoing policy. In this, the EU will be working
with the Council of Europe and the OSCE. It also plans to work in partnership
with regional and other organisations such as the African Union, ASEAN,
SAARC, the Organisation of American States, the Arab League, the
Organisation of Islamic Cooperation and the Pacific Islands Forum with a view
to encouraging the consolidation of regional human rights mechanisms.
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So integrated into the fabric of UK foreign policy is the UPR programme and
the linked policy measures that it has assumed a strategic role, determining
other policy issues such as the allocation of foreign aid. Removal occasioned by
EU withdrawal would leave a major gap. That leaves two major options – either
to replicate the programme outwith the EU, or to abandon the idea of using
UPR recommendations as a basis for bilateral programmes, and to devise an
entirely new policy foundation. Whether this will be predicated on an extension
of soft power or on a more conventional basis is probably a matter which will
need an extensive debate before a decision can be made.

11.7 Overseas Aid
As a form of "soft power", overseas aid can be an important tool in the pursuit
of UK policy objectives, such as the relief of migratory pressures in a way that
will directly or indirectly reduce unwanted immigration to this country.
Currently, the UK is committed to spending 0.7 percent of GNI on overseas aid.
In 2014, it disbursed £11.775 billion, equivalent to 0.71 percent of GNI. Of this,
£6.775 billion was disbursed via the Department for International Development
(DfID) as bilateral aid. The remaining £5 billion was managed by other
agencies as multilateral aid, including £1.824 billion to the World Bank, £518
million to UN agencies and £1.471 billion to Regional Development Banks and
other multilateral agencies.
The sum dispersed also includes a contribution to the EU aid budget of £1.188
billion, some 16 percent of the total EU aid spending.699 The majority of that,
nearly 70 percent, is part of the UK's share of the EU's budget and is not
discretionary. However, in a review of DfID's overview of EU aid spending, it
was found that there was no effective performance management system in place
for EU aid. And while the EU's scale and influence provided an opportunity for
development impact, this was not being effectively harnessed.700
As to the UK's modus operandi, it takes what is called a "selective approach",
working on a limited number of policy areas, focusing on anti-corruption,
transparency, trade and climate change. Work on anti-corruption has
intensified, and work on the environment and climate change has been
maintained. In addition, a new cross-government approach is integrating
development and security for countries in crisis.701
The OECD regards this approach as "useful", although there is no systematic
way to ensure conflicts between policy objectives are addressed. Focusing on
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win-win opportunities, where the UK's national interests align with
development priorities, has meant less attention on mitigating the risk that other
policies – notably migration – impact negatively on development. As is the case
for other donors, the OECD says, awareness of potential trade-offs is low.702
Neither, in terms of what is known as "policy coherence for development"
(PCD), is UK spending particularly well managed. Supposedly at the heart of a
new approach to overseas aid spending is the idea of "working across
Government in the UK, and with global partners in the multilateral system, to
maximise the impact on development of all the UK's actions".703 The fact that
this is regarded as new tells its own story. As the OECD remarked:
… the lack of a comprehensive approach to ensuring its development efforts
are not undermined by other government policies means potential
incoherence in other policy areas can be overlooked. It also means
opportunities might be missed for stakeholders to provide evidence on and
solutions to problems of incoherence. For instance, little has been done to
address potential links between migration policy and development.704

Criticism in similar terms is expressed elsewhere. The Africa All Party
Parliamentary Group in its 2012 report was concerned about "the lack of
objective criteria" used to select countries to which aid should be allocated
("focus countries"), the lack of transparency of the process of selection and the
poor quality of some of the information on which these decisions were based.
Then, the published criteria on which the aid had ostensibly been allocated (the
Needs-Effectiveness Index (NEI)) appeared to have been used to justify the
subjective decisions of officials, rather than to make objective decisions.705
Given the potential for "incoherence" and the lack of objectivity in the
allocation of aid, withdrawal from the EU will not necessarily have a significant
effect on UK policy. Issues which were incoherent before withdrawal will
doubtless remain so afterwards, unless specific measures are taken to ensure
otherwise. The main effect of withdrawal, therefore, may simply be to afford
the opportunity to terminate its contributions to the EU and either effect
savings, or redirect spending to other areas where a significant development
impact can be achieved.
Redirection of that spending could, in itself, improve policy coherence. For
instance, the UNHCR in 2013 presented a global needs-based budget of
US$3,924 million, revised to the unprecedented level of US$5,335 million.
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Diversion of the amounts formerly paid to the EU to the UN agency could
significantly enhance its capabilities.706 Directed at improving the conditions of
refugees close to their countries of origin, such spending might have a useful
effect in reducing migratory pressure.
More generally, redirection of foreign policy resulting from withdrawal from
the EU might then require a reorientation of aid policy to bring it into line with
any new or different policy objectives, and in particular a focus on links
between development and migratory policies. For maximum effect, there would
also have to be some re-evaluation of aid disbursed via the World Bank and
other agencies – which collectively receive substantially larger amount than the
EU.
However, since the evidence suggests a level of incoherence in policy
formulation, the development of linkages with other policy areas would in fact
be a continuation of what is currently regarded as the new approach. In other
words, aid policy is so under-developed, both at EU and national level, that aid
policy adjustments will depend not so much on the event of EU withdrawal but
on already established efforts to improve policy coherence.

11.8 Defence cooperation
Post-war European defence co-operation has been a central part of UK policy
since the termination of hostilities with Germany in 1945. Traditionally it has
been organised via the Atlantic Alliance (NATO), which remains the UK's
preferred instrument.
It is, therefore, anticipated that a post-exit UK will continue to pursue its
defence co-operation via NATO. The EU, on the other hand, has ambitions of
developing a capability for autonomous action independently of the Atlantic
Alliance. Britain's independence need not preclude it from supporting those
ambitions, which can be done outside the framework of EU treaties.
An example of such support came with the St Malo Declaration on 4 December
1998, a joint declaration made by French President Chirac and Prime Minister
Tony Blair.707 Although this was an Anglo-French declaration, from the first
two paragraphs it is very clear that it was addressing the EU defence position,
notably stating:
1. The European Union needs to be in a position to play its full role on the
international stage. This means making a reality of the Treaty of
Amsterdam, which will provide the essential basis for action by the Union.
It will be important to achieve full and rapid implementation of the
Amsterdam provisions on CFSP. This includes the responsibility of the
European Council to decide on the progressive framing of a common
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defence policy in the framework of CFSP. The Council must be able to take
decisions on an intergovernmental basis, covering the whole range of
activity set out in Title V of the Treaty of European Union.
2. To this end, the Union must have the capacity for autonomous action,
backed up by credible military forces, the means to decide to use them and a
readiness to do so, in order to respond to international crises.

In particular, the declaration called for the EU to be "… given appropriate
structures and a capacity for analysis of situations, sources of intelligence and a
capability for relevant strategic planning, without unnecessary duplication". It
also called for the EU to have recourse to "suitable military means", which
included "European capabilities pre-designated within NATO's European pillar
or national or multinational European means outside the NATO framework".
More usually, the EU works within the framework of the European Council,
which it was able to do in response to the St Malo declaration. In June 1999, the
Cologne European Council decided to give substance to the EU's "Petersberg
tasks", framed in 1992 by eleven of the then EU member states through the
mechanism of the Western European Union (WEU). The tasks covered
humanitarian and rescue, peace-keeping and combat forces in crisis
management, including peace-making.708 At the Council, these were placed at
the core of what was labelled the "European Common Security and Defence
Policy". The fifteen heads of government, along with the President of the
European Commission, declared that:
…the Union must have the capacity for autonomous action, backed up by
credible military forces, the means to decide to use them and a readiness to
do so, in order to respond to international crises without prejudice to actions
by NATO.709

Similarly, in December 1999, the Helsinki European Council took the initiative
further and agreed on the creation of a European Rapid Reaction Force (ERRF).
This was to be an EU-led military force able to deploy within 60 days and
sustain for at least one year up to 60,000 personnel capable of the full range of
Petersberg tasks. Also agreed was a "Headline Goal" which set out the specific
force components which member states agreed to contribute. Force
commitments were outside the framework of the EU treaties.
The ERRF subsequently developed into the battlegroup concept, which then
included Norway which in November 2004 declared together with Sweden and
Finland that it would contribute to building a Nordic Battlegroup. The
Norwegian contribution would consist of about 200 soldiers, serving in support
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functions such as medical service, logistics and strategic lift.710 Due to its
reservations on the European Security and Defence Policy (ESDP), Denmark
did not participate in the battlegroup.711 Thus illustrated is the anomalous
position where non-EU member states can contribute to the EU defence
identity, while some EU member states are able to exclude themselves from it.
Also illustrated is the potential for the UK to participate in EU military
ventures, should it so desire, without continued membership of the EU.
Another avenue for defence cooperation is suggested by the treaty signed
between the British government and five other nations – France, Germany,
Spain, Italy and Sweden – on 27 July 2000.712 Described as a "Framework
Agreement" between the six countries, it concerned "measures to facilitate the
restructuring and operation of the European defence industry". But, in Part 7
(Articles 45-49), the Parties recognised "the need to harmonise the military
requirements of their armed forces" and set out a permanent process for
"harmonised force development and equipment acquisition planning". The
Framework Agreement is an inter-governmental treaty and is not an EU
institution. It does not have an office, secretariat or budget and relies on the
parties to agree and deliver the work programmes. It was one of the first
examples of closer European co-operation in the armaments field.
Crucially, the Parties agreed "to co-operate in establishing a long term masterplan that would present a common view of their future operational needs". This
would constitute a framework for harmonised equipment acquisition planning
and "orientation for a harmonised defence related R&T policy". To that effect,
they agreed to subscribe to a "detailed analysis of military capabilities and the
national planning status and priority of equipment and system programmes", as
well as co-operating "as early as possible" in the genesis of the requirement up
to and including the specification of the systems they wanted to develop and/or
purchase.713
Despite being concluded entirely outside the framework of the European Union,
it took in the six member states which accounted for 90 percent of indigenous
armament production within the EU and opens the way for a significant degree
of defence integration. The recitals refer to making a contribution to "the
construction of a common European security and defence policy".
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The Treaty also called for the Parties to "define and implement the methods,
means and organisation" to achieve their objectives. This was done in July 2004
when, by a Joint Council Decision, the EU set up the European Defence
Agency (EDA). It started work in January 2005 as an intergovernmental
organisation, its task to co-ordinate and promote development of European
military capabilities and to foster the establishment of a European defence
market.714
Subsequently the EDA was absorbed into the EU as a formal agency, where it
is responsible for coordinating large scale programmes such as the A-400M
military transport aircraft. The UK is part of that programme and would have to
continue working within the EDA from outside the EU, as does Norway on a
case-by-case basis.
The Framework Agreement (FA) is still in force. To implement it, an Executive
Committee (ExCo) composed of senior officials has been formed. Inter alia, it
is responsible for exercising executive level oversight of the FA. Six subcommittees were then created by the ExCo to implement the six areas of the
Agreement. Each nation takes it in turn to chair the ExCo on an annual basis
and the UK provided the chairmanship to 30 June 2011, when France took over.
The ExCo meets two or three times a year to review progress on current
activities and agree new priorities and activities. It is also responsible for
providing regular reports to Ministers and State Secretaries.715
One would presume that the UK would want to consider whether to continue
with this relationship. It does not preclude relationships with defence
contractors from other nations, as with the development and production of the
F-35B for the UK carrier programme, or the Army's Watchkeeper UAV
programme, the platform for which is of Israeli design. And, while there is a
general desire to standardise military equipment at a European level, this has
not prevented the UK from developing specific equipment to meet operational
needs of forces engaged in active duty, very often through Urgent Operational
Requirements (UORs).
In fact, operational demands have imposed their own limits on the degree of
standardisation than can be achieved or is desirable. In French "anti-jihadist"
operations in Mali during 2013, for instance, in free-ranging operations, in
scrub and semi-arid conditions, there was little threat from IEDs (Improvised
Explosive Devices) and mines. Troops, therefore, were able to rely for their
mobility on the conventional VAB 4x4 armoured personnel carrier (APC). In
different conditions in Afghanistan, where the IED threat was high, British
troops required carriers of a completely different design, optimised for mine
and IED protection. Therefore, as long as forces are committed to different
theatres (or different roles in the same general theatres of operation), each with
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their own operational demands, the prospect of standardised equipment, while
ostensibly attractive, is not at all realistic.
This is evident in the latest French army re-equipment plans, centred on its
"Scorpion" modernisation programme. Announced on 5 December 2014 and
valued initially at €752 million, it covers the purchase of a new generation of
armoured wheeled combat vehicles. Two main vehicles are involved: a 6x6
Véhicule Blindé MultiRole (VBMR), known as Griffon and a 6x6 Engin Blindé
de Reconnaissance et de Combat (EBRC), to be called the Jaguar.716 The
nearest British equivalent to the programme is the now-stalled Future Rapid
Effects System (FRES). This was to be based on the eight-wheeler Pirana V
armoured vehicle, similar to the US Stryker, and a tracked reconnaissance
vehicle under the designation "Scout SV". The latter is currently on order.717
Effectively, different doctrinal approaches are driving huge differences in
capabilities – with the French equipment more attuned to supporting operations
in central Africa. Furthermore, these differences do not take into account the
electronic systems – in which the French have also gone ahead on their own
Bulle Opérationnelle Aéroterrestre (BOA) network-centric systems. These are
unlikely to interface with British equipment when it finally emerges.
The British Army, on the other hand, is trialling the Mastiff protected patrol
vehicle in the mechanised infantry role. A legacy vehicle from the Iraqi and
Afghani conflicts, based on the US-built Cougar, it is optimised for
counterinsurgency in high-threat environments where IEDs are the weapons of
choice for insurgents. The type is one of the few capable of countering the
Explosively Formed Projectile (EFP) which, in skilled hands, is a "game
changer", denying traditional security forces tactical mobility. Thus, if the
vehicle is retained, the UK inventory will include a capability not shared with
any other modern force, and one which is very different from other European
forces.718
Divergences are even apparent in what might appear to be common platforms,
such as the Tornado multi-role combat aircraft and the Eurofighter Typhoon –
which are operated by numerous European air forces. UK models have been
modified to such a great extent to serve national requirements – with distinctive
and unique weapons capabilities - that there is less interoperability than might
be imagined between the same types in service elsewhere. Even with the Airbus
A-400M transport, there are significant differences in capabilities and systems,
in what would appear to be identical aircraft. With the passage of time, these
differences are likely to increase.
Largely, therefore, while interoperability remains a significant ambition and a
strong political imperative, achieving it is proving elusive. There is still much
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to play for before forces become integrated to any significant degree, even
where that is possible – which looks increasingly unlikely. Much the same goes
for operational procedures, where co-ordination is poor and national
contingents are rarely capable of working closely together in integrated
campaigns.719 Rather, the contingents tend to be allocated their own areas of
operation, making multi-national operations a matter of different nations
working separately in the same general area, rather than integrated into a single
operation.
If within the EU, the UK has been unable (or unwilling) to achieve any great
degree of defence integration, it seems less likely that progress will continue
outside the EU, unless specific provision is made for it. This begs the question
as to whether this should be a UK defence objective, a question which must be
resolved either as part of the Article 50 negotiation process, or shortly
thereafter. Then, either as part of the exit agreement, or alongside it, it may be
desirable to set out specific areas of development and co-operation – where
they are not already covered by existing arrangements – as treaty commitments.
One point at issue here is that the UK defence capability has been so far
degraded as a result of successive defence cuts, that expeditionary forces are no
longer capable of autonomous operation, except for the most minor of
operations. Without very significant increases in spending, the UK is
committed to coalition operations, with partners filling capability gaps.
Reliance on partners, however, is less than advantageous if prospective partners
all suffer the same capability shortfalls, or lack theatre-specific weapons
systems. There is sense, therefore, in ensuring that capabilities are assessed on a
multi-national level, to avoid over-provision in some areas and shortfalls in
others.
This was the thinking behind the 2010 Headline Goals, where EU member
states agreed to work to an overarching equipment plan in order to ensure a
balanced capability. That way, in joint operations, each national contingent
would bring to the table their own capabilities, without undue duplication.
Such close integration necessarily requires a high degree of interoperability,
both in terms of equipment and operational procedures. There is, however, only
limited convergence between European and US forces, so the UK will have to
make a high-level decision as to whether it will seek to optimise for a
partnership with European or US forces. To an extent, decisions are mutually
exclusive. It cannot easily afford interoperability with both.
This suggests that, prior to adopting a position on which basis negotiations with
EU member states will be conducted, the UK will have to host its own internal
debates to decide upon high level policy parameters, based on three broad
possibilities – that the UK should be capable of autonomous operations, or will
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act in partnership either with US forces or with the Europeans. The latter option
will require a position to be put by the UK government to the European Council
with a view to negotiating mutually acceptable outcomes, having regard to the
financial implications and the willingness of the nation to undertake
expeditionary operations.
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12.0 Agriculture
The Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) fails to adequately fulfil important
societal objectives: to enhance biodiversity and climate protection, improve
water quality, preserve scenic landscapes, increase animal welfare, promote
innovative, efficient farming and fair competition in the internal market, and
avoid harming farmers abroad.
2010 Declaration by Agricultural Economists720

The second policy we look at, in this fourth phase, is agriculture. The food and
farming sector is important to the UK economy, with the whole food chain
contributing £85 billion per year to the economy and 3.5 million jobs.721 In
policy terms, it is dominated by the European Union and its Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP). Financially, this is the most important policy in the
EU. It is also the most complex, made more so by the need to ensure
conformity with WTO agreements.
Currently, €57 billion, or 40 percent of the EU budget is devoted to agricultural
support in one form or another. About €4.0 billion is expended on UK
agriculture and related activities, which would cease on withdrawal, unless
alternative provision was made. Cessation could create a significant problem.
Farming leaders are thus nervous about the possibility of leaving, especially as
the strongest advocates of EU withdrawal tend to be those most opposed to
farming subsidies.
However, while the EU average total subsidy is about 18 percent of farming
income, Norwegian farmers gain just short of 60 percent, only just ahead of
Switzerland, while Iceland farmers are paid just short of 50 percent.722 In other
words, those European farmers who are outside the EU benefit from much
higher subsidies than those within the European Union.
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The "poster child" for advocates of subsidy-free farming is New Zealand, the
government of which in 1984 abruptly terminated farm payments, ostensibly
driven by a commitment to the free-flow of global market forces. Expected
outcomes were improved economic efficiency and more effective use of land.
But the changes occurred outside the framework of a coherent national policy
for rural development, resulting in diverse and unexpected outcomes.723
In particular, observers noted a transformation in the rural landscape. Much
marginal land was taken out of use, there was some expansion of forestry –
although less than expected – and a massive expansion of dairying into areas
previously devoted to extensive beef cattle and sheep rearing. There were major
increases in life-style farms (hobby farms) and a massive subdivision of coastal
and high-country land, often to foreign owners. All these changes took place
against a background of declining local rural services such as banks, hospitals
and post-offices, accelerating these changes and causing a considerable decline
in rural community infrastructures.724
Those changes in New Zealand caused considerable political stresses, and it
cannot be assumed that reduction or removal of subsidies would not have
similar or greater effects in the UK, with significant political ramifications.
For British farmers, an "absolute nightmare scenario" is the UK outside the EU
losing access to the single market. Lower tariffs with the rest of the world
would drive down food prices, reflecting in lower farm gate prices. UK farmers
would not be subsidised, whereas their competitors would be, both in Europe
and elsewhere, giving rise to the "perfect storm scenario".725 Therefore, to allay
those fears, and to ensure a smooth transition to our fully independent status,
some form of continued government intervention would be sensible, even if on
a temporary basis.
Whatever the final form of an independent UK policy, though, it is not
unreasonable to suggest that the breadth and complexity of the CAP is such that
complete policy replacement might take a decade or more - given that the UK
Parliament agrees to provide the necessary resources. Against that, the terms on
which trade with the EU will continue will depend on the initial settlement and
its degree of alignment with EU policy. Divergence from the initial settlement
may well prejudice or complicate trading arrangements.
In devising a substitute agricultural policy, therefore, there are these two main
areas which must be addressed. The first is the status of trade in agricultural
goods (including processed food and food products) with EU member states.
Exports (including non-alcoholic drinks) to the EU are worth approximately
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£12 billion annually, so continued trading will be essential.726 Any exit
agreement will have to ensure uninterrupted trade flows. The second is the
regulation and support of agriculture – the management of agriculture itself,
including the continuation of support, environmental schemes and rural
development – which hitherto have been an EU competence.

12.1 Immediate post-exit trading arrangements
As to the immediate measures required to secure trade in agricultural products
with the EU, there are no existing models on which UK negotiators could rely.
Neither the EEA agreement, nor the same terms as currently negotiated by the
Swiss, or even Turkey, would enable the UK to enjoy duty free access to the
Single Market. Agriculture is not included in EFTA agreements, and nor is it
part of Swiss bilateral agreements or in the Turkish Customs Union agreement.
There are limited agreements in some product categories, but these fall
considerably short of quota-free access.
Nevertheless, the lack of any comparable model should not unduly trouble the
UK. There are special factors relating to Turkey and EFTA countries, which
militate against trade agreements, but these would not apply to the UK.
Essentially, the issue is one of alignment between the different policies –
otherwise expressed as the degree of regulatory convergence. To allow tarifffree access to the Single Market, the EU requires a close degree of alignment
between systems, otherwise known as regulatory convergence. The aim is to
maintain a "level playing field" that does not put its producers in any of the
trading countries at a disadvantage.
This issue is often neglected in the planning of post-exit scenarios, with
suggestions – explored elsewhere in this book – that the EU would tolerate a
situation whereby Community rules are applied to products exported to the EU,
but a more relaxed regulatory regime is applied to produce marketed internally
or to non-EU countries.
However, a truly open market that operates freely in both directions can only
exist when there is a high degree of regulatory convergence between trading
parties. A lack of alignment, with lower standards in the importing country,
means that exporting states are bearing higher regulatory costs and are thus
disadvantaged.
This explains why EU trade in agricultural products with Turkey has not
progressed. Despite being a candidate country with long-standing ambitions of
becoming an EU member, it has only reached "a low level of alignment" in the
preparedness for accession. Furthermore, its government has not told the
European Commission when it will be able to complete transposition and
harmonisation of EU legislation. The Commission also complains that the
"quality, quantity and completeness of available reliable and comparable
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official statistics are very limited in many sectors of the chapter Agriculture and
Rural Development", thus preventing it from ascertaining the true state of
play.727
On this basis, Turkey has not been permitted equal access to the Single Market,
and there are no plans to allow access in the foreseeable future. In like manner
– where there is a lack of alignment in EFTA countries, albeit for different
reasons - the Commission would not accept the case for equal access in these
markets. Therefore, the Turkish "model", such as it is, would not be one on
which the UK could rely.
In the UK, regulatory convergence is already high, by virtue of its current
membership of the EU. Provided that agricultural policy post-exit continues to
be roughly aligned, there could be no rooted objection to the UK participating
fully in the Single Market in agricultural products.
Furthermore, the UK is an extremely valuable market for the EU. The sector
(including drink and animal feed) exported about £18.2bn in 2012 of which
about £9.5bn went to EU countries.728 Its imports in the same year reached
£37.6bn, of which more than £25bn came from the EU, with a surplus on
account in favour of the EU in excess of £15bn. With a near 3:1 disparity
between import and export, the UK is in a powerful position. One might expect
it to be able to cut a deal based on current terms, provided the current degree of
regulatory convergence is maintained.
Here, membership of the EEA would help considerably for, although there is no
comprehensive deal on agricultural (and food) products within the agreement,
the mechanisms for a formal agreement exist. This is by virtue of Protocol 3 of
the EEA agreement, which covers agricultural products, allowing opt-outs for
named members.729
This framework could be used for a settlement within the EFTA/EEA matrix,
applicable to the UK only. Additional rules on trade in agricultural products
could be agreed and then referenced in one or more tables appended to the
Protocol, becoming part of the Article 50 exit agreement. This would permit
continued trade on the current basis, without requiring a new treaty structure or
taking negotiations into uncharted waters.
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12.2 WTO: transitional arrangements
It is assumed by most commentators that, on leaving the EU, the UK will
continue as a full member of the WTO on the same terms and conditions
currently enjoyed, albeit that it will behave as an independent member,
negotiating freely on its own behalf.730
However, in a student text published by the Graduate Institute of International
and Development Studies (IHEID) in Geneva, for the British-based "People's
Pledge" campaigning organisation, it is asserted that continued membership of
the WTO is dependent on conformity with certain technical requirements
relating to ongoing secondary agreements.731 Non-conformity, it is asserted,
would place the UK outside the WTO framework, which would have
significant implications for agriculture.
Yet it can hardly be the case that WTO membership is threatened. Within the
Marrakesh Agreement establishing the WTO, there is provision for member
states to withdraw (Article XV), but none for expelling or suspending
members.732 Furthermore, any non-conformity arising from UK withdrawal
from the EU is not necessarily significant in the context of the way the WTO
functions, primarily as a contractual agreement within the framework of an
international agreement. As such, action is triggered only when there is
perceived (or alleged) harm. The legal mode of the WTO's Dispute Settlement
Understanding (DSU) is seen as corrective, seeking to repair harm done rather
then imposing conformity for the sake of it.733
A peculiarity of the system is that infringement of obligations is considered
prima facie to constitute "a case of nullification or impairment". From this
follows a presumption that a breach of the rules necessarily has an adverse
impact on other members' parties, and the member against whom the complaint
has been brought is required to rebut the charge. This would have the perverse
effect of requiring the UK, rather than any aggrieved party, to prove that no
harm had occasioned from its action.734 Since the WTO (unlike the EU) has no
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powers to impose sanctions directly on non-conforming members, its decisions
can only be enforced by complainant governments using WTO decisions. They
allow retaliatory trade sanctions against offenders whose practices have been
judged illegal by the WTO.735 In the absence of such action, non conformity
will be largely of academic interest.
That said, there is an issue arising from the 1995 Agreement on Agriculture,
where payments of different types of agricultural subsidies are subject to agreed
restrictions. For developed countries (which include the UK) certain types of
subsidy, such as domestic production subsidies and export payments, are
prohibited unless commitments have been made to reduce those subsidies, set
out in formal "schedules of concessions and commitments".736 Similar
schedules apply to quotas imposed on the import of certain products from third
countries.
A potential problem arises in that schedules for EU member states have been
agreed en bloc, in respect of all 28 members, leading to arguments that the UK,
on withdrawal, could not automatically take with it any rights to EU
agricultural subsidies and quotas. According to Petros Mavroidis, described as a
WTO expert at Columbia University: "If the UK wishes to pay subsidies, then
the EU and the UK will have to present a new proposal to all WTO members,
the sum of which will not exceed what they have already committed".737
However, restrictions apply only to trade-distorting subsidies, in what is called
the "amber box". So-called "green box" and "blue box" subsidies are exempt.
The "blue box" subsidies cover payments directly linked to acreage or animal
numbers, but under schemes which also limit production by imposing
production quotas or requiring farmers to set aside part of their land.
"Green box" subsidies must not distort trade, or at most cause minimal
distortion. They include environmental protection and regional development
programmes. Specifically, they have to be government-funded (not by charging
consumers higher prices) and must not involve price support. Rather than
to nullify or impair benefits accruing to it, while the panel found that Turkey had not provided
sufficient information to set aside the presumption that its import restrictions on 19 categories
of textile and clothing products had nullified and impaired the benefits accruing to India.
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directed at particular products, they tend to include direct income supports for
farmers "decoupled" from current production levels or prices. These subsidies
are allowed without limits.738
Of the subsidies paid under the current Multiannual Financial Framework
(MFF) under the 2010 CAP reforms, 94 percent would accord with "green box"
and other exempt categories. They could, therefore, continue to be paid by an
independent UK without breaching WTO provisions. Furthermore, there are
established provisions for "rectifications and modifications" of schedules, and
members are allowed to modify concessions or withdraw them from their
schedule, through negotiation and agreement with other members.739
As the EU has only used €8.76bn of the €72.2bn ceiling agreed with the WTO
in 2009/2010, a fraction of the allowable limit, re-apportioning subsidy
concessions should be relatively uncomplicated.740 Even if there was no
agreement, as long as there was overall parity in subsidies paid in the "amber
box", any technical breaches in WTO would be unlikely to trigger a complaint
procedure.
Import quotas, according to Mavroidis, may be more problematic because they
apply EU-wide and are the result of negotiations with suppliers. For beef alone
that would reopen negotiations with countries like Argentina, the United States,
Canada and Australia, which enjoy quotas of low-tariff exports to the EU.741
However, quotas are trade restrictions and the general prohibition under WTO
rules relates to the imposition of new restrictions. Upon the exit of the UK,
individual EU members are unlikely to increase their individual quotas to make
up the portion normally taken by the UK. Thus, the UK would be more or less
obliged to carry over the same quota levels that applied when it was an EU
member. Even if adopted unilaterally, no harm would accrue to any party and it
would be unlikely that any complaint could succeed.
All of this notwithstanding, there are clearly issues of some complexity which
arise as a result of UK withdrawal from the EU. To avoid inadvertent nonconformity, the UK thus might need to maintain ongoing liaison with high-level
WTO officials, to the extent even of seeking assent from EU negotiators of
sharing information on the proceedings of some negotiations. At some point,
we may actually be seeing tripartite discussions, if not actual negotiations, to
ensure that any exit settlement is WTO compliant.
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12.3 Post-exit agricultural policy
Because the continued export of UK agricultural products to the EU will
require a high degree of alignment in policies, one would expect initially for
there to be little pressure for an immediate reform of the UK system, or the
implementation of any changes.
Logic would dictate that the UK should shadow EU policy until such time as
the industry was prepared for and could cope with a degree of divergence. Even
then, any such divergences would need to be studied and measured to keep the
necessary equivalence with EU policy, to avoid giving unfair trading
advantages to any producers within the overall system, and thereby prejudice
market access.
On this, there is probably less urgency required than might be imagined. The
Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) has developed considerably since the days
when unrestrained subsidies were driving annual growth in production of two
percent, while the market was only able to absorb a quarter of that growth – a
policy from which wine lakes and butter mountains emerged. For more than
twenty years, starting in 1992 with the so-called MacSharry reforms, the CAP
has undergone successive transformations which have largely addressed these
problems.742
The result has been a change from 1992 when market management represented
over 90 percent of total CAP expenditure, driven by export refunds and
intervention purchases. By the end of 2013 it had dropped to just five percent.
Market intervention has been relegated to a safety net tool for times of crisis.
Direct payments are now the major source of support, 94 percent of which are
decoupled from production.
There remains an element of income support and safety net mechanisms for
producers, with some integration of environmental requirements and reinforced
support for rural development across the EU. The production subsidy element
has been cut and, with increased market responsiveness, the point has been
reached where the level of decoupling matches that which an independent
Britain would require.
In 2010, a further round of reform was initiated, amounting to the first ever
fundamental overhaul of the entire CAP, taking in changes in the decisionmaking process. The European Parliament, for the first time, acts as colegislator with the Council.743 This reform also took place in the framework of
the discussions on the overall EU budgetary framework for 2014-2020, the
seven-year Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF), which provides the
funding necessary to implement the CAP.
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This means that new policy was agreed for the period until 2020, and there will
be no substantial changes in systems until after that date. Then, most likely,
policy renewal will follow the seven-year MFF interval, taking the next
settlement to the end of 2026 before there is any further structural change.
Three groups of changes have been identified. Firstly economic, including food
security and globalisation, a declining rate of productivity growth, price
volatility, pressures on production costs due to high input prices and the
deteriorating position of farmers in the food supply chain; secondly
environmental, relating to resource efficiency, soil and water quality and threats
to habitats and biodiversity; and thirdly territorial, where rural areas are faced
with demographic, economic and social developments including depopulation
and relocation of businesses.
The Commission argues that the role of the CAP is to provide a policy
framework that supports and encourages producers to address these challenges
while remaining coherent with other EU policies. To that effect, it has adopted
three new long-term CAP objectives: viable food production; sustainable
management of natural resources and climate action; and balanced territorial
development.
Such overall objectives are, in principle, those which the UK government
would readily support. They focus on the need "to attain higher levels of
production of safe and quality food, while preserving the natural resources that
agricultural productivity depends upon". This, the Commission says, "can only
be achieved by a competitive and viable agricultural sector operating within a
properly functioning supply chain and which contributes to the maintenance of
a thriving rural economy". In addition, it says, "to achieve these long-term
goals, better targeting of the available CAP budget will be needed".744
What is helpful in this context is that the Commission has proposed that CAP
expenditure for 2014-2020 is frozen at the level of 2013. This means that, in
real terms, CAP funding will decrease compared to the current period. What are
known as "Pillar 1" payments – area payments made to farmers – will be cut by
1.8 percent and for "Pillar 2", encompassing rural development, environmental,
etc. payments, by 7.6 percent (in 2011 prices).
On a Community level, this means a total amount of €363bn for 2014-2020, of
which €278bn is earmarked for direct payments and market-related expenditure
(pillar 1) and €85bn for rural development (pillar 2) in 2011 prices. This will
represent 37.8 percent of the EU budget for the period, with the UK
contribution already earmarked, imposing no extra financial burdens.
What is also attractive is that, from 2014 onwards, decisions on direct payments
will be made increasingly by member states, with the possible transfer of up to
744
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15 percent of national allocations between pillars. Member States will be able
to target such spending on their own national priorities. Even without
developing a specific UK policy framework, therefore, a shadow policy would
develop aspects unique to the UK.
This would be very necessary in the context of the detailed aspects of the
current reforms. As always, the implementation is overly bureaucratic, and
many aspects of the so-called "greening" policy are intrusive and unnecessary,
particularly the "three crop" policy, which requires a minimum of three
different crops to be grown on arable farms.

12.4 Continuing policy development
Following a transitional phase, one problem that will emerge is that it will not
only be UK policy which is changing. It is also the case that EU policy is no
longer static. The Commission is committed to a regime of continuous
development, and is working on a "more balanced, transparent and more
equitable distribution of direct payments among countries and among farmers".
The Commission's aim is to reduce disparities in the levels of direct payments
between member states, known as "external convergence". Levels of direct
payments per hectare are currently based on historic parameters in many
countries. These will be progressively adjusted with the introduction of a
minimum national average direct payment per hectare across all member states
by 2020.
This is mirrored by "internal convergence" within the member states. Payments
will no longer be based on uneven historical references which are more than a
decade old but "on a fairer and more converging per hectare payment at
national or regional level". In addition Member States will be permitted to
rebalance payments with the introduction of the redistributive payment,
voluntary capping and degressivity (reduction) of payments, beyond the
mandatory cuts which will apply to basic payments above a certain threshold.
These complex adjustments will have the effect of further harmonising
conditions within EU member states but will then expose the UK to the risk of
excessive divergence. Should this occur, the Commission might no longer
accept the equivalence of the British system for the purpose of free trade in
agricultural products. To avoid this, there will have to be a degree of liaison and
ongoing negotiation, to which effect it may be necessary to create a standing
liaison committee, to keep respective governments apprised of actual and
intended changes.
The need to maintain a level of regulatory convergence, as an ongoing process,
may impose future constraints on UK freedoms. Rather than enjoying an
increasing degree of independence in policy-making, the UK will find itself
locked into long-term EU planning, with limited autonomy if trade is to
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continue uninterrupted.
These constraints on independent policy-making may prove unacceptable in the
long-term, or they may be regarded as a necessary price to pay for ensuring
access to the Single Market. This is a political decision that will have to be
made some time in the future, after the UK has completed the leaving
formalities and the system has been allowed to settle down. Should constraints
prove unacceptable, the UK could decide to disengage entirely from a shadow
policy, or it could negotiate partial disengagement. Given that alternative
markets could be found for some products, or where export trade is
unimportant, the first option might be to remove specific sectors from any EUUK agreement.
Alternatively, the UK might accept or introduce degressivity as a means of
buying a "licence" to formulate policy independently. By thus compensating
EU member state producers for perceived disadvantages, the UK can pursue
measures favourable to UK producers without further penalty.

12.5 Withdrawal from specific sectors
The idea of partial disengagement from the CAP, or from specific programmes
allied to but not directly part of the CAP, can be illustrated by the treatment of
the financial support programme aimed at improving the economic value of
forests. This is a particularly good example, where disengagement might be
recommended, given the September 2013 report from the European Court of
Auditors (ECA), which found that an expenditure of €535 million on the
programme had had no measurable effect.745
At the Commission level, the situation had not been specifically analysed so as
to justify the proposal of specific financial support, while key features of the
measure had not been defined. At Member State level, the aims of the scheme
had not been adequately described, as a result of which the funding had been
poorly focused. The ECA thus found that only a few of the audited projects
improved significantly the economic value of the forests, either by improving
the value of the land (building of forest tracks and roads) or the value of the
stands (silvicultural operations like pruning or thinning).
This did not stop the agriculture council discussing the EU's (then) new forest
strategy, which aimed "to cut through the mass of rules governing the
protection of forests". That strategy was announced on 20 September the day
after the ECA's report, with a 17-page report calling for a new forestry
"framework".746 The document conceded that, in the Treaty on the Functioning
of the EU, there was no reference to specific provisions for an EU forest policy.
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Thus, on technical, financial and legal grounds, the UK could disengage,
without prejudice to other programmes, and without any significant political
implications.
The general premise of withdrawal from specific policy sectors could then be
extended progressively to different regimes, but on the same basic premise, that
the programmes could be dealt with in isolation, and there would be no knockon effects carrying over into other programmes. Discrete programmes, such as
the milk, beef and sugar regimes, might benefit from this treatment. In this, it is
important to bear in mind that two very significant regimes – pig rearing and
poultry (meat and eggs) – have never been fully absorbed into the CAP and
have never attracted subsidies. Assistance has been limited to export refunds,
and limited support for private storage, as a price stabilisation mechanism.747
Therefore, there are already extant models on which new market-driven
regimes could be based, applicable to other sectors.
A programme of gradual removal of specific sectors from the CAP matrix need
not be devised entirely without reference to remaining EU member states. Nor
does removing a sector mean that it has to break away from all EU influence.
For instance, any one of the livestock regimes may be taken out of the support
programme, but EU fresh meat production standards could be maintained.
Likewise, it would be possible to withdraw from the dairy regime while still
maintaining EU (Codex) derived hygiene, compositional and welfare standards.
Currently, though, enforcement of some standards is secured by means of crosscompliance – making subsidy payments conditional on conformity with
specified rules. Changes to payment regimes, therefore, can have significant
implications on the way policies are then enforced, all of which will have to be
factored into any proposed changes. One might expect, for instance, the EU to
resist the removal of specific sectors from payment regimes, simply because it
weakens the ability to ensure compliance with non-statutory production
requirements.
On the other hand, it is in the increasingly restrictive demands under the crosscompliance label that many of the complaints about "red tape" reside. Farmers
complain that the conditionality inherent in the system is now so expensive to
administer, and so restrictive, that it negates the value of the subsidies. Under
certain circumstances, farmers would be prepared to forego farm payments in
return for a more relaxed regulatory regime, bringing them closer to the market.
This might have more relevance as payment schemes are increasingly used to
support "multifunctionality" (see below – 13.7).
Given that there is within the EU a general desire to reduce overall spending on
the CAP, the UK could provide a service to the EU as a whole, developing
spearhead models, by which new subsidy-free regimes could be "test driven"
before being adopted more widely within the EU. Perversely, once no longer
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hampered by membership of the EU, the UK could actually exert greater
leadership from outside the bloc than from within.

12.6 Rural development
Where there is further scope for independent action is in rural development,
which is now an integral part of the CAP. Despite this, it is currently untouched
by the EU's reform programme. Policy is implemented through national and/or
regional rural development programmes (RDPs) which, for a seven-year period,
set out the actions to be undertaken and the corresponding allocation of funding
for them.
Proposed reform, however, aims to remove this flexibility, by strengthening the
"strategic approach" requiring member states to base their RDPs upon at least
four of six common EU priorities. Such priorities are expressed with the
bureaucratic opacity typical of European policy-makers. Recipients are
rewarded for: "fostering knowledge transfer and innovation in agriculture,
forestry, and rural areas"; "enhancing farm viability and competitiveness of all
types of agriculture in all regions and promoting innovative farm technologies
and sustainable management of forests"; and "promoting food chain
organisation, including processing and marketing of agricultural products,
animal welfare and risk management in agriculture".
However, such is the range of issues that comes under the broad head of "rural
development" that it should not be difficult to devise policies which have
equivalence with EU programmes, without being exactly the same. This would
ensure a degree of alignment sufficient to avoid accusations that the UK was
enjoying an unfair trading advantage. The essence would be that the UK should
have a defined rural development policy, which is given the same degree of
priority (and afforded the same level of expenditure, but no more) as it would
have enjoyed had the UK remained in the EU. The difference would be that the
exact details and the priorities would be determined by the UK.
Even pursuing local policies need not be problematical. EU parameters are so
widely cast that an independent UK policy would most likely have a degree of
overlap with EU Member State policies. Any differences might be largely
cosmetic and be resolved by presentational adjustments, rather than by having
to make substantive changes. In short, as long as the UK maintains a specific
rural development policy, this would afford a degree of alignment sufficient to
avoid creating problems with mutual trade.
In the early stages, though, the UK might be expected to run its rural policy in
parallel with the EU, with no distinctive identity. As such, rural development
policy would not diverge significantly from its EU base, until a clear political
intent to forge an entirely new policy structure had emerged, and then only after
a prolonged national debate. As the nation got used to its independent status,
emergent local needs would be dealt with on their merits without the constraints
of EU policy. Rural policy would then increasingly interface with non247
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12.7 Multifunctional policy
The term "multifunctionality" in relation to agriculture or rural development
describes policy instruments with objectives additional to the strict needs of
agriculture. Such a policy recognises that rural areas have roles in addition to
producing food and agricultural goods. National food security, food safety,
environmental benefits, cultural landscape, land conservation, flood control,
biodiversity, recreation, cultural heritage and viable rural areas are cited as
additional functions, which can legitimately form part of an integrated (i.e.,
multifunctional) rural policy.748
Currently, it is asserted that "multifunctionality" and the "European rural
model" are one and the same, with EU commentators arguing that the CAP, as
modified with its "Pillar II" rural development programme, is an example of
multifunctionality.749 Here, there seem to be definitional variations, different
things being understood from the same term. Mainly, there are differences in
degree.
The EU's idea of multifunctionality is restrictive, while Norway is one of the
most prominent exponents of expansive multifunctionality. Norway links
agricultural policy with its regional policy, its objective being to keep the
countryside populated, to which there are then added strategic defence
components. The Norwegian policy thus goes beyond the "Pillar II" elements of
the CAP, which define the limits of permissible multifunctionality in the EU
domain.
The Norwegian policy driver is avoiding rural depopulation, with about 75
percent of its five million population living in what might be described as urban
areas, and only three percent of the total land area available for agriculture
(apart from forestry). As in other countries, farm numbers have been decreasing
(70,111 in 1999 from 198,315 in 1959) and as the process of centralisation
continues, it risks leaving substantial parts of the countryside under-populated,
or completely devoid of people.750 To counter this trend, there is a long history
of supporting the agricultural sector in order to keep rural areas settled. This
was not only for social reasons. The strategic defence element relates to
keeping the Russian border areas populated, thus providing staff and
infrastructure for military bases in the border regions.
These drivers go against the grain of developments in agriculture. With the
progress of technology and continually improving farming techniques, labour
requirements are much reduced. In many developed countries, the agricultural
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workforce is now considerably less than five percent, compared with 29 percent
in the UK in 1840, towards the end of the industrial revolution. Smaller rural
populations beget reduced demand for goods and services in rural areas, leading
to closure of local services such as shops, schools and hospitals.
However, the viability of rural areas is not necessarily dependent on
agricultural production. Rural dwellers can be subsidised without attaching this
to agricultural production. In some countries, present agricultural subsidies are
considerable, and would need to be raised little to be a viable living allowance.
Subsidies for Denmark have been calculated at over $33,000 per farm in 1995,
which is more than the net financial returns per farm in that year. It would have
been cheaper for the taxpayer to pay farmers their net profit, against an
undertaking that they did no farming.
Furthermore, since agricultural subsidies mainly go to the large farmers, welltargeted subsidies for rural dwellers can be more cost-effective than agricultural
support. One approach is the payment of direct subsidies to create rural
employment opportunities. Though often not an efficient way of allocating
resources, this is a way that non-agricultural industries can be encouraged to
locate in particular rural areas. Provision of high-speed broadband will also
encourage firms and the self-employed to locate in rural areas. In other words,
in order to keep people in rural areas it is not necessary to subsidise agricultural
production.751
Keeping the countryside populated, however, is more than just keeping people
in rural areas. Much of the character of the countryside depends on it being
farmed. Furthermore, sustaining "living rural communities" and maintaining a
"beautiful countryside" are important contributors to the tourism industry. They
also contribute to the health of the urban population, who benefit from rural
tranquillity. But agriculture is also believed to have a role in contributing to
knowledge of food production. In Norway, this is considered an important part
of helping to "shape the Norwegian identity". For these and other reasons,
policy can be regarded as multifunctional, extending beyond the narrow remit
of supporting agricultural production alone.752
While the UK might prefer to allow market forces to determine production
priorities, it might also wish to step in with support where there are defined
needs. In particular, where farmers are required (or encouraged) to carry out
environmental measures, or landscape improvements, at considerable cost to
themselves for which there is no market mechanism by which they can be
recompensed, payments might be made from public funds.
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12.8 Landscape and tourism
One particular example of a multifunctional element of British agriculture,
currently unrewarded by the CAP, is rural tourism. The value of countryside
trips in England is £3.2 billion - 18 percent of total domestic tourism spend.
The industry, growing at five percent per annum - above the national economic
growth rate - creates employment and opportunities for business growth where
other opportunities may be limited. It maintains and protects existing jobs,
micro-businesses and those self-employed in rural areas. In Yorkshire, rural
areas account for 39 percent of all jobs in the visitor economy in the region and
37 percent of the total visitor economy.
Furthermore, tourism provides the ability to supplement the income streams of
businesses operating or fixed in rural locations. A good example of this is farm
diversification, which can help maintain the environmental and landscape
qualities which are valued by visitors, communities and businesses alike.753
Such tourism is intrinsically reliant on the beauty of the countryside which, in
an artificial, managed environment, depends on the activities of farmers.
However, apart from those farming businesses which have a tourist component
- such as those which have diversified into bed and breakfast, or host rural
activities - there is no free market mechanism for reimbursing farmers for their
contribution to a major public good.
From the same economic wellspring that suggests that negative externalities,
such as water pollution, should be borne by the originator, on the "polluter
pays" principle, it is arguable that those who deliver "positive externalities" such as landscape - should also be recognised.754 Accordingly, it has been
proposed that agricultural support payments should be directed at those
enterprises which most contribute to landscape quality, delivering financial
value to the tourist industry. The basis would be the difference between the
income that could be gained by full commercial exploitation of the land without
regard to "externals" such as landscape quality, and that which is available from
restrained land use, with activities geared to maximising the value of the
"externals".755
Studies on this issue suggest that support levels can be defended by the "public
good argument", with the emphasis on landscape preservation, indicating that
support on stimulating high production levels is often badly targeted. It is more
efficient to support extensive production techniques, than production per se.756
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One might note in this context, though, that where farmers engage in the
"uglification" of their land, this might be regarded as a "negative externality",
for which a penalty might be extracted. Such might apply to another aspect of
multifunctionality, where land is devoted to energy production in one form or
another. Involvement might range to the production of wood chippings for
electricity production and oilseed rape for biofuels, where intensive production
and the monoculture entailed in large-scale production might have a deleterious
effect on the landscape.
Of far more profound impact is the installation of windfarms or solar panel
arrays, which can have a significant impact on landscape, and on the use and
enjoyment of adjoining land. The effect of wind turbines on birdlife is also of
concern. While such activities are directed at meeting EU renewable energy
quotas, applying penalties to their proliferation would be counter-productive,
but a release from EU obligations would permit a change in the treatment of
such activities.

12.9 A policy of incrementalism
Putting all this together, one would expect the UK to transition towards its own
unique policy over a period of years, only gradually implementing its own
specific objectives. This might be done by shifting support from direct
payments to promoting "multifunctionality", rewarding those who deliver
positive externalities, while gradually withdrawing from the CAP market
regimes on a sector-by-sector basis. That would in effect convert the negative
and restrictive cross-compliance system – where farmers are penalised for
failure to conform to increasingly restrictive "red tape" - to a reward-based
system, where best practice is incentivised by payments which reflect the cost
of delivery.
This policy amounts to one of incrementalism, implying a cautious approach
which does not risk too great a divergence from the EU, in order to secure a
continuation of trading arrangements. UK policy-makers, though, will also have
to recognise that the CAP is not fixed, and is also undergoing continuing
transformation. As we have argued, Britain - even if only by example - might
expect to influence that process, which could ease the process of transition to a
more market-orientated policy, as EU member states move towards the same
goal.
Policy-makers will also need to recognise that longer term multifunctionality
will depend as much on agreement with WTO members, where there are
substantial variations in approach and working models. The need to gain
acceptance by the EU will be augmented by the need to ensure WTO
compliance.
Many exporting developing countries argue that proposals to deal with nontrade concerns outside the "green box" of non-distorting domestic supports
amount to a form of special and differential treatment for rich countries. Several
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even argue that any economic activity - industry, services and so on - have
equal non-trade concerns, and therefore if the WTO is to address this issue, it
has to do so in all areas of the negotiations, not only agriculture. Some others
say agriculture should be given special consideration. 757
In particular, no element of the policy must be seen as creating any new barrier
to trade. Upon this will depend the level of price support that will be permitted,
should the UK wish to continue with agricultural subsidies.758 Overall, the key
to any successful transition from the EU-based to independent policy is longterm predictability. Agriculture is a business that lives with constant change –
in weather, climate and in market conditions. But its capability to deal with
politically induced change is limited and poor decision-making can do longterm damage.
The industry, however, is characterised by a high investment-to-production
ratio, making most modern farming highly capital-intensive. Investment
decisions have to be made well in advance, so farmers, managers and
entrepreneurs need as much certainty as can be afforded. Proposed changes
should be signalled well in advance and extended transition periods should be
afforded.
With that, the industry has shown itself capable of absorbing extraordinary
degrees of change, reinventing itself in successive generations in a way that not
all other industries have been able to manage. Thus, major changes in post-exit
policy do not have to be avoided, but they should be slow in coming, with
plenty of warning and maximum opportunity for consultation and discussion.
Farmers, in particular, will need to be reassured that they will not have to
confront rapid, unnecessary change, to which effect a slow transition from the
CAP to national control is advisable.

12.10 Longer-term options
Looking to the longer-term, the best and most persuasive argument against the
CAP is the very concept of a common policy stretching from the tundra of
northern Finland to the arid hills of Athens, and all points in between. The very
idea is absurd and drives away Norwegians, Icelanders and the Swiss, who have
their own very specific needs for agriculture, which simply could not be
accommodated within the framework of a common policy.
What applies to Europe though, also applies to the United Kingdom. There may
not be the same extremes, but there are huge differences between the dairy
country of Cornwall and Devon, the green hills of Wales, the arable plains of
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East Anglia, the lush Vale of York, the barren but beautiful hills of the
Pennines and Cumbria, and the extraordinarily diverse Scotland.759
No more is a common agricultural policy applicable to the UK, therefore, than
it is to the rest of Europe, and freedom from the constraints of the European
Union could eventually allow for a fundamental rethink of how we manage
(and regulate) agriculture in this country. One would like to think that it could
eventually be devolved, not just to the separate national administrations, but to
regional and even county level, where the development of strategic policy
might lie, tailored to the specific conditions on the ground. There would then be
not one policy, but several hundred, with the national administrations simply
providing oversight and dealing with external trade and international relations.
Greater autonomy might require broader reform, outside the direct remit of
agriculture, such as the devolution of tax-raising powers to a lower level.
Farming subsidies (and rural development generally) might then be financed
from local rather than rural taxation, but with a wider range of tax options
granted to rural authorities, such as the possibility of a tourist tax. Other tax
options might include community taxes on energy schemes, to reflect the rural
contribution to urban economies, and levies on water abstraction.
If county areas prove to be too small to become viable administrative
authorities, then the current Euro-regions – with or without some boundary
changes – might suffice. There should be no great problem with this – the
regions were in fact first defined in the 1920s, as an emergency measure to deal
with the national strike, and then as civil defence regions to cope with the
German bombing of World War II.
Whatever then transpires, the essential fact is that in the post-exit UK, there are
options. No longer will agricultural policy be determined primarily by Brussels,
leaving policy-makers at all levels to decide what is most appropriate for their
communities and taxpayers, and how those needs should be interfaced with the
demands of regional and global trading communities.
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For an overview of Scottish agriculture, see here: http://www.nfus.org.uk/farmingfacts/what-we-produce, accessed 28 May 2014.
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13.0 Fisheries
We are determined that the next Conservative government will establish
national and local control over fishing. We intend to raise this in the Council
of Ministers at the first opportunity and I believe we can achieve this
through negotiation. However, should negotiation not succeed, it remains
the case … that the British Parliament is supreme and we would introduce
the necessary legislation to bring about full national and local control.
Michael Howard, Conservative Party Leader, 9 June 2004760

While there are aspects of the CAP which may be tolerable, at least in the short
to medium-term, there are no redeeming aspects of the EU's Common Fisheries
Policy (CFP). Limited reforms have been largely cosmetic and do not address
the fundamental deficiencies of the policy.
However, restoring national policies in a post-EU environment is
extraordinarily complex. When Conservative Farming and Fisheries spokesman
Owen Paterson undertook a review of the CFP, it took two years to produce a
draft outline, embodying the basic principles of a repatriated policy.761 On that
basis alone, given the need for extensive consultation, and setting up the
administrative and other systems needed to manage the implementation of
policy, it would not be untoward to argue that it could take longer than five
years – and perhaps more than a decade – to get to the stage of introducing a
UK policy.
The starting point of the Paterson review was the recognition that, prior to UK
entry to the EEC, the British fishing industry had been a model of
sustainability. Yet, after decades of the CFP, areas of the most fertile and
productive fishing grounds in the world were being threatened with closure.
Others were producing yields well short of their potential capacity, whilst everincreasing restrictions were being imposed on British fishermen.
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a letter addressed to John Whittingdale, OBE MP, then Shadow Secretary of State for
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Consultation on a National Policy on Fisheries Management in UK Waters. A Conservative
Party Green Paper. January 2005.
http://www.eureferendum.com/documents/fishinggreenpaper.pdf, accessed 19 May 2014.
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The figures themselves told the story. In 1972, a total of 939,800 tons was
landed by British vessels, compared with 145,850 tons landed by foreign
vessels. Vessel numbers were then not accurately recorded (and nor indeed was
the entire UK catch). But in 1995, we know that 9,200 fishing vessels landed
912,000 tonnes of fish – not a great difference, but then the CFP was only just
beginning to bite.
In 2002, however, after Commission actions to reduce the fishing effort, there
were only 7,578 vessels, which landed 686,000 tonnes – a 25 percent reduction
in catches over eight years.762 By 2012, the UK fleet had dropped to 6,406
vessels, comprising 5,032 ten-metre and under vessels and 1,374 over ten-metre
vessels. Landings dropped to 627,000 tonnes, with a value of £770 million. But
the real contrast came with the imports. In the same year, these reached 638,410
tonnes, valued at £2.6bn. Of that, £797 million came from the EU-27, a
significant proportion of which were caught in UK waters.763
This provided a graphic illustration of the way the CFP worked. Access to
fishing grounds had been dominated by political considerations, on the basis of
"equal access" to what was defined as a "common resource". Fishing fleets
from EU member states were given proportionately greater shares of the fish
allocations in UK waters than the British fleet, the "total allowable catch"
determined annually during a grotesque bargaining session in Brussels, between
fisheries ministers.
Fish allocations, therefore, had had little to do with good fisheries management,
which laid the decline and impending collapse of British fisheries squarely at
the door of the CFP. It was on that basis that it was concluded that the only
hope of restoring British fishing grounds to commercial viability in the interests
of all fishermen – including those in foreign fleets – lay in returning control to
the UK Government and introducing entirely new management regimes.
The complexity then came in the recognition that simply exchanging a
bureaucratic system run from Brussels for one run by the bureaucracies of
London, Edinburgh, Cardiff and Belfast was a poor bargain. In itself, national
control is no panacea. If it is to work, it has to be accompanied by genuine
devolution, backed by a new, effective and imaginative management system
which has the trust of the nation and the fishermen who work within it.
Therein lies the essence of the post-exit settlement. Leaving the EU, per se, is
no solution in itself. EU policies require individual replacement, each with
something better. And fisheries provided a useful example. Largely selfcontained in policy terms, it is a test bed for policy development, and as an
example of the complexity of the repatriation process.
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In the view of the European Commission, the fisheries problem was diagnosed
as overfishing, with much reliance on the slogan "too many fishermen chasing
too few fish".764 The Paterson review did not take this to be a prima facie cause.
Rather, it was the failure of management in allowing overfishing for political
reasons. The distinction was crucially important. The one was the cause, the
other was the symptom. With that remit, a "top down" approach to solving
complex fisheries management problems was deemed inappropriate. The view
was taken that effective policy could only be developed with the full cooperation and assent of fishermen, on the basis of best practice, guided by good
science, together with an appreciation of the wider issues.
One of those wider issues was the protection of the environment. It was argued
this was not incompatible with safeguarding the fishing industry. Over-fishing
and other abuses damage the marine environment and also damage the longterm economic value of a fishery. Therefore environmental protection was
regarded not as an adjunct to a fisheries policy but as an inherent part of it.
It was also recognised that commercial value was not necessarily confined to
the value of fish landed by the catching fleet. There was value in recreational
fishing, tourism and leisure pursuits. Furthermore, a healthy ecosystem had an
inherent value which could not necessarily be expressed in cash terms.
Whatever the specific short-term or strategic objectives of specific fishery
areas, Paterson maintained that, properly managed, with carefully devised and
targeted controls, the resource could be constantly renewable. Efforts to rebuild
stock could proceed alongside sensible commercial exploitation. On this basis,
the review concluded that fisheries could provide a good living for fishermen
and the communities which supported them and relied on them, without drastic
panic measures, while satisfying the entirely valid demands of all those who
care for the environment.

13.1 Background
The assumption underlying Paterson's post-exit policy was that UK fisheries
should revert to exclusive national control. Nevertheless, he recognised that
foreign states, including the EU member states then exploiting UK waters, had
acquired rights. Some of these rights pre-date the CFP and some stretch back as
far as the Middle Ages. Consolidated under the current CFP regime, they would
have to be honoured, unless some could be waived as part of the Article 50
negotiation process. Without that, there could be no question of excluding
foreign vessels, unless in strict accordance with international (and domestic)
law.
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For instance, see European Parliament press release: 4 February 2013.
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/news-room/content/20130201STO05560/html/Plentymore-fish-in-the-sea-MEPs-to-decide-on-best-way-to-tackle-overfishing, accessed 19 May
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Much of the Commission case for a common fisheries policy was that "fish
know no boundaries", a slogan that was taken to legitimise supranational
management. However, Paterson observed that it would be more accurate to
observe that fish do not observe man-made boundaries. For instance, the
Norwegian Sea, as a "large marine ecosystem", is to a great extent selfcontained, with limited fish movement between this and adjoining systems.
Nevertheless, that area is split by numerous political boundaries. Furthermore,
the EU, in defining specific policies, had created artificial boundaries which
dissected natural ecosystems; the Cod Box and the Irish Box exemplified this.
These boundaries inhibited rather than encouraged proper fisheries
management.
Where there are migratory and straddling stocks, between natural ecosystems
rather than across politically-defined boundaries, these would still require
management on a trans-national basis. The EU, however, was responsible only
for the waters defined by the territories of its Member States, and its law was
subject to the overarching provisions of the 1982 Law of the Sea Convention,
usually referred to as UNCLOS III. This sets out the international obligations of
maritime nations and would also define the UK legal framework.

Figure 28: An Icelandic factory ship (now sold to Greenland) in Reykjavik harbour.
Maintaining a modern fishing fleet with healthy fish stocks requires an effective
fisheries policy. It would, however, take many years for the UK to develop the
sophisticated system operated by Iceland and other independent countries (photo:
author's collection).
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Three of the UK's important North Atlantic neighbours with strong fishing
interests were Norway, the Faeroes and Iceland. The UK would need to work
closely with them.
Norway manages vast areas of the ocean but 80 percent of its fish is taken from
stocks which straddle waters managed by the EU, Faeroes, Greenland, Iceland
and Russia. The legal framework under which all these players operate is the
United Nations Fish Agreement (UNFA), adopted in 1995. It is known as "the
conservation and management of straddling fish stocks and highly migratory
fish stocks" agreement. It has an enforcement and dispute settlement
mechanism and some important conservation obligations. The UK is already a
signatory and would expect to build on it as a basis for managing relations with
international partners, including EU member states.
International relations with specific partners would be managed through the
North East Atlantic Fisheries Commission (NEAFC), set up by the 1980
Convention on future multilateral co-operation in North-East Atlantic
fisheries.765 The Russian Federation, Norway, Iceland, Denmark (representing
the Faroe Islands and Greenland) and the European Union are parties.766 During
the recent mackerel quota dispute, Iceland officials constantly found it
beneficial to be negotiating as one of five, rather than one of 28 member
states.767

13.2 The legal framework
The 1982 Law of the Sea Convention permits a nation to define areas which
come under its sovereign control and in which it can claim certain rights. These
include the territorial waters extending 12 miles from the maritime baseline; an
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) extending 200 miles from the coastal state's
maritime baseline (or to a median line equidistant from it and any neighbouring
coastal state less than 400 miles away). The UK has some rights over the High
Seas zone beyond the limits of national EEZs.768
As far as the UK is concerned, the fundamental principle on which a policy
should rest is that the fish and other sea creatures within the UK EEZ are the
property of the nation as a whole. Custody of that resource lies with the central
and devolved governments. Fishermen have no inherent rights to the fish and
other aquatic creatures in these waters and no inherent rights to the property so
gained.
There is, however, a distinction between inherent rights and acquired rights.
Some fishermen had gained acquired rights, which in most respects were as
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firm as if they were inherent, to the extent that any difference was largely
academic. Nevertheless, as a matter of principle, the basis of policy is that
inherent rights are vested in the Crown and under certain, well-defined
circumstances (which relate to conservation issues) acquired rights can be
withdrawn or modified, in accordance with relevant legal provisions.
Thus, there is a fundamental difference between an independent policy and that
which prevails with the UK as a member of the EU. In respect of both domestic
and foreign fishermen, the UK Government(s), on behalf of the Crown, has
complete authority to decide who would exploit the resource. It would also
decide the quantities taken and the conditions under which the resource was
exploited. In effect, fishermen permitted to exploit the maritime resource
would do so under some form of licence, implied or explicit.

13.3 UK and international coordination
Because of the need to work with neighbouring nations and the EU, in addition
to the complexities of dealing with devolved governments in the UK, there is an
evident requirement for a statutory body to take responsibility for policy
harmonisation and coordination. It would provide a forum for the exchange of
views, both at UK and international levels. It was anticipated that it would take
the form of an advisory committee or council, made up of representatives from
England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. It would advise the Secretary
of State on proposed international agreements and on the functioning of
existing agreements.
This body would be expected to assist in coordinating cross-zone access, as in
the case of the pelagic fleet which does not operate in any one fisheries zone,
and to advise on establishing cross-border zones between nations. It would also
be expected to be involved in projects that involved sharing certain functions
with neighbouring governments, such as research and monitoring. Cooperative
arrangements would be sought in all areas but particularly in the North Sea,
where working closely with Norway was considered both desirable and
necessary, together with the EU, the Faeroes, Iceland, Greenland, Canada and
the United States.
In the Irish Sea, the UK will need to work constructively with Ireland. In the
Channel and South-Western waters, France, Belgium, Holland and the EU
authorities would be natural partners.

13.4 The fundamentals of the management system
Paterson's over-riding strategic objectives were to restore the marine
environment, rebuild stocks and then manage their conservation once restored
to healthy levels. This necessarily required limiting fishing effort, in order to
rebuild the biomass of pressure stocks. For stocks in general, the priority was
to ensure that biomass was kept buoyant.
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Fish, though, were not the only concern. There were also the wildlife
populations, including the seabird colonies, which depended on fish for their
diets. Technical measures to minimise damage and disruption to these
populations, including special measures to reduce bird losses from long-lining
and fish mortality from ghost fishing, were also considered. There was to be a
balance between commercial interests and wildlife. Seal and other predatory
populations had also to be managed, not least because they could do more
damage to a fishery than commercial exploitation, with knock-on effects which
harmed the whole ecosystem.
This was indicative of the level of detail that had to be considered. The moment
a policy area is returned, all manner of extraneous issues must be addressed.
And in terms of controlling fishing effort, there are many different management
systems adopted throughout the world. An element of choice was required, but
the review was able to determine that the system employed by the EU with its
Total Allowable Catches (TACs), its national and vessel quotas and the
requirement to discard huge volumes of above-quota catches, was totally
unacceptable and beyond reform.
Assessing the different management systems, the view was taken that the only
way fisheries could be managed successfully in a UK context was by using
good quality, accurate catch data, available to fisheries managers with
minimum delay. Thus, Paterson decided that the UK management system must
prioritise data collection. The system which most successfully achieves this is
known as "days at sea" effort control. This had to be combined with an absolute
prohibition on discarding any commercial species – fish caught in excess of
quota. That which was caught had to be landed.
With these two fundamental principles, a twelve-point comprehensive
management framework was constructed. This included: designated
permanently closed areas for conservation purposes; provision for the
temporary closures of fisheries; promotion of selective gear and technical
controls; rigorous definition of minimum commercial sizes; a ban on industrial
fishing; a prohibition of production subsidies; zoning of fisheries; registration
of fishing vessels, skippers and senior crew members; measures to promote
profitability rather than volume; and effective and fair enforcement.
The details of this framework are beyond the scope of this book, but two
specific aspects are of some interest, because they could be implemented only
outside EU control. These are: temporary closures and the use of selective gear.
Temporary closure of fisheries needs to be a key aspect of policy. To work, it
requires accurate, real-time information coming out of a fishery, permitting
rapid reaction even to small-scale changes in a fishery: closures are initiated
within a matter of hours. There are systems capable of this speed of response in
the Falklands, in Iceland and the Faeroes. Best practice needs to be applied to
UK fisheries.
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The trigger for temporary closures is usually evidence of excessive catches of
juveniles, where continued fishing might cause serious damage to fish stocks.
Closures may be on an ad hoc basis, as a result of information gained from
ongoing monitoring, or routinely on a seasonal basis, where past experience has
shown a high likelihood of excessive by-catch. The capability to close fisheries
in a matter of hours is a clear break with the EU system of management where
closure decisions are taken only once a year, often on the basis of inaccurate
information that is years out of date.
The mismatch between this timescale and the responsiveness required
demonstrates the limitations of transnational control. A system based in
Brussels could not exert control with the finesse needed. For a centrally
managed system, hour-by-hour micro-management of individual fisheries is
simply not possible. Yet, for Brussels to delegate control to local agencies
destroys its own legitimacy. Therefore, for ideological reasons, the EU could
not afford to permit more effective fisheries management.
As to "selective gear", this is fishing equipment which can "surgically extract"
one particular species from a mixed fishery without affecting others. There are
also techniques for allowing under-sized fish to escape and survive. It is one of
the many untold scandals of the CFP that the bureaucracy actively discourages
the development of selective gear and either makes its use difficult or in some
circumstances actively penalises its use. Thus, in the North Sea when cod were
under pressure while haddock were plentiful, the EU opted for fisheries
closures. The use of selective gear would have enabled the harvesting of
haddock without affecting the cod, with the beneficial side-effect of relieving
the pressure on cod stocks and aiding their recovery.
Therefore, the Paterson review recommended that a UK fisheries management
system should actively promote the development and use of selective gear and
other technical measures to ensure that, as far as is practicable, only target
species at commercial sizes would be harvested. Fisheries management
authorities needed to be mandated to favour those operators who exploit fully
the potential of technical controls. Mandatory use of the appropriate gear and
correct rigging had to be a part of any control system.
The problem for the EU is one of variety. Selective fishing relies on taking
advantage of sometimes very small differences in behaviour between species,
behaviour which is often determined or modified by environmental conditions.
Therefore, selective gear and technical controls often have to be fisheryspecific. What will work in one fishery will not necessarily work in another.
What works for a period may no longer work if conditions change.
Thus the Commission, should it choose to adopt such controls, is faced with an
infinite number of variations, presenting the need to devise a regulatory regime
of infinite complexity. This is simply beyond the capacity of the EU which
could not devote the resources needed to the task, even if they were available.
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13.5 Management structures and operations
In terms of the management function, having regard to practicalities, some of
which we have elucidated above, the Paterson review decided that, in England,
Wales - and where appropriate in Northern Ireland - fisheries management
should be devolved to local fisheries management authorities, working within a
strategic and legal framework devised by central government. The fisheries
ministry would supervise and offer general direction, rather than undertake
management tasks, and handle international relations. It would, however,
manage and supervise British-registered fishing vessels outside the EEZ.
For inshore waters, Scotland and Northern Ireland already have their own
arrangements and in England and Wales, the existing local-authority-based
fisheries committees provide a good basis on which to build regulatory
structures. Nevertheless, Paterson was aware of criticisms of the lack of
enforcement powers, the inadequate resources for enforcement and a lack of
transparency in decision-making. Also, he had been made aware that
mechanisms were needed to ensure that all interested parties, such as
recreational fishermen and tourism bodies, had rights of access to fisheries and
rights to have their views taken into account.
The answer was to set up devolved Fisheries Management Authorities (known
as FMAs). There would be two types: inshore - typically out to 12 miles; and
offshore - 12 to 200 miles or to the median line. Each would have a small
executive board, responsible for policy-making, a consultative council and an
executive arm responsible for administration. There would also be an agency,
responsible for monitoring and carrying out enforcement action. Members
would be appointed independently of the Secretary of State, and inshore boards
would be appointed by the local authorities in the relevant maritime areas.

136 Scientific services
The provision of accurate, reliable and timely scientific data was seen as a
crucial element of successful fisheries management. Data may be collected as
part of normal fishing activities or be fisheries independent, acquired from
specific surveys conducted by specialised research/survey vessels. Fisheries
dependent data are especially valuable and relevant, comprising in the main
catch data, augmented by data from samples of catches, examined either onboard catching vessels or at landing ports, or by survey vessels operating with
working fleets.
To that effect, any independent policy needs to take account of data collection
needs, as well as the quality and utility of data. More effective systems would
tend to optimise the use of fisheries-dependent data, reducing the requirement
for independent (and often flawed) surveys of the type used to generate data for
calculating TACs.
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Outside the consensus of the European Union, there are aspects of fisheries
science that are highly contentious. The recommendations of some scientists are
disputed, sometimes with good cause, by fishermen and others. Further, there
are major areas of disagreement as to the interpretation of some data in terms of
practical fisheries management. Leaving the EU, therefore, would re-open the
debate on the science used to determine fisheries effort, the nature of which
could delay the adoption of settled policy.
Probably, it is not sufficient or wise to rely on a single source, or establishment,
for scientific advice - especially in matters of contention. Excessively narrow
sources of scientific advice and particularly the advice tendered through the
International Commission for the Exploitation of the Sea (ICES) - to the
exclusion of contrary advice – has been in part responsible for a breakdown in
trust between the scientific and fishing communities.
It is thus essential that scientific advice is not only of good quality but that all
parties who are bound or affected by its findings trust its integrity and have
confidence in it. In this, the Paterson review saw the need to ensure diversity in
the provision of scientific information. To that effect, it made proposals on the
sourcing of scientific data, and how to manage and improve fisheries research.
Such issues, when Member States are part of the common policy, are decided at
Community level. But the opportunity of redefining (or refining) the science is
one afforded by independence. A decision would thus have to be made on
whether to adopt EU-approved scientific norms, even if pro temp, or whether to
strike out and build a new national consensus on the science of fisheries
management. Such a decision would have significant cost and timing
implications. A comprehensive study would perhaps take a decade or more to
come to fruition, before new principles could be adopted and integrated into
policy, shaping legislation and management procedures.

13.7 Enforcement, monitoring and sanctions
The central feature of the EU policy is that it is defined by regulations which
form part of the criminal code, underwritten by criminal sanctions enforced by
member states. The effect is to criminalise the industry, creating a situation
where even minor technical and administrative infractions are deemed to be
criminal offences. It puts fishermen on the same basis as drug pushers, thugs
and thieves. Yet this is an industry where people put their lives at risk and lose
them, in order to earn a living and to provide the nation with a valuable food.
The Paterson review found this unacceptable.
The alternative proposed was the use of the civil code, using contract law,
allowing companies or individuals to enter into contractual agreements with the
state, or the FMAs acting as agents for the state. The contracts would permit
them to exploit certain areas of sea, subject to terms and conditions enforceable
in the civil courts or specialist fisheries tribunals. This would not rule out the
use of the criminal code to deal with offences of fraud, deception and theft.
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The effect of this approach would be to decriminalise the relationship between
the fisherman and the state. It could also afford a degree of flexibility which
cannot be achieved by the regulatory route. While it can take years to
formulate new regulations, contracts and their conditions could be tailored
specifically to meet the individual circumstances of fishermen, and then
amended to meet changing situations. Further, an annual review facility could
be afforded, upon renewal of contracts, which would allow new conditions to
be negotiated and agreed in the light of experience. Once again this is a facility
which is not available within the EU.
As to compliance monitoring, this is facilitated by the use of the "days at sea"
system, rather than quota allocations. Easily and cheaply measurable, this
system detaches catch data from effort limits so enforcement difficulties are
minimal. The structural disincentive to reporting accurate catch data is also
removed, as there is no risk of penalty attached to recording catch levels.
Figures become more reliable.
Then, to minimise errors and ease compliance, Paterson proposed automatic
satellite-based monitoring systems not only in respect of recording time at sea
but also for positioning information. This would allow real-time monitoring of
vessel locations, facilitating the enforcement of closed areas and ensuring that
vessels fished only in the areas for which they were authorised.
As with current systems, it was accepted that fisheries operators would be
required to keep paper records, using the existing logbook system for recording
catch details. Skippers would be required to maintain accurate details and the
data recorded would form the basis of mandatory landings declarations. It was
recognised, though, that there were opportunities to develop electronic recordkeeping, with the possibility of enabling real-time satellite transmission of catch
data, to assist in stock monitoring and to enable rapid decision-making.
Moving from the EU mandated system, however, the Paterson review noted
that there would be a considerable administrative burden in setting up more
accurate recording systems. It was proposed that gaps in the current system be
remedied, with first purchasers of all catches, including processors who bought
direct from vessels, required to keep detailed records of fish bought, with
details as to their sources, location and timings. Reconciliation of purchase data
with landing declarations would form an important part of the monitoring
programme. Not least of the difficulties, though, would be managing foreign
boats, which operated out of overseas ports and landed catches outside the UK.
Something which has eluded the EU, which has been looking for uniform
Europe-wide solutions, would be the implementation of electronic recordkeeping and transmission to enable rapid tracking of fish landings and sales,
assisting in the swift detection of possible malpractice.
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Paper and electronic records, however, can only go so far, and it was fully
appreciated that physical monitoring was also necessary. It was anticipated that
there would be continued surveillance by fisheries patrol vessels, with random
boarding and inspection. This would be augmented by use of on-board
scientific observers and compliance officers, plus aerial surveillance with the
possible adoption of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).

Figure 29: A Reims/Cessna Vigilant F-406, based at Inverness Airport. Two aircraft
are operated by Directflight under contract to the Scottish Fisheries Protection Agency,
carrying out surveillance duties and patrols. Such assets are an important part of the
fisheries enforcement system (Source: Wikipedia Commons).

An example of the detail into which policymakers must delve, though, comes
with the difficult task of enforcing the prohibition of discarding and "high
grading" – the practice of dumping fish already caught to make room for
catches of better fish. This happens, for instance, when there is a market
premium for one size of fish over another, and a vessel catches more valuable
fish later in a trip, when holds are already full.
The Paterson review looked at regimes adopted in the United States and
elsewhere, and came back with indications of how sophisticated fisheries
monitoring needed to be, well in advance of EU systems. US authorities were
working on constructing statistical models of catch composition for different
types of vessel and fisheries. In Norway and the Falklands, the data were
obtained from a "reference fleet", selected vessels from which catches were
intensively monitored. If there were significant departures from the reference
catches, then suspect vessels were required to carry on-board inspectors to
monitor catches, at the expense of the operator.
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Illegal entry to UK waters
Despite the implementation of a more liberal regime, there was an expectation
that some vessel operators would not accept the disciplines imposed. Some
would enter UK waters with the intention of exploiting the fish resource
illegally. There was also the problem of illegal activities, such as using nets
with incorrect mesh sizes.
Airborne surveillance was considered the obvious and most cost-effective
means of detection of illegal fishing. With modern technology, aircraft can
sweep vast expanses of sea over a short period. Detection rates were therefore
likely to be high and inasmuch as the fitting of tamper-proof satellite location
beacons would be mandatory for the whole of the offshore fleet, any vessel not
sending a transponder signal could be deemed to be fishing illegally until
evidence was provided to the contrary.
For surveillance purposes, a civilian aircraft fleet is currently used. That would
have to be absorbed into any new structures and maintained. Authorities are
also able to call on military assets, although with the scrapping of the Nimrod
fleets, there is a major capability gap. The Royal Navy surface fleet, however,
can be called upon when available. Assets are, in fact, used routinely to assist in
fisheries monitoring.769 It was also expected that existing arrangements in
Scotland would continue, where enforcement and surveillance duties are carried
out by the Scottish Fisheries Protection Agency.
There then remains the issue of sanctions, against all types of transgressors. It is
self evident that these need to be fair, and proportionate; but they also need to
bite when the occasion demands. Using the civil code system, a set of penalties
from specified breaches could be written into standard contracts and modified
to suit the particular circumstances in which they are to be applied. To be an
effective deterrent, penalties had to exceed in monetary or equivalent value any
gain accrued from breaches.
The most effective sanction for legal operators was considered to be the
withdrawal of "days at sea" allocations. This sanction not only had the greatest
economic impact but, as a penalty, was inherently proportional. The loss
imposed increases with the size of vessel to which it was applied. On a
graduated scale, the authorities could also require observers to be placed aboard
vessels, at the operators' cost; for multiple offenders there remained the
sanction of licence withdrawal for varying periods, up to a life ban on holding a
licence.

13.8 The policy in context
The detail so far adduced provides a snapshot of the problems associated with
returning one small policy area from EU to national control. This is but one
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policy area amongst hundreds which will have to be restructured from the very
start. And at the heart of the process will be finance.
The Paterson review estimated that overall Community and member state
financing of the CFP amounted to some €1 billion annually, for production
worth €7 billion. The exact mix of funds paid was not known, although the UK
annual financial contribution to the CFP was estimated at about £40 million, a
sum notionally saved by Britain's withdrawal from the EU.
It was anticipated that administration and enforcement would progressively
become self-funding, affording further savings. DEFRA reports that the costs of
administering fisheries were reckoned at £55 million per year, but figures for
Scotland were lacking. Conversely, there were no specific figures for
enforcement in England, Wales and Northern Ireland, as Royal Navy costs were
not shown separately. Enforcement costs for Scotland amounted to £16.5
million, through the Scottish Fisheries Protection Agency. Assuming that
policing costs for the rest of UK waters would be similar and taking incidental
cost savings into account, it was estimated that repatriation of the CFP could
provide annual savings to the Treasury in the order of £130 million a year.
Such savings, however, do not come easily. They are the fruits of root and
branch reform and the basis of a fundamental policy review, and progressive
introduction of new systems. Potentially, the process will take decades before
yielding any dividend. It will require substantial investment of governmental,
legislative and administrative time, research effort, industrial involvement and
public consultation. The end result will indubitably be better, but there will be
no short-cuts. To that extent, CFP repatriation becomes a paradigm for the
entire exit experience.
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14.0 Environment policy
The EU has some of the world's highest environmental standards, developed
over decades. Environment policy helps protect Europe's natural capital,
encourages business to green the EU economy, and safeguards the health
and wellbeing of people living in the EU.
European Commission website770

More so than perhaps any other policy area, environment is an amalgam of
international, EU and domestic measures, to which the EU is a late arrival: a
significant omission in the original 1957 Treaty of Rome was any mention of
"environment". Legislation on environmental matters remained largely a matter
for member states.
That notwithstanding, the UK had already built up an effective and flexible
body of law, capable of addressing many environmental issues, based on the
common law principle of tort, employing the principle of "nuisance" – termed
as an action which interfered with the rights over or enjoyment of property.
The 1848 Public Health Act introduced the then novel concept of the "statutory
nuisance" which enabled inspectors (usually local authority officers) to take
action to abate nuisances defined as such, as they occurred. Crucially, there was
removed any need for public complaint, and it was by this means that many
environmental issues, including water pollution and noise, were controlled. The
concept was reinforced further in the 1936 act and then in the Control of
Pollution Act 1974 which, for instance, added "vibration" to the definition of
"noise" as a statutory nuisance.
Although there was strong Community interest in the environment, with the
first Environmental Action Policy (EAP) having been defined by the European
Council in 1973, it lacked a legal base by which direct action could be taken.771
Therefore, early intervention was couched in terms of enabling the proper
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functioning of the single market. Adopting the philosophy of "equal misery",
the Communities sought to impose a level playing field, equalising the costs of
environmental controls between member states, to avoid any one member
gaining a trading advantage through adopting lower environmental standards
than its competitors.
This led to early tensions between the UK and the rest of the Community, with
the implementation of highly proscriptive standards for the discharge of certain
industrial pollutants into watercourses.772 Given the high dilution effect of the
UK's fast flowing and relatively short watercourses, compared with continental
counterparts, UK interests often argued that higher discharge standards could be
permitted without damage to the environment or public health. The insistence
on common standards, therefore, characterised the "one size fits all" philosophy
of Community legislation.
Less well understood at the time, and even less so now with the passage of
time, is the change brought about in regulatory philosophy. The UK, from those
early years of EEC membership, started moving from a reactive "nuisancebased" stance, requiring evidence of harm before action, to a proactive,
interventionist stance. This was based on proscriptive standards promulgated by
the EEC, themselves often based on theoretical limits and statistical
calculations indicating probabilities of potential harm, with the addition of
substantial safety margins.

14.1 The complications of policy
Such is the range of environmental policy that it also covers such issues as the
mandatory provision of nature reserves. If this strand is followed, it provides an
excellent illustration of the way different influences have come together, of
which the EU is but one.
The starting point, in UK policy terms, came with the National Parks and
Access to the Countryside Act 1949, creating a power to designate nature
reserves, including a power for the statutory body with responsibility for nature
– the Nature Conservancy - to acquire land compulsorily, albeit with limited
power and a minuscule budget.
At the time, in post war Britain, the emphasis in agricultural policy was the
drive for intensification, with greater acreage put down to arable cropping,
rooting up hedgerows and ploughing up permanent pastures, forcing a move
away from traditional cattle and sheep husbandry. These developments
reactivated an age-old conflict between farming and conservation interests,
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renewing what has been described as the "battle of the birds", which the
conservationists felt they were losing.
The important point here is that the next policy impetus still did not come from
the EU (or its EEC predecessor), but from the burgeoning NGOs movement.
Already, there had been long-established organisations such as the Royal
Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB), which had been formed in 1891,
which was already setting up reserves, its first in 1932. Then came the
Wildfowl & Wetlands Trust, dating from 1946, the International Union for
Conservation of Nature (IUCN), established in 1948, and the relative
latecomers: WWF in 1961, Friends of the Earth in 1969 and Greenpeace in
1971.
During that period, there had been an increasing awareness of environmental
problems, with publication of books such as Rachel Carson's Silent Spring in
1962 and Limits to Growth in 1972. "Environment", as an identifiable issue and
its new-found label, became a fashionable and popular cause. For the EEC,
imbued with the idea "pollution knows no boundaries", it presented a useful
opportunity to extol the virtues of international action.
By then landmark developments were already in hand, which were to lay the
foundation of EU action. One came in 1962 during a conference which formed
part of Project MAR (from "MARshes), a programme established two years
earlier because of concerns at the rapid destruction of European marshes and
other wetlands, with a resulting decline in the numbers of waterbirds. The MAR
Conference was organised by Luc Hoffmann, one of the founders of the WWF,
and held in November 1962 in Les Saintes Maries-de-la-Mer in the French
Camargue, not far from the Tour du Valat wetland research station (which was
also founded by Luc Hoffmann).
Over the next eight years, a wetland convention text was painstakingly
negotiated through a series of international technical meetings (St. Andrews,
1963; Noordwijk, 1966; Leningrad, 1968; Morges, 1968; Vienna, 1969;
Moscow, 1969; Espoo, 1970), driven largely by NGOs and the Netherlands. In
the same year that the Ramsar Convention was signed, 1971, the then secretary
general of the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, Maurice
Strong, commissioned a report on the state of the planet, Only One Earth: The
Care and Maintenance of a Small Planet, co-authored by Barbara Ward and
Rene Dubos.
These organisations, old and new, were able to exploit the widespread
recognition that many wild species were in danger of extinction and that many
habitat types were disappearing. The wetland thus became the "poster child" for
the entire conservation movement. Some 80 experts from non-governmental
environmental organisations, governments mostly from European countries,
and hunting associations published their recommendations, in which they called
for a list of internationally important wetlands to be protected and for the
development of an international treaty to give that list legal force.
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The report summarised the findings of 152 leading experts from 58 countries in
preparation for the first UN meeting on the environment, held in Stockholm in
1972. This was the world's first "state of the environment" report.
The Stockholm Conference established the environment as part of an
international development agenda. It led to the establishment by the UN
General Assembly in December 1972 of the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP), with headquarters in Nairobi, Kenya, and the election of
Strong to head it. As head of UNEP, Strong was later to convene the first
international expert group meeting on climate change.
That conference was highly significant because it marked the beginnings of
international co-operation in the field of environment, from which date
environmental law has been regarded as a legitimate and important area of
international law. And at EEC level, the baton was picked up by the Paris
Summit of October 1972. This had the Member States declaring:
Economic expansion is not an end in itself. Its firm aim should be to enable
disparities in living conditions to be reduced. It must take place with the
participation of all the social partners. It should result in the improvement in
the quality of life as well as in standard of living. As befits the genius of
Europe, particular attention will be given to intangible values and to
protecting the environment, so that progress may really be put at the service
of mankind.773

From this came the first EEC action plan on the environment, published on 22
November 1973. Although the main focus was on pollution, it called for joint
action by Member States in the Council of Europe and other international
organisations. Amongst other things, it then called for a study "with a view to
possible harmonisation of national regulations on the protection of animal
species and migratory birds in particular".774
Of the international organisations, which included the OECD, UNESCO and
UNEP, the Council of Europe was quickest off the mark, adopting in 1973 the
concept of a European Network of Biogenetic Reserves to conserve natural or
near-natural habitats. This programme started in 1976.
Following the 2nd European Ministerial Conference on the Environment in
1976, Switzerland published a study recommending a European convention on
nature conservation which led to the Berne Convention on the Conservation of
European Wildlife and Natural Habitats, also hosted by the Council of Europe
and opened for signatures in September 1979. It included annexes of plant and
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animal species requiring protection but did not refer to networks of protected
areas.
It was into this situation that "Europe" - still then the EEC - arrived, with what
conservationists at the time considered "the big breakthrough". After pressure
from members of the European Parliament following lobbying from the public
and NGOs for measures to protect birds and especially migratory species, a
proposal for the Birds Directive was published by the European Commission.
At the time, "environment" had not been a competence of the EEC and was not
to become so until the Single European Act in 1986 (Art 130). Thus, the
Community was moving into areas for which it had no power or treaty
mandate, evidenced by the tenuous justification offered for the Directive:
… the conservation of the species of wild birds naturally occurring in the
European territory of the Member States is necessary in order to attain,
within the operation of the common market, the Community's objectives
regarding the improvement of living conditions, a harmonious development
of economic activities throughout the Community and a continuous and
balanced expansion.

The recital to the Directive notes that the necessary specific powers to create
the Birds Directive "have not been provided for in the Treaty", hence the
reliance on the "catch-all" provision in Article 235 of the Treaty of Rome.
Despite the absence of a specific competence, it was agreed unanimously by the
Member States, who agreed that conservation of birds was a cross-border
responsibility requiring coordinated action. This was Council Directive
79/409/EEC on the conservation of wild birds. Otherwise known as the Birds
Directive of 2 April 1979, it was transposed into UK law to become the
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981.
At the time, this groundbreaking new legislation galvanised the situation in the
UK, paving the way for a raft of measures, which included the use of a new
designation known as Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs). Specifically,
it converted a permissory power vested in the Nature Conservancy to create
nature reserves into a mandatory duty.
Having nominated species of birds at risk, it required Member States to "take
the requisite measures to preserve, maintain or re-establish a sufficient diversity
and area of habitats" for all the species of birds listed. The directive then
required Member States to designate sites, known as Special Protection Areas
(SPAs), for those species.
From this modest beginning is built a complicated and extensive network of
natural protection mechanisms, ostensibly implemented in the name of EU law,
but owing its origin and continuation to those multiple influences. Together
with the Birds Directive, we have the Habitats Directive, 92/43/EEC, passed in
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1992.775 This was to be transposed into British law by the Conservation
(Natural Habitats Etc.) Regulations 1994, commonly known as the Habitats
Regulations.776
The Birds and Habitats Directives now form the cornerstone of Europe's nature
conservation policy. The policy itself is built around two pillars: the Natura
2000 network of protected sites and the strict system of species protection. All
in all, claims the European Commission, the directives protect over 1,000
animals and plant species and over 200 so called "habitat types" (e.g. special
types of forests, meadows, wetlands, etc.), which are of European
importance.777

14.2 Further developments in EU policy
With the agreement of the Single European Act, which came into force in 1987,
the EEC at last acquired specific powers to legislate on environmental matters
(Articles 130r, 130s and 130t). There was no longer any requirement that it
should confine its action to issues with cross-border implications, nor any
attempt to restrict policy to such matters. Environment policy within the
European Communities had come of age.
Nevertheless, there were strong restraints on the exercise of powers, as
unanimous Council agreement was required (with a QMV waiver under Article
130s). The European Parliament had a right to be consulted on proposals.
Member States retained the right to maintain or introduce more stringent
protective measures, provided that such measures were compatible with the
Treaty.
The next significant changes came with the Maastricht Treaty in 1993, which
required the promotion of "sustainable and non-inflationary growth respecting
the environment", and that the European Union, as it had now become, should
include ‘a policy in the sphere of the environment’. A new objective of
"promoting measures at international level to deal with regional or worldwide
environmental problems" was added, and the principles on which
environmental action should be based were expanded so as to "aim at a high
level of protection taking into account the diversity of situations in the various
regions of the Community". There was a wider application of QMV.
Another change, of enormous significance, was the requirement that policy was
to be based on the "precautionary principle" (Article 130r(2) EC). Following a
Council resolution of 13 April 1999, this was elaborated on in 2000 by the
Commission, with the publication of a Communication on the "precautionary
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principle", which set out the operating principles for this new addition. 778 This
marked a fundamental break between the original UK "reactive" policy to the
fully-functional "pro-active" stance.
By 1999, the Amsterdam Treaty had introduced a direct reference to promoting
"sustainable development" and established a new principle that environmental
protection requirements should be integrated into the definition and
implementation of the EU's policies. Any shred of a requirement for unanimity
was removed, increasing the role of the European Parliament by making the codecision procedure the standard decision-making procedure for environmental
legislation.
The only reference to the environment in the Treaty of Nice, which came into
force in 2003, was a Declaration attached to the treaty. It encouraged the use of
"incentives and instruments which are market-oriented and intended to promote
sustainable development".
The 2009 Treaty of Lisbon did not make any further significant changes to the
EU's environmental competences, except that the objectives of EU policy on
the environment in Article 191(1) now refer to "combating climate change" in
the context of promoting measures at international level to deal with regional or
worldwide environmental problems.779 The specifics of climate change we deal
with in the next Chapter.

14.3 The growth of internationalism
It is not only such laws as the Birds and Habitats Directive that have
international implications. Some of the very fundamentals of the environmental
policy have international roots. For instance, the first endorsement of the
precautionary principle came in 1982 when the World Charter for Nature was
adopted by the UN General Assembly. Its first international implementation
was in 1987 through the Montreal Protocol. Soon after, the principle was
incorporated in many other legally binding international treaties such as the Rio
Declaration and Kyoto Protocol.780
As to the concept of "sustainable development", this was also raised in 1982 by
the UN World Charter for Nature. In 1987, the UN World Commission on
Environment and Development released the report Our Common Future, now
commonly named the "Brundtland Report" after the commission's chairman,
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the then Prime Minister of Norway Gro Harlem Brundtland. In 1992, the UN
Conference on Environment and Development then published in the Earth
Charter, an action plan known as Agenda 21 which outlined the building of a
"just, sustainable, and peaceful global society in the 21st century".781
Then, in 1992, the UK with other countries joined an international treaty, the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, aimed at limiting
average global temperature increases attributed to climate change. This was
further extended in 1997 by the Kyoto Protocol, which was also adopted and
ratified by the UK.782 Principles and agreed measures from this treaty and
subsequent agreements were further extended by the Climate Change Act,
which went beyond any requirements agreed with the EU.783
Partly, these activities derive from the initiative of former Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher, and the UK – at her insistence – has played a leading role,
both in the UNFCCC and in the EU, including nomination of the then head of
the UK Metrological Service as the first chair of the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC), as part of the UN process.
On this basis, in terms of les grandes lignes of environmental policy, it cannot
necessarily be asserted that release from the EU would lead to any substantial
changes. Even if the EU component is detached from national and international
elements, it is difficult to assert that the gaps would not have been filled by
national initiatives. In short, even without EU intervention, UK policy might
not be much different from what it is now. Thus, leaving the EU cannot be
taken as conferring a mandate for reductions in measures currently attributed to
the EU.

14.4 Identifying the national interest
Far from being welcomed, withdrawal from the EU will be regarded by some
environmental campaigners as a retrograde step. Reviewers from the Centre for
European Policy Studies (CEPS) assert that the consequences of a hypothetical
UK secession from the EU would compromise the UK's ability effectively to
lead and steer policy. They also consider it would leave the UK vulnerable to
being required to contribute to EU internal and international commitments as a
condition of continued membership of the single market, but without having a
say in what is agreed.784 They add:
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Many in the UK welcome the drive to improve environmental standards
coming from the EU. This has been in many fields, including coastal bathing
and drinking water, urban air quality associated with single market standards
for vehicles and fuels, waste disposal and ground water protection.
Improved environmental quality in these fields is on the record, as it is for
dangerous substances and installations (Seveso directives), and for
chemicals.

Unsurprisingly, therefore, the Government's Review of the Balance of
Competences draws attention to the difficulty in defining the national interest
that should shape policies on environment and climate change. Environmental
(and climate change), it suggests, is:
… a contested area of policy both in the UK, and across the EU, where the
interests of industry and of individuals are inevitably sometimes different
and where attitudes to environmental conservation and action to address
climate change also differ widely among organisations, the British public
and the business community.785

Arguably, therefore, an enthusiastic programme of repeal, directed at a wide
sweep of environmental measures, could build a considerable cadre of
opposition to EU withdrawal, even to the extent of prejudicing the success of an
"leave" campaign. Thus, the key, short-term element of an exit plan might be an
assurance that the bulk of environmentally related legislation would be reenacted, pending what might be termed a "national conversation" on the
direction a post-exit policy should take.
This notwithstanding, there are legislative areas which could be "chipped
away", without necessarily prejudicing what might be regarded as the integrity
of the EU's programme. Listed by the European Commission, this covers eleven
headings, including: tackling climate change; sustainable development; waste
management; air pollution; water protection and management; and noise
pollution.
However, in keeping with its origin as part of the Single Market acquis, most of
the legislation is marked of "EEA relevance", such as the Waste Framework
Directive, or is specifically identified as part of the internal market acquis, such
as the Directive on the approximation of the laws of the Member States relating
to the noise emission in the environment by equipment for use outdoors.786
Even household waste management, and municipal recycling quotas (involving
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domestic waste), are deemed to be part of the single market and the EEA
acquis.787
Nevertheless, there is scope for manoeuvre, illustrated by comments on the socalled REACH Directive (Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and
Restriction of Chemicals). Although this is cited as being particularly damaging
to SMEs, many of the complaints relate not to the regulations themselves but
the way they are implemented. Here – as with other legislation - there is a
possibility that implementation can be simplified and costs reduced.788
Nevertheless if the UK remains within the EEA, there is little flexibility in the
shorter term. Most legislation would have to be carried over or, where
necessary, re-enacted without change.

14.5 Equalising the national debate
Given that a necessary precursor to any re-alignment of environmental policy is
a "national conversation", it is essential that the debate is balanced. In this
context, one sees an effective imbalance, where "stakeholders" are not neutral
players. This is apparent in the government's review of the balance of
competences concerning the environment.789 There, we see the Royal Society
for the Protection of Birds (RSPB) expressing the view that the EU's water
directives "have been instrumental in delivering improvements in river water
quality". The Royal Society also attributed improvements in air quality to EU
action and thought that the EU's ambitious climate change targets could provide
a competitive advantage over countries which are slower to act.
Yet, nowhere in the entire review is there any indication that the RSPB has
been the beneficiary of grants to the value of €14 million from the EU, to
support various projects. Nor is there any indication that the international arm
of the RSPB, Birdlife International, with offices in Brussels, was lead recipient
of funds to the extent of €25,680,683, paid by the European Commission
between 2007 and 2012. Furthermore, while the RSPB presents information
about itself in the evidence submitted to the review, it makes no reference to its
EU funding sources.790
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Similarly, evidence is presented by Valpak Ltd, the UK's "largest compliance
scheme operator with member schemes for the Packaging, WEEE and Waste
Battery regulations". However, since it is an organisation set up specifically to
implement waste management schemes, it is effectively a child of EU
legislation. When asked whether it considered EU environmental standards
were "necessary for the proper functioning of the internal market", rather
unsurprisingly it considered that they played "an essential role in ensuring that
producers are on a relatively level playing field across Europe".791
What is not generally realised is the extent to which NGOs and other "civil
society" organisations are funded directly or indirectly by the EU.
Environmental NGOs in particular benefit from a dedicated EU fund known as
the LIFE+ programme. Authorised by Regulation (EC) No 614/2007, it
declares that "non-governmental organisations contribute to the development
and implementation of Community environmental policy and legislation. It is
therefore appropriate for part of the LIFE+ budget to support the operations of a
number of appropriately qualified environmental NGOs through the
competitive and transparent awarding of annual operating grants".792
A typical beneficiary is Friends of the Earth Europe. Its work programme in
2013 cost €1,368,059.00, to which the EU contributed €751,064.00 (54.89
percent). Of the "top 10" environmental NGOs, forming an alliance known as
the Green 10, only one – Greenpeace – did not accept money from the
Commission. The other nine receive very substantial support, from LIFE+ and
other programmes. Over the period 2007-2012, WWF was paid €53,813,343 by
the EU. Birdlife was lead recipient for funds worth €25,680,683, Naturfreund
was paid €2,862,371 and Bankwatch €8,178,095. The EEB was lead recipient
for €13,186,263, Climate Action Network was paid €2,240,616, HEAL (as
EPHA) €4,622,921, Transport & Environment €2,172,353 and Friends of the
Earth was lead recipient for grants worth €13,674,033. Together, over the 20072012 period, these nine were primary or lead recipients of funds to the value of
€126,610,677 disbursed by the European Commission.793
These organisations, which purport to represent 20 million people, are not
simply passive receivers of funds but active players in the legislative and
policy-making process. According to their website, they:
… work with the EU law-making institutions - the European Commission,
the European Parliament and the Council of Ministers - to ensure that the
environment is placed at the heart of policymaking. This includes working
with our member organisations around Europe to facilitate their input into
the EU decision-making process.794
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While campaigning at EU level, the Green 10 "encourage the full
implementation of EU environmental laws and policies in the Member States",
they "lobby for new environmental proposals, as appropriate" and "work with
the EU institutions to ensure that policies under consideration are as
environmentally effective as possible". Crucially, though, they also work with
the EU to promote its "environmental leadership in the global political arena",
effectively acting as advocates not only for environmental issues but for the
European Union itself.795
The overtly political role of these NGOs has been recognised by a number of
countries, not least in New Zealand which in 2011withdrew charity status from
Greenpeace.796 More recently, though, the Indian government's Intelligence
Bureau produced a report entitled "Impact of NGOs on development" which
claimed that the opposition to several development projects in the country by a
significant number of NGOs, including Greenpeace, would have "a negative
impact on economic growth by two to three per cent", making them a "threat to
national economic security".797
Subsequently, the Ministry of Home Affairs served a "show cause notice" on
Greenpeace, asking why its permission to get foreign funding under the Foreign
Contribution (Regulation) Act, 2010 (FCRA) should not be withdrawn. At least
ten more NGO's were also targeted.798
The use of this provision by the Indian authorities, and the action by New
Zealand, indicates that it is possible to curtail the power and influence of
NGOs. As far as the UK is concerned, something similar to the FCRA might be
desirable, preventing UK advocacy groups from accepting contributions from
foreign institutions, or from being allied with organisations with foreign
affiliates. Certainly, it would not be sensible to secure withdrawal from the EU
without also curtailing the power and influence of NGOs which are acting as its
advocates, often with access to the very heart of government.

14.6 Reframing environmental policy
Ostensibly, withdrawal from the European Union would allow the clock to be
turned back, and a reversion to traditional legislative and enforcement standards
and procedures. Take away the EU and the driving forces that brought laws
such as the Birds and Habitats Directive into existence would still exist, and
there would still be a strong constituency in favour of their continuation, not
least from the well-supported environmental NGOs which helped bring them
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into being. Straightforward repeal, or replacement with new UK law, would not
appear to be an immediate option for such laws.
The intrusive, expensive and unpopular nature of some EU provisions will
require fairly immediate action. For instance, despite provisions relating to the
use of landfill and domestic recycling being marked as having "EEA
relevance", it would be hard to justify to the general public a refusal to change
such things as EU recycling quotas, or the massively increased costs of waste
collection and disposal they entail.
Already, and for some time, the EU-inspired regime is becoming unpopular,
with increasing protests about "wheelie bin clutter", and the amount of space
required to store multiple bins, and families might expect some relief.799,800
Thus, there may well be considerable popular pressure to repeal or modify such
provisions, and little tolerance for continued conformity with EU objectives.
One example is landfill, where the public are constantly being warned that
space is about to run out However, although the UK produces approximately 70
million cubic metres of municipal waste each year, there is a stock of over 819
million cubic metres of landfill space. Quarrying, gravel extraction and other
industries create about 114 million cubic metres of new space each year,.801,802
There is actually no shortage of space and the only pressure comes from the
European Commission's continuously expanding ambitions. In July 2014, it
produced a new legislative proposal which sets a new target for recycling,
requiring 70 percent of all municipal waste and 80 percent of packaging waste
to be recycled by 2030. It will also totally ban the landfill of recyclable waste
by 2025, aiming "to virtually eliminate landfill" by 2030. At most, it will accept
an irreducible minimum of five percent of waste that cannot be recycled.803
Those new targets will be "difficult for the UK to meet".804 Recycling rates
have recently stagnated after a period of rapid growth in the past decade, with
DEFRA figures released in November 2013 recording 43.2 percent of waste in
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England recycled in 2012-13.805 For the year of 2013, 38.836 million tonnes
were disposed of by way of landfill, down from 71.51 million in 2005, with
landfill tax levied at £1.2bn.806 For householders already groaning under the
increased burden of Council Tax, this is possibly the last straw.
The Commission, effectively, has given itself over to green ideology that its
new plans, together with "waste prevention, ecodesign, reuse and similar
measures" could bring "net savings of €600 billion", or eight percent of annual
turnover, for businesses in the EU, while "reducing total annual greenhouse gas
emissions by 2-4 percent". It also believes that over two million "extra" jobs
could be created.807 This is all part of what the Commission was calling a
"circular economy", breaking away from the "take-make-dispose" model to a
never-ending cycle of making, recycling and re-using.808
However, the outgoing European commissioner for the environment, Janez
Potočnik, acknowledged that the "circular economy" was unlikely to spring into
being "if simply left to the market": "It is profitable, but that does not mean it
will happen without the right policies", he said. To drive the agenda, therefore,
he proposed that the EU's new Horizon 2020 research programme would be
used to support research and development in the waste management and
recycling industries, and in improving the design of products to make them
easier to reuse, repair and recycle.809 Thereby we see once again the research
budget being used to support legislative initiatives.
Furthermore, as with earlier waste initiatives, this proposal is marked as having
"EEA relevance". That means that, if enacted, it will also apply to EFTA/EEA
countries, including Britain if it was outside the EU but within the EEA.
However, there is always an opportunity to challenge the Commission's
interpretation of EEA relevance, although no EFTA/EEA member has opted to
do so with legislation already enacted. Whether the UK, on withdrawal, could
challenge the interpretation retrospectively is uncertain.
Nevertheless, there is a possibility of challenging the EEA relevance of some of
the EU legislation already in force. This could be included in the Article 50
negotiations and if the parties agree that the EEA designation could be waived,
the resultant list could form a country-specific protocol to the EEA readmission agreement, thereby excluding them from application to the UK.
This allows for the final EEA agreement to be modified by two separate
protocols, one adding legislation to which the UK would wish to be bound – as
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in agriculture – and the other excluding the UK from the application of other
legislation, each protocol applying to the UK alone rather than to the entirety of
the EFTA/EEA bloc.

14.7 The implications for EU withdrawal
Illustrated in this Chapter is the way international, EU and British influences
have been intertwined over a long period and have combined to produce a
multi-origin policy set. In assessing the impact of EU law, though, it cannot be
said with any certainty that, had the UK not joined the EU, outcomes would
have been substantially different. We see in the history of the development of
the EU law, the actions of campaigners and the emergence through
international activism of agreements created at that level.
In this context, the then EEC was a downstream entity, responding to a global
movement and those involved in promoting law at that level were exploiting its
willingness to be part of the greater global movement. They promoted the
passing of European law, and then took advantage of it once it had come into
force. But, without the EEC, British policymakers could and almost certainly
would have been exposed to the same international pressures and influences,
and could well have developed their systems to parallel those in Europe, to
achieve like effects.
Now, with over 40 years of integration, what we do not see is two policy,
legislative and administrative systems working separately to achieve (or cause)
effects. We actually see a single, integrated system, working as one - in
harmony with global initiatives - delivering outcomes which could not have
been designed or achieved by any single entity acting alone.
Therefore, the interdependency is such that removal of the EU component
would leave a non-functional system. For the system then to function, it is
arguable that the missing parts would have to be replaced by components very
similar to those removed. The residual parts themselves have been designed or
adapted to give effect to EU policy and legislation, all within the context of
continued administrative direction from Brussels. Before any substantial
changes could be made, the objectives of the system would have to be redefined
and the entire machinery almost completely rebuilt, from the ground up.
Most likely, though, even outside the EU, exactly the same political imperatives
which brought the integrated system to its current state would continue to exist.
Powerful NGOs such as the RSPB, and WWF, working in conjunction with
other local and international NGOs, form a powerful lobby group which could
exert considerable influence on public opinion, and on the parliamentary
process. Whatever pressure there might be to deregulate and eliminate EU law,
one can be fairly well assured that instruments such as the Birds and Habitats
Directives would have their champions, and find themselves re-enacted as
British law in such a way as to preserve most of the subsidiary British
regulation.
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The point here is that there are multiple examples of the intricate relationships
between national, EU and international initiatives, the nature of which requires
considerable study to identify and understand. Such complexity – as we see in
the body of this book – is replicated elsewhere in the system. Doubtless, there
are many more examples which we have yet to identify, but which are crucial to
the sectors in which they have effect.
This must affect any plans devised for the withdrawal of the UK from the EU.
So complex and subtle is the relationship between the two entities, and so
interwoven is EU law with the British system, that even were removal easily
possible, the remainder would often be non-functional. One could even express
the EU in terms of an invasive cancer, having so infiltrated the body of its
victim that to remove the cancer would kill the patient.
Fortunately, the EU is not a cancer and nor is its intervention necessarily
malign or even unwelcomed by significant and influential sections of the
British public. The Birds Directive, as we have already argued, has its own
constituency of support, and many would fight to keep it, as they did those
many years ago to bring it into being.
Thus, while removal of EU law is always possible and Great Britain is not a
"patient" which is likely to die, wholesale removal of law, and rapid detachment
from the EU, is clearly not a practical option. Nor, across the board, is it a
desirable one. Most of all, though, no moves should be taken unless or until we
are certain of what is involved, allowing assessments to be made of the possible
consequences of removal, the advantages and disadvantages. These things,
rather than the origin of any measure, may need to be our guide to the actions
we take.
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15.0 Climate change and energy
Human influence has been detected in warming of the atmosphere and the
ocean, in changes in the global water cycle, in reductions in snow and ice, in
global mean sea level rise, and in changes in some climate extremes. This
evidence for human influence has grown since AR4. It is extremely likely
that human influence has been the dominant cause of the observed warming
since the mid-20th century.
IPPC AR5 Report, Summary for Policymakers, 2013810

Initially an integral component of the environment movement, from the late
'80s, climate change has emerged as a separate issue with its own identity and
body of law.
Despite the EU's heavy involvement in resultant policy, little change might be
expected in UK policy on its departure from the EU. From its inception, the UK
has been the leader in promoting a response to climate change and much of that
which forms the core of EU policy was driven by the UK and is incorporated
separately in the UK's Climate Change Act 2008.811 Many of the provisions go
further than EU requirements, which means that the broader UK policy on
climate change would be largely unaffected by withdrawal. Certainly, as far as
Article 50 negotiators might be concerned, there would be little to be lost in the
short-term by accepting conformity with the entire climate change acquis as
part of the exit settlement.
Campaigners against climate change law might find such a stance unduly
restrictive, especially if they expect withdrawal will reduce the impact of
climate change obligations. Nevertheless, the real issue is with the Climate
Change Act and with our international obligations, such as our participation in
the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and
our agreement to the Kyoto Protocol on reduction of CO2 and other greenhouse
gas emissions. These need to be addressed before any changes to the UK
regimes can be expected.
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The Convention contains the undertakings entered into by the industrialised
countries to reduce their emissions of certain greenhouse gases which are
responsible for global warming. The total emissions of the developed countries
are to be reduced by at least five percent over the period 2008-2012 compared
with 1990 levels.
Alongside the UK commitment, the EU has also become a party to the
convention. Council Decision 2002/358/EC of 25 April 2002 concerns the
approval, on behalf of the European Community, of the Kyoto Protocol to the
UNFCCC and the joint fulfilment of commitments thereunder. The European
Community ratified the Framework Convention by Decision 94/69/EC of
15 December 1993. The Framework Convention entered into force on
21 March 1994.812
One of the key policy responses is climate change adaptation. Following
publication of the 2009 White Paper on adapting to climate change, proposing a
"European framework for action", the EU in 2013 adopted a multi-component
Adaptation Strategy Package, the core of which is the EU Strategy itself (COM
(2013) 216 final).813 Currently, the Commission is in the process of providing
guidelines for formulating adaptation strategies, designed to help EU countries
to develop, implement and review their adaptation policies. They cover aspects
which are missing from existing adaptation strategies, such as cross-border
issues, and the need to ensure coherence with national disaster risk management
plans.
This was to include by 2014, an adaptation preparedness scoreboard,
identifying key indicators for measuring Member States' level of readiness. In
2017, based on reports mandated by its own Monitoring Mechanism Regulation
and on the adaptation preparedness scoreboard, the Commission intends to
assess whether action being taken in the Member States is sufficient. If it deems
progress to be insufficient, by reference to the coverage and quality of the
national strategies, it will consider a legally binding instrument.814
Within any realistic timescale for British withdrawal, the UK will either be
subject to such an instrument, or will have implemented its own strategies to
match EU requirements. Withdrawal will, at least, give the UK more flexibility
on how it approaches the process of adaptation, or whether indeed it wants to
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continue with those processes to which it is not committed via its international
or domestic obligations.
Even then, since the UK's 2013 National Adaptation Programme – which owes
as much to the Climate Change Act as the EU and the UK's own Climate
Change Risk Assessment - is based largely on sensible measures which would
have been undertaken anyway, such as flood and coastal erosion risk
management. Thus, actual changes made may be marginal.815 Unless or until
there is a UK commitment to reduce climate change related activity, this
adaptation programme – with or without anticipated amendments - is likely to
stand, irrespective of our EU membership status.

15.1 Energy policy
Another crucial element of climate change policy is the way it defines energy
policy. Between London - with the Department of Energy and Climate Change
(DECC) - and Brussels, "energy policy" and "climate action" have been merged
to become one. Tellingly, in Jean Claude Juncker's new Commission, energy
and climate change now come under the responsibility of a single
Commissioner, Miguel Arias Cañete.816
And it is when we look to Brussels that we see how much energy policy has
become the slave to climate action. It has become the primary tool by which the
EU intends to meet its 2050 climate change target of reducing greenhouse gas
emissions by 80 percent relative to 1990 levels, which it endorsed in 2009.817
But what that means in practice does not appear to have been widely
understood. While politicians are so often accused of short-termism, this is a
policy locked into a 36-year timeline, where the most probable outcome of the
EU policy, if it is allowed to continue unchecked, is that the UK runs out of
electricity.
Partly obscuring the 2050 policy objectives is the focus on the 2020 climate
targets, where the EU and the UK are committed to a 20 percent reduction in
emissions, to producing 20 percent of our energy from renewables, and to
reducing our energy consumption by 20 percent. This is the so-called 20-20-20
package.818
But this is just an interim stage. The key target is and will remain the 80 percent
reduction in emissions by 2050. Furthermore, this is not just a vague aspiration.
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It is a firm, solemn target, to which our respective governments are committed
as an article of faith, and which is driving policy. And what is not fully
appreciated is the particularly important role of energy usage and within that
the role of electricity, representing what former energy minister Chris
Huhne called a "seismic shift in energy policy" and EU Energy Commissioner,
Günther H. Oettinger, called a "paradigm shift in the way we produce, transmit,
distribute and trade energy".819
Firstly, electricity production must "decarbonise" almost completely. Currently,
around 70 percent (give or take) of our electricity is produced by carbon-based
fossil fuel – mainly gas and coal (the rest mainly nuclear and wind, with some
hydro).820 And this "carbon" element has to be taken out of the mix, almost
completely. By 2050, the aim is to produce all of our electricity (all but a tiny
proportion from emergency back-up plants), with "zero carbon" emissions.
This is a hugely ambitious task, a colossal enterprise involving the expenditure,
according to one estimate, of £1,100 billion, nearly the entire UK GDP for a
full year.821 The European Commission estimates that the additional investment
to achieve decarbonisation (over and above that which would be spent anyway)
could run to €304bn a year, between 2011-2050, for the whole of the EU.822
This equates to £1.3tn for the UK. The International Energy Agency estimates
additional global costs at $44bn. Apportioned on the basis of contribution to
global GDP, this also equates to £1.3tn.823
An inevitable consequence of decarbonising domestic heating and cooking is
the end of domestic gas heating and cooking. Electricity and other, more exotic
sources will have to be used.824 The entire domestic gas distribution network
will need to be closed down, unless sufficient volumes of biogas can be
produced – which is unlikely. Also, there will be substantially fewer petrol and
diesel-fuelled cars. The intention is that they should be replaced with electric
and hybrid, plug-in vehicles. As a result, electricity will have to provide a much
greater proportion of our energy requirement. In fact, from its current levels, the
system has almost to double its capacity, bringing its share of final energy
demand to 36-39 percent of the total, by 2050.
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Despite the length of the timeline, planning is already in place, and the policy is
progressively being rolled out. The European Commission thus suggests raising
"low carbon technologies" in the electricity mix to around 60 percent in 2020,
to 75 to 80 percent in 2030, and nearly 100 percent in 2050.825
As to how to achieve its decarbonisation target, the Commission offers several
possibilities. Its particular enthusiasm, though, rests with using renewable
energy, under what it calls its "high RES" (Renewable Energy Sources)
scenario. In this, renewable technologies generate 97 percent of all electricity,
with 50 percent being wind generated.826 A feature of this is that it will be a
high capital cost model, and will also create a high need for balancing capacity,
storage and grid investment.827 Alternatives are not much better. For instance,
the Commission's high energy efficiency scenario still requires an increase in
electricity consumption (again to power much of the transport fleet and for
domestic space heating), of which 67 percent will be generated by renewables,
including wind, solar and biomass.
Taking the "high RES" scenario, which doubles the electricity requirement, this
would put the peak UK demand at about 120GW. Wind would have to deliver a
usable capacity of over 60GW. Given average load factors of 30 percent, this
suggests an installed capacity of around 180GW – although the greater problem
is how to deliver the peak demand when there is no wind. As to the financial
element, one report suggests costs per GW of approximately €900-1,150
million, which could bring the total investment requirement to about €200
billion.828 From another source, costs have been cited at $2,000 million per GW
and, on the basis of calculations from yet another source, the total cost of fleet
installation – including an offshore component - might reach £360 billion by
2050.829
In order to meet targets, this investment would be funding an expansion in the
fleet over the next 36 years at a rate of 2,500 giant 2MW turbines a year, 90,000
machines, extending over 16 million acres.830 That is only three million acres
short of the 19 million acre area of Scotland, and almost exactly half the area of
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England. By way of a reality check, wind expanded from 427 to 6,488MW
between 2001 and 2011, equivalent to adding 300 2MW turbines per year.831
There, at the heart of the Commission's "high RES" decarbonisation policy is
the fatal flaw. At any practical level, it cannot be achieved. It simply will not
happen, even if some green groups seem to believe 100 percent renewable
provision is possible.832 Yet, as far as EU policy goes, a renewables-driven
policy is one of the most promising options, and one on which considerable
development resource has already been expended.

15.2 UK policy preferences
UK policy is predicated on statutory commitments built into the Climate
Change Act, through which the UK is also committed to exactly the same 80
percent cut in greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.833 The UK is thus pursuing
exactly the same electricity decarbonisation scenario, where demand for
electricity by 2050 doubles as a result of electrification of much of industry,
heating and transport. But rather than rely on the "high RES" scenario, the UK
only intends to make "significant use" of the UK's wind resources, onshore and
offshore, "while keeping wind deployment well within the estimated limits that
account for land use, sea use, ecological sensitivity and proximity constraints".
Without stating this clearly, therefore, wind is a limited option, leaving the UK
intending to rely on nuclear generated electricity. To meet its own zero-carbon
target, the government assumes new nuclear capacity will be built at a rate of
1.2 GW a year. It also assumes that carbon capture and storage (CCS) for gas
and coal plants will be successful, allowing new fossil fuel plants to be rolled
out, delivering an additional 1.5 GW a year after 2030. This is essential if gas
and coal-fired electricity generation is to continue.834 Yet, to date, only one
commercial-scale CCS plant has been commissioned, the Boundary Dam coal
fired power plant in Saskatchewan, Canada. This 110MW coal-fired plant is
operating at a third less efficiency, at a cost of three times more than a
comparable plant without CCS fitted.835 Despite earlier estimates which put
losses at less, a 30 percent loss of efficiency seems to be a typical
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expectation.836 There is thus no evidence that the technology will ever be able
to make a cost-effective contribution to energy policy.837
As to nuclear power, the total capacity requirement has not been specified, and
no targets have been set, although the figure of 75GW has been discussed.838 If
wind generation is to be limited, it may need to exceed 80GW. 839 However,
recent European experience with the construction of nuclear plants is not good.
Of the two latest examples of the European Pressurised Reactor, both have
suffered major delays and cost over-runs. The Finnish 1.6GW Olkiluoto 3, the
country's fifth and biggest nuclear reactor, was due to start operating in 2009,
but commissioning has been delayed to 2018, with planned costs of €3.2 billion
expected to double.840
The French Flamanville 3 1,650 MW reactor, on which work was started in
2007 by operator EDF, was scheduled to start operations in 2012. It is still not
operational and, by September 2014, costs had escalated from €3.3 to €8.5
billion.841 As of April 2015, a very serious fault had been found in the pressure
vessel, threatening the viability of the entire project.842
Of the 66 reactors currently under construction throughout the world, 49 mostly in Asia, but including five US reactors – have been delayed, while
budgets are escalating. Average costs have risen from $1,000 per installed
kilowatt to around $8,000/kW over the past decade.843
In Britain's current nuclear power programme, by the end of 2014, only the
Hinkley Point C plant – with a planned 2x1.6GW capacity - had received a site
license and planning permission (as of October 2013). Meanwhile, in May
2012, EDF had raised the estimated cost of a completed plant to £7 billion, up
from £4.5 billion, leading one analyst to suggest that new nuclear power plants
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in the UK were no longer commercially viable.844 This triggered a dispute over
electricity pricing (the so-called "strike price") between EDF and the
government, allowing inflated electricity prices of £92.50 per megawatt hour,
double the current wholesale price to allow for the recovery of the investment.
The support price will be guaranteed and index-linked for 35 years after the
station comes on stream.845
The provisional agreement triggered an in-depth investigation by the European
Commission into UK measures supporting nuclear energy.846 This added nine
months' delay.847 Of perhaps greater relevance, the design is the European
Pressurised Reactor, which does not inspire confidence.848 With completion
currently scheduled for 2023, costs have risen to £24.5 billion.849 It is evident
that the British nuclear-led option is no more realistic than the Commission
"high RES" scenario or any other of the decarbonisation options. There is
simply no plausible scenario by which the British government can conceivably
meet its 80 percent emission cut by 2050.

15.3 Demand management
Despite the fragility of plans to decarbonise electricity generation, the supplyside equation is by no means the full extent of either EU or UK policies. A less
visible component of both is the adoption of a stratagem known generically as
Demand Side Response (DSR). More straightforwardly, it is sometimes just
called demand management. This is a major development in the nature and
structure of the electricity industry, made necessary by the wide-scale
deployment of time-variable renewable generation, particularly wind
generation, which presents a number of challenges in relation to the balance of
supply and demand.850
According to a report produced for DEFRA in September 2011, demand
management changes the whole relationship between the supplier and
customer. "No longer is it considered viable for electricity to be provided 'on
demand' in response to the requirements of end-users", it says. "Rather, a coReuters, 8 May 2012, UK nuclear build requires taxpayer rescue – Citi,
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ordinated approach is required whereby energy production and demand become
integrated to ensure the use of renewables can be optimised whilst also
minimising the use of fossil fired generation".851
An essential part of demand management will be "Vehicle-to-Grid" (V2G), a
system employing the millions of electric cars expected to be in use, and their
batteries, as an additional tool for managing the grid. At one level, the charging
of cars overnight can be interrupted if there is a supply shortfall while, at
another, the electricity stored in car batteries can be used to power the grid
when demand exceeds supply, compensating for the variability and
intermittency of renewables, especially wind power.852 There is also a third
element, in dealing with what is known as "wrong time" electricity, when
windfarms produce more power than is needed. Since excess power can
destabilise the grid, in much the same way as a shortfall, it has been mooted
that the heaters of electric cars coupled to the grid could be turned on remotely,
to soak up the excess power.853
For this system to function, the grid itself must be modified to become a "smart
grid". This has a wider application than just managing electric vehicle batteries.
With "smart meters" it becomes the Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI).
This allows further management opportunities, with the provision of "smart
appliances" which can be switched on and off according to supply conditions.
The European Commission argues that the deployment of AMI throughout
Europe will bring about a step change in the scope for gathering and
communicating information about energy supply and consumption. The
information provided will allow consumers to save energy, to which effect
Member States are obliged to roll out smart electricity meters for at least 80
percent of their final consumers by 2020 "provided this is supported by a
favourable national cost-benefit analysis".854
For an investment of €45 billion, the European Commission claims energy
savings varying from nil (in the Czech Republic) and one percent (Poland,
Slovakia) to five percent (Greece, Malta), with an average - for all data
available - around 2.6 percent (±1.4%) or 3 percent (±1.3%) considering only
the data from those countries which have rolled out or are proceeding with
851
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large-scale roll-out.855 No data for the UK are offered, but the House of
Commons Public Accounts Committee has estimated the total cost of installing
53 million meters at £10.6 billion, or around £215 per home or small business –
for a notional saving of just two percent of the average household energy bill.856
However, a fundamental flaw of AMI is that it assumes the availability of
variable tariffs, for which introduction in the UK there are no plans. 857 The
system itself does not save electricity, per se. Its essential function is to convey
variable price information to users. They can respond to the price signals and
programme non-essential appliances to function only in off-peak periods,
thereby reducing their consumption and reducing the peak loading on the
generation system. Reducing peak loading is known as "peak shaving", for
which individual consumers are rewarded with cheaper tariffs.
The system is under large-scale test on the Danish island of Bornholm, where
around 2,000 households have been equipped with smart meters, their washing
machines, televisions and computers fully networked, ready to be controlled by
the local utility company, Oestkraft. The experiment was (and still is at the time
of writing) part of a pump-priming, 4-year €21 million pilot project, partfunded from the EU's research programme. Called EcoGrid EU, it is one of 245
EU energy projects which are soaking up €2.3 billion in tax-funding. Under test
in EcoGrid EU is a supply scenario where over 50 percent of electricity is
provided by renewables – mainly wind – the volatility causing considerable
instability in the grid, requiring creative systems in order to balance supply and
demand.858
The response is to price electricity according to availability, changing at fiveminute intervals, the levels communicated via the "smart grid" (i.e., one which
is able to communicate information). The approximately 2,000 residential
consumers in the experiment (of a total of 28,000 on the island) are equipped
with "smart" controllers which allow real-time prices to be presented to them,
with electrical equipment pre-programmed to use electricity only when the
prices drop below certain levels. By this means, customers can stack their
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dishwashers last thing at night, but the machines will only cycle when the price
is right – perhaps at two o'clock in the morning.859
The remarkable thing about this scenario, though, is that it assumes the
completion of AMI and also the attainment of challenging targets for the
introduction of unspecified millions of electric vehicles, possibly as many as
18-20 million. Work is in hand integrating electric vehicles with the AMI, with
their contribution being trialled in the Bornholm experiment.860At this point,
however, AMI is not on schedule and the vehicle target depends on
breakthroughs in battery technology, the nature of which are unknown, to a
timescale that is unknown.861 As with the supply side, therefore, this component
of the 2050 policy is based on unrealised assumptions, with no indication that
they are realisable or when they might be realised.
In terms of demand management, there are simpler and cheaper ways of
achieving some of the effects of AMI, with a small fraction of the expenditure.
One technique is known as "dynamic demand", involving fitting certain
domestic appliances, such as refrigerators, with low-cost sensors coupled to
automated controls. These measure the frequency of the current supplied –
which should be a constant 50 cycles per second – and switch off their
appliances when the system load temporarily exceeds supply, causing the
current frequency to drop.862 Since appliances such as refrigerators do not run
continuously, switching them off for short periods (20-30 minutes) is unlikely
to be noticed and will have no harmful effects on the contents. Yet the
cumulative effect on the generating system of having Britain's 40 million
fridges fitted with dynamic demand units could be to cut peak loading by 728 to
1,174MW.863
Dynamic demand technology could probably yield net savings equivalent to
those delivered by AMI, with costs so modest that they could be absorbed in the
prices of new appliances, without imposing any noticeable burden on the
consumer, or requiring consumer interaction.
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Other techniques are used to manage peak loads, which is also an important
part of demand management. These include the provision of banks of diesel and
gas-power generators, with installations typically capable of producing 20MW
at short notice, to supplement power supplies at times of peak demand. Their
provision reduces the need to keep large plants fired up – the so-called spooling
reserve. Voluntary load shedding is also employed, with some operations
disconnecting from the network and using generators to supply their power
needs. In other cases, power hungry equipment, such as commercial cold stores,
or air conditioning installations, are shut down at peak times, thus "shaving" the
peaks and reducing the need to bring additional capacity online.864 Some of the
capacity is managed under a system known as Short Term Operational Reserve
(STOR).
With as much as a 25GW diurnal variation in demand – with a winter peak
capacity approaching 60GW, significant capacity has to be built and maintained
purely to meet short-duration peaks in demand. The use and extension of STOR
and like facilities makes a significant contribution to reducing the need for peak
generation plants. As such, the actual total requirement for electricity capacity
could be reduced to below that of common projections and, as techniques for
smoothing demand improve, overall system capacity requirements could be
further reduced.
According to one aggregator, removing between 5-15 percent of peak demand
is realistic, as part of the new-found capacity market.865 This could be worth up
to 9GW. That is effectively the output of seven major nuclear plants (or their
equivalent) which would otherwise have to be built. As it stands Ofgem has
already estimated that demand response services could save the UK £800
million annually on transmission costs and £226 million on peak generation
capacity.866
Investment certainly is the key to securing the widespread introduction of this
capacity, but it is not currently being seen in significant volumes. This is
attributed to the short term nature of the contracts. Initially, longer term STOR
contracts of 15 years were available, but they were only offered to fill a
projected gap in provision and were suspended once the need had been met.
Although the longer term contracts did serve to bring forward investment in
new flexible plant specifically for participation in balancing services and
remain a tool for the system operator should they project a gap in provision in
the future, there are no plans to repeat the exercise, as it is thought that longer
term contracts will foreclose the market to new, potentially more efficient, and
economic, technologies.867
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15.4 Energy efficiency
The third component of the 2050 strategy is to improve energy efficiency and
thereby reduce overall energy usage. The International Energy Agency (IEA)
calls energy efficiency the "first fuel," on the basis that, over term, the amount
saved is more than the output of any single fuel source. 868 The UK view is that
it reduces greenhouse gas emissions, improves energy security, mitigates fuel
poverty, increases productivity and reduces the costs of meeting the UK's
renewable energy target.869
The EU also accepts that energy reduction is extremely important, promoting it
through its Energy Efficiency Directive.870 In the preamble to the Directive, it
notes that the Union is "facing unprecedented challenges resulting from
increased dependence on energy imports and scarce energy resources, and the
need to limit climate change and to overcome the economic crisis". Energy
efficiency, it states, "is a valuable means to address these challenges. It
improves the Union's security of supply by reducing primary energy
consumption and decreasing energy imports. It helps to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions in a cost- effective way and thereby to mitigate climate change".
Reduced demand also cuts investment requirements, not only on generating
plant but also on the grid and local distribution networks. In terms of
environmental impact, the effect of energy efficiency is also significant. There
is less (or no) visual blight from wind turbines and their attendant pylons, and
an overall reduction in the demand for conventional but nonetheless intrusive
generation sets.
One major policy stream aimed at increasing efficiency is legislation directed at
increasing energy efficiency of consumer appliances - from washing machines
to vacuum cleaners – and building efficiency, mainly by the incremental
strengthening of insulation standards. These have considerable value.871
However, this is only the tip of a huge iceberg, achieving results largely
through the implementation of EU law, even if some is inspired by the UK.872
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Energy use in residential and commercial buildings is a profitable target. These
are responsible for about 40 percent of the EU's total final energy consumption
and 36 percent of the EU's total CO2 emissions. The potential by 2020 is
significant: 30 percent less energy use within the sector.873 Furthermore, the
savings are thoroughly worthwhile. The European Commission estimates that,
EU-wide, it would save 400 Megatonnes of oil equivalent (Mtoe) in primary
energy. It would also avoid the construction of about a thousand coal-fired
power stations or half a million giant wind turbines, averaging 4 MW in 2020,
operating 2300 h/year. The CO2 emissions reduction would be about 860 Mt.874
Yet, while this is actually feasible, the Commission has acknowledged that its
target is unlikely to be reached. It is settling for a nine percent energy saving by
2020.875 In an indication that it is no longer a lead priority, a recent policy
review allocated only a "significant role" to energy efficiency in delivering the
Union's climate and energy objectives, and even this was to be the subject of a
review to be concluded later in 2014.876
As to the British government, despite an evident lack of commitment to
delivering any significant energy savings in the commercial and industrial
sectors, it is still going through the motions, subscribing to a "Carbon Plan
2050". This will require the UK to halve per capita energy consumption, even
though it lacks the vision or the policy instruments to achieve this outcome.877
Instead, the government is adopting a highly bureaucratic EU-based scheme
built into the Energy Efficiency Directive, under the title: Energy Savings
Opportunity Scheme (ESOS).878 This requires large commercial enterprises to
pay for expensive audits of their energy usage, which must identify "costeffective" energy efficiency opportunities.
Even though it has widespread application, the scheme is estimated to deliver
only £1.6 billion in energy savings – and that assumes that firms will
implement the non-binding recommendations identified from their audits. There
are, though, no specific grants or financial incentives which would make
marginal or capital-intensive schemes more attractive. Imposing the
bureaucracy inherent in schemes such as ESOS, with its complex costings and a
penalty regime that includes fines of £50,000, is hardly the way to enlist the cooperation of the business sector.
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15.5 Policy alternatives
The huge problem with decarbonisation, apart from the fact that it cannot be
achieved, is that it is an all-or-nothing strategy which does not leave openings
for alternatives. It requires very specific technology, such as "zero carbon"
windfarms, and electric vehicles. Solutions, such as high-efficiency lowemission generating coal-fired plants, installed to reach interim targets, become
dead-end technology. No matter how energy efficient they are, they can never
be "zero carbon". They must be replaced well before 2050. Furthermore,
because "zero carbon" technology is capital intensive, the drive to meet the
2050 target blocks investment in low emission options.
Thus, pursuing the decarbonisation route ends up with the worst of all possible
worlds. Not only has it no possibility of working, the unsuccessful attempts to
make it work exclude alternatives. To deal with the resultant shortfall in
electricity production, emergency measures then have to be taken. The only
viable option to add capacity rapidly is unabated gas-fired generators, with
commensurate increase in emissions. The UK ends up worse off than if it
adopted less ambitious but achievable targets.
Nevertheless, in order to abandon the 80 percent target, the UK will have to
repeal the Climate Change Act – which Parliament (in theory at least) could do
at any time. Without leaving the EU, the UK would then be caught by the
"double coffin lid" of EU policy objectives. The EU's approach to
policymaking is seriously handicapped by a tendency to think (and then
legislate) in separate compartments. The EU thus fails to acknowledge that the
desired outcome is what matters. Energy saving and producing electricity by
the use of renewables delivers the same emissions outcome, but the EU insists
on separating the two routes towards the same goal and applying noninterchangeable targets to each, in both cases amounting to 20 percent.
Leaving the EU restores policy flexibility, allowing its targets to be ignored.
Then, energy efficiency becomes a realistic and highly viable option, offering
considerable advantages over wind energy. The latter raises the overall
electricity costs, whereas the effect of energy saving is neutral or marginally
positive. Investment costs are matched by the financial savings delivered (on a
current cost basis).879

15.6 Combined heat and power (cogeneration)
Of all the possibilities for energy savings in buildings, one of the most
promising is the proven technology of combined heat and power (CHP), the use
of plant to generate electricity and then capturing the waste heat to use for
productive purposes such as space heating in buildings, or in domestic premises
using district heating schemes. The technology includes the use of diesel
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generators, delivering as little as 500kW, or the same plant using spark-fired
natural gas, to gas turbines delivering up to 50MW and steam boilers of similar
size, driving steam turbines.
CHP technologies have been around a considerable time. The concept of what
has been referred to as district heating was first implemented in 1884 to provide
energy for the Del Coronado Hotel in San Diego, United States.880 Slough
Trading Estate, home of the Mars Bar, has a 40MWe CHP plant which was
upgraded in 2008.881 But it has been supplying heat and power to the estate
since 1920. The cogeneration plant serving the Volkswagen factory in
Wolfsburg Germany was built in 1938 and has supplied the local town with
power ever since. 882
The value of this technology is substantial. In the EU, the current
transformation efficiency in conventional thermal power and heat stations is
only 49.9 percent, while the best of the CHP plants are capable of delivering 85
percent efficiencies.883 There are also positive externalities, in reducing
infrastructure costs, and delaying the need for extensive upgrades and
replacements to the distribution network.
The Commission itself is enthusiastic about the technology, but it has failed to
promote it effectively, attributing its failure to the "limited" efficiency and
effectiveness of its CHP (Combined Heat & Power) Directive. 884 It cites the
lack of "concrete obligations" and the "soft wording" of its Directive, which
had failed to create the investment security needed. It had also failed to
decrease the burden of the numerous administrative procedures, to the extent
that there was no level playing field for this technology and its operators.885
The lack of "investment security" is probably one of the most potent
contributors to the overall failure, combined – in the view of the
Commission - with insufficient access to finance.886 Renewables –
especially wind energy – have been given lucrative guarantees, in the form
of doubled or trebled electricity prices, and have absorbed available
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investment capital. Yet the vastly more cost-effective and reliable CHP has
been treated as a Cinderella option.887
Significant problems are the high capital cost and limited returns (very often
amounting only to cost neutrality), with payback periods longer than normally
considered viable. Given the commercial risks, dividends from energy
efficiency alone have not been sufficient to drive a large-scale uptake of CHP,
especially as there is no direct provision for offsetting positive externalities,
which benefit network operators rather then investors.
To an extent, this is recognised by the UK government, in seeking to promote
energy efficiency in the NHS. Its buildings consume over £410 million worth of
energy and produce 3.7 million tonnes of CO2 every year. Energy use
contributes 22 percent of the total carbon footprint and, in its own terms, the
NHS says that this offers many opportunities for savings and efficiency,
allowing these savings to be directly reinvested into further reductions in
carbon emissions and improved patient care.888 In 2013, therefore, it decided to
kick-start its energy saving programme with a £50 million fund, aiming to
deliver savings of £13.7 million a year.889 CHP comprised a substantial part of
this spending.890 Already, however, the potential had been well demonstrated in
Guy's and St Thomas' Hospitals in London. Each fitted 3MW gas-powered
CHP generators, reducing their £10 million annual energy bill by £1.5
million.891
The savings offered illustrate the extent of the opportunity in decreasing energy
costs. To kick-start a broader national programme, providing state aid would be
appropriate, especially if the expenditure was more cost-effective than similar
amounts spent on renewables and delivered positive externalities.
The lack of wider investment tells its own story. Without direct financial
incentives to the commercial sphere, from 2004 to 2008, the share of electricity
from high-efficiency CHP increased only from 10.5 to 11.0 percent. In the
United States, the value of CHP is recognised as the most efficient way of
capitalising on the shale gas bonanza and the Environmental Protection Agency
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established the Combined Heat and Power (CHP) Partnership in 2001 to
encourage cost-effective CHP projects.892
In Massachusetts, a 2006 study of CHP potential determined that the technical
potential for CHP was greater than 4,700 MW at 18,500 sites throughout the
state, equal to approximately 40 percent of the electricity industry's generating
capacity. The greatest opportunities were in commercial and institutional
buildings, particularly office buildings, and in the relatively small size range of
50 to 500KW generation units.893 This, no doubt, influenced President Obama's
Executive Order of August 2012 which called for a 50 percent increase in CHP
capacity by 2020, increasing capacity by 40GW to around 12 percent of US
generating total. This is expected to save manufacturers as much as $100 billion
in energy costs over the next decade, and energy users generally some $10
billion per year.894
In fact, though, the future is already with us. In Freiburg, Germany, about 50
percent of the electricity is now produced with CHP, up from just 3 three
percent in 1993. There are 14 large-scale and about 90 small-scale CHP plants
(e.g., at the city theatre and indoor swimming pools). The two large-scale plants
located near landfills use landfill gas as fuel. Others use natural gas, biogas,
geothermal, wood chips, and/or heating oil. An important concomitant
development is new district heating systems which can replace individual oil or
gas burning furnaces.895
In view of its potential, CHP is recognised by the US EPA as an approved
energy efficiency measure, making it eligible for financial incentives.896 From
2009 to 2011, it has delivered a commercial and industrial energy efficiency
programme, making nine percent electricity savings.897 And, as an indication of
the extent of the opportunity, installed capacity in the United States is currently
83.3GW, about the same as the entire capacity of the entire UK generating
system, and nearly ten times its CHP capacity.898
In Denmark, CHP, primarily supplying heat for heat networks, contributed 46
percent of national electricity generation in 2011. In Germany, CHP contributed
13.1 percent of electricity generation in the same year. The German
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Government has set a target to increase CHP to 25 percent of generating
capacity by 2020.899
By contrast, in the UK there seems to be a lack of enthusiasm for CHP. The
total capacity (electrical), standing at about 9GW, producing 6.3 percent of total
electricity, is the second lowest of the major EU economies. Only France –
boasting its huge nuclear fleet – is lower, at 2.8 percent. Unlike many other
countries, the UK has no defined CHP targets for the 2050 strategy. The
expectation is that the technology will be phased out and replaced by options
with longer payback periods. The use of biomass in high temperature processes
has been mentioned as an alternative.900 With no longer-term commitment, it is
unsurprising that the sector has performed relatively poorly.
From 2005 to 2010, electricity production from CHP installations had
fallen from 27,235 to 23,644GWh and heat production from 51,454 to
43,201GWh despite an increase of installed capacity of 12 percent.901 The
Government attributed this to "the economic situation … and the recession
which impacted on manufacturing outputs and reduction in CHP
operation". By contrast, over the same period – constrained by exactly the
same "economic situation" - the installed capacity of wind generation has
increased from 1.3 to 6.5GW, a capacity increase of over 500 percent,
despite the massively inferior cost-benefit ratio.902 Yet it is estimated that
CHP saves nearly twice as much CO2 as wind.903
Furthermore, CHP technology has the particular advantage of affording the
localisation of the electricity supply system. For instance, Leeds Teaching
Hospital and the University of Leeds together have financed their own
dedicated power station, comprising CHP units and an electricity
generation capacity of 15MW.904 Office buildings, supermarkets and other
installations can operate CHP units of 1.5MW or less.
Implemented nationally, a programme of encouraging localised,
distributed electricity generation would massively increase the resilience
of the system. Generation at smaller, local facilities is less susceptible than
centralised power plants to disruption from failure, industrial disputes or
even attack. It can improve energy efficiency overall, and ease pressure on
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the distribution system.905 It would also reduce transmission losses, which
can account for 5-7 percent of national electricity production. A 20 percent
reduction is considered realistic which, in the UK would be the equivalent
of saving the output of one large nuclear installation.906

15.7 Integrated systems: deep building renovation
The pursuit of energy efficiency does not stop at more efficient energy
production and distribution, but also in usage in a myriad of ways – from
more efficient lighting to better insulation. The totality of a package
applied to any particular building can have very significant effects in
reducing overall energy usage.
This point was being made with some emphasis in 2007 when the
European Insulation Manufacturers Association (Eurima) noted that
energy efficiency from buildings had the potential to save €270 billion a
year in energy costs, EU-wide, and reduce energy use by the equivalent of
3.3 million barrels of oil a day
whilst creating up to 530,000 new jobs.907 In a report produced a year
previously, it had argued for a market transformation, complaining that
there was "very little reliable information about the impact of policies".908
By 2014, thinking embraced a concept called extended building renovation.
This was an integrated approach to upgrading energy efficiency, which
included a combination of energy production techniques and insulation
and other saving strategies, amounting to a total "makeover" of buildings
treated.909
By following a "deep renovation" strategy in the buildings sector, it has
been argued that final energy use for space heating, hot water and cooling
in buildings could be reduced by 66 percent by 2050, delivering a
reduction of imported gas consumption by 95 percent (down from 1,653
TWh in 2015 to 82 TWh) and of oil consumption by 97 percent (from 745
TWh to 19 TWh). However, the shallow renovation scenario practically
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does not reduce the demand for gas. Hence, energy import independence
cannot be reached.910
Such are the merits of "deep renovation" that Oliver Rapf, Executive
Director of the Buildings Performance Institute, believes Europe needs a
completely new policy approach; a paradigm shift. Europe's buildings use
over 60 percent of all gas imports and a third of all oil imports. The
technology and know-how are there, all it takes is the political will to move
on from the current framing and decision making based on incremental
changes. It is self-evident, he says, that a super-efficient and low carbon
Energy Union should be at the core of political responses.911

15.8 Small modular nuclear reactors
The failure of policymakers to embrace localisation (as opposed to
decentralisation, such as in dispersing centralised fossil-fuel plants into small
packages of wind power) of electricity generation suggests that they are in the
thrall of megalophilia, where huge nuclear and other plants are demanded,
despite their obvious disadvantages and expense. Given that 60 percent or more
of the total energy production from a nuclear plant is waste heat, such plants are
ostensibly ideal for CHP, but as long as the size of units demands isolation from
potential heat users, there is no economic way of using the waste.
On the other hand, there is the alternative of the small nuclear plant, known as
the Small Modular Nuclear Reactor (SMRs). These are factory-built and can be
installed once ground works are complete, whence they are able to deliver
energy without delay.912 Some of the designs have a long history in powering
submarines and ships, in which service most of the technical problems and
safety issues have been resolved.
The range of technologies proposed for SMRs is extensive and this has resulted
in their potential to fulfil a much broader range of roles, not just electricity
generation. They are a preferred option for non-electric applications that require
a proximity to the customer such as seawater desalination, district heating and
other process heat applications.913
David Clarke, chief executive at the Energy Technologies Institute, recently
told a House of Commons select committee:
910
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Fundamentally, we see the small module opportunity driven by economics
in terms of the potential for low-cost energy and reduced need for cooling
water compared with big nuclear plants, meaning that you open up more
opportunities for sites on which you can build these units, and then there is
potential for siting them closer to centres of population so that you can use
the waste heat off-site.

Rolls-Royce Chief Scientific Officer, Paul Stein, was just as forthright,
effectively arguing in front of the same committee that SMRs effectively
provide the only answer if we are to meet the government's target of 40GW
from nuclear power. He envisages a plant capable of producing a 150MW
reactor a month, producing 1.8 GW a year, which is the equivalent of producing
one big power station, in terms of energy output, a year.914
Even for district heating, there is considerable flexibility in siting. The
Nesjavellir geothermal CHP plant in Iceland services almost the whole of
Reykjavik and sends hot water over 27km. In initial tests, its overall flow rate
was around 560 litres per second. Water took seven hours to run the length of
the pipe and cooled by 2ºC.915 The Akranes and Borgarnes district heating
service provides the towns of Akranes (6,600 inhabitants) and Borgarnes (1,950
inhabitants) with geothermal water, as well as some farmhouses, along a 63 km
long pipeline.916 Using that as a guide, the SMRs can be 20-40 miles from the
districts they serve.
The UK Government believes there is "undoubtedly" a medium to long-term
potential, but bringing that potential to market will be "challenging". The
question of whether the technology is commercially viable is still open. It is
currently funding a feasibility study on the use of these reactors, and the
Minister of State for the Department of Energy and Climate Change estimated
in September 2014 that it would take five to seven years to bring a
demonstration project to life". In the context of UK energy needs, this was
regarded as a relatively short time.917
Although an SMR is defined by the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) as those delivering an output of less than 300MWe, at the smaller end
of the spectrum is a US design, the Gen4 Hyperion. It can deliver 70MW of
heat and 25MW of electricity, for a period of ten years without refuelling.918
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What is holding up full commercial exploitation of this technology is the cost of
regulatory approval, which is little different from a large scale reactor. To
expedite and partially subsidise the process, the US Department of Energy has
commissioned the installation of three different modular reactors at its
Savannah River test facility, with a view to undertaking generic or "fleet"
licensing.919 The US Government has so far spent $450 million on developing
the concept.920
Within the EU, however, licensing of nuclear plants remains a national
competence, but there is no provision for a fleet licensing approach and there
are no extant proposals for simplifying or speeding up licensing at an EU
level.921 But, in the absence of EU action, European licensing initiatives in the
nuclear field are stalled, while national initiatives cannot be pursued unless the
EU vacates the field – which is unlikely. Caught between these two stools, the
industry is not in a position to pioneer the development of innovative systems.
Nevertheless, it is unlikely that "Brexit" would have a direct impact on the
short-term provision of CHP – nuclear or otherwise, and there is nothing to
prevent public support of CHP or even SMRs. While payment to commercial
businesses in the form of capital grants and operating subsidies is normally
prohibited under EU "state aid" rules – as indeed it is for nuclear plants in
general - aid for high-efficiency cogeneration plants (including assisting in the
capital costs of installing district heating schemes) is permitted – irrespective of
fuel type.922 Therefore, even support for nuclear plants would be permissible,
as long as they were used for cogeneration.

15.9 The four-pillar policy
Putting the key elements of a post-exit policy together, we have four main
pillars, three of which have already been identified. The first is a reliance on
local, gas-fired CHP as the primary provider of electricity; the second is the
provisions of small modular nuclear reactors, also delivering combined heat and
power. The third is deployment of proven demand management techniques,
aimed at smoothing peaks and cutting the peak capacity requirement. Unproven
technologies such as AMI would be abandoned.
Further, since high cost technologies such as wind-powered generation yield
results inferior to those delivered by CHP, in this four-pillar policy, investment
is diverted from wind and other renewables to expanding the CHP fleet. Small919
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scale cogeneration and the use of small modular nuclear plants, plus effective
use of demand management could permit the removal of expensive renewables
altogether. They form no part of any rational energy policy.
Clearly, this minimises emissions, but it is not a "zero carbon" option. There is
thus no point in pursuing the electrification of transport or heating – this simply
transfers emissions. If increased energy efficiency could reduce emissions by
half, doubling consumption of electricity without decarbonisation would merely
restore the status quo.
In terms of the generation side, this becomes primarily a two-fuel industry: gas
and nuclear. With the emergence of shale and other types of unconventional gas
(including coal bed methane), reliance on gas is probably more secure than it
has ever been. But when it comes to nuclear, the reliance on uranium is less so.
Here, the possibility of thorium as the primary fuel offers greater security.923
There is enough energy in 5,000 tons to meet world energy demand for a year,
on which basis proven reserves are sufficient for more than 500 years. 924 It
clearly has potential as a fuel, and the Chinese are working on introducing a
working prototype by 2024.925 This brings the technology into the mediumterm policy framework which suggests a further key component of a new
energy policy should be an investigation into its practical applications.
However, other possibilities include molten salt and pebble bed reactors, each
of which offers some potential.926 Pebble bed is more advanced, with the first
demonstration reactor due to go active in 2017.927
That still leaves room for a small number of large, centralised plants, to provide
some base load for the national system, and to provide technology test beds.
These form the fourth pillar of the policy. A few large nuclear reactors could be
part of the mix, especially if they were "thorium enabled", so constructed as to
allow retrofitting to enable them to use thorium as a fuel. Coal also should be
included, as a means of using domestic coal production, currently at about 12.7
million tonnes per annum. But rather than look to the ludicrously expensive and
grossly inefficient carbon capture and storage, the new energy mix could
include high-efficiency, low-emissions (HELE) coal plants, bringing
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efficiencies to well above 45 percent (up from less than 30 percent in older
plants).928
Not least, utilisation of the technologies involved provides a test-bed for
developing countries, and can be used as part of a co-operative endeavour to
assist less developed coal-using countries to improve their own efficiencies.929
On a national scale, this may yield higher emissions than alternative
technologies but, by assisting less developed countries, global fuel efficiencies
are increased and emissions reduced. If all coal plants in operation in 2010 were
upgraded to this level, almost 350 million tonnes of coal per year could be
saved. This would be equivalent to 11 percent savings over coal used in
2010.930
This then points to a fundamental restructuring of the electricity supply
industry. Instead of being dominated by six major suppliers, it reverts to a large
number of small-scale, local facilities as the primary providers. On the basis of
the Massachusetts studies, CHP could provide as much as 25GW of UK
capacity by 2050. This does not seem unrealistic given an official UK
government report published in 2007, forecasting a potential of 16GW by
2015.931
If demand management has the potential to reduce the overall peak capacity
requirement to about 50GW, CHP is capable of supplying 50 percent of the
electricity needs, even at periods of highest demand. For the balance, SMRs
could possibly generate another 15GW, supplying useful additional energy for
district heating and process heat. The rest could be easily met by large reactors
– potentially thorium breeder reactors and HELE coal plants.
A reserve is also available in the form of the 1.65 GW of installed hydroelectric capacity (currently 1.8 percent of UK capacity) and approximately 2.8
GW of pumped-storage hydroelectric power, contributing just over 4 GW to the
mix.932 With another 4GW available from interconnectors, from France,
Holland, Ireland and Norway, there is more than enough capacity surplus to
avoid any shortfall even under exceptional conditions. If needed, interconnector
capacity could be doubled to 8GW by 2020.933
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The crucial element of the policy though is the level of CHP implementation.
This permits a fundamental policy shift, emphasising generation of electricity
as close to the point of consumption as possible. With predictions of half a
million additional jobs created by energy efficiency measures, total job creation
is probably very much higher, these being real, long term jobs which create
added value to the economy.
This real world approach ends up contributing more to overall EU climate
change and energy security targets outside the EU than in. Decoupling from EU
policy, removing the possibility of legal intervention from the Commission,
ultimately with a reference to the European Court of Justice and the possibility
of massive fines, is facilitated by EU withdrawal, permitting rational policy that
has a chance of working, and is the best proposition for security of supply. It
allows the pursuit of realistic, achievable and desirable energy efficiency
targets, as opposed to pursuing unachievable emission targets, the outcome of
which risk increasing emissions rather than reducing them.
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16.0 Financial services
… it is likely that the UK would have implemented the vast bulk of the
financial sector regulatory framework had it acted unilaterally, not least
because it was closely engaged in the development of the international
standards from which much EU legislation derives.
House of Lords European Union Committee
5th Report of Session 2014–15

The international origin of much of EU law is nowhere more evident than in the
financial sector, where most of the provisions covering financial services start
their lives outside Brussels.
External origins are so much part of the system that special terminology has
been invented. The EU is variously said to "upload" its international financial
rules or, in many cases, it "downloads" them from international bodies.
"Downloading" is defined as the incorporation of international "soft" rules
(standards, principles, guidelines) into EU legislation. "Uploading" is defined as
the incorporation of EU legislation (or parts of it) into international financial
regulation.934 The EU's measures on the adequacy of banking capital, known as
the CR IV Package, is an example of "downloading", the source being the Basel
III agreement crafted by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
(BCBS).935,936
The new regulation also applies to the EEA but, outside the EU/EEA, the
essence of the CR IV package would still apply to Britain as a party to the
Basel III agreement. It would "download" it directly, rather than via the EU.
This is acknowledged in a House of Lords report on the post-crisis EU financial
regulatory framework. With only a few exceptions, it is likely that the UK
would have implemented the vast bulk of the EU financial sector regulatory
framework had it acted unilaterally, "not least because it was closely engaged in
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the development of the international standards from which much EU legislation
derives".937

16.1 An opaque process
The process is rarely visible to the popular media and almost entirely unknown
to the general public. Only very occasionally does a hint of the real power
emerge, as in January 2014 when the Basel Committee ruled on leverage ratios
for banking loans, the issue at the heart of the 2008 banking crisis. 938 The
picture, however, is extremely mixed. Regulation does not follow a single
template. For instance, "over the counter” derivative trading is regulated by the
EU's European Markets Infrastructure Regulation. But even this does not work
in isolation.
The regulatory package stems from a commitment made by the G20 nations in
November 2008 at the Washington summit. They pledged "to enhance our
cooperation and work together to restore global growth and achieve needed
reforms in the world’s financial systems".939 Then, in London in April 2009
they agreed to "take action to build a stronger, more globally consistent,
supervisory and regulatory framework for the future financial sector, which will
support sustainable global growth and serve the needs of business and
citizens".940 Thus, in an industry of global reach, the EU regulation combines
with elements "downloaded" from the US Dodd-Frank Act and the Basel III
guidelines.941 Outside the EU, Britain would download from similar sources, its
regulatory package looking very little different from what it is now.
On the other hand, the Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive
(AIFMD) is largely of EU origin.942 It is seen as a building block of "Fortress
Europe" – a more protective European market sheltered from competition. A
recent survey had 68 percent of respondents believing that AIFMD will lead to
fewer non-EU managers operating in the EU. Some 72 percent viewed the
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Directive as a business threat.943 As an EEA member, Britain would have to
retain its provisions - one of the many reasons why EEA membership can only
be regarded as a temporary solution.
Nevertheless, simply to attribute cost to additional regulation, and then to argue
for its repeal, is not a realistic approach to the problem of excessive regulation.
In September 2013, Deloitte recorded that new regulations had cost the
European insurance industry as much as €9 billion since 2010, with each of the
top 40 insurers having spent more than €200 million on compliance.944 Of
regulation deemed to have a major impact, 36 percent was of national origin.
The rest came from the EU or international sources.

Figure 16: International regulatory bodies in the financial sector.

Instruments such as the "Solvency II" package, on capital requirements, have
international dimensions. Specifically, Directive 2009/138/EC implements
recommendations from the International Association of Insurance Supervisors,
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the International Accounting Standards Board, the International Actuarial
Association and nine other agencies alongside the World Bank and the IMF. At
a European level, all of these work with the EU's Frankfurt-based European
Insurance and Occupational Pension Authority (EIOPA), and with Member
State regulatory bodies.945
At a technical level, the G20 works through the Financial Stability Board
(FSB). Founded in April 2009, it has a mandate "to coordinate at the
international level the work of national financial authorities and international
standard setting bodies and to develop and promote the implementation of
effective regulatory, supervisory and other financial sector policies". It brings
together national authorities, international financial institutions, sector-specific
international groupings of regulators and supervisors and committees of central
bank experts.946
It counts as its members the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS);
the Committee on the Global Financial System (CGFS); the Committee on
Payment and Settlement Systems (CPSS); the International Association of
Insurance Supervisors (IAIS); the International Accounting Standards Board
(IASB) and the International Organisation of Securities Commissions
(IOSCO).947 This, in effect, is the standards setters' standards setter, positioned
at the centre of a web of international bodies concerned with regulation at a
global level (see diagram above).
Significantly, the FSB is chaired by Mark Carney, Governor of the Bank of
England. Its secretariat is hosted by the Bank for International Settlements in
Basel, Switzerland.948 This institution shifts the focus of power to Basel, where
the global agenda is monitored and steered, with regular cross references to its
sponsoring body, the G20.
On banking conduct, the FSB published a regulatory framework on 29 August
2013, which was approved in principle by G20 leaders at St. Petersburg. The
FSB has also established a road map to transform shadow banking into resilient
market-based financing. Leaders of the G20 endorsed these proposals in
Brisbane and agreed to address further measures.949

16.2 Global dimensions
Such global dimensions again mean that leaving the EU, per se, would not
entail any significant change in the way financial services were regulated.
Furthermore, much the same costs would be incurred. Thus, an alternative
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stratagem is suggested by the consultancy KPMG which argues that significant
costs arise from duplication and the lack of a consistent measure of insurers'
financial solvency. It estimates the global industry could save up to $25 billion
per year from harmonised, consistent regulation. Solvency II is seen as a start,
part of a global initiative alongside the Solvency Modernisation Initiative in the
US and recent ERM enhancements in China.950

Figure 17: Bank of International Settlements, Basel. Host to the BCBS - one of the
global regulatory centres of the financial services industry. (Wikipedia Commons)

Indicative of future expectations was a commentary in Reuters. It complained
that one of the great disappointments in the raft of regulatory changes emerging
from the financial crisis of 2008 had been the failure of regulators to agree a
common framework. In an attempt to achieve this, a greater role was proposed
for the International Organisation of Securities Commissions (IOSCO).
Headquartered in Madrid, Spain, IOSCO is the international body that brings
together the world's securities regulators and is recognized as the global
standard setter for the securities sector.
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Founded in April 1983, it currently has 200 members, and is dedicated to
developing, implementing and promoting adherence to internationally
recognised standards for securities regulation. It works intensively with the G20
and the Financial Stability Board (FSB) on the global regulatory reform
agenda.951 The way forward was seen as this organisation promoting and
facilitating regulatory convergence, something which was regarded as
inevitable for global markets.952
Whatever European issues currently apply, the eventual ambition is to have
harmonised global legislation for what is, after all, a global industry.
Furthermore, UK regulators are not ill-disposed to this idea.
The chief executive of the Financial Conduct Authority, Martin Wheatley,
states that his authority intends to "reflect on and embrace" the international
nature of markets. He talks of a "new regulatory landscape" and of driving
changes in regulation, infrastructure and culture, as a body at the "heart of
international regulation". His view is that the regulator exists "to drive forward
a changing global agenda". "You will witness first-hand how we share priorities
with our EU and US counterparts, and how we are at the forefront of
discussions to address cross-border risks", he says.953
Such discussions require access at the highest level, well above the narrow subregional entity that is the EU. Despite it being positioned as such by David
Cameron, the "top table" is quite simply not the EU. Occupying that position
globally is the G20. Thus, when the EU sought to adopt a Financial Transaction
Tax (FTT) against British wishes, invoking the enhanced co-operation
procedure, it was to the G20 that the financial markets representative bodies
turned.954,955

16.3 The Global Legal Entity Identifier (LEI)
A particular example of how the global financial regulatory system is taking
place comes with the emergence of the so-called Legal Entity Identifier (LEI).
Since the 2008 financial crisis, it has been regarded as a crucial element of the
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regulatory and enforcement system, in controlling the global financial services
system. It is actually a sub-system based on the ISO 17442 standard. It
comprises a twenty-digit alphanumeric code and associated set of six reference
data items uniquely to identify a legally distinct entity that engages in financial
market activities.956
Collectively, these identifiers make up a global database which enables
regulators, private sector firms, and industry associations instantly to identify
anyone engaged in specified financial activities. Despite the simplicity of the
concept, the ramifications make it extremely complex to achieve in practice.957
Private industry has made several attempts over the past 20 years to establish a
system and has failed. Now it is going ahead under the aegis of G20 and the
Financial Stability Board (FSB).
At their direction, there was established in January 2013 a Regulatory
Oversight Committee (ROC), called the LEIROC. This is a group of over 70
public authorities from more than 40 countries. It will coordinate and oversee
the worldwide LEI framework.958
This led in 2014 to the setting up of the Global Legal Entity Identifier
Foundation (GLEIF) to act as the operational arm of the Global LEI System. It
operates out of offices in Basel, Switzerland, home of the Bank for
International Settlements. GLEIF also accredits and monitors the Local
Operating Units (LOUs). These are the partner organisations which actually
issue the LEIs to legal entities engaging in financial transactions.959 In the UK,
one of the prominent LOUs is the Stock Exchange. It contributed to the
development of the ISO, and is the UK's National Numbering Agency for the
provision and maintenance of financial reference data.960
When it comes to the UK withdrawing from the EU, the crucial thing is that the
EU is a downstream organisation. It was not even on the ground floor. US
interests as early as 2009 were pushing for the system but the idea was not
endorsed by EU Internal Market Commissioner Michel Barnier until February
2011.961 "We must also work together in a common identification of market
players", he then said: "This is an area where the US is already committed, but
that requires global standards".
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This makes the point that the process of leaving will have a largely neutral
effect on financial services regulation. The EU is not the originator of the
system or the regulation. It is the law taker rather then the law maker. For the
UK, outside the EU would make little difference. We would continue to shape
and then adopt international regulation.

16.4 Accounting standards
Common accounting standards are an important element in the Single Market
and indeed, an important part of the internationalisation of financial services. At
EU level, such standards are used to underwrite core EU legislation such as
Council Directives 78/660/EEC, 83/349/EEC on consolidated accounts,
Directive 86/635/EEC on the annual accounts and consolidated accounts of
banks and other financial institutions and Directive 91/674/EEC on the annual
accounts and consolidated accounts of insurance undertakings – as amended by
Directive 2013/34/EU.962
An independent UK, however, would not be disadvantaged by the proliferation
of these standards as they are not generated by EU institutions. Rather, via
Regulation (EC) No 1606/2002 (the "IAS Regulation"), the International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) is used. This is a mandatory requirement
for companies with securities listed on a regulated market in the EU.
Crucially, IFRS are issued by the International Accounting Standards Board
(IASB) and related interpretations by the International Financial Reporting
Interpretations Committee (IFRIC), two bodies of the International Accounting
Standards Committee Foundation (IASCF).963
The sponsoring organisation for the standards board is the IFRS Foundation,
"an independent, not-for-profit private sector organisation working in the public
interest". The governance and oversight of the activities undertaken by the
IFRS Foundation and its standard-setting body rests with its Trustees, who are
also responsible for safeguarding the independence of the IASB and ensuring
the financing of the organisation.964
IFRS are used alongside the standards of the US Public Company Accounting
Oversight Board (PCAOB), the two standards effectively providing the global
base for company reporting. As of August 2008, more than 113 countries
around the world, including all of Europe, currently require or permit IFRS
reporting and 85 require IFRS reporting for all domestic, listed companies.
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Currently, profiles are completed for 122 jurisdictions, including all of the G20
jurisdictions plus 102 others.965
Interestingly, the growth economies such as China, Korea and Brazil are very
supportive of the IASB work, seeing IFRS as "an opportunity to secure a seat at
the top table of global financial reporting". For example, China provides the
secretariat for the IASB’s emerging economies group.966 Thus, a globallyorientated UK would be better able to work with these actors, without having to
work through the filter of EU institutions.

16.5 Passporting
Within the EEA, special administrative provisions have been made to facilitate
trading in financial services within the single market, through a process known
as "passporting". This allows any firm authorised in an EEA state to carry on
permitted activities in any other EEA state, either by exercising the right of
establishment (of a branch and/or agents) or providing cross-border services. In
the UK, this is referred to in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as
amended) (FSMA) as an EEA right.967
Passporting rights only apply within the EEA and not in the Channel Islands or
the Isle of Man. Swiss general insurers have the right to set up an establishment
in the EEA under the provisions of their bilateral treaties. EEA general insurers
also have equivalent rights in respect of Switzerland under these treaties.
Special arrangements also apply in relation to Gibraltar.
The Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA) is the lead regulator for outward
passports for dual-regulated firms in respect of the nine current single market
directives:
Capital Requirements Directive (2013/36/EU);
Third Non-Life Insurance Directive (92/49/EEC);
Consolidated Life Assurance Directive(2002/83/EC);
Reinsurance Directive (2005/68/EC);
Insurance Mediation Directive (2002/92/EC);
Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (2004/39/ EC);
Undertaking Collective Investment Scheme Directive (85/611/EEC);
Payment Services Directive (2007/64/EC);
Second Electronic Money Directive (2009/110/EC).
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If a firm from an EEA state "passports" into another EEA state solely on a
"services" basis, it will not have a physical presence in the country it which it is
trading. To use the "branch" provisions, the firm opens another office in the
country into which it is passporting. As long as it is then properly authorised to
trade in its home country, in most circumstances, the firm will still be regulated
by its home state regulator, thereby avoiding the time-consuming and expensive
procedure of having to register with the local regulators.
Clearly, if the UK leaves the EU, then these arrangements will cease to apply,
although continued participation in the EEA agreement will permit the UK to
continue taking advantage of them.

16.6 Free movement of capital and payments
Closely allied with, and an integral part, of the regulatory package affecting
financial services, but also much else, is the "free movement of capital".
Originating in the 1957 Treaty of Rome as one of the four freedoms, it has been
re-enacted and revised, the current treaty (TFEU Article 63) declaring that: "all
restrictions on the movement of capital between Member States and between
Member States and third countries shall be prohibited". Furthermore, the article
states that: "all restrictions on payments between Member States and between
Member States and third countries shall be prohibited".
Britain, thereby, is deprived of a considerable element of tax sovereignty. It
cannot, for instance, demand that corporate earnings are retained in this country
until tax has been paid on them. Companies trading in Britain can offshore their
money and if, by so doing, they can convert it or manipulate it in some way as
to exempt it from taxation, they are free to do so.
Free movement of capital, however, is not an issue confined to the EU. Outside
the EU it is facilitated by the OECD, originally introduced in 1961 via its Code
of Liberalisation of Capital Movements. Although this is not a mandatory code
in a strictly legal sense, all 34 members nevertheless adhere to it as a price of
maintaining membership of the club.968,969
Within the territories of EU member states, only EU law can give binding force
to the commitments endorsed in the code. Therefore, it is only used by the EU
for its external relations, where it is applied it to such countries as Turkey.
Furthermore, the EU provisions are "appreciably stricter than those in the
OECD", making the EU "one of the world's most open capital movement
regimes".970
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However, for the first time in over half a century, the major economic powers
are questioning whether to reapply controls over capital movement – largely
because of issues of tax sovereignty and egregious examples of tax avoidance
by multinational corporations.
Even within the territories of EU Member States, though, G20 is taking the
global lead, working on a multilateral basis with UNCTAD.971 The aim of this
grouping is to resuscitate the IMF's Articles of Agreement of 27 December
1945, which allow that "members may exercise such controls as are necessary
to regulate international capital movements". A G20/UNCTAD report notes
that experience with the current financial crisis challenges the conventional
wisdom that dismantling all obstacles to cross-border private capital flows is
the best recipe for economic development.972
Within the EEA, Britain could not unilaterally implement any G20/UNCTAD
recommendations and re-impose capital controls – under normal conditions.973
Outside, it would be caught by the OECD Code, to which it is a party. This
again brings into high profile the increasing globalisation of regulation.
Removing one level simply exposes another.
One can compare Britain with the victim in a horror movie, trapped alive in an
as-yet-unburied coffin. Having broken through the lid in a bid to escape, he
finds to his consternation that there is another lid over the first. This "double
lid" in respect of capital movement is, on the one hand, the EU treaty
obligations and, on the other, the OECD code. The main effect of breaking
through the EU/EEA legislative layer is to reveal the second "lid". As regards
relief from the "over-liberal" capital movement regime, the most optimistic
outcome is that G20/UNCTAD recommendations deliver revisions to the
OECD code, improving the ability of national treasuries to control capital
movements.
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17.0 The Digital Market
Unless you have been living in a cave with no mobile reception, you and I
are aware that the European telecoms sector is facing some major problems,
but also some major opportunities.
Neelie Kroes
European Commission Vice-President, formerly responsible for the Digital
Agenda974

An indication of how difficult it is to decouple UK and EU policy and develop
an independent regulatory framework comes with an evaluation of the
telecommunications and related industries, now known collectively as the
"digital market". This comprises the physical infrastructure relating to the
provision of telephones and electronic communication generally, television and
radio, and the content providers, including state broadcasters. But it extends
also to the sale of goods and services online (i.e., via the internet).
Of the market as a whole, telecommunications in particular is a significant and
growing sector of the UK economy. It increased from about £50.8 billion in
2003 to around £60 billion in 2013, making up just over three percent of the
economy. The Communication Workers Union has over 70,000 members
working in the UK telecommunications sector. Around three quarters (54,234)
were employed in British Telecom, with the remainder located in over 30
telecoms companies.975 The importance of the industry, however, transcends
the financial value as it forms part of the UK's critical national infrastructure,
"necessary for the functioning of the country and the delivery of the essential
services upon which daily life in the UK depends".976
However, this sector is becoming increasingly difficult to define, as the lines
between goods and services are increasingly blurred, as is the distinction
between content and platform provision. One example is buying digital content
such as music or films online: physical CDs are clearly goods and subscriptions
We must act now – time for a Connected Continent, Speech 12 September 2013,
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to a streaming platform are clearly services, but the status of the downloaded
tracks themselves is less clear. Another distinction is with newspapers. Again,
the physical printed products are clearly goods, whereas online digital
subscriptions are services. As regards content and platforms, an internet service
provider (ISP) might provide access to the internet for subscribers (the
"platform"), but many also provide them with content – including news
services.
As such, there is an increasing tendency to lump together the information and
communications technology (ICT), media and telecoms sectors, generically
described as the "digital market". This, throughout the EU-27 in 2012
accounted for 4.7 percent of GDP, employing 6.3 million people.977 In this
chapter, we will refer to this "digital market".

17.1 The Regulatory Framework
In the UK, the primary regulator is Ofcom – a semi-autonomous government
agency working under UK statutes. Known as the National Regulatory
Authority (NRA) for the purpose of implementing EU law, it is able to relate
directly with EU institutions, bypassing UK bodies. Its primary instrument is
the Communications Act 2003, a significant proportion of which transposes the
EU Electronic Communications Framework into UK law. Ofcom thus considers
a key priority in its international work is ensuring a sound and effective
framework at EU level.
The original EU framework is of relatively recent origin, although its genesis is
pre-Maastricht, when the then EEC had attempted to use the Terminal
Equipment Directive (88/301/EEC) - issued under Article 90 of the Treaty of
Rome - to force the liberalisation of telecoms including the satellite and mobile
markets. Despite Member States objecting on the basis it was outside the EEC's
own competences (satellite communications for example have military
implications) the ECJ after 30 months of legal wrangling upheld the Directive.
Telecommunications became a full-blown competence via the Maastricht
Treaty, permitting the EU to establish and develop trans-European networks
(TENs) in the areas of transport, telecommunications and energy. Even by then,
however, telecommunications was becoming a globalised industry, increasingly
reliant on global bodies to set standards. The EU emphasis, however, has been
on the "liberalisation" of the industry, breaking up (often) state-owned
monopolies with a view to creating a single (i.e. EEA-wide) market in digital
products. Using its then new powers, the European Commission launched a
strong push to adopt a common strategy for the creation of a European
information society driven by a European information infrastructure. Alongside
this, in 1993, the European Council agreed to fully liberalise voice telephony
services by 1 January 1998.
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The immediate outcome of the European Council's intervention was the
publication of a 1994 report by a High Level Group on "Europe and the Global
Information Society". Known as the Bangemann Report, it urged the European
Union "to put its faith in market mechanisms as the motive power to carry
[Europe] into the information age". This required actions at the European (i.e.,
EU) level, with Member States striking down "entrenched positions which put
Europe at a competitive disadvantage".978
The report proposed "fostering an entrepreneurial mentality to enable the
emergence of new dynamic sectors of the economy; [a means of developing] a
common regulatory approach to bring forth a competitive, Europe-wide, market
for information services." It then noted: "In addition to its specific
recommendations, the group proposes an action plan of concrete initiatives
based on a partnership between the private and public sectors to carry Europe
forward into the information society". In this, it took the view that liberating
market forces and heightened competition would not in themselves produce, or
would produce too slowly, the critical mass which had the power to drive
investment in new networks and services. Bangemann thus argued that, "We
can only create a virtuous circle of supply and demand if a significant number
of market testing applications based on information networks and services can
be launched across Europe to create critical mass".979
The report was to have a significant and lasting influence on the framing of
subsequent EU policies for Information and Telecommunications Technologies
(ICT) research and communication services. For instance, it was explicitly
invoked as a framework for the strategy in the audio-visual sector. Yet, for all
that, the Bangemann Report was out of date almost as soon as it was written,
having largely ignored the emergence of the internet and failed to anticipate its
growth for the profound effect it would have on the communications industry.
Despite this, a comprehensive ICT framework directive was agreed in 2002,
with the declared aim of encouraging competition, improving the functioning of
the market and guaranteeing basic user rights. The European Commission states
as its overall goal that consumers should benefit from increased choice arising
from low prices, high quality and innovative services. It claims that its
intervention has helped the prices of telecoms' services fall by around 30
percent in the past decade.980In November 2007 the European Commission
published a series of legislative proposals for updating the Framework. These
proposals were contained in the "Citizens' Rights" amending Directive and the
"Better Regulation" amending Directive.
In November 2009, the EU adopted a reform package, revising the framework
directive. The package was adopted and subsequently transposed into national
law by 25 May 2011. It applies to all transmission networks and services
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(including access) for electronic communications including telecommunications
(fixed and mobile), e-mail and access to the internet. The Framework is
intended to raise standards of regulation and competition across all 28 European
Member States' communications markets. It consists of five directives: the
"Framework" Directive (2002/21/EC); the "Access" Directive (2002/19/EC);
the "Authorisation" Directive (2002/20/EC); the "Universal Service" Directive
(2002/22/EC); and the "E-Privacy" Directive (2002/58/EC).
The reform package created new rights and protections for consumers in areas
such as equivalence, transparency and telephone number portability. In
addition, it removed regulation by reducing the number of areas subject to
market reviews, and enhanced competition in the communications sector
through furthering the liberalisation of spectrum markets (e.g. promoting
spectrum trading) and making express the power of regulators to impose
functional separation on dominant operators (a provision inspired by the UK's
own experience of functional separation with BT Openreach). The legislation
also gave Ofcom new responsibilities in areas such as network security and
resilience, and infrastructure sharing, and has extended them in information
gathering and enforcement.981
Body of European Regulators in Electronic Communications (BEREC)
In her 2006 review, Viviane Reding considered the possibility of a single EUwide telecoms regulator, in the form of a European Electronic Communications
Market Authority (EECMA).982 The Commission, however, noted that this was
a sensitive issue from a political perspective, because it would entail transfer of
powers over electronic communications regulation to a supranational body.
There would be a strong national resistance to the fact that a trans-national body
was regulating domestic issues.983 In the event, proposals for a full-blown
regulator were abandoned and, via Regulation (EC) No 1211/2009, the Body of
European Regulators of Electronic Communications (BEREC) was established
under the revised framework directive (and implementing Regulation (EC) No
1211/2009).984
This replaced the European Regulators Group for electronic communications
networks and services, which had been established as an advisory group to the
Commission in 2002. The new body started operations in January 2010 and
became fully functional in the course of 2011. Its task is to contribute to the
development and better functioning of the internal market for electronic
communications networks and services. It does so by aiming to ensure a
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consistent application of the EU regulatory framework and by aiming to
promote an effective internal market in the telecoms sector. Furthermore,
BEREC assists the Commission and the NRAs in implementing the EU
regulatory framework for electronic communications. It provides advice on
request and on its own initiative to the European institutions and complements
at European level the regulatory tasks performed at national level by the NRAs.
The NRAs and the Commission are required to take account of any opinion,
recommendation, guidelines, advice or regulatory best practice adopted by
BEREC.985
Conférence Européenne des Postes et Télécommunications (CEPT)
Another body which works alongside the EU is the European Conference of
Postal and Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT). This body was
established in 1959 by the incumbent monopoly-holding national postal and
telecommunications administrations of 19 countries. The current membership
stands at 48. Its activities include co-operation on commercial, operational,
regulatory and technical standardisation issues. There is a Memorandum of
Understanding between CEPT and the European Commission to support ongoing activities on harmonisation of the radio spectrum. The Commission is a
Counsellor to CEPT.
CEPT works via two main committees: one for postal issues and one the
Electronic Communications Committee (ECC). The ECC brings together the
radio and telecommunications regulatory authorities of the CEPT member
countries. The committee is supported by a permanent office, the European
Communications Office (ECO), which was opened in May 1991 and is located
in Copenhagen, Denmark. The ECO supports the work of ECC in radio
communications and provides a centre of expertise. All EU Member States
delegate radio spectrum experts to work in the CEPT committees and various
working groups.986
The European Telecommunications Network Operators' Association
(ETNO).
Alongside BEREC is the pan-European trade association, the European
Telecommunications Network Operators' Association (ETNO). Since its
foundation in 1992, it has regarded itself as the voice of Europe's
telecommunications network operators and the principal policy group for
European electronic communications network operators. It has 50 members and
observers from 35 countries, which collectively account for a turnover of more
than €600 billion, employing over 1.6 million people.987 Although members are
not restricted to the EU, the organisation is active in responding to Commission
and BEREC consultations.
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European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)
Another important body is the European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI). It was established in Sophia Antipolis in France in 1988 and
produces globally-applicable standards for information and communications
technologies, including fixed, mobile, radio, converged, broadcast and internet
technologies. It is responsible for standards which include GSM, DECT, Smart
Cards and electronic signatures. 988 ETSI is a not-for-profit organisation with
membership standing at around 700 organisations, drawn from 64 countries and
five continents. These include equipment manufacturers and network operators
in Europe and globally, as well as administrators, service providers, research
bodies and users. It is recognised by the EU as an official European Standards
Organisation.989
Backing up the Institute in providing research services is Eurescom, the
European Institute for Research and Strategic Studies in Telecommunications.
It is a private organisation based in Heidelberg, Germany, supported by 16
network operators, including Deutsche Telekom, France Telecom and the BT
Group.990 It manages very substantial funds on behalf of the European
Commission (€24,304,064 in 2013), for multiple projects.991,992
The International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
Cooperation and standard-setting is also undertaken at a global level, on an
intergovernmental basis. Initially, this was managed by the International
Telegraph Convention, founded in 1865. Its functions were taken over and
extended in 1947 when the Convention became a United Nations specialised
agency, renamed the International Telecommunication Union (ITU).
Based in Geneva, the ITU allocates global radio spectrum and satellite orbits,
develops the technical standards that ensure networks and technologies
seamlessly interconnect, and strives to improve access to ICTs for "underserved
communities" worldwide. Uniquely among UN agencies, it has both public and
private sector membership. In addition to its 193 Member States, ITU
membership includes ICT regulators, leading academic institutions and some
700 private companies.993 The 28 Member States of the European Union (EU)
are voting members of the ITU and the European Commission is a non-voting
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sector member. The EU contributes to ITU's work as a sector member and
provides funding to some of its technical co-operation activities.994
In terms of sector governance, the ITU operates as a treaty organisation,
working though International Telecommunication Regulations (ITRs), agreed
via a specially convened World Administrative Telegraph and Telephone
Conference (WATTC) in 1998, on the basis of a proposal from the International
Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT), serviced by the
ITU Administrative Council and the General Secretariat. 995,996 The ITRs are
intended to facilitate "global interconnection and interoperability" of
telecommunications traffic across national borders. ITRs can be updated and
changed at further World Conferences on International Telecommunications.
An important part of the ITU is its Telecommunication Standardisation Sector
(ITU-T), one of the three sectors. Its products are Recommendations (ITU-T
Recs) - standards defining how telecommunication networks operate and
interwork. ITU-T Recs have non-mandatory status until they are adopted in
national laws. However, levels of compliance are high, due to international
applicability and the high quality guaranteed by the ITU-T's secretariat and
members from the world's foremost ICT companies and global
administrations.997
The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN)
The digital market also includes the internet. A crucial part of its top-level
management is the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers
(ICANN). This is not a governmental body. Rather, it is a non-profit
organisation, created in September 1998 and based in Los Angeles, California.
Its purpose is to help preserve the operational stability of the Internet; to
promote competition; to achieve broad representation of the global Internet
community; and to develop policies appropriate to its mission.998
Its primary responsibility is to administer the huge and complex interconnected
network of unique identifiers that allow computers on the Internet to find one
another. Much of its work has concerned the Internet's global Domain Name
System (DNS), including policy development for internationalisation of the
DNS system, introduction of new generic top-level domains (TLDs), and the
operation of root name servers. The numbering facilities ICANN manages
include the Internet Protocol address spaces for IPv4 and IPv6, and assignment
of address blocks to regional Internet registries. ICANN also maintains
registries of Internet protocol identifiers.
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Additionally, the organisation performs the technical maintenance work of the
central Internet address pools and DNS Root registries pursuant to the Internet
Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) function contract.
On September 29, 2006, ICANN signed a new agreement with the United
States Department of Commerce (DOC) that moved the organisation further
towards a solely multi-stakeholder governance model. On October 1, 2009 the
U.S. Department of Commerce gave up its control of ICANN, completing the
organisation's transition to a fully independent body.999 Final decisions are
made by a Board of Directors, comprising 21 members. Fifteen have voting
rights and six are non-voting liaisons. The majority of the voting members
(eight) are chosen by an independent Nominating Committee and the remainder
are nominated members from supporting organisations. ICANN then has a
President and CEO who is also a Board member. This official directs the work
of ICANN staff who are based across the globe, and helps co-ordinate, manage
and finally implement the different discussions and decisions made by the
supporting organisations and advisory committees.
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
The main internet regulator is the World Wide Web (abbreviated to W3)
Consortium. Founded and currently led by Tim Berners-Lee, the consortium is
made up of member organisations which maintain full-time staff for the
purpose of working together in the development of standards for the World
Wide Web. As of 10 April 2015, W3C had 397 members. It seeks to enforce
compatibility and agreement among industry members in the adoption of new
standards defined by the W3C. Incompatible versions of hypertext markup
language (HTML) are offered by different vendors, causing inconsistency in
Web pages displays. The consortium tries to get all those vendors to implement
a set of core principles and components which are chosen by the consortium.
W3C also engages in education and outreach, develops software and serves as
an open forum for discussion about the Web.1000
Amongst the standards maintained is the SOAP specification, via the XML
Protocol Working Group of W3C. (XML denotes "eXtensible Markup
Language" and is a self-defining means of representing data as text.) Originally
an acronym for Simple Object Access Protocol, SOAP is a protocol
specification for exchanging structured information in the implementation of
web services in computer networks. It uses XML Information Set for its
message format, and relies on other application layer protocols, most notably
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) or Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP),
for message negotiation and transmission.1001
The WTO and telecoms
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Telecommunications services are a global market worth over US$1.5 trillion in
revenue. Mobile services account for roughly 40 percent of this, while mobile
subscribers worldwide currently outnumber the use of fixed telephone lines by
more than two to one. Over the past decade, the market has witnessed farreaching changes, with the introduction of competition into a sector that was
once principally a monopoly.
Commitments in telecommunications services were first made during the
Uruguay Round (1986-94), mostly in value-added services. In post-Uruguay
Round negotiations (1994-97), WTO members negotiated on basic
telecommunications services. Since then, commitments have been made by new
members, upon accession to the WTO, or unilaterally at any time.
A total of 108 WTO members have made commitments to facilitate trade in
telecommunications services. This includes the establishment of new telecoms
companies, foreign direct investment in existing companies and cross-border
transmission of telecoms services. Out of this total, 99 members have
committed to extend competition in basic telecommunications (e.g. fixed and
mobile telephony, real-time data transmission, and the sale of leased-circuit
capacity). In addition, 82 WTO members have committed to the regulatory
principles spelled out in the "Reference Paper", a blueprint for sector reform
that largely reflects "best practice" in telecoms regulation.1002
Also at global level is the International Institute of Communications (IIC),
which was established in 1969. The IIC is an independent, not for profit policy
forum for the converging telecoms, media and technology industries.
Membership offers a discussion framework and professional network for senior
level strategists working at the intersection of business and public policy. It
provides a neutral platform on which topics can be explored and the policy
agenda can be shaped.1003

17.2 A global industry
In what is a global industry, sub-regional actors such as the European Union
necessarily play only a small part in the overall regulation of the digital market,
and then often in a secondary role. An example of this is the development of the
mobile phone market, and the emergence of the GSM standard in the 1980s –
the initials themselves standing for Global System of Mobile communications –
illustrating that it has global application.
Although the system originated in Europe, its technical development owes very
little to the activities of the EU. However, there were two important preparatory
instruments. The first was Council Directive 86/361/EEC "on the initial stage of
the mutual recognition of type approval for telecommunications terminal
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equipment" and the second was Council Directive 87/372/EEC, which reserved
specific frequency allocations for "cellular, digital, land-based mobile
communications".1004,1005 The frequency allocations had been proposed by the
European Conference on Posts and Telecommunications (CEPT), covering the
25 MHz bands of 89MHz for uplink - mobile to base station, and 935–960 MHz
for downlink - base station to mobile.
Work by then had already begun on a European standard for digital cellular
telephony in the European Conference of Postal and Telecommunication
Administrations (CEPT). The task was entrusted to a committee known as
Groupe Spécial Mobile (GSM), aided by a permanent nucleus of technical
support personnel based in Paris. In February 1987, it produced the first GSM
Technical Specification. This was then supported by the "big four" ministers of
France, Germany, Italy and the UK. In the Bonn Declaration, they agreed that
Europe should have a single standard for mobile communications. Mobile
network providers in all four countries were invited to co-operate in order to
provide commercial services that met this standard by 1991.1006
The Declaration was formalised as a Memorandum of Agreement (MoU),
rather than legislation or a formal treaty, which was tabled for signature in the
September. This drew in mobile operators from across Europe to pledge to
invest in new GSM networks to an ambitious common date, precipitating its
rapid development. In 1989, the Groupe Spécial Mobile committee was
transferred from CEPT to the European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI), which remains responsible for controlling and developing the
standards.1007 These have grown as the system has matured, and the document
listing specifications and technical reports now runs to 32 pages.1008
The first GSM systems were in operation by 1991 with Vodafone launching the
UK's first commercial service in the same year. Having been deployed
throughout Europe, GSM allowed smooth roaming from country to country. By
2005, networks accounted for more than 75 percent of the worldwide cellular
market, serving 1.5 billion subscribers.1009 Currently, terrestrial GSM networks
cover more than 90 percent of the world's population. Globally, it is represented
by the GSM Association.1010
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Despite its now global application, GSM is regarded as a European success,
although there are concerns that "Europe" is becoming complacent. The US has
opened up a large lead in deployment of next-generation technologies; by the
end of 2013, nearly 20 percent of US connections were on 4G LTE networks,
compared to fewer than two percent in the EU. Meanwhile, average mobile data
connection speeds in the US are now 75 percent faster than those in Europe and
by 2017 will be more than twice as fast. And the US is also stretching its lead
over Asia.1011

17.3 The post-exit scenario
In one of the most important areas of the digital market – mobile
communications – developments have not depended on the intervention of the
EU. Even if its legislation facilitated the initial development, GSM emerged
through intergovernmental co-operation and industry initiatives. Now that the
system is truly global and is being exploited internationally, the UK needs to
work at that level. It gains no special advantage from EU membership.
Systems and technology are so complex and developing with such rapidity that
the regulatory "reach" of the EU is relatively limited. Standards are primarily
generated by the private sector. This has seen the growing phenomenon of
Transnational Private Regulators, where non-governmental bodies regulate the
conduct of private actors across jurisdictional boundaries. They work primarily
through standards, which are voluntary, at least as a matter of formal law.1012
Additionally, we are seeing the emergence of global "super regulators" in the
form of the World Standards Cooperation Alliance, which was established in
2001. This comprises the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), the
International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) and the ITU. Its objective
is "to strengthen and advance the voluntary consensus-based international
standards systems of IEC, ISO and ITU", and sets a new level of global
governance.1013
An independent UK, therefore, should not experience any significant
difficulties outside the EU. In fact, confronted with the might of the US internet
giants, the EU considers Europe to be at a disadvantage. The current EU's
digital commissioner, Günther Oettinger, has complained that Europe's online
businesses were "dependent on a few non-EU players world-wide" because the
region had "missed many opportunities" in the development of online
platforms. He has argued that the EU should regulate Internet platforms in a
way that allows a new generation of European operators to overtake the
dominant US players.1014
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On that basis, the UK has little to lose outside the remit of the EU, although
there is one issue of significance. As a member of the EU, the UK has full
voting rights on issues dealt with by BEREC. As a member of EFTA/EEA, the
UK would lose voting rights and assume observer status only. This status,
shared by all EFTA members, is regarded as unsatisfactory, and representations
have been made for full participatory status, but without voting rights.1015,1016
To that effect, EFTA/EEA States have asked the EU to amend the BEREC
Regulation, in order to ensure the necessary level of participation. As yet, this
issue has not been resolved.1017 If it is still outstanding at the time of Article 50
negotiations, then participation rights should be on the agenda for discussion.
The effects of exclusion from BEREC, however, are likely to be marginal. On
technical matters, EU Member States normally work with CEPT, to which the
UK will continue to have full access, while the position with global bodies is
likely to improve. When dealing with bodies such as the ITU, European states
tend to develop their technical positions with CEPT before negotiating with the
rest of the world. They then base their approaches on consolidated European
positions ("European Common Proposals").
EU Member States, however, cannot negotiate as independent members, as they
are bound by their obligations under the EU Treaties and by the acquis.
Therefore, the development of technical positions in CEPT is complemented by
the consideration of overall EU interests in negotiations. To support these on
technical-regulatory issues, the Commission uses the Radio Spectrum Policy
Group (RSPG), a high-level advisory body of Member States' representatives,
to provide opinion, advising the Commission of the European policy
interests.1018,1019 As a non-EU member, the UK will be able to take an
independent negotiating position if it is in the national interest to do so.
As to UK involvement in the Single Market in telecoms, the push towards
market liberalisation pre-dated EU intervention, with the privatisation of British
Telecom and the break up of its monopoly. In this, the regulator Ofcom used
competition law powers under the Enterprise Act 2002 - itself a result of EU
Directives - to come to an agreement with BT over a separate network access
division called Openreach. This led to the formation of a company which would
offer its wholesale products on an equivalent basis to both external customers
and itself.
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The establishment of Openreach and its relationship with external customers at
the time was unique to the UK within the EU. Its experience was studied by
regulators in other European countries who experienced similar competition
problems arising from the presence of a large incumbent telecommunications
operator, such as France Telecom. Viviane Reding, the European
Commissioner who in 2006 was responsible for the telecommunications
portfolio, took inspiration from the UK in seeking to enforce "structural
separation" of incumbent telecom operators, splitting their service and
infrastructure divisions across the European Union, to create an "open access"
model for network infrastructures.1020
The Commissioner's ambitions in this respect were not realised, as there was no
enthusiasm to make this a mandatory requirement, as had done the Commission
with railways. The new telecoms Directive 2009/140/EC, which was enacted on
25 November 2009, therefore, simply contained a power permitting NRAs to
impose structural separation on vertically integrated companies, as an
"exceptional measure", where there was a failure to achieve effective
competition and "important and persisting competition problems and/or market
failures identified in relation to the wholesale provision of certain access
product markets".
Watering this down still further, the Commission stressed that the use of the
power "must not harm incentives to invest in the network, entail any potential
negative effects on consumer welfare or prevent appropriate co-ordination
mechanisms between the different separate business entities".1021
The Commission failure in this respect keeps the UK ahead of the field in terms
of market liberalisation, presenting no serious problems in maintaining the
degree of regulatory convergence necessary for participation in the Single
Market. The UK market is fully accessible to all comers.1022 On the other hand,
the Commission's view of the state of the telecoms market is that, while EU
intervention has improved competition, there is no functioning Single
Market.1023 There is little likelihood of damage to UK interests from working
within the wider framework of the EEA.
Working within that framework, trade in hardware would continue to be
regulated by the Radio Communications and Telecommunications Terminal
Equipment (R&TTE) Directive, now re-enacted as the 2014 Directive
2014/53/EU. This comes into force in June 2016.1024 The Directive
encompasses all products which use the radio frequency spectrum (e.g., car
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door openers, mobile communications equipment like cellular telephones, CB
radios, broadcast transmitters, etc.) and all equipment attached to public
telecommunications networks (e.g., ADSL modems, telephones, telephone
switches).
The EEA Agreement also lays down common technical regulations in the field
of information technology, telecommunication and data processing, including
satellite television broadcasting and high definition television. Liaison is
maintained by the EFTA Working Group on Technical Barriers to Trade,
assisted by the Expert Group on Telecommunications Equipment.1025 Through
these portals relationships are maintained with bodies such as ETSI.1026 EFTA
and the EU also share guidelines on standardisation.1027

17.4 UNECE - WP.6 and a new way of regulating
Given the complexity and extent of regulation in the telecoms sector, one
potential problem on EU withdrawal is the loss of influence over the
formulation of new regulation. Fortunately, this is unlikely to occur, as the
sector has been at the forefront of what amounts to a revolution in technical
regulation, leading to dramatic changes in the regulatory environment. The
driver of change has been UNECE, which has been developing and continues to
develop an "International Model" of regulation, through its WP.6 Working
Party on Regulatory Cooperation and Standardisation Policies.1028
WP.6 calls itself a forum for dialogue among regulators and policy makers,
where a wide range of issues is discussed, including technical regulations,
standardisation, conformity assessment, metrology, market surveillance and
risk management. It makes recommendations that promote regulatory policies
to protect the health and safety of consumers and workers, and preserve our
natural environment, without creating unnecessary barriers to trade and
investment. While they are non-binding, they are widely implemented in
UNECE member states and beyond.1029
Pioneered in relation to the telecoms industry, the "International Model" relies
on the WTO Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT), creating a
framework for the practical implementation of technical harmonisation,
drawing from existing schemes for good regulatory practice, as catalogued by
the WTO, which themselves set out the formal mechanisms for implementing
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the Agreement on TBT.1030 The organisations involved include APEC,
ASEAN, OECD, UNECE and the World Bank.1031
At this stage, the "Model" provides a set of voluntary principles and procedures
for sectoral application for countries that wish to harmonise their technical
regulations. Some international technical regulations exist, but they tend to be
cumbersome and burdened with details and have proven to be difficult to
prepare and, as a consequence, can be difficult to amend once in place.
Furthermore, detailed agreements between a large number of regulatory
authorities are frequently difficult to obtain, and such regulations tend not to
achieve full consensus.
Under the aegis of UNECE, therefore, interested countries are brought together
to discuss and agree a regulatory framework comprising what are called
"common regulatory objectives" (CROs). These, it is considered, might be
easier to compile and might more easily find consensus. Then, when it comes to
the detailed requirements that implement common regulatory objective,
recourse is had to the international standardising bodies, which provide a forum
for all interested parties (including regulatory authorities), and have established
a degree of trust at the international level.
On a procedural level, when the need for regulatory convergence has been
identified and supported by governments, the "model" suggests starting a
dialogue. The starting point is not existing national technical regulations but a
discussion and agreement on which safety, environmental or other legitimate
requirements should be met by technical regulation. On the basis of such
"agreed and concrete legitimate concerns" – which become the "common
regulatory objectives" - countries then agree which existing international
standards could provide for technical implementation or, where necessary, the
elaboration of new international standards.1032 The degree to which there is
reliance on international standards can be seen by the CRO on GSM.1033
Whenever a new or revised technical regulation is being prepared, regulators
then follow the principles in the WTO/TBT Agreement, adopting the relevant
international standards. A wide range of telecom standards have now been
agreed, in relation to personal computers (PCs); PC peripherals, legacy Public
Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) terminals; Bluetooth, Wireless Local
Area Network (WLAN); Global Standard for Mobile Telecommunication
(GSM); and International Mobile Telecommunications.1034 Further sectoral
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initiatives have been concluded on earth-moving machinery, equipment for
explosive environments and pipeline safety.1035
To an extent, though, there is nothing new about this system – it reverts to the
original process used by the European Union, where directives set out the
regulatory objectives, leaving implementation to Member States. In this
context, the process has moved up from the sub-regional EU to global level, coordinated by UNECE and other regional and world bodies. This is the new
reality, where the EU is simply a bit player on a larger stage – one on which all
players are equal. And this is achieved without even a hint of QMV.

17.5 Escape from "little Europe"
The current regulatory framework in the EU is described as lacking the
incentives to invest and showing clear signs of obsolescence. Specifically, it is
too narrowly focused on legacy applications, centred on traditional voice
telephony, text messages and broadcast TV. Furthermore, the legislative
process is regarded as being inherently slow, leading to inappropriate multiyear/multi-step iterative procedures that fail to keep pace with market and
technology evolution.1036
Further commentary suggests that here is no such thing as an EU telecoms (or
eComms) single market, with "significant flaws" being identified in the EU
system. The fragmentation between national markets is usually profound, and at
times extreme. The institutional framework and the allocation of tasks between
the EU and national levels are simply not designed to accomplish what the EU
must do under the treaty: establish a single market and ensure that it functions
properly.1037 Adrian Baschnonga, lead analyst for global telecoms at the
accountancy firm EY, has complained of lack of clarity and confusing
regulatory frameworks, warning that Europe's telecoms industry is lagging
behind the US.1038
ETNO argues that regulatory distortion of competition in three areas is
discouraging investment in advanced telecommunication networks.1039 It is
calling for pan-European solutions and a strong, centralised regulator.1040
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Neither is forthcoming from the EU, and despite challenges from US internet
giants, there is no enthusiasm from Member States for a centralised solution.1041
Crucially, though, the Commission itself acknowledges that the electronic
communications sector operates at a global scale. It notes that the web (and the
services that trade on it) go beyond the EU's borders, and concedes that, as
markets become more competitive, the regulatory framework needs to
evolve.1042 By the same logic that the EU argues for its own intervention in
matters which transcend Member State borders, therefore, a trade that operates
at global level demands global solutions. And it is in that domain that UNECE
operates, with its "International Model" and its Common Regulatory
Objectives.
That the UK telecoms industry is regarded as a success is largely due to the BT
Openreach model, which gives competitors equal access to the infrastructure,
leading to increased investment and propelling the UK ahead of Germany,
France, Italy and Spain for superfast broadband coverage and take-up.1043
Competition, rather than "critical mass", seems to be the driver of that success,
together with a responsive system for developing common standards. This owes
little to the EU, suggesting that Britain's withdrawal will have relatively little
impact.
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18.0 Trading with the rest of the
world
The global economy is being re-shaped at breakneck speed. In the past
decades, political systems have changed, new players have emerged on the
markets, as well as new materials, new technologies and workers who are
better skilled than ever. To compete in this fast-changing economy requires
regulation that promotes growth, better access to markets and the availability
of new sources of energy.
Cut EU Red Tape: Report from the Business Taskforce
February 20141044

By this penultimate phase of our six-phase programme, all the structural issues
have been addressed, leaving the way clear to look at Britain as a global trader.
As we have seen earlier, organising trade in continental Europe, adopting
formal structures around UNECE, would not replicate European Union
arrangements, in that there would be no external trade policy. Britain would
thus be free to act on its own account in relations with the rest of the world.
Alternatively, it could act with EFTA, or take collective action through ad hoc
alliances.
Nevertheless, there are sometimes gains to be made from negotiating as part of
a formal bloc, not least for the protection afforded in times of financial crisis,
and routinely on matters of common interest, as a means of spreading the
administrative burden. This was emphasised by an Icelandic Agriculture and
Fisheries official, whose own ministry was often hard put to field staff to attend
all international meetings of interest. In an attempt to overcome this, his
ministry worked closely with the Nordic bloc, and especially with Norway, in
order to share the load. The added strength and resource of the UK, to help
further spread the load, was seen as potentially advantageous.1045
However, there are also disadvantages to formal collective action, so the UK
government will need to keep its options open. It needs the flexibility to make
arrangements which give it the advantages of EU membership while
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minimising the disadvantages. It also needs to avoid the disadvantages it might
suffer as an independent actor, while making the most of opportunities
presented by changes in global trading patterns. Analysis of global trade
patterns (Figure 30) certainly suggests that the greatest growth potential lies in
Asia, compared with US-Europe trade which has declined nearly 40 percent in
20 years.1046
In this context, it is often argued that, despite the high-profile intervention of
successive British prime ministers, the EU has been unable to formalise a trade
agreement with China, while Iceland concluded an agreement in 2013, the first
European country to do so, followed by Switzerland in the same year.1047,1048 It
is thus held that, outside the EU, the UK should follow in the footsteps of
Iceland and Switzerland, and secure a free trade agreement with China. This,
though, is not necessarily the most productive approach as, when dealing with
China, appearances can be deceptive. While it is true that there is no formal
FTA in place with the EU, China did formalise an MRA on conformity
assessment procedures, on 16 May 2014.1049 This, and other agreements on
Customs co-operation, have considerably eased the flow of trade.
Furthermore, China tends to resort to Memoranda of Understanding, making
agreements which do not have the status of full-blown treaties. One example is
the MoU on financial information services, concluded on 13 November 2008,
which removed the requirement for foreign financial information suppliers to
supply their services through an agent. They were henceforth allowed to supply
directly to their clients who, in turn, were not subject to any licensing
requirements or similar approvals.1050 Internally, in a Communist society, such
agreements have binding effect. And, while each MoU deals with narrow
specifics, collectively they add up to a substantial area of co-operation.
There are also co-operation agreements, as in the EU-China Cooperation Plan
in Agriculture and Rural Development, agreed "under the auspices of the
annual bilateral Agricultural Dialogue to enhance cooperation in the fields of
sustainable agricultural production, organic agriculture, rural development and
agricultural research". This paved the way for the free trade in organic produce
between the EU and China.1051
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This notwithstanding, China is party to multiple agreements with the EU - 65
over term, including 13 bilateral agreements, ranging from trade and economic
co-operation, to customs co-operation. None of these are of the simple, tariff
reduction variety. Additionally, China tends to tends to foster multilateral
relations, working actively through G20, where it agreed with the EU the 2020
Strategic Agenda for Cooperation.1052 Reinforced by 60 high level and senior
officials dialogues on topics including industrial policy, education, customs,
social affairs, nuclear energy and consumer protection, this makes for powerful
relationships which do not show up on the WTO books.1053
This suggests that there is a great deal of flexibility in negotiating relationships
with trade partners. The outcome of any negotiations does not need,
necessarily, to be a formal free trade agreement. Furthermore, any arrangements
made do not necessarily have to be fixed for all time. Nor do they have to be
geographically-orientated. They could involve ad hoc alliances, such as the
Cairns Group, described as: "a unique coalition of 19 developed and developing
agricultural exporting countries with a commitment to achieving free trade in
agriculture". It could be a useful ally in WTO talks.1054 There are also particular
advantages to be gained from closer ties with the Anglosphere and with
Commonwealth members (some of which are Cairns Group members),
reversing the tide of "institutional contempt" displayed by successive
governments.1055

18.1 The Commonwealth
The modern Commonwealth, with its 53 members and about a third of the
world's population, connects at least half a dozen of the world's fastest-growing
and most dynamic economies, accounting for some 20 percent of world trade.
The grouping offers new consumer markets and generates investment capital
from its high saving societies. In Africa, massive hydrocarbon resources are
becoming commercially recoverable and transforming the prospects of
countries across the continent.
According to Lord Howell, chair of the Council of Commonwealth Societies,
none of this means that the Commonwealth can replace the EU. He avers that
the two worlds complement each other, and a Britain that is alert and agile is
ideally placed to work both systems to its benefit.1056 However, those
opportunities exist outside the EU. At the recent Commonwealth Business
Council Forum gathering in Sri Lanka, China reportedly sent a 70-strong
delegation. Japan and several Gulf States also turned up with large contingents.
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They sensed the business opportunity which policy makers in an independent
Britain might also seek to exploit.1057

Figure 30: Share of total trade between geographical regions in world trade: 19902011 (percentage). Source: World Trade Report 2013. WTO Secretariat.

Despite this, rejoining the global system as it stands is not the whole – or even
any - answer for Britain. Over the last decades, there has been an unprecedented
increase in the speed of communications, movement of goods and people, but
there have not been commensurate improvements in global and regional
institutions and organisations. The structures and modes of operation of
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organisations are very far from optimal, nor even coherent. There is no
geographical consistency. There are no standard structures to trading
arrangements and there is no agreement on legal provisions. Accountability is
often poor, and visibility of partners' affairs is often obscured. It would be
tempting to ignore some of the formal, established structures, and even
discontinue membership or support for some of them. Some would even
entertain secession from the United Nations. Yet, according to an
unprecedented joint study by the US National Intelligence Council and the EU's
Institute for Security Studies, three effects of rapid globalisation are driving
demands for more effective global governance.1058 In particular, the rise of
China, India, Brazil and other fast-growing economies, its report says,
… has taken economic interdependence to a new level. The multiple links
among climate change and resources issues, the economic crisis, and state
fragility – "hubs" of risks for the future – illustrate the interconnected nature
of the challenges on the international agenda today. Many of the issues cited
above involve interwoven domestic and foreign challenges. Domestic
politics creates tight constraints on international cooperation and reduce the
scope for compromise.
The shift to a multipolar world is complicating the prospects for effective
global governance over the next ten years. The expanding economic clout of
emerging powers increases their political influence well beyond their
borders. Power is not only shifting from established powers to rising
countries and, to some extent, the developing world, but also towards nonstate actors. Diverse perspectives on and suspicions about global
governance, which is seen as a Western concept, will add to the difficulties
of effectively mastering the growing number of challenges.

To remain an influential player, Britain will need to recognise how the shifts in
power and influence affect its status. It will then need to learn how to work with
new actors in the global community to improve arrangements for dealing with
trade and other matters in this "multipolar world". But arrangements must be
compatible with Britain's new-found independence, and be politically
sustainable. The assumption is that its politicians and trade negotiators will aim
for a greater degree of autonomy in dealing with global agencies while seeking
to retain the benefits of existing economic and trade agreements with other
countries or other groups of countries outside the EU/EEA.
In this respect, the government may find itself confronting major reforms in
foreign and trade relations that are heavily influenced by domestic policy. This
may become a crunch issue. The essence of the EU is that legislation agreed in
Brussels is binding on national and local governments and is superior to
national law. Agreements which replicate this may not be acceptable. The
longstanding antipathy to the EU's supranational power will require that new
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relationships are based on an intergovernmental model, with any formal trading
agreements relying on consensus rather than majority rule.
Whatever provisions are made, Britain will remain party to a bewildering
multiplicity of agreements, some of which will deliver actionable instruments.
OECD members, for instance, agree directives which are legally biding on their
signatories, in much the same way that EU directives bind member states. Such
instruments will then have to be processed into useable law. As an independent
nation, Britain will no longer be able to rely on the EU to do the job and, in the
absence of alternative arrangements, will be committed to expensive, timeconsuming duplication. That carries the risk of divergence from standards
applied elsewhere in the same region.

18.2 Transatlantic trade relations
An important part of any post-exit settlement will be the formalisation of trade
relations with the United States. Depending on the timing of British exit
negotiations, the EU-US talks known as the Transatlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership (TTIP) will be in progress or may have come to a conclusion. The
status of any talks, or their outcome, will have considerable relevance to Art. 50
negotiators. They will either determine the post-exit trade relations or, directly
or indirectly, they may influence the shape of future talks.
The TTIP talks in progress at the time of writing started in July 2013. They
offered considerable promise. The European Commission claimed that an
agreement could boost the EU's economy by €120bn, the US economy by
€90bn and the rest of the world by €100bn - an extra €545 in annual disposable
income for a family of four in the EU, on average, and €655 per family in the
US. 1059,1060
What would be crucial to any withdrawal negotiations is the claim that, with
Britain outside the EU, it may not benefit from TTIP.1061 That claim might not
be true as the EU and the US are already relatively open towards each other in
terms of investment and trade, which is reflected in relatively low tariff levels.
The main effect might be, therefore, to act as a blockage. If talks are still
ongoing by the time the UK enters into its own exit negotiations with the EU,
the US administration might not be prepared to undertake talks with a soon-tobe separated UK, until it has concluded a deal with the EU.
This introduces a considerable degree of uncertainty into the mix, as UK
negotiators may wish to wait until the outcome is known before deciding on
1059
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what action should be taken. Options potentially available are either to seek an
independent trade deal with the US or, with the agreement of the EU, seek to
piggyback on the TTIP agreement.
It remains to be seen, however, whether the UK will actually want to participate
in TTIP in its final form. The agreement is targeting technical barriers to trade,
and it is set to address domestic regulations on both sides of the Atlantic, with
the intention of seeking a higher degree of regulatory convergence than has
hitherto been achieved. In theory, even though regulation might not directly
affect cross-border activities, it does bear a cost on trade and investment.
Nevertheless, the parties have recognised that many regulations, unlike tariffs,
cannot simply be removed. They often serve important and legitimate domestic
objectives such as product safety and environmental protection. Thus, the aim
was to reduce costs through partial regulatory convergence and crossrecognition of standards.1062
However, there is no indication that TTIP will lead to any reduction in
regulation on either side of the Atlantic. According to Ambassador Michael
Froman, US Trade Representative, the proclaimed goal of the agreement was
"to take two advanced, industrialised, highly regulated economies and bring
them closer together and bridge the differences in how we regulate".1063
Furthermore, since small businesses had more to gain from reducing regulations
than larger firms, because they were less able to afford compliance and
lobbying departments, TTIP was thought most likely to favour the corporate
sectors in both the US and the EU.
Furthermore, the EU has proposed the creation of a "Regulatory Cooperation
Council" that would bring together US and EU regulatory agencies to monitor
the implementation of commitments. Its task would be to prepare and publish
an annual "Regulatory Programme", in which would be set out the priorities for
regulatory cooperation. With joint working groups, it would also consider and
analyse submissions from EU and US "stakeholders" or submissions from
either Party on "how to deepen regulatory cooperation towards increased
compatibility for both future and existing regulatory measures".1064 But this was
not a novel approach. Other EU trade agreements, such as the South Korean
FTA, had used a similar mechanism.1065
Furthermore, like the South Korean FTA, TTIP was unlikely to stand on its
own. Alongside the South Korean FTA stood a broader 64-page "framework"
agreement on political objectives. This provided a basis for "strengthened
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cooperation" covering such issues as human rights, non-proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction, counter-terrorism, climate change and energy
security.1066
In piggybacking on TTIP, the UK might find itself committed to issues to
which it might prefer not to subscribe, in addition to which, the Regulatory
Cooperation Council, if approved, might become a transnational rule-making
body from which the UK, outside the EU, would be excluded. This would make
a direct agreement between the UK and the US a better option, if it was on
offer.
On the other hand, as long as the WTO's Doha Round remained stalled, TTIP
was the biggest if not the best opportunity for expanding world trade. It had the
potential to set regulatory standards for the rest of the world, dictating the
agenda even for non-members by writing the rules for what amounted to a new
global trading order.
It was suggested, therefore, that the real focus of TIPP was China, to the extent
that US Secretary of State John Kerry asserted that it would seek to "establish a
way of doing business that can serve as the global gold standard".1067 The
European Commission seems to have confirmed that, declaring that by
harmonising US and EU standards the purpose of TTIP is to "act as a basis for
creating global rules".1068 Angela Merkel seemed on a similar wavelength,
asserting that, by concluding TTIP, the parties would be better able to set high
standards for future global trade agreements.1069 German Foreign Minister
Steinmeier asked "if the US and Europe don't lead the way how will we work
things out on the global scale?" He called TTIP "a huge opportunity to shape
the rules of the next phase of globalisation".1070
It is not just politicians who make this point. The German Marshall Fund claims
that both the US and the EU are losing global influence. TTIP "could constitute
an excellent measure against this new shared challenge ... [by allowing them to
continue] to define an important portion of the rules underpinning the rules
based international order ... [and] face a set of new and emerging challenges in
the economic realm".1071 At the Woodrow Wilson Centre, Samuel Benka
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argued that "the greatest benefit" of TTIP is that "it can enable the US and the
EU to negotiate a truly 21st century agreement that can be a template for other
agreements and even for the World Trade Organisation itself".1072
At the London School of Economics, Robert Basedow observed that "[the]
predicted humble economic benefits of TTIP – a maximum of 0.5 percent of
GDP – underscore that the agreement is primarily about setting the regulatory
agenda of world trade for future decades. The underlying idea is that the
American and European economies jointly represent such a large share of
global GDP that third countries will emulate regulatory approaches taken under
TTIP".1073 The number of politicians, officials, and experts who have made a
similar assertion is impressive.
This notwithstanding, there is no certainty that a TTIP agreement will be
reached. Progress is not going to be easy. Within the European Parliament and
elsewhere, resistance to regulatory harmonisation is building. "In America, the
prevailing impression is that EU consumer protection regulations only exist to
keep American products off the European market", says Green MEP Martin
Häusling.1074
But, even without involvement of the UK in the latter stages of any
negotiations, participation in the partnership is still possible. In April 2013, EU
Trade Commissioner De Gucht told Icelandic Foreign Minister Skarpheðinsson
that benefits would be available to "… its closest trading partners - for example:
those already operating on the internal market through the EEA Agreement" –
such as Iceland.1075 Of Switzerland, it is said that, if it liberalises its highlyprotected agriculture, it too could join the TTIP.1076 In other words, it is being
readily conceded that being outside the EU is no bar to participating in the
TTIP. If Britain adopts the EFTA-EEA route, it will be able to take advantage
of the partnership, if it wishes to do so.
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This notwithstanding, two of the major sectors earmarked for attention are the
pharmaceutical and motor manufacturing industries. Auto-related sales
currently account for some ten percent of total trade between the EU and the
US. Under the TTIP, they would represent the largest share of auto production
and sales ever covered by a single trade agreement.1077
However, Asian interests would ensure that EU-US regulatory convergence
would be quickly factored into what is being styled as the "US-EU-Asia Trade
Triangle". As part of the triangle, the US is committed to completing a TransPacific Partnership (TPP).1078 It aims to bring together Asia's tiger economies
(minus Hong Kong), entrenched and emerging ASEAN tigers, Latin American
nations, and all three NAFTA partners (US, Canada, and Mexico).
The TPP has driven Asian-Pacific cooperation, particularly through free trade
talks among the ASEAN states and FTA partners (Australia, China, India,
Japan, Korea and New Zealand). Eventually, their target is a Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP), a free trade area among the
leading nations in East, South and Southeast Asia, plus Oceania. It will embrace
more than three billion people, delivering a combined GDP of some $17 trillion
and accounting for 40 percent of world trade.1079
Although RCEP excludes the United States, there are cross-links between Asia
and the US, and between Asia and the EU, giving the convergence process a
global dimension. The eventual outcome of the TPP-TTIP-RCEP nexus,
therefore, will result in convergence between all the trading blocs. British
manufacturing and services will be drawn into the slipstream of this process,
which may be accelerated if the 12-year WTO logjam can be broken.
The formal adoption of the Bali Ministerial Declaration, on 7 December 2013,
opened the way for the resumption of the Doha Round with its rules-based
multilateralism.1080 What is known as the trade facilitation agreement should
allow regulatory convergence to bleed into the WTO. With Britain able to take
a direct part in the WTO process, it should not be troubled by lack of EU
membership. Nevertheless, there are still many hurdles to surmount. As of the
end of December 2015, only 63 of the 108 necessary WTO members had
ratified the Bali agreement.1081 The advance of the multilateral trading system
had, effective, slowed to a glacial pace. WTO Director General Roberto
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Azevêdo complained in Nairobi that one successful multilateral negotiation in
20 years was "not good enough".

18.3 Enforcement and dispute resolution
Alongside any free trade agreements is the need for better dispute resolution.
Undoubtedly, better systems would secure more uniform implementation of
trade law, but there is considerable unease over the growing remit of
international courts and quasi-judicial bodies, and their potential to override
national legislatures. There is actually no best system, and no agreement on
what might be the best way to go, which leaves this as an unresolved issue, but
one very high up in the list of priorities.
In some quarters, there is fundamental disagreement with the notion that, as the
world becomes more complex, we need more and more regulation at higher and
higher levels. This might especially apply to financial services, where it has
been suggested that the efforts should be directed at the co-ordination of
resolution mechanisms.1082
Dispute resolution, to use the generic term, is becoming the fault line between
advocates of bilateral free trade agreements and the WTO/UN-administered
multilateral rule-based system. It is argued that effort devoted to improved
dispute resolution could be more cost-effective than effort devoted to regulatory
convergence and harmonisation. Nevertheless, this shows signs of remaining a
contentious area, in particular as we see the transition to dispute settlement
between states and corporate entities – the issue of investor-state dispute
settlement (ISDS).1083
Some bilaterals, such as the TTIP and TPP, seek to rely on ISDS, which is
regarded as an improvement on WTO procedures. But it is also described
disparagingly as "a sort of offshore tribunal whereby private investors will be
able to sue either the EU or US in front of a tribunal made up of fellow
corporate lawyers if those jurisdictions introduce laws that could result in a loss
of investment".1084 This, plus other secretive aspects of the TPP agreement, has
a Bloomberg opinion-writer dismissing it as a "corporatist power grab".1085
NGOs have an active role in making EU law and, through the United Nations
system, in brokering environmental agreements. To facilitate this, they receive
official recognition and considerable funding from the EU and member state
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governments.1086 They see ISDS as a threat to the ability of European
legislators "to set their own environmental standards, as well as standards
protecting consumers, workers, public health etc", and "very useful for
companies seeking to reverse regulations that protect the environment and
people at the expense of corporate profits".1087,1088
These issues are far from straightforward, leading UNCTAD to offer ideas for
reform, while the European Commission has felt obliged to suspend TTIP talks
pro temp, pending a period of consultation on dispute procedures.1089,1090 But,
whether it is the ECJ, the EFTA court, the WTO dispute procedure, the UNECE
compliance committee, the Court of Human Rights, or ISDS, each system has
strengths and weaknesses. The book is not closed on which system offers the
best potential, and the issues are wide open to debate. An independent Britain
would be able to take an active part in that very necessary debate.

18.4 Unbundling
The ability to act independently offers the prospect of "unbundling" - seeking
sector-specific (or even product-specific) solutions. These can replace
ambitious free trade agreements that promise much but are often able to deliver
little. Rather than promoting geographically anchored bilateral deals and then
seeking to justify them with estimated (and often exaggerated) gains, potential
savings might be identified by sector, with the more valuable targeted first.
Currently, motor vehicles, electrical machinery, chemicals, financial services,
government procurement and intellectual property rights are thought to be the
most promising.1091
High-profile initiatives such as TTIP seek to deliver value by dealing
simultaneously with multiple issues, aiming for agreements between nations
and geographically-anchored entities. Arguably, many of these are too
ambitious and not realisable within the timescales set.1092 Relying on
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unbundling, prioritising specific sectors and aiming for limited but clearly
defined reductions in very specific NTMs, could deliver more tangible results.
Furthermore, sector- or subject-specific agreements with global reach can be
unconstrained by geography.1093
"Unbundling" is sometimes known as the "single undertaking" approach.1094
Agreed bilaterally, such agreements (mainly dealing with tariffs) are also called
Partial Scope Agreements (PSAs). They have been particularly popular in
South America.1095 Not only are such deals less likely to create gaps for
organised crime to exploit, as they focus on technical issues, they also pose less
of a challenge to sovereign entities.
Treating sectors separately means that cross-cutting synergies are lost, but
agreements are easier to reach, with speedier delivery of results. Speed is of the
essence. If a deal is to succeed, one observer remarked, "it needs to do so
quickly. If it is to fail, it needs to do so even more quickly".1096 TTIP, on the
other hand, is set to absorb years of effort. And despite the huge range of
products and potentially billions-worth of savings, it has to address such issues
as the controversial US practices of chlorinating chicken carcasses or
administering growth hormones to beef cattle.1097
Unless agreement can be reached on these, the entire deal might founder after
many years of endeavour.1098 And even then, there are probably irreconcilable
differences on animal welfare standards, especially on issues such as battery
cage sizes for laying hens, on flock density for meat birds and for stock
densities and welfare conditions for higher mammals.
Britain, as a major player in most of the arenas covered by TTIP, is in an
excellent position, with its transatlantic "special relationship" to argue for less
ambitious but ultimately more successful sector-specific agreements.
An example is the initiative on the classification, packaging and labelling of
dangerous substances. As we noted previously, this was originally defined by
the EU for its own member states. In 1992, the legislative lead was transferred
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to the UN Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), through
which it eventually emerged as the Globally Harmonised System of
Classification and Labelling of Chemicals (GHS). The first version of the code
was formally approved in December 2002 and published in 2003. This, plus
revised editions, has been adopted as EU law.

18.5 Transnational organised crime
Over the past two decades, as the world economy has globalised, so has its
illicit counterpart. The global impact of transnational organised crime (TOC)
has risen to unprecedented levels. Criminal groups have appropriated new
technologies, adapted horizontal network structures that are difficult to trace
and stop, and diversified their activities. The result has been an unparalleled
surge in criminal enterprises.
As many as fifty-two activities fall under the umbrella of transnational crime,
from arms smuggling to human trafficking to environmental crime. These
crimes undermine states' abilities to provide citizens with basic services, fuel
violent conflicts, and subject people to intolerable suffering. The cost of TOC is
estimated to be roughly 3.6 percent of the global economy, or $2.1 trillion
(USD) in 2009.1099
This figure is by no means settled. According to the United Nations Office for
Drugs and Crime (UNODC), annual turnover of transnational organised
criminal activities such as drug trafficking, counterfeiting, illegal arms trade
and the smuggling of immigrants is around $870 billion. Even then in 2009, this
was six times the amount of official development assistance, comparable to 1.5
percent of the global domestic product, or seven percent of the world's exports
of merchandise. Drug trafficking is the most lucrative form of business for
criminals, with an estimated value of $320 billion a year. Human trafficking
brings in about $32 billion annually, while some estimates place the global
value of smuggling of migrants at $7 billion per year. At $250 billion a year,
counterfeiting is also a high earner for organised crime groups.1100
The problem from the trading perspective is that attempts to free up the
international movement of goods often have the unfortunate side-effect of
creating opportunities for criminals. Therefore, no independent trading policy
can be complete without structured components aimed at reducing system
vulnerabilities and improving enforcement, all directed at containing the growth
in TOC. There is simply no point in freeing up trade and reducing "red tape" if
the main beneficiaries are criminals of one type or another. Better constructed
cost/benefit analyses might lead the way here, costing in the impact of criminal
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activities, and policing to set against benefits which might accrue to the
legitimate economy.
In this context, it should not be forgotten that the purpose of regulation is often
to prevent catastrophic failure or serious crime, or to enable authorities to
penalise crime when it has been detected and the perpetrators apprehended. In
terms of failure, the cost of the world financial crisis was estimated by the IMF
to be $11.9 trillion (USD) and while some have argued that poor regulation was
in part responsible, the current round of regulation is most definitely aimed at
preventing another crisis.1101 In these circumstances, short-term cost/benefit
ratios are not the issue. They can mislead analysts into thinking that an
economic advantage is necessarily the main or sole purpose of regulation.
The regulatory failures discussed above have brought with them some
recognition that free trade has a downside, in terms of facilitating transnational
organised crime. The problems are widespread. The proliferation of free trade
zones, for instance, facilitates crime and tax avoidance. FTAs are also
responsible for increased cross-border crime. Yet relatively little attention is
being given to the problems arising from them.1102,1103 Here, there is an
interesting contrast between TTIP, which aims to "boost" the global economy
by around €310bn, when TOC income may have reached more than $3 trillion a
year.1104,1105 International trade in counterfeited goods and piracy alone is
expected to grow from $360bn (based on 2008 data) to as much as $960bn by
2015.1106
It is germane to ask whether the advantages of systems currently adopted are
being outweighed by the disadvantages. One commentator suggested that the
very essence of democracy was under threat.1107 To what extent the situation
can be improved by the efforts of a single country is questionable.
Nevertheless, an independent Britain will have greater freedom to raise issues
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in global forums than as part of the EU, where the "common position" dictates
the line taken. Where the balance of advantage lies is unknown, but there is a
debate which must be had before Britain can determine its own priorities and
the direction of its post-exit settlement.
One of those areas must be a review of the VAT system. In respect of carousel
fraud, regulation is already being shaped by the need to prevent criminals
exploiting the VAT system, in an attempt to stem multi-billion annual
losses.1108 Estimated at 12 percent of total VAT revenue, EU-wide fraud may
have cost €90-113bn a year in the period 2000-2006 and more than €100bn in
2012, accounting for over €1 trillion in just over a decade.1109,1110 As such,
regulation might be considered as insurance – its "premiums" as part of the cost
of doing business. Furthermore, regulatory convergence is not necessarily
intended to improve local efficiency, per se, but to improve the ability of global
supervisory bodies to detect early signs of market failure or fraudulent
activity.1111 This is easier to do when common standards are in place.1112

18.6 Immigration and trade policy
Insofar as there is a correlation between prosperity and population stability, and
a further correlation between international trade and prosperity, it can be argued
that international trade policy is one means by which migration pressure can be
reduced. Currently, with trade policy ceded to the EU, the priority is not
directed at containing migrant flows. More usually, the policy serves to
intensify migration pressures, causing an increase in flows to Europe.
An example of that perversity lies in the fate of Kenya, which plays a
significant role in African migration.1113 In some great measure, it acts as a
"hub", attracting inwards migration from its own border regions and
neighbouring countries, its relative stability and prosperity acting as a magnet
to more troubled populations.1114 But, while the country has graduated to a level
above that of Less Developed Country (LDC), it lacks the breadth and
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economic resilience to absorb large numbers of migrants, and integrate them.
Thus, if it is to contain an African problem in Africa, without it spilling over
into Europe, the country needs significant levels of support.
Currently, as part of the five-nation East African Community (EAC), alongside
Tanzania, Uganda, Rwanda and Burundi, the country has been negotiating with
the EU for twelve years on a new Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA) to
update the non-WTO compliant Cotonou Partnership Agreement (CPA). The
objective is to encourage the community to open up to 83 percent of the
Contonou markets to European imports, at the same time gradually eliminating
tariffs and fees.
If this agreement has the effect of improving economic prosperity, promoting
greater employment and speeding up development, it will do much to reduce
migration pressures. In any event, an agreement is vital. Kenya has built a
significant trade with the EU, becoming by 2001 the EU's biggest source of
flower imports, having overtaken Israel as market leader.1115 Goods are
currently permitted to enter the EU Single Market tariff-free but, in the absence
of a pact, they could be subjected to a 16 percent duty.1116
However, the EU has been accused of imposing a series of technical barriers,
including rigorous inspections at destination – despite goods meeting buyer
standards.1117 The flower and vegetable growing industries have also had to
deal with what they consider to be the arbitrary banning of a popular and
effective pesticide, estimated to have cost growers up to €170 million or 20
percent of their export earnings. The loss could have been avoided had the
transition to new pesticides been managed better.1118
Some observers believe that the EU is using agreements on trade to leverage
changes in governance on tax matters, environment and sustainable
development.1119 With the country obliged to open its markets to EU member
states, the Kenyan government could lose between 5.5 and 15 percent of its
revenues once the EPAs had been concluded.1120
Former Tanzanian President Benjamin questioned whether a deal promoting the
export of raw materials helped the transition to real industrialisation. EAC
states needed to develop more extensive manufacturing bases in order to move
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on from economic reliance on low-value commodity exports. To give their
nascent industries a chance to grow, they need to protect their home markets
with tariff walls, keeping out selected ranges of cut-price goods from developed
economies.
In its trade policy, therefore, the EU was doing the African states no favours.
Through the EPA, the EU was able to demand consultation on decisions
relating to financial services and financial policy in areas such as current
account and capital account management; all other service sectors; technology
policy and intellectual property, including traditional knowledge and genetic
resources; personal data protection and use; competition and investment and
government procurement. The EPA was thus regarded as an attack on national
sovereignty.1121
The EU nevertheless insisted that the EAC should agree to a progressive
reduction of all barriers to EU imports. It was thus being suggested that the EU
was holding the EAC "at gunpoint". An October 2014 deadline was set, with no
concessions on offer, and subsequently forced through by a threat of imposing
tariffs on the vital flower trade.1122,1123 With 40 percent of Kenyan trade going
to the EU, flower exports – worth over £300 million annually - were a crucial
economic activity for the country. The country could stand to lose roughly
500,000 jobs directly and indirectly if the agreement was not concluded.1124
Also required by the EU was the adoption of the WTO "Most Favoured Nation"
(MFN) status which would govern tariffs imposed on EU imports. This would
prevent the adoption of preferential deals with other nations and tie the hands of
EAC partners whom they regarded as their trading partners. Instead, the EAC
wanted a bespoke deal. If it was forced to concede MFN status to the EU, any
deals offered to other partners, such as China, would also be claimable by
Europe. In effect, the EU is dictating the external trade policy of the bloc.
Under the current arrangements, MFN rules were not applied to ACP member
countries, so Kenya and its associated countries were allowed to trade with
nations outside the EU under whatever terms could be agreed. Yet, under EAC
proposals, the EU was demanding more stringent measures. Failure to conclude
an agreement would lead to the imposition of significant EU import duties on
Kenya's flower industry, while competitors such as Colombia, Tanzania,
Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi and Ethiopia would continue to enjoy their duty-free
status. The Kenya Flower Council noted that this could undermine the
industry's competitiveness and market share.
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What is not fully appreciated is that, with limited tax gathering capabilities,
these countries actually need tariffs as a relatively easy and predictable tax to
collect, and they are also used as a tool for industrial development. Tariffs or
import duties are used by countries to create a wedge between domestic and
foreign products in order to create advantage for locally produced goods. These
help sustain local businesses that are at an early stage of development. Most
West African countries' bound tariff rates for agricultural products at the World
Trade Organisation (WTO) are about 99 percent.1125
For instance, Ghana's bound tariff on poultry products is 99 percent while its
applied tariff is currently 20 percent. With the advent of the EPA, Ghana loses
its right to protect local poultry farmers using tariffs as a tool because no new
duty can be imposed and the current rate cannot be raised.
The second provision that deprives West Africa member states of the needed
funds for development is the restriction on export taxes. Export taxes are used
by countries to make particular raw materials available for local use, typified by
the Ghanaian tax on scrap metal. This was applied to ensure local manufactures
were well supplied. Similarly, Kenya taxes the export of raw leather to ensure
that the product is available for local use. In the early stages of its development,
even the UK imposed export taxes on raw wool and hides in order to promote
its own industrial development.
In November 2014, this arrangement brought criticism from Germany's Africa
Commissioner, Günter Nooke. "Economic negotiations should not destroy what
has been built up on the other side in the Development Ministry", he said in a
radio interview. Germany and Europe contributed large sums of tax money
toward various development programmes in Africa, Nooke explained, but the
economic agreement with African states cancels out these efforts. "The African
countries cannot compete with an economy like Germany's. As a result, free
trade and EU imports endanger existing industries, and future industries do not
even materialise because they are exposed to competition from the EU".1126
According to Green MEP Ska Keller, the EPA hurt regional trade, and did not
leave partner countries any room to develop their own industries, create jobs
and thereby pull people out of poverty. "Developing countries have a gun
pointed at their chest – either they sign or their market access to the EU is
restricted", Keller said. "The EPA is the opposite of development cooperation".
The EU was effectively practicing its own brand of imperialism, demanding
that before they grant any favourable trade concessions to a third party with a
share of global trade in excess of 1.5 percent, the West Africans must consult
the EU.
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This gravely undermines national sovereignty and South-South cooperation.1127
As pointed out by the African Union and UN Economic Commission for
Africa, this provision is controversial for a number of reasons. Invoking MFN
status goes against the principles of the Enabling Clause of the WTO. This
expressly provides for the possibility of preferential agreements among
developing countries. Also there is no WTO rule that requires the inclusion of
the MFN clause in a free trade area like the EPA. The EU's own experience
proves this point. In the EU-Mexico free trade agreement signed in 2001, there
is no MFN clause.
Pointing the way to a post-exit strategy, therefore, the UK has substantial trade
with Kenya on its own account. As part of the EU, it is unable to use this as
leverage to secure any effect. The UK is simply not at the table. As an
independent state, it would be able to direct trade policy specifically to easing
migration pressure – something Kenya itself wants. As part of its own nationbuilding process, and economic development, it needs to keep more of its
people, and attract labour from its neighbours. It cannot afford the constant
drain of people to Europe, any more than the UK is prepared to deal with them
when they arrive.
At a broader level, trade relations between African states and China are
variously reported as a mixed blessing but, in recent times, countries such as
Tanzania have turned to China for roads, power plants, a gas pipeline and a
huge new port. India and China have become leading investors and the
country's top trading partners. Competition from China is often seen as harmful
to Western interests, especially as African governments have become often
adept at playing potential partners off against each other.1128
Elsewhere, though Chinese intervention has been seen as helpful to the cause of
maintaining stability. In Afghanistan, it made pledges of $327 million in aid
through 2017, more than the $250 million contribution it has so far offered
since the fall of the hard line Islamist Taliban regime in 2001.1129 Thus, there is
a certain convergence of interest between Western powers and China. The
economies of less developed countries could benefit from a breakout from the
current Euro-centric (and even US-centric) perspective.

18.7 Integrating agreements
The previous narratives illustrate a three-way relationship between migration,
trade and stability. Generally, however, international agreements dealing with
migration, refugees and related matters tend to be dealt with entirely separately,
in isolation from other policy domains. Since obligations on migration stem
largely from UN treaties and the problems have global dimensions, there has
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been a tendency to move beyond the geographically-limited forum of the EU
and look for global solutions.
Furthermore, there are now other players in the field. The OECD, the ILO and
the G20 have all taken active roles in policy development. The ILO has been
particularly active, working with the UN to produce the 1990 International
Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and
Members of their Families, which entered into force in July 2003.1130 No EU
Member States have signed or ratified it, although the European Parliament and
the European Economic and Social Committee (EESC) have strongly
encouraged them to do so.1131
To assist the international community in dealing with migration issues, there is
the International Organisation for Migration (IOM), founded in 1951. It counts
55 member states, including the UK, as members, and a further 11 states hold
observer status, as does the EU and the Council of Europe. The organisation has
offices in over 100 countries, and declares its function as "promoting humane
and orderly migration for the benefit of all. It does so by providing services and
advice to governments and migrants".1132
Then, to provide "the framework for the formulation of a coherent,
comprehensive and global response to migration issues", on 9 December, 2003
the Global Commission on International Migration was launched in Geneva by
the UN Secretary-General and a number of governments. With 19
Commissioners, it began its activities on 1 January 2004.1133 Four more years
saw the emergence of the Global Forum on Migration and Development, a UN
initiative intended "to address the migration and development interconnections
in practical and action-oriented ways".1134 Currently, there are suggestions that
a World Migration Organisation is needed, analogous to the WTO.1135
The WTO is, in fact, already marginally involved in migration issues through
the so-called "Mode IV" provisions of the General Agreement on Trade in
Services (GATS), thereby demonstrating the relationship between trade and the
movement of people.
In theory, Mode IV refers to the presence of persons of one WTO member in
the territory of another for the purpose of providing a service. It does not
concern persons seeking access to the employment market in the host member,
nor does it affect measures regarding citizenship, residence or employment on a
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permanent basis.1136 In practice, it is regarded as a mechanism gradually to
introduce free movement on the EU model, although at a global level, creating
linkage between trade and migration issues.1137
There lie the clues to the future management of immigration. The issues are not
resolved solely (or at all) by erecting barriers and turning Britain into an
inward-looking fortress. That simply creates a different set of problems, not
least increased illegal immigration and the growth of the black economy.
Rather, it is becoming increasingly evident that mass migration is a complex of
different problems, many with global dimensions. There is no single solution:
what is required is a series of measures as complex and diverse as the problems
they address. They need a global as well as the sub-regional perspective offered
by the EU.
As with other issues, Britain needs to be part of the global dialogue.
Supplementing local activity on its own specific problems, it needs to be
working directly with international agencies such as the Geneva Migration
Group and the IOM.1138 And while it needs the freedom to act locally in support
of the national interest, effective measures will often need to be integrated with
regional and global initiatives. The overview and the degree of co-ordination
necessary can hardly be attained while the UK is locked into the narrow
constraints of the EU, having to filter its requirements through the consensus
mechanisms provided.
Assuming the UK is able to take what one might call the integrated global
approach, this has significant domestic and political dividends. It enables
withdrawal to be presented as something far more important than the ability to
impose largely ineffective border controls. It affords the opportunity to interact
with the global community and address the root causes of the problems,
something which the EU has manifestly failed to do. And it is at the global
level that the UK belongs. That is where many of the problems will be solved.

18.8 The eight-point programme
Following on from the Article 50 exit agreement, we posited that further
negotiations should involve the eventual abolition of the EEA. It would be
replaced by an overarching regional body based on UNECE. EFTA would be
expanded to create a sub-regional free trading area for those European countries
which wished to co-operate closely on trade and allied matters but which had
no enthusiasm for the EU's brand of political and economic integration.
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These are essentially structural issues. They are not an action programme for
exploiting Britain's new-found independence. For the sake of convenience, and
to afford a degree of coherence to a post-exit programme, we can extract many
of the points we have previously discussed and assemble them into a specific
programme, bringing us to phase three of the plan. This is the payoff, the point
at which we are able to benefit from leaving the EU. It is also the rationale for
leaving the EU – allowing the UK to reassert itself on the world stage as an
independent player, taking a leading role in developing and enhancing the
global trading system.
Collecting disparate elements into a single programme, including issues raised
in this chapter, we emerge with eight key targets, summarised in Table 4. Taken
as a coherent whole, they form a global programme, albeit anchored at the
national level in the first instance.
The national aspect is strongly identified with the first element in the line-up the programme of repealing and replacing unnecessary and unwanted EU
regulation. In the first instance, the focus will have been on the 15,000 or so
measures outside the Single Market acquis. In time, as we have already
suggested, we will see the transition from the EU-based agriculture, fishing,
regional and other policy areas, to UK-generated policies, and the repeal of the
associated EU legislation. Areas which will retain high levels of government
intervention, such as agriculture and fishing, will require a replacement body of
law.
The process that will have started immediately upon the UK's exit from the EU
will be part of the continuous process triggered by our withdrawal but will
eventually be absorbed into routine governance. However, this very process
requires of government and its agencies a fundamental review of the entire
legal framework, cataloguing for what would probably be for the first time the
full extent of EU law as it applies to the UK. Only then can the process of
replacement or renewal start to take effect.
Alongside the replacement of law comes the task of improving the regulatory
system, in many instances changing the philosophical bases on which
regulations rest. However, rather than allow controls and restraints on
transnational organised crime to be treated separately, they should be fully
integrated into the regulatory and administrative systems, given much higher
priority than currently afforded. Costs of potential criminal activity should be
factored into assessments of the cost-benefits of trading arrangements.
The global programme of regulatory convergence should nevertheless continue,
although distinction needs to be made between proscriptive and enabling
legislation. Clearly, the focus should be on enabling regulation, while removal
of proscriptive measures should be encouraged. However, far greater account
needs to be taken of the effects of regulatory hysteresis and more emphasis
might be placed on convergence through better enforcement, alongside
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harmonisation of legislation. In all cases, mechanisms adopted should be
prioritised according to expected outcome.

Table 4. the eight-point programme for continuous development

Fifth on our list is the matter of dispute resolution - an arcane but vital area of
the global trading system. In many respects, trade agreements are no better or
worse than the dispute systems which are employed. Investment in better or
more equitable systems is, therefore, worthwhile.
When it comes to "unbundling", this more or less becomes short-hand for a
major overhaul of the global trading system. The post-WWII settlement saw the
re-emergence of multilateralism, with GATT and then the WTO, only to have
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the movement founder on the Doha round, from which it has yet to recover. On
the other hand, geographically-anchored bilateralism has proved a poor
substitute: free trade area negotiations get bogged down in ever longer
negotiations, while older deals atrophy and fail to develop. Seeking sector or
even product-specific deals, in the form of partial source agreements, thus
seems a possible way forward and might guide UK international trade policy.
Turning to freedom of movement and related matters, this is one of the more
complex issues, amongst many others. In the shorter term, modification of the
agreement on freedom of movement defined by the EEA Agreement is not a
prospect. There is, however, as we have demonstrated, more flexibility than
generally appreciated to reduce the flow of migrants from within the EU. In
dealing with migrants from outside the EEA, withdrawal from the EU is of less
importance than dealing with ECHR provisions, and with international
conventions and other agreements. In order to resolve issues, the UK needs to
be fully engaged at a global level, but needs also to integrate diverse policies,
where they have impacts on "push" or "pull" factors.
Finally, on the matter of free movement of capital and payments, it is essential
that the UK regain such controls as are necessary to regain tax sovereignty, to
control money laundering and to limit corruption (and transnational organised
crime generally), as well as terrorism.
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PHASE SIX
Domestic reform
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19.0 Domestic reform
When the State calls for defenders, when it calls for money, no
consideration of poverty or ignorance can be pleaded, in refusal or delay of
the call. Required, as we are universally, to support and obey the laws,
nature and reason entitle us to demand that in the making of the laws, the
universal voice shall be implicitly listened to. We perform the duties of
freemen; we must have the privileges of freemen ...
Extract from the original Chartist petition, 18361139

The plan so far deals largely with external matters, but the fact of withdrawal
from the European Union also affords an opportunity to undertake a series of
domestic reforms. These form the sixth and final stage of this exit plan.
Specifically, this stage confronts the idea that there is little point in recovering
powers from the EU, only to hand them back to the same institutions that gave
them away in the first place. Further, even without EU influence, the UK is an
overly centralised state, so the repatriation of powers from Brussels only for
them to reside in London or one of the other devolved capitals affords fewer
benefits to individual citizens than might be imagined. To a certain extent, the
effect of restoring a degree of "independence" would simply be to swap one
ruling class for another, with very little by way of beneficial effects for ordinary
people.
Without then any further changes, there would also be nothing to stop the same
institutions which gave away our powers from repeating the process. After all,
the reason the UK joined the EEC, and then approved and ratified subsequent
treaties, was because the British government decided to pursue the path of
European political integration, and because Parliament permitted it. Except for
the one exception of the 1975 referendum, the people were not consulted and
their permission was not sought.
A return of the UK to the status of an independent state, therefore, is hardly
sufficient. Mechanisms need to be sought to ensure that neither government nor
Parliament can repeat a situation where the nation is conjoined with a
supranational construct without the permission of the people. That would
1139
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require some fundamental changes to the UK constitution, with the installation
of a more active form of democracy, affording a significant transfer of power
from the organs of state to the people.
In order to determine what changes and transfers might be required, and indeed
desirable for the better governance of the UK, a small working group of
concerned individuals was set up in Harrogate in July 2012 to prepare a
programme, which came to be known as The Harrogate Agenda (THA). This
was framed in terms of six demands, modelled on the Chartist petition of 1836
and, while THA was not framed specifically with EU withdrawal in mind, it has
been used as the basis for the post-exit domestic reforms suggested in this
chapter.
In short, the demands framed by THA were these: the recognition of the
people's sovereignty; improvements in local democracy; separation of powers;
people's consent to laws and other government action; the prohibition of taxes
and levies without consent; and the convening of a constitutional convention.
An exploration of these demands, and their assembly as a coherent reform
package, then forms the bulk of this chapter.
Given that the EU is slated as an anti-democratic construct, it needs to be stated
at this point that the essence of reforms proposed is directed towards
strengthening the democracy of the nation. The starting point for this was to
revisit the basic definition of democracy, taken to mean "people power".
Democracy, in fact, stems from the Greek word, dēmokratía, comprising two
parts: dêmos "people" and kratos "power".1140 Without a demos, there is no
democracy. But if people do not have power, there is no democracy either.
Looking at the nature of governance before the UK joined what was to become
the EU, it is fair to say that, in terms of the definition chosen, the UK has never
really enjoyed a fully functioning democracy.
The current system includes the vestiges of what is known as "representative
democracy", effectively a misuse of the word democracy. Power is nominally
vested in MPs who are theoretically held to account in periodic elections.
However, general elections can turn on the sentiment of as little as four percent
of the electorate, decided by floating voters in marginal constituencies. In byelections, an MP can be returned to Parliament by less than twenty percent of
the electorate. Local elections routinely engage even less of the electorate
In practice, power is diffuse. Even once we have left the EU, it would be shared
by unaccountable local administrations, by the executives (governments) based
in the capitals of the United Kingdom, and their agencies. MPs and most
certainly councillors individually have very little power. That which they have
they rarely exercise independently on behalf of the people. Mostly, they follow
their party whips, the power residing in the party system.
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These and other defects suggested that maintenance of the status quo following
UK withdrawal was not an option. Rather, it was considered that the nation
should rely more on the system of direct democracy adopted by the Swiss
which, with other attributes, formed The Harrogate Agenda. The first element
of this was to settle the question of where sovereignty resided.

19.1 Recognising the people's sovereignty
One consequence of Germany losing the Second World War was that the
successor state to the Third Reich had imposed upon it a new constitution, in
which British legal experts had a part to play. It is thus highly significant that
Article 20 of that constitution (the Basic Law) declares that all state authority
comes from the people. Although not specifically stated, the effect of this was
to recognise that the German people are sovereign.
Despite the British effectively bequeathing this principle to a nation it had a
hand in vanquishing, it does not apply to the people of the United Kingdom.
Instead, the doctrine of "Parliamentary sovereignty" affords Westminster the
supreme legal authority in the UK, permitting it to create or end any law.
Generally – EU law notwithstanding - the courts cannot overrule its legislation
and no Parliament can pass laws that future Parliaments cannot change.1141
Once the UK has left the EU, therefore, there would be nothing to stop MPs
asserting their authority in the name of parliamentary sovereignty, and directing
the executive to seek re-admission to the EU – or permitting the executive to
conclude re-entry agreements. Thus, any final exit settlement must include a
specific domestic element which asserts – or re-asserts - the sovereignty of the
British people, enabling them to block any attempt by Parliament to over-ride
their wishes.
Most likely, the procedure to give effect to a recognition of popular sovereignty
might take the form of a declaration of sovereignty. This formal recognition
would affirm that power resides with the people and that governments in all
their manifestations and levels are subordinate to the people.

19.2 Improved local democracy
What applies nationally must apply locally. All politics is local, a former US
Speaker of the House, Tip O' Neill, once famously said. He went on to say that
politicians must appeal to the simple, mundane and everyday concerns of those
who elect them into office.1142 It is those personal issues, rather than big and
intangible ideas, which most voters care most about, contradicting the notion
that, in local elections, people are casting votes to "send a message" to the
highest levels.
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That may be the case in the United States, where there are still some vestiges of
grass-roots democracy. But in Britain, the very idea that we have local
democracy is a fiction. We have local authorities which function mainly as
central government agencies. Their main task is to administer centrally-defined
law at local level.
In the UK, local government units - whether counties, second-tier districts or
unitary authorities - have no independent existence or powers. They are defined
through Acts of Parliament and owe their existence, their boundaries and their
powers to the diktats of central government. They are funded primarily from the
centre and the nature of monies which can be collected locally is directed by the
centre, as well as the amounts and terms of collection.
This, by any definition, is a top-down society. But it is also one which has
become increasingly so over time. Local elections are little more than opinion
polls on the performance of central government, without even the benefit of
random sampling techniques. There is no point in getting excited over the
election of local officials when almost the entire extent of their powers is
determined by national law.
Therefore, the aim must be to invert the entire structure of the British state.
Instead of the top-down systems, we need to start locally and create structures
built from the bottom-up. The fundamental building blocks of our democracy
should become independent local units which owe their existence to the people
who live within their boundaries. Instead of being statutory bodies – i.e.,
defined by statute, from which they derive their powers, under the control of
central government – they become constitutional entities. Their existence,
powers and revenue-raising capabilities are defined by the people via the
medium of constitutions, approved by local referendums.
These local authorities – which could be counties, cities or the former county
boroughs – become independent legislatures in their own right. Whereas local
authorities were once permitted to make by-laws, defined by central
government, true local government makes its own laws in its own name. Each
district makes all the laws for matters exclusive to its area, using powers
defined by its own constitution, applicable within its own boundary.
Some might think that local authorities are too small to become legislatures, but
size is not an issue. Few people for instance, realise that Iceland, with a
population of 313,000, boasts fewer people than the London Borough of
Croydon (363,000) and very substantially less than the Metropolitan District of
Bradford (501,000).
Yet Iceland is a sovereign nation. It has its own government, its own
parliament, its own laws, its own police and even its own fishing policy and
navy to enforce it. Despite its small size, the country does tolerably well, with a
GDP of $12.57 billion (146th in the world) and a GDP per capita of $38,500,
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the 24th highest in the global league (higher than the UK's $36,600, the 33rd
highest). It also has its own local government, with 59 local municipalities.
In Norway, which has approximately five million inhabitants, there are 428
municipalities and 19 county authorities. More than half the municipalities have
less than 5,000 inhabitants and only 14 have more than 50,000. The largest
municipality is Oslo, which is also a county. It has approximately 620,000
inhabitants. The smallest is Utsira with 209 inhabitants.
In the UK, political figures seem to have a poor grasp of the meaning of the
word "local", in the context of democracy. This was seen during the elections of
police commissioners in England and Wales during 2012.1143 The elections
were cited as an example of local democracy yet, by way of an example, just
one of the areas for which a commissioner was to be elected, West Yorkshire,
has a population of 2.2 million people in an area of nearly 800 square miles.
There are over 100 countries in the United Nations with smaller populations.
The candidate elected in this area was Labour's Mark Burns-Williamson, a man
who polled 114,736 first preference votes from an electorate of just over 1.6
million. That gave him an effective mandate of 7.1 percent – another example
of democratic failure.
What might be appropriate for England, in a post-exit environment, therefore,
could be areas with populations in the order of 300,000 to 500,000, making up
150 to 200 administrative units. Each could be responsible for most of their
own government, with their own constitutions, sovereign legislatures, laws and
revenues. Such units could also assume many of the duties currently undertaken
by central government. Those might include such things as the determination
and payment of social security and unemployment benefits and the provision of
health services currently administered by the NHS, as indeed they used to do.
It follows that all national laws applying to matters which fall within the remit
of local government should become local laws. The local legislatures should be
able to re-enact them if so desired, or they can repeal or revise them.
A consequence of this would be that the functions of central government would
be drastically reduced. The centre would mainly concern itself with foreign
policy and relations, including the framing of international law and making
treaties. We would see the centre take a hand in making maritime law,
controlling deep water fisheries, and dealing with national security and defence.
In what would effectively become a federal-style body, central government
would also concern itself with cross-border crime (where the perpetrators
operate in two or more police districts), and serious, organised crime.
Then comes the inevitable question of who pays, and more particularly how.
Control of taxation is at the heart of true localism, to which effect we believe
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local governments, structured as constitutional bodies, should become the
primary revenue collectors. We would envisage that they collect most if not all
the taxes from people and enterprises resident or operating within their areas of
jurisdiction.
Instead of the system where only a fraction of their income is collected locally
via Council Tax and charges, with the balance made up from grants from the
centre, local authorities would collect their own taxes, such as Council Tax, but
also income tax, sales taxes, corporation taxes and most other taxes currently
collected by the centre. After they had taken what they needed to fund their
own operations, they would remit the surplus to central government, acting as
collection agents for the centre.
By this means, rather than the centre subsidising local government, the
relationship would be reversed. Equity would be achieved by having poorer
authorities remitting less, per capita, to the centre. The richer authorities, like
the City of London, would pay more. The funding would be managed on the
same basis as the precepts currently collected locally, from which are paid the
police, fire services and transport authorities.
Only in extreme emergencies would we expect any transfers of funds from
centre to local authorities, such as in the case of a major natural disaster. A
system of top-down transfers is not essential. Norway manages a system of
wealth transfer between local authorities, without involving central
government. Furthermore, when local taxation prevails, allied with local
democracy, there is every opportunity for variable rates and real tax
competition between local authorities. That in itself could create downward
pressure on taxation.
This is the "small government" which so many people profess to want, but even
then – despite the local units being constitutional bodies - that does not
guarantee freedom from central government interference. In the United States,
there is constant tension between federal and state governments, and the
constant encroachment of the centre. Here, as always, the currency of power is
money. The federal government, with its own vast income stream - far larger
than state revenues - is able to bribe States with cash inducements or bully them
by withholding cash.
To overcome this problem, it is suggested that central government should have
very limited taxation powers. It should not be allowed to borrow to finance a
deficit, except in very exceptional circumstances, and only with the explicit
permission of the people. Budgets at local and central levels should be subject
to annual referendums, firmly limiting the expansionary tendencies of all
governments.
With more power and responsibility being assumed at local level, a reduced
workload at the centre might be expected. Fewer MPs might be needed, with a
ratio of perhaps 200,000 head of population or more for each representative,
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possibly stretching to one per 500,000. Where the United States House of
Representatives manages with 435 voting members, the House of Commons
might trim its membership to less than 300. The House of Lords would be
proportionately reduced – with perhaps only a hundred or so working members
needed.
Details of how and under what conditions individual MPs (and members of the
upper house) are selected might be left to the electors of the county, set out in
each local constitution and implemented by the local legislatures. Instead of
being paid from central funds, MPs might be paid by their counties. It would be
for the people of each county to decide how much to pay their representatives,
how much should be allowed by way of expenses, and how they should be held
accountable. Constituencies which want to introduce a method of MP recall
should be permitted to do so.

19.3 Separation of powers
An important defect in the British system of government is the inadequate
separation of powers. This stems from the country's transition from rule by an
absolute monarch to a system of constitutional monarchy. The executive that
emerged to challenge the power of the king now comprises the prime minister
and cabinet. But, in holding the power previously held by the king, it has
effectively become the king.
In practical terms, members of the ministerial team (including the prime
minister) - the core of the executive - are appointed either from MPs in the
House of Commons, from the Lords, or - not uncommonly - are appointed to
the Lords for the purpose of making them ministers. Thus, as long as
Parliament is the body from which the executive is drawn, and as long as
members of the executive are also Members of Parliament, there will be
imperfect separation between the two bodies.
To achieve a clear distinction between the legislature (Parliament) and the
executive (Government), prime ministers and their ministers should no longer
be Members of Parliament. Prime ministers should be elected in their own
right, a process which would reflect the increasingly presidential nature of
general election contests.
Direct election would correct a manifest unfairness in current arrangements
exemplified by Prime Minister David Cameron who gained office by virtue of
33,973 votes in the 2010 general election. All those votes were cast in the
constituency of Witney, which boasted 78,220 electors. The rest of the nation
was not allowed to vote for the man. He may have been elected as an MP, but
he was not elected as prime minister. Furthermore, since he holds office on the
back of 10,703,654 Conservative votes, from an electorate of 45,844,691, his
franchise represents only 36 percent of the votes cast. This is less than a quarter
(23 percent) of the overall electorate.
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In any event, the use of the Commons as the recruitment pool for most of the
ministers (and the prime minister) has a highly corrosive effect on the
institution. Although the main functions of parliament should be scrutiny of the
executive, and to act as a check on its power, all MPs who have ministerial or
secretarial positions hold dual roles as members of the executive and the
legislature. Inevitably, there is a conflict of interest.
Typically, there are around 140 ministers, whips and other office-holders in the
Commons.1144 Collectively, they are known as the "payroll vote", people who
may be assumed to vote with the government. They will automatically defend
its policies and actions.1145 But the problem is far worse than this arithmetic
would suggest. Add the Parliamentary Private Secretaries (PPS) and the "greasy
pole climbers" who have hopes of preferment but have not yet been promoted,
and the number climbs to 200 or so. When it comes to holding the government
to account, all these people are compromised.
Even this is by no means the full extent of the problem. The fact that the
Commons is the main pool for recruiting ministers - and the only prime
ministerial pool – also changes the dynamics of the institution. Many people
who enter parliament have no intention of remaining MPs for their entire
careers. They want to join the government. Parliament is not an end in itself,
but a path to ministerial office. This should not be the case, and the institution is
attracting the wrong type of people.
To maintain the separation, ministers and other office holders must not be
members of parliament. If members become ministers, they must resign as
MPs. As a consequence, prime ministers must appoint their own ministers –
from whatever source they choose – subject to parliamentary confirmation and
dismissal. This has the added advantage of widening the recruitment pool.
Mention here must be made of the Monarch, who remains head of state, with
roles and duties unchanged. Furthermore, the office of prime minister keeps the
title. The fact that prime ministers are elected does not, per se, turn them into
presidents.
There are then other details we need to establish. One is the period of office and
the number of times an individual can stand. Arguably, the US system of four
years per term and a maximum of two terms is a good model. But the detail is
not important at this stage, even if it could become so later. Sufficient at the
moment is the principle – that we should have elected prime ministers. They
and their ministers must be separate from Parliament and held to account by it.

19.4 The people's consent
The power to make law, and especially to reject it, is a measure of sovereignty.
If the people have the power to demand that specific laws be made, or if they
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can refuse to accept new laws, this is known as direct democracy – the only true
form of democracy. The most obvious and common mechanism for expressing
this is the referendum, for which there are three possible applications.
The first is in the framing of new laws, where electorates propose and then vote
for specific laws, the outcomes binding on the legislatures. Switzerland and
California are notable examples, the latter's system involving a "ballot
proposition", a public petition under the "initiative system", which can end up
with a referendum on a new law.
However, laws created by popular demand are problematical. They can create
inconsistencies and anomalies within the legal code, and contravene treaties. To
an extent, such problems can be avoided by requiring proposals to be
compatible with the constitution, as judged by a constitutional court or
commission. A greater handicap, though, is that the process is prone to abuse
by well-funded lobby groups and by the popular press or television. This
exposes law-making to the rule of the mob, a process that can end with tyranny.
Therefore, we need checks and balances.
As it stands, there is rarely a problem in getting laws made under the current
system. A hue and cry is often sufficient to force the legislature into action. All
too often, though, the outcome is bad or ill-conceived law. Contemporary
examples include gun laws brought in after Dunblane and dangerous dog
legislation initiated after children had been mauled.
To enable the public voice to be heard, we see no reason why a "take note"
referendum could not play a part in raising issues, calling for legislatures to
consider new laws. A formal requirement for referendums could even be
included in a written constitution, although such referendums should not be
binding.
The second application for referendums should address a crucial deficiency in
the system: the absence of restraint on legislative incontinence. Official systems
make too many laws so, rather than making it easier to produce new ones, it
should be made harder. There also needs to be a mechanism to get rid of laws
no longer wanted.
However, to prevent excessive use of referendums, the signatures of at least one
tenth of the relevant electorate might be required before any referendum could
be held. Where the referendum is to block a national law, an additional hurdle
could be a time limit, requiring the signatures to be collected within one month
of Royal Assent. Then, an Act might only be overturned if the majority of all
electors, and not just of those who turned out, vote down a measure. That
would identify those occasions when Parliament had truly defied the considered
will of the people. Referendums would then occupy their rightful place as a
barrier to tyranny when normal political safeguards fail. But, as an in extremis
measure, they do not become an obstacle to reasoned reform or the legitimate
actions of an elected parliament.
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Currently, once Bills have gone through all their stages in Parliament, the
Monarch gives Royal Assent and they take effect. In this context, the Monarch
is nominally sovereign (even if there is no occasion when a reigning Monarch
would refuse assent). The people have no say in the matter, a lack of
involvement that brings in the second application for referendums. If the people
are sovereign, they must be directly involved in law-making. Every law must
have the consent of the people and no law should come into force without that
consent. Furthermore, consent should not be a rare event. It should apply to
every law.
Nevertheless, it makes sense to limit the frequency of referendums: there could
hardly be one for every new law. Instead, the Statutory Instrument (SI)
approval procedures could be adapted for popular approval of laws. SIs are
approved by Parliament through either "positive" (sometimes called
"affirmative") or "negative" resolutions.1146 The bulk is subject to negative
resolution, meaning that it is "laid" before Parliament for forty sitting days and
if at the end of the period there is no motion to annul (known as a prayer), the
law is automatically deemed approved.
Using this procedure as the basis of expressing popular consent, there would be
an opportunity for the public to lodge objections to any Act of Parliament,
before Royal Assent. Once an SI had been laid, there would be a period during
which objections could be lodged by the public. If a threshold level of
signatures was reached within a requisite time, there would be a referendum.
Otherwise, as with the SIs under current Parliamentary procedure, the law
would automatically be deemed approved.
A positive resolution would be required for constitutional measures, or any law
which had the effect of changing the constitution. On these rare occasions, new
law would trigger a referendum and a "no" vote would stop it taking effect.
That leaves the question of what should happen to existing legislation - whether
Acts of Parliament or SIs - that no longer command popular support. One
possibility is the "sunset clause", where laws expire after a defined period
unless renewed. But, if a law is needed, it should remain on the statute book.
Allocating an arbitrary expiry date, requiring continued legislative input to keep
law in force, merely adds unnecessary complications and increases workload.
As an alternative, a formal complaint could be raised against any existing law
by any citizen at any time. If, within a prescribed period, this attracted a set
number of signatures, a referendum would be held. A majority vote against the
law would secure its removal from the statute book – although one would
expect the hurdle for calling a referendum to be set quite high.
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Then, what applies to national level should, of course, apply locally. Laws
made by local sovereign legislatures should have their laws subject to either
positive or negative procedures, and there should be provision for removing
existing laws. In all cases, referendums would be triggered by smaller numbers
of signatures, possibly based on a proportion of the electorate. A figure of ten
percent has been discussed.
Another important area where public involvement is crucial is the ratification of
treaties. As experience with EU treaties demonstrates, international treaties can
be back doors into the statute book, by-passing democratic systems. They
become an indirect way of making rules which bind us, over which there is then
no popular control.
Some treaties, nevertheless, are minor affairs, with little but administrative
consequences. Others, such as the Lisbon Treaty, have major constitutional
effects. Thus, any proposed EU treaty or treaty change which would transfer
powers from the UK to the EU is now subject to a mandatory referendum via
the European Union Act 2011.1147
All other treaties subject to ratification are laid before Parliament for 21 sitting
days, formerly in accordance with the Ponsonby Rule, introduced in 1924, and
now under the Constitutional Reform and Governance Act 2010.1148 During that
period, a formal demand may be made for a debate and, in certain
circumstances, a vote might be held. Absence of a motion to refuse ratification
is taken as approval, making this very similar to the negative resolution
procedure used for SIs.
The most logical way to secure direct democratic approval for such treaties is to
adopt the same procedures used for approving new laws. Firstly, there has to be
a requirement that no treaty (of any nature) can take effect until it has received
popular approval. Then, those such as EU agreements which alter or add to the
constitution would require positive assent, by way of a referendum, as
mandated by the European Union Act.
For the rest, negative resolutions might apply. Time would be allowed to lodge
a sufficient number of objections and if the requisite number was reached, a
referendum would be held. If the threshold for objection is set relatively high,
there should be few spurious or unnecessary calls to reject minor treaties.
For existing treaties, there should be provision for popular abrogation, although
there are complications. Under international law, once a treaty is agreed and
ratified, it remains in force unless there is specific provision for expiry. There is
no way for the public to intervene.
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Such a system has to change. An ancient privilege, the Crown prerogative, must
not be used to bind and obligate a free people. That it is so used is evidence that
we are not a free people. Agreements with the United Kingdom should only be
valid if her peoples are party to them. Nor is it sufficient that Parliament alone
should have the power to decide on behalf of the people. Obligations and
expense must be borne by the people as a whole. It is, therefore, the people who
should have the last word.
This brings us to the third and last element which would require public
approval: certain types of decision made by government or official bodies - by
elected and appointed officials, including ministers and judges. Clearly, there
could not be a referendum for every one (or even a tiny number) of the
hundreds of thousands of decisions made each day. The type of decision
amenable to challenge would have to be restricted. Mainly, the "negative"
resolution procedure would have to apply, where decisions are deemed to have
been approved unless challenged.
With certain types of formal decisions, such as planning approvals – and even,
maybe sentences handed down by judges for certain types of criminal case one could see referendums triggered by a set number of objections, with a
majority vote enabling a decision to be rejected. In effect, this would be a form
of popular judicial review, turning the public as a whole into a jury of last
resort.

19.5 No taxation or spending without consent
Another way of locking in local democracy is the idea of annual referendums
on government budgets, national and local. This extends the principle
established during the American Revolution of no taxation without
representation. This rejects taxation (and spending) without specific consent. In
the relationship between the British people and their governments, the people
thus take control, which is achieved primarily by holding the purse strings.
At the heart of any government's power is money. That is how parliament
emerged as a force in the land, going as far back as 1215 when the tenants-inchief secured the first draft of the Magna Carta from King John. The
concession that more than anything else reduced the power of the monarchy
was the principle that kings were no longer entitled to levy or collect any taxes
(except the feudal taxes to which they were hitherto accustomed), save with the
consent of his royal council. He who controls the money controls the Monarch.
The principle of financial control survives to this day. In place of the Monarch,
the executive must refer to parliament each year for approval of its budget.
Without that, it runs out of money. Our problem – and the nub of all our
problems – is that this process has become a ritual. No parliament has rejected a
budget in living memory, and none is likely to do so.
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The public, therefore, takes control of the budgets. Every annual budget must
be submitted to the people for approval, by means of a referendum. The
politicians must put their arguments, and the people must agree, before any
government can levy any tax or spend any money in the relevant period.
Confronted by government demands for cash, the people have the power to say
no. Crucially, though, this system applies nationally as well as locally, giving
voters the power to reduce central government taxation. It also enables voters to
control spending.
As for costs of local referendums, in the 1999 experiment Bristol spent
£120,000 on each poll.1149 Milton Keynes estimated £150,000. Tower Hamlets
Council has estimated that a stand alone referendum might cost up to £250,000
but, if combined with council elections, it would cost around £70,000 extra.
Costs of a principal local authority organising a referendum are thus estimated
to be in the range of £85,000-£300,000.1150 Translated nationally, the total cost
of local budget referendums would be between £30-60 million.
Another possibility is that the software on current lottery terminals could be
adapted to allow their use for voting. A system that handles £6.5 billion in
annual ticket sales could very easily handle around 40 million votes in a
referendum. An additional online facility affords a quick, cheap system of
conducting referendums. Such systems are not only desirable but also necessary
to minimise costs and disruption. Furthermore, they lie within the realms of
possibility. E-voting has been trialled in Norway, and although security issues
have yet to be resolved, work continues.1151
To bring down costs even more, Swiss and Californian practices could be
adopted, where – if need be - voting on two or more issues is combined,
perhaps to fall in the same period as the annual budget referendum. With that,
there is no reason why multiple referendums should be time-consuming,
disruptive or expensive.
What then concerns doubters is that, should the people fully exert their power,
government might be deprived of funds altogether. But there is nothing to stop
safeguards being adopted to avoid this – in the short-term, at least. There
should be no problem in having a fixed date for a referendum, with the vote
held well before the financial year for which each budget applied. If a budget
was then rejected, there should be enough time for governments to resubmit,
and again seek approval.
If a budget was again rejected, and it was too late to resubmit before the start of
a financial year, there could, for example, be a system where permitted income
stood at a proportion of the previous year's figure, with adjustments made once
a budget was approved.
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In the USA, however, if Congress does not eventually approve the budget, the
administration can no longer pay its bills. That tends to concentrate minds. In
this case, the people could stop the money, giving them a continuous power. By
contrast, a one-off referendum, offered by the government for its own tactical
advantage, is to concede power to the centre. Power resides with the body
which decides whether there will be a referendum, and then determines the
questions. When there are annual referendums as of right, power resides with
the people.
Without people power, the politicians decide how much they are going to
spend, and demand that the people pay their bills. Consultation is meaningless
as there is no legal means of refusing to pay if the responses are ignored – as
they so often are. After the event, voters are then graciously allowed to hold our
elected representatives to account at elections. But can anyone really assert that
the current election processes change anything, or indeed are capable of
changing anything?

19.6 A constitutional convention
The idea of a codified constitution is a popular one and the Swiss constitution,
which enshrines limited direct democracy, might be a starting point. However,
that document, which runs to 76 pages, does not necessarily provide a model
for the UK. It is a composite document that comprises only in part a
constitution. Mainly, it is a Bill of Rights.1152
A constitution should be directed primarily at governments and state agencies.
Strictly speaking, it should be limited to defining the extent of their powers and
the manner in which they shall be exercised. It can be read alongside a Bill of
Rights, and individual rights can be enshrined in a constitution, although
separate documents might be preferable. From the outset, though, it was clearly
evident that the task of codifying every part of our constitution (or even starting
from scratch) was not one which The Harrogate Agenda group could or should
manage.
Nevertheless, a constitution must be framed – to use the US phrasing - by "we
the people". This is not something government can do. Those who frame a
constitution – or who commission the task to be done - have to be the sovereign
entity. And the very fact that the people lay down the rules under which
governments must operate is de facto recognition of that sovereignty.
The constitution, by its very nature, should beget certain safeguards, such as
restrictions on the ability to amend it, ensuring that it retains its original
purpose. It must also have a protector, which usually comes in the form of a
constitutional court. This protector would have the power to strike down any
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law or action of government (and any other impost, for that matter) that is
unconstitutional.
However, the experience of the US Supreme Court, and its tinkering with the
US constitution, does not inspire confidence. Arguably, the ultimate court
should be the people, who should be able to strike out any law or impost – such
as a treaty – which they deem to be unconstitutional. If a law with constitutional
effect is accepted by the people, it becomes part of, and thereby changes, the
constitution. The same should also apply to court judgements.
As to a new, written constitution, the appropriate move might be for a reformed
Parliament, one from which the executive had been excluded, to convene and
then host a convention with a view to framing a consolidated document. A draft
constitution might then be published, discussed, modified as necessary and
ratified by referendum. As to the content of this constitution, its shape or form,
it is premature to seek a determination.

19.7 Progressing the Agenda
Putting this domestic agenda into the broader context, it is germane to note that
the system of direct democracy that we propose is not compatible with
membership of the EU. It confronts one of the core principles of the EU, as
specified in Article 10, which states that: "The functioning of the Union shall be
founded on representative democracy" and that: "Citizens are directly
represented at Union level in the European Parliament". Direct democracy –
real democracy - and the EU cannot co-exist.
Therein lies the relevance of what we call The Harrogate Agenda. We see little
value in withdrawing from the EU if it only means returning reclaimed powers
to the political elites who held them previously. This just perpetuates systems
which are no more democratic than the EU. Whether our government is in
Whitehall or Brussels – or in anywhere else - actually makes very little practical
difference if there is no democracy. What matters, therefore, is that power is
transferred from the political elites to the people. It is the distribution and
exercise of power that determines whether we have a democracy, not its
location.
As to Parliament, its function should not be to provide a distressingly shallow
gene pool from which ministers are recruited. The antidote to the contempt with
which politicians are regarded is for Parliament to do its job as the protector of
the people, rather than the supporter of governments and the provider of its
management personnel.
The main tasks of Parliament in a post-exit UK are preparing legislation for
public approval, the scrutiny of government, and then the representation of the
people to government. For these things to happen, the institution has to attract
the right people and be properly structured. As long as its main function is to
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provide ambitious politicians with the means to enter government, it can never
properly perform its core duties.
People have been led to believe that representative democracy is the only way
our country can be governed. This is no longer true – if it ever was. By setting
out a particular form of direct democracy, The Harrogate Agenda offers
something that is rarely seen – real power. And that power is defined by the
ability to make real choices, permitting people to accept or reject proposals
made by our governments, their institutions and servants, at national and local
levels.
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20.0 Discussion and conclusions
We need to resume our seats at the top tables, and with the advent of
globalisation, these are no longer in Brussels where the "little Europeans"
reside. We need to break out of this claustrophobic cockpit and rejoin the
world.
Richard North
Closing words of "The Norway Option"

At the very start of this exit plan, we asserted that, within the framework of
Article 50 negotiations and the political environment in which they were to be
conducted, there would be very little flexibility as to what solutions might be
adopted in the short-term. This, we trust, has been adequately demonstrated and
supported throughout the body of this book.
The particular constraints we identified were the need to secure the continuation
of the Single Market and the need for a speedy conclusion to negotiations. The
most practical way of achieving both priorities, we argue, is to adopt an off-theshelf solution for managing trade relations with the EU. This we believe is
preferable to the "Swiss/bilateral" or the "free-for-all" WTO options. Our
chosen option, we maintain, should be accompanied by block repatriation of
EU law and a mechanism for continuing third-country agreements. These three
elements, we believe, are sufficient to sustain a workable exit agreement for the
UK.
Nevertheless, we accept that there are disadvantages to our choice, but there are
disadvantages with any choice. There is no such thing as a perfect or optimum
solution. If the objective is to withdraw speedily from the European Union, then
compromise is necessary. However, as we have sought to make very clear, in
the short term, the advantage/disadvantage calculus is not the issue. Our choice
of route is preferred because it is the only practical route. Simply, there is no
other option which will enable us to meet the negotiating priorities.

20.1 The essence of the plan
This notwithstanding, we have shown that, in respect of the Norway option, the
disadvantages are much overstated. They are raised, amongst others, by those
who seek continued British membership of the EU. Resistance is also
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encountered from those who prefer the Swiss option – or its variations - and
have invested their reputations in having their personal choices accepted. Most
of the naysayers then emphasise the supposed loss of influence in the Norway
option. As we have shown, though, the decision-shaping opportunities and the
high-level access to regional and global bodies would give Britain far greater
influence than is generally acknowledged.
Even though none of the proposed exit options are optimal, therefore, any one
has the advantage of easing our exit from the EU. Thus, rather than dwelling on
problems – which are inherent in all systems and all solutions – we assert that
the proposed settlement should be treated as what it is, a holding solution which
provides a base from which to develop more acceptable, longer-term solutions.
Thus, the immediate exit plan is not to seek unattainable perfection but to
broker an interim plan which takes us towards our final objectives.
In this context, the phase one is part of a broader strategy, opening the way for
the longer-term solutions that are the real substance of the plan. As part of the
Article 50 process, though, we have suggested that negotiators set up further
talks to achieve these long-term solutions. Some, of course, have longer
timescales than others. High priority will be the addressing of those policy
elements which have a direct bearing on immigration and asylum, which is the
second phase of our plan. These might include re-orientation of trade policy,
third country fishing agreements and aid policies, with a view to reducing
"push" factors. The diverse "pull" factors within the control of the British
government will also be addressed.
One crucial longer term aim is the replacement of the EEA Agreement or its
shadow proxy with a more enduring settlement, a development of such
importance that we would have no hesitation in labelling it "phase three" of our
plan. This involves establishing an expanded single market area and agreements
on political co-operation, freed from the dominance of Brussels. In order further
to weaken the grip of the EU on standard-setting for the whole of Europe, we
have proposed a different way of administering a single market, through
UNECE, covering the whole of continental Europe and some adjacent states,
leading to the abolition of the EEA as an adjunct to the EU.
Perforce, talks must extend well beyond the EU and encompass regional and
global players, and non-state actors. To ease the way, we have suggested a
twin-track approach in which short term political matters necessary to secure
withdrawal are decoupled from the longer-term needs. In that context, we have
identified the need to secure an economically neutral transition, and argue for
pursuing the longer-term issues outside the Article 50 framework.1153
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The exit agreement, therefore, must include a commitment to the ongoing talks
we have suggested, an option that would give negotiators more flexibility in the
event of a referendum on the Article 50 settlement. Preferably, any talks should
continue without a break, to keep up the momentum. The fact of ongoing talks,
though, would convert "Brexit" from an event into a process, not dissimilar to
the progressive nature of European integration.
To that extent, we are dealing with something new. In its analysis of British
options, the think-tank Open Europe asserts that none of the commonly argued
possibilities for leaving the EU are workable, including its version of the
"Norway Option".1154 The same goes for a more recent evaluation by the Centre
for European Reform.1155 What both reports have in common is that their
authors do not consider interim solutions or a multi-phasic extraction process.
They are effectively looking for wholly unrealistic "big bang" solutions, and
most often present the single-stage withdrawal as the only way of managing our
exit.
Thus, as we have sought to make clear, and now re-emphasise, although our
initial exit settlement is used only as an opening gambit – in the sense of the
word used in chess. This is phase one. While dealing with immigration and the
refugee crisis is phase two, we advance to phase three with the idea of
abolishing the EEA and co-opting UNECE to managing a genuine, continentwide Single Market. This might also take in the expansion of EFTA, partners
permitting, allowing it to blossom into an alternative trading area for those
countries which lack enthusiasm for EU-style political and economic
integration.
Should the EEA route not materialise because of the refusal of EFTA members
to accept UK membership, we have posited the alternative of a "shadow EEA".
This is a less attractive option, but one which is still workable. The result would
be not dissimilar to the trade component of the Association Agreements on
offer to Eastern Partnership countries.1156 If the EU is prepared to offer such a
deal to countries such as Ukraine, Moldova and Georgia, then it hardly seems
unreasonable to expect that the UK could, at the very least, benefit from a
similar deal.
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Figure 31: the "Market Solution showing trade relations: the steps are based initially
on securing the "Norway Option", followed by renegotiation of the EEA Agreement

This gives a depth to our plan, in that there is a serious fall-back position. The
UK is not dependent on a single, fragile option. And, from there, we have
crafted a series of flexible responses and have suggested a doctrine of
continuous development, involving the eight-point programme which we have
discussed in detail, forming the longer-term component of the plan. In its
totality, it is illustrated in Figure 31 above.
Here, we have to stress that nothing here, specifically, is entirely new, in
the sense that there is nothing new under the sun. But we believe that the
combination of measures in our plan is new. It comprises six-phases which
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we call Flexcit, standing for flexibility and continuous development. This
market solution is a process rather than an event. It is the essence of our
plan.
Nevertheless, we must keep in mind that the immediate objectives of leaving
are political: re-acquiring the freedom to manage our own affairs and make our
own decisions. With that in mind, we have drawn attention to the "double
coffin-lid" phenomenon, whereby Britain breaks through "little Europe" only to
discover another layer of control. Withdrawal will expose Britain to the full
benefits of globalisation, making it more visible and giving it a higher public
profile. It will have to remake its arrangements and strengthen its presence on
global bodies.
As to making its own decisions, the ability to transcend the narrow remit of the
EU and to deal directly with global institutions is the difference between
working with doctrinaire supranationality and flexible intergovernmentalism.
The latter permits agreements to be accepted or rejected on their merits, unlike
the "all or nothing" approach of the EU. But, where there are choices, there are
consequences. Britain will make its choices on the global stage and will be able
to see what follows from them. It will no longer need to hide behind the EU,
blaming it for unpopular decisions which would have to be taken anyway.

20.2 The withdrawal dividend
Leaving the European Union is often seen in terms of delivering tangible
dividends, with much made of saving the cost of EU regulation and
membership contributions. More realistically, our analyses suggest that
contributions may have to continue for some time, while expectations of cost
savings from reduced regulation might be unrealised in the short-term.
Nevertheless, there will be those who will continue to expect dividends, but
those that will accrue (if any) are impossible to estimate with any accuracy. It
may even be that costs outweigh any immediate gains. When looking for gains
from removing regulation, the distinction must be made between what is
theoretically possible and that which is realistically attainable. Economist Tim
Congdon, for instance, asserts that regulation and resource misallocation costs
amount to 8¼ percent of GDP, or about £120bn.1157
But such costs do not necessarily equate with attainable savings. Much of the
existing legislation will have to be kept in place, either because of EEA
membership, domestic regulatory requirements or international obligations.
Development of replacement policies then will take time, slowing down the
realisation of cost savings. The amount actually clawed back will be a fraction
of the headline figure.
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Sadly, some claims as to potential savings are over optimistic to the point of
fantasy, based on wishful thinking rather than rooted in reality. This we saw in
Chapter 5, when Capital Economics conjured up a gain of €326 billion to the
Netherlands economy, purely on the basis of repatriating EU law. According to
their way of thinking, an EU law magically costs less than half the amount to
enforce once it changes its identity and becomes Dutch.1158
The reality is that reliable data on costs of regulation (and therefore savings
accrued reducing it) are hard to come by. That much is evidenced by the
prestigious Institute of International Finance calling upon the FSB to
"commission academic work on the economic costs and benefits" of
international regulation.1159 The absence of firm data suggests that analysts
should avoid seeking to impose certainty where none exists. Estimates of
projected savings should be treated with considerable suspicion, especially as
so much regulation is increasingly of global origin, with the costs and benefits
so diffuse as to be beyond the reach of analysis.1160
Nevertheless, some argue that the savings are to be had from changing the
regulatory philosophy rather than abolition of specific controls. In terms of the
financial services sector, for instance, there is a case to be made for more
shareholder involvement rather than additional statutory regulation. There are
thus calls for institutional shareholders to exercise their power to greater
effect.1161 There are other savings to be had from harmonisation at a global
level. KPMG argues that the global insurance industry could save "up to $25
billion annually" from harmonised regulation and consistent requirements.1162
Overall, with NTMs estimated to add more than 20 percent to trade costs, much
of that due to the regulatory burden, cutting regulatory costs by a quarter is
considered realistic.1163,1164 Applied to the global pharmaceutical industry, with
a turnover worth close to USD$1 trillion (2014), that could deliver annual
savings in the order of $50 billion without fundamental changes in the
regulatory system.1165 Elsewhere in the healthcare industry, there is $0.5 trillion
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tied up in inventory. Common standards applied globally could reduce
obsolescence and inventory redundancy, cutting the amount of cash tied up in
unnecessary stock and attendant storage costs, potentially saving $90-135
billion (USD) annually.1166
Crucially, this is little more than informed guesswork. Actual deliverables
depend on many things, including political will and sector politics. Here, the
example of EU-US relations is not encouraging. These trading partners have
been discussing regulatory harmonisation in key traded products/sectors for
over two decades, since the adoption of the Transatlantic Declaration in 1990.
Their continued inability to reduce NTMs implies that many of the projected
gains from TTIP may remain unrealised.1167,1168 Some of the claims made seem
to belong in the realms of political propaganda rather than economics.
Thus, the withdrawal dividend – as we saw with repatriation of the fishing
policy – is unlikely to come from "big bang" measures. In the short-term, we do
not expect to see any significant cost savings. Rather, we see slow but
important gains accruing from continuous development, arising from the
schemes we have discussed in this book.
However, the government will only be obliged to show immediate economic
gains if the reasons for withdrawal have been presented as an economic
exercise. If the reasons are, as we assert, primarily political, it should suffice to
show that there is no economic penalty. If unavoidable, some relatively small
additional costs might even be tolerable, as the price of independence.
Enhanced democracy, along the lines suggested by The Harrogate Agenda,
becomes a realistic possibility.
Originally, it has been said, membership of the European Union was presented
to the electorate as the panacea for our supposed ills. Instead, it has turned out
to be a fundamental and probably irreversible betrayal of the primary principle
of Churchill's whole life and career: that no foreign power should ever be able
to tell the British people what to do.1169 Fortunately, EU membership is far from
irreversible. Its end would represent a decisive rejection of supranationalism
and a return to co-operation between sovereign governments. It would be a
celebration of healthy nationalism and independent government.
Although trade, economics and allied matters may be vitally important, they
must always be the servants of the people, never their masters. The exit plan
must serve the people, not fulfil the aspirations of a narrow band of
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campaigners. It is far more than economics and must address the very
fundamental issue of how we are governed. And, if the plan succeeds in
restoring a degree of governance to the peoples of the United Kingdom, that
will be the real exit dividend.

20.3 A different approach
In so far as there are savings to be made, we rely on our eight-point programme
for delivery. There, we suggest different ways of doing things. Instead of
setting out specific programmes, and then calculating possible savings, we
would suggest adopting a targeted approach. In this, we suggest a first step of
establishing a savings target. A figure, say, of $250 billion saved annually from
the global regulatory bill is not unrealistic. From there, one might select ten
uncontentious sectors, where opportunities for cost-savings could be explored.
This could be far more productive than seeking to unite Europe and the United
States over chlorine-washed chickens and hormones in beef as a condition of
reaching an all-embracing trade deal. With an expanded EFTA as its power
base, renewed and improved links with the Commonwealth, relations with the
Cairns Group, and a trading partnership with the EU, plus its special
relationship with the US, a "networked" Britain would be in a unique position
to broker agreements on potential targets and priorities.
The essence, though, is that the UK should be looking to work with global
partners, aiming for savings on a global scale from which we then benefit
proportionately: the greater the savings globally, the greater the national
savings. This is a dynamic which creates an incentive to work within the global
system.
In dealing with that system, though, Britain will have to come to terms with its
chaotic nature. Sooner or later, the intrinsic (or perceived) discontinuity
between bilateralism and rule-based multilateralism will have to be resolved.
Britain could lend powerful support to rationalisation, helping to shape stable
institutions, while improving their visibility and accountability.
From an entirely different perspective, a chaotic system without a unified
structure is not necessarily a bad thing. It prevents any one body acquiring too
much power, and inhibits different bodies from joining together to create an
overarching world government. Britain can adopt a laissez faire response to this
global disorder and work with it, purely on the basis that an efficient, wellorganised hierarchical system is the very last thing the world needs. And the
contrast with the EU obsession with institutional structures would make a
refreshing change.
That notwithstanding, we see merit in getting closer to the original Churchillian
hierarchy. A loose structure of national, sub-regional, regional and global
entities would allow for a logical division of responsibilities, and a more easily
understandable architecture. Britain as part of EFTA, feeding into UNECE
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which thence feeds into global institutions, and vice versa, has a certain
symmetry and provides us with the answers that we need.
Perversely, therefore, the answer to the ordered, sub-regional supranationalism
of the EU is the chaotic, global intergovernmentalism of a Churchillian world
order. This will be bolstered by a regional organisation empowered to act in an
administrative capacity only, with no pretensions of being a government, and
no capability to become one.
What we are looking for, therefore, is a Europe of administrative hierarchies
rather than concentric circles, thereby containing the political ambitions of the
EU and dislodging Brussels from its self-assumed position as the government
of Europe. The outcome is a multi-centric global system, relying on rule-based
institutions tasked with managing their specific and separate sectors. Combined
with enhanced local democracy, we see the beginnings of a workable system
that transforms world trade, without risking damage to fragile systems of
democracy.
Ironically, the very thing that would keep the UK out of the European Union,
should it ever be tempted to rejoin, would be the adoption of direct democracy
via The Harrogate Agenda. Observers have already noted that Switzerland's
direct democracy would be weakened should the country join the European
Union, because policy areas covered by EU competences would be removed
from the scope of citizens' initiatives.
That prospect, however, looks highly unlikely, not only politically but also
constitutionally. For Switzerland to join the EU - just like joining the European
Economic Area, which was rejected by voters in 1992 – it would require the
backing not only of a majority of the voters but also the cantons. In 1992, 50.3
percent of voters rejected joining the EEA (the same share that approved caps
on immigration in February 2014) – but it was also rejected by 16 of the 23
cantons. Given the large number of German-speaking rural cantons in which
anti-EU sentiment is concentrated, it appears quite unlikely that any attempt to
join the EU would be approved, even if a majority of voters backed it.1170
Thus does domestic reform in the UK become a central part of the exit plan. It
is our safeguard against a return to a system which never had democratic assent
in the first place. The ultimate guarantor of democracy becomes the people,
enjoying a similar system of direct democracy which has been so successful in
keeping Switzerland out of the EU.

20.4 Conclusion
With that reference to direct democracy, we come to the conclusion, in which
we can summarise the salient points of this "Flexcit" plan. In so doing,
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however, we must stress once again that the plan must be taken as a whole, that
being greater than the sum of its parts.
As the debate on exit plans continues, what we tend to see is an emphasis on the
immediate exit mechanism. What the specific advocates (and critics), who take
us thus far and no further, fail to realise are two important things. Firstly, of all
these options, none are ideal, and none provide a whole solution for the needs
of a post-exit Britain. Secondly, the process of negotiating an exit – through the
Article 50 procedure – is only the start.
Inasmuch as joining the (then) EEC by adopting the Treaty of Rome was the
start of a process of economic and political integration, so the act of leaving the
Community is likewise only the start of a process. It is best looked upon as a
process of divergence from the EU, permitting us to re-create our own path
over what will inevitably be several decades. Therefore, our exit plan does not
stop with the legal process of withdrawal from the treaty organisation that is the
EU. It encompasses the larger ongoing process which deals with the subsequent
divergence.
That, as we remark in this book, makes "Flexcit" unique. We do not stop with
advocating or supporting a single exit mechanism, as in the "Norway option",
which we suggest as an opening gambit. Ours is a strategy of flexible response
and continuous development. The plan deals with an ongoing process rather
than a single event. It is flexible in the sense that we allow for a range of
responses in order to accommodate the uncertainties with which negotiators
doubtless will be presented.
Furthermore, although we advocate use of the "Norway Option" as our opening
gambit, we do not rely on it. Rather, it is exactly as we frame it – an option.
Should, for whatever reason, the EFTA/EEA route be closed to us, we have
fallbacks, in the development of a "shadow EEA Agreement", either by
adopting unilaterally the EEA acquis or by using another "off-the-shelf"
package, such as the association agreements offered to Ukraine and other
eastern European countries. And as a longstop, we have the Australian process.
Only when we are past the immediate hurdle of the formal exit from the EU,
with an exit agreement signed and ratified, does the work really start. We look
to a longer-term settlement, and in particular the creation of a genuine, Europewide single market, possibly relying on the Geneva-based UNECE rather than
starting afresh and reinventing the wheel. The essence here is to break the
already weakening grip of Brussels as the standards-setter for the European
trading area. And in so doing, we should be able to expose international bodies
to greater scrutiny and accountability.
But it is this idea of a six-phase plan, integrating disparate points, which makes
the market solution what it is. We start with phase one – the process of leaving
the EU. We then move on to phase two – sorting out immigration and asylum.
Phase three has us launching a genuine European single market, breaking free
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from the EU-centricity of Brussels and building a European village where every
"house" is equal. In phase four, we address the task of rebuilding independent
policies, and phase five has us reinvigorating global trade, with the adoption
and implementation of an eight-point programme.
But there is then a sixth phase – the implementation of a process of domestic
reform. As we have remarked earlier in the book, simply to withdraw from the
EU and hand over the powers acquired by Brussels back to the parliament that
gave them away in the first place is not a particularly attractive proposition.
If we are objecting to the EU on the grounds that it is an anti-democratic
organisation which does not permit democratic self-government, then simply
replacing the autocrats in Brussels with their Westminster and Whitehall
equivalents is not enough. Withdrawal must be accompanied by serious and farreaching domestic reforms which strengthen democracy in the UK – and by the
introduction of mechanisms to prevent our representatives ever again handing
power to a supranational body.
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Appendix 1 - Abbreviations
AIFMD
ASEAN
BCBS
BEREC
BIP
CAP
CBI
CER
CETA
CFP
CHP
CRO
DEFRA
EAC
ECA
ECJ
ECHR
ECOSOC
EDA
EEA
EEAS
EEZ
EFTA
EPA
ETSI
FAO
FATF
FDI
FMA
FSB
FTA
FTT
FUD
FVO
GAMM

Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive
Association of Southeast Asian Nations
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
Body of European Regulators of Electronic Communications
Border Inspection Post
Common Agricultural Policy
Confederation of British Industry
Centre for European Reform
Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement
Common Fisheries Policy
Combined Heat and Power
Common Regulatory Objective
Department of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
East African Community
European Communities Act
European Court of Justice
European Convention of Human Rights
Economic and Social Council (UN)
European Defence Agency
European Economic Area
European External Action Service
Exclusive Economic Zone
European Free Trade Association
Economic Partnership Agreement
European Telecommunications Standards Institute
Food and Agriculture Organisation (UN)
Financial Action Task Force
Foreign Direct Investment
Fisheries Management Authority (proposed)
Financial Stability Board
Free Trade Area (or Agreement)
Financial Transaction Tax
Fear, Uncertainty, Doubt
Food and Veterinary Office (DG Sanco)
Global Approach to Migration and Mobility

GATS
GATT

General Agreement on Trade in Services
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

GSP
HACCP
IAS
ICANN
IEA
IFRS
ICAO

Generalised Scheme of Preferences
Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points
International Accounting Standards
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers
Institute of Economic Affairs
International Financial Reporting Standards
International Civil Aviation Organisation
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ICES
ICT
IGC
ILO
IMF
IOSCO
IPPC
ISDS
ISO
ITRs
ITU
LDC
MFF
MFN
MRA
NHS
NTM
OECD
OMC
OSCE
PSA
QMV
RCEP
SEFRA
SMEs
SNA
SPS
STOR
SVP
TAC
TBT
TEU
TFEU
THA
TOC
TPR
TPP
TTIP
UNCED
UNCTAD
UNECE
UNEP
VCLT
WFD
WLAN
WTO

International Commission for the Exploitation of the Sea
Information and Communications Technology
Intergovernmental Conference
International Labour Organisation
International Monetary Fund
International Organisation of Securities Commissions
International Plant Protection Convention
Investor-State Dispute Settlement
International Organisation for Standardisation
International Telecommunication Regulations
International Telecommunications Union
Less Developed Country
Multiannual Financial Framework
Most Favoured Nation
Mutual Recognition Agreement
National Health Service
Non-tariff measure
Organisation of Economic Cooperation and Development
Open Method of Coordination
Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe
Partial Scope Agreement
Qualified Majority Voting
Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership
Self-financing Regulatory Agency
Small and Medium Enterprises
[United Nations] System of National Accounts
Sanitary and PhytoSanitary measures
Short Term Operating Reserve
Swiss Peoples Party
Total Allowable Catch
Technical Barriers to Trade
Treaty of the European Union
Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union
The Harrogate Agenda
Transnational organised crime
Transnational Private Regulator
Trans-Pacific Partnership
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership
UN Conference on Environment and Development
UN Conference on Trade and Development
UN Economic Commission Europe
UN Environment Programme
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties
Water Framework Directive
Wireless Local Area Network
World Trade Organisation
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Appendix 2
Globalisation of Regulation

Some further examples of the relationship between EU and international
standards, illustrating the strengthening role of international standard-setting,
replacing or supplementing EU initiatives.
1. Conservation of wildlife: The EU's primary control is Council Directive
92/43/EEC on the Conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and flora,
known as the Habitats Directive. It was adopted in 1992. However, the
Directive is also the means by which the European Union meets its obligations
under the Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural
Habitats (The Berne Convention).
The main aim of the Habitats Directive is to promote the maintenance of
biodiversity by requiring Member States to take measures to maintain or restore
natural habitats and wild species listed on the Annexes to the Directive at a
favourable conservation status, introducing robust protection for those habitats
and species of European importance. In applying these measures Member
States are required to take account of economic, social and cultural
requirements, as well as regional and local characteristics.1171
2. Money laundering: EU controls are currently based on Commission
Directive 2006/70/EC of 1 August 2006 laying down implementing measures
for Directive 2005/60/EC. However, these are currently under revision with a
new proposal for a directive on the "prevention of the use of the financial
system for the purpose of money laundering and terrorist financing" currently
going through the ordinary decision procedure.
The new EU rules "are to a large extent based on international standards
adopted by the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) and, as the Directive
follows a minimum harmonisation approach, the framework is completed by
rules adopted at national level".1172
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FATF is an intergovernmental body set up by the G7 at its summit held in Paris
in 1989. It currently has 36 members, and participates with 180 countries. It is
recognised as the global standard-setter for measures to combat money
laundering, terrorist financing, and (most recently) the financing of
proliferation.1173
Its purpose is the development and promotion of national and international
policies to combat money laundering and terrorist financing. For its legal base,
it relies, inter alia, on the 1988 United Nations Convention against Illicit
Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances (the Vienna
Convention) and the 2000 United Nations Convention on Transnational
Organised Crime (the Palermo Convention).
Working in Paris with a secretariat provided by the OECD, it has produced 40
recommendations for countering money laundering and terrorist financing,
augmented by a further nine, providing the framework which is in the process
of being adopted by the EU.1174
3. Wildlife trade regulation: the protection of species of wild fauna and flora
by regulating trade is facilitated at EU level by the EU Wildlife Trade
Regulations. Currently these are Council Regulation (EC) No 338/97 (the
Basic Regulation), Commission Regulation (EC) No 865/2006 (as amended by
Commission Regulation (EC) No 100/2008, Commission Regulation (EU) No
791/2012 and Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 792/2012))
and Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 792/2012 of 23 August
2012 laying down rules for the design of permits, certificates and other
documents provided for in Council Regulation (EC) No 338/97. In addition,
a Suspensions Regulation is in place to suspend the introduction into the EU of
particular species from certain countries.
In addition to this core legislation, a Commission Recommendation to Member
States (Commission Recommendation No 2007/425/EC identifying a set of
actions for the enforcement of Regulation (EC) No 338/97 on the protection of
species of wild fauna and flora by regulating trade therein, commonly referred
to as the "EU Enforcement Action Plan") specifies further the measures that
should be taken for enforcement of the EU Wildlife Trade Regulations.1175
However, the Commission readily acknowledges that this legislation has been
enacted to implement the Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES), signed in 1973. It aims to ensure
that international trade in specimens of wild animals and plants does not
1173
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threaten their survival. It accords varying degrees of protection to more than
30,000 species of animals and plants. CITES works by making international
trade in specimens of selected species subject to certain controls. These include
a licensing system that requires the authorization of the import and (re-)export
of species covered by the Convention.1176
4. Control of occupational exposure to asbestos: at EU level, occupational
risk of exposure to all types of asbestos is regulated by Directive 2009/148/EC
on the protection of workers from the risks related to exposure to asbestos at
work.1177
Coming into force in the UK as the Control of Asbestos Regulations 2012, the
main cost arises from the lack of distinction between the more dangerous forms
of asbestos (amphibole) and the relatively less dangerous white asbestos
(chrysotile). All types are treated as a single, generic product, with no
distinction as to treatment.
As a result, farmers are particularly exposed to exorbitant costs, because some
50,000 British farms have buildings containing asbestos cement made from
white asbestos, which must eventually be replaced. Total cost to industry is
estimated at £6 billion. However, the reason why no distinction is made
between types is because, along with other types, white asbestos is classified by
the World Health Organisation (WHO) as a "Class 1 carcinogen".
WHO, though, is not the organisation of record when it comes to risk
assessment. This devolves to the International Agency for Research on Cancer
(IARC). Based in Lyon, France, with an annual core budget of €41 million, it is
the specialised cancer agency of the WHO.1178 This agency, through its
"working groups", sets out the basis for policy in its Monograph 100, the full
version of which runs to 526 pages.1179
It is this work which justifies the classification of all types of asbestos as a
"Class 1 carcinogen" and the IARC classification stands as the most
authoritative statement.
The EU law is further "informed" by the ILO, which has produced its own code
of practice on asbestos, which is constantly updated, and used as a model for
national (and regional) regulatory systems.1180 The ILO, in turn, is "informed"
by the International Commission on Occupational Health (ICOH). Founded in
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1906 in Milan as the Permanent Commission on Occupational Health, it is now
recognised by the United Nations as a non-governmental organisation (NGO)
and has close working relationships with ILO, WHO, UNEP and ISSA.1181
The policy of the ICOH is to support "a global ban on the mining, sale and use
of all forms of asbestos … to accomplish the elimination of asbestos-related
diseases". There, it links back to the IARC monograph which asserts that
chrysotile causes malignancies of the lung, pleura and peritoneum. Therefore, it
says, amphibole-only bans are inadequate; asbestos bans need to include
chrysotile (white asbestos) as well.1182
By such means is the loop closed, with EU law driven by a number of
international bodies which, collectively, define the provisions of the current
directive.
5. Pressure vessels: equipment such as pressurised storage containers, heat
exchangers, steam generators, boilers, industrial piping, safety devices and
pressure accessories is widely used in the process industries (oil & gas,
chemical, pharmaceutical, plastics and rubber and the food and beverage
industry), high temperature process industry (glass, paper and board), energy
production and in the supply of utilities, heating, air conditioning and gas
storage and transportation.
Such safety critical equipment could not be used without conformity with the
highest level of regulatory approval, not least in order to secure insurance
cover. In Europe, equipment must conform to the Pressure Equipment Directive
97/23/EC (the PED), which initially came into force on 29 November 1999.
From that date until 29 May 2002, manufacturers had a choice between
applying the PED or applying existing national legislation.
From 30 May 2002 the PED became obligatory throughout the EU, together
with the directives related to simple pressure vessels (2009/105/EC),
transportable pressure equipment (99/36/EC) and Aerosol Dispensers
(75/324/EEC).
The PED arises from the European Community's Programme for the
elimination of technical barriers to trade and is formulated under the "New
Approach to Technical Harmonisation and Standards". Its purpose is to
harmonise national laws of Member States regarding the design, manufacture,
testing and conformity assessment of pressure equipment and assemblies of
pressure equipment.
It therefore aims to ensure the free placing on the market and putting into
service of the equipment within the EU and the EEA. Formulated under the
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New Approach the directive provides for a flexible regulatory environment that
does not impose any detailed technical solution. This approach allows European
industry to develop new techniques thereby increasing international
competitiveness.1183
When it comes to an "international code", the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) describes the "ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code" as
precisely that.1184 It is certainly considered to be a de facto international code,
by virtue of it being adopted by US-owned or affiliated fabricators around the
world. And it is also the basis of many companies' specifications, such as
international oil companies, who base their contracts on specifications that
require use of the ASME code.
The specifics of the code are such that conformity covers the basic principles of
the PED, which effectively means that, short of relatively minor variations, the
ASME and PED codes cover the same ground. Overlaying these codes, though
are two ISO standards: ISO 16528-1 Boilers and Pressure Vessels, Part 1:
Performance Requirements; and ISO 16528-2 Boilers and Pressure Vessels,
Part 2: Procedures for Fulfilling the Requirements of ISO 16528-1. Conformity
with these ensures basic cross-compliance with either standard.1185
To complicate matters further, conformity with the European harmonised
standard EN 13445 (Unfired Pressure Vessels) is accepted as demonstrating
conformity to the Essential Safety Requirements of the PED.
Differences between the US and European codes, however, are assessed in
terms of offering "a technically and economically competitive design route for
most types of equipment", although it was also noted that in some cases the
reported cost differences for different manufactures were larger than the cost
differences resulting from the application of the various codes.1186
What this amounts to is that, to all intents and purposes, the ASME code can
serve as a global standard. In the absence of the PED, European (including
British) manufacturers would be adopting the US code. No savings would
accrue from abolition of the Directive.
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6. Environmental impact assessments: these are procedures that ensure that
the environmental implications of decisions are taken into account before the
decisions are made.
They can be undertaken for individual projects, such as a dam, motorway,
airport or factory, on the basis of Directive 2011/92/EU (known as
"Environmental Impact Assessment" – EIA Directive) or for public plans or
programmes on the basis of Directive 2001/42/EC (known as "Strategic
Environmental Assessment" – SEA Directive).
The common principle of both Directives is to ensure that plans, programmes
and projects likely to have significant effects on the environment are made
subject to an environmental assessment, prior to their approval or authorisation.
Consultation with the public is a key feature of environmental assessment
procedures.1187
The recitals to the Directives themselves, however, readily attest as to their
origin, as does the Commission communication setting out proposals for an
amending directive. The existing legislation, says the Commission, sets
minimum requirements for the environmental assessment of projects
throughout the EU and aims to comply with international conventions (e.g.
Espoo, Aarhus, Convention on Biological Diversity).1188
These are the Convention on Environmental Impact Assessment in a
Transboundary Context, the UNECE Convention on Access to Information,
Public Participation in Decision-making and Access to Justice in Environmental
Matters, and the Berne Convention. Reference is also made though to the Rio
Declaration on Environment and Development framed during the 1992 Earth
Summit, and specifically to Principles 17 and 19.
Respectively, these require environmental impact assessment, as a national
instrument, to be undertaken for "proposed activities that are likely to have a
significant adverse impact on the environment and are subject to a decision of a
competent national authority", and "prior and timely notification and relevant
information to potentially affected States on activities that may have a
significant adverse transboundary environmental effect".1189
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Thus, the provisions of the diverse Directives satisfy international obligations to
which the UK is party, and which would continue to apply even if the UK left
the EU.
7. Pesticide residues: a huge list of legislation produced by the European
Commission testifies to the immense level of regulatory activity in defining the
various pesticides used for plant protection and, to protect public health, the
maximum residues permitted in various circumstances, especially in food and
water.1190
Currently, via the European Food Safety Authority, the EU is undergoing a
process of harmonising pesticide Maximum Residue Levels (MRLs) and has
replaced the previous legislation concerning MRLs for about 250 active
substances, as envisaged in Regulation (EC) No 396/2005. For the remaining
compounds, which are still in use either in or outside the EU, Member States
had established specific national MRLs. Temporary EU-level MRLs have been
set for these substances as a first step in the harmonisation programme.1191
Behind what appears to be this exclusive EU activity, however, is the Joint
FAO/WHO Meeting on Pesticide Residues (JMPR). With Codex Alimentarius,
this body has since 1963 been providing panels of scientific experts to help
harmonise the key endpoints for substances in use.1192 With little or no public
acknowledgement, the European Commission is now utilising this facility, via
the Codex Committee on Pesticide Residues, to produce MRLs which will
enable the EU to complete its legislative harmonisation programme.1193
Interestingly, the programme is also being assisted by the OECD which is
working on the preparation of standardised testing guidelines and which,
through its Environment Directorate, and its Joint Meeting of the Chemicals
Committee and the Working Party on Chemicals, Pesticides and Biotechnology,
has produced detailed technical guidelines on the testing and assessment of
pesticide residues.1194
These, as well as guidelines on a wider range of guidelines dealing with
chemicals falling within the registration provisions of the REACH directive,
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have been adopted by the European Commission as the definitive analytical
standards.1195
Although some national authorities (such as the US) retain their own standards
for local application, the JMPR guidelines have, for the purpose of international
trade, become the de facto global standards, and the basis of EU legislation.
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European Commission, Directorate General Health and Consumer Protection,
SANCO/3029/99 rev.4,
http://ec.europa.eu/food/plant/protection/evaluation/guidance/wrkdoc12_en.pdf, accessed 11
February 2014.
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Appendix 3
Article 50 text

1. Any Member State may decide to withdraw from the Union in accordance
with its own constitutional requirements.
2. A Member State which decides to withdraw shall notify the European
Council of its intention.
In the light of the guidelines provided by the European Council, the Union shall
negotiate and conclude an agreement with that State, setting out the
arrangements for its withdrawal, taking account of the framework for its future
relationship with the Union. That agreement shall be negotiated in accordance
with Article 218(3) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union. It
shall be concluded on behalf of the Union by the Council, acting by a qualified
majority, after obtaining the consent of the European Parliament.
3. The Treaties shall cease to apply to the State in question from the date of
entry into force of the withdrawal agreement or, failing that, two years after the
notification referred to in paragraph 2, unless the European Council, in
agreement with the Member State concerned, unanimously decides to extend
this period.
4. For the purposes of paragraphs 2 and 3, the member of the European Council
or of the Council representing the withdrawing Member State shall not
participate in the discussions of the European Council or Council or in
decisions concerning it.
A qualified majority shall be defined in accordance with Article 238(3)(b) of
the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union.
5. If a State which has withdrawn from the Union asks to rejoin, its request
shall be subject to the procedure referred to in Article 49.
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Appendix 4
EU-Swiss Relations

This is the text of the press release of the European Commission, of 10
February 2014, following the referendum of the previous day.1196
Switzerland is a very close neighbour of the EU – geographically, politically,
economically and culturally. It is the EU's third largest economic partner (trade
in goods and services taken together), after the US and China, ahead of Russia
and Japan. In turn, the EU is by far the most important trading partner for
Switzerland, accounting for 78% of its imports and 57% of its exports in goods
in 2011. In commercial services and foreign direct investments, the EU's share
is equally dominant. This is to the mutual benefit, and Switzerland has a policy
of promoting itself as a stepping stone to the EU, thanks to the significant
degree of integration it has with the EU internal market.
Furthermore, over a million EU citizens live in Switzerland and another
230,000 cross the border daily for work. About 430,000 Swiss live in the EU.
The cornerstone of EU-Swiss relations is the free trade agreement of 1972. As a
consequence of the rejection of EEA membership in 1992 by the Swiss people,
Switzerland and the EU agreed on a package of seven sectoral agreements
signed in 1999 (known in Switzerland as "Bilaterals I"). These include: free
movement of persons, technical trade barriers, public procurement, agriculture
and air and land transport (road and rail). In addition, a scientific research
agreement fully associated Switzerland into the EU's framework research
programmes.
A further set of sectoral agreements was signed in 2004 (known as "Bilaterals
II") covering, inter alia, Switzerland's participation in Schengen and Dublin,
and agreements on taxation of savings, processed agricultural products,
statistics, combating fraud, participation in the EU Media Programme, the
Environment Agency, and Swiss financial contributions to economic and social
cohesion in the new EU Member States. In 2010 an agreement was signed on

1196

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-14-100_en.htm, accessed 12 February 2014.
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Swiss participation in EU education, professional training and youth
programmes1197.
Current key issues
Swiss referendum on mass immigration, 9 February 2014: Free movement of
persons is a central pillar of our relations with Switzerland, and part of our
overall package of ties.
The popular vote in Switzerland of 9 February 2014 in favour of an
introduction of annual quantitative limits to "immigration" (this includes crossborder commuters, asylum seekers, job seekers from the EU and third
countries) calls into question the EU-Swiss agreement on the free movement of
persons, requesting that the Swiss Federal Council "renegotiate" this agreement
with the EU. Implementing legislation for this initiative will now have to be
enacted by the Federal Council within three years. The Federal Council has
indicated that the first stage of the legislative process (Vernehmlassung,
comparable to a Green Paper) is to be expected this year [2014].
Institutional and horizontal questions
The EU and Switzerland are bound by more than hundred bilateral agreements.
The Council of the European Union has made the conclusion of any further
agreements giving Switzerland access to the internal market – the world's
largest – subject to the solution of longstanding institutional issues notably
regarding better surveillance and dispute-settlement mechanisms. Negotiations
on an institutional framework were scheduled to start following adoption of the
mandate.
Pending negotiations currently ongoing concern the EU-Swiss electricity
agreement, participation in the Horizon 2020 Framework Programme for
Research and Erasmus+ (Education, Training, Youth and Sport) programme,
with negotiations planned for participation in the Creative Europe (culture and
audio-visual) programme.
While the EU Single Market law is clearly an evolving instrument, Switzerland
considers that it has signed international agreements only as covered by the law
existing at the time of signature. This leads to a reoccurring question of how to
deal with post-agreement developments of the acquis, including interpretations
by the Court of Justice of the European Union (ECJ). At the same time,
insufficient surveillance and dispute settlement procedures exacerbated this
issue.
The ensuing incoherence of internal market rules creates discrimination issues
for investors, businesses and citizens, a structural challenge that the EU seeks to
1197

See: http://eeas.europa.eu/switzerland/index_en.htm for more details. To this day, the EU
and Switzerland have concluded over 120 bilateral agreements. The highly complex
relationship is managed by dozens of joint committees and subgroups.
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remedy. In the Council Conclusions on relations with EFTA countries of
December 2012, Member States reiterated the position already taken in 2008
and 2010 that the present system of "bilateral" agreements had "clearly reached
its limits and needs to be reconsidered". The horizontal issues related to the
dynamic adaptation of all agreements to the evolving acquis, the homogenous
interpretation of the agreements, but equally the need for independent
surveillance, judicial enforcement and dispute settlement need to be reflected in
EU-Switzerland agreements.
A resolution of these horizontal issues is necessary before the EU is ready to
conclude new agreements giving Switzerland access to further areas of the
Single Market (e.g. on electricity). On the basis of a common non-paper of
January 2013, both sides have prepared their negotiating directives for a new
institutional framework that should address these issues, covering current and
future agreements. The Swiss mandate was adopted in December 2013, while
the EU mandate is still under discussion in Council.
Free movement of workers and right to supply services freely between the EU
and Switzerland has existed since 2002, to clear mutual benefit.1198 However,
the extension of the agreement to Croatia is now being question with
yesterday's acceptance of the mass immigration initiative.
In addition, problems persist with some flanking measures that Switzerland
introduced unilaterally in 2006 to protect its labour market. The EU considers a
number of restrictions imposed as manifestly incompatible with existing
agreements In 2012 and 2013, Switzerland also re-introduced quota on longterm permits for nationals specifically from eight new Member States (plus 15
Member States in 2013) via the activation of the so-called "safeguard clause".
This has prompted strong criticism from the EU for their discriminatory effect
and incompatibility with the EU-Swiss agreement.
Further problems may arise in the implementation of the initiative to "expel
criminal foreigners", adopted by referendum in 2010 for the implementation of
which a draft law will be discussed by Parliament shortly.
Tax Transparency: Since 2005, there has been an EU-Swiss agreement on
the taxation of savings, with a withholding tax on the savings income of EU
residents for which a Swiss bank acts as paying agent. In May, the Commission
was given the mandate to re-negotiate this agreement with Switzerland, with a
view to broadening its scope and reflecting international developments in the
field of tax transparency, including the global shift towards automatic exchange
of information. These negotiations were launched in Bern on 17 January 2014,

1198

It was extended to the new Member States by protocols signed in 2004 and 2008
respectively. For the EU-15 plus Cyprus and Malta, the transition period came to an end in
2007. For Member States that acceded to the EU in 2004, the transition period ended in 2011.
Switzerland has in both cases the possibility to take safeguard measures until 2014. For
Bulgaria and Romania the end dates are in 2016 and 2019, respectively.
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very soon after Switzerland received its own mandate to participate in these
talks.
Fair tax competition and respect of state aid rules: The Commission has been in
a dialogue with Switzerland to promote EU principles of tax good governance
and address cases of harmful tax competition. The aim is to secure a Swiss
commitment and timetable to phase out certain harmful regimes that do not
comply with fair tax competition standards. Progress will be reported to
Member States in June 2014.
As with other third countries, negotiations were concluded on a co-operation
agreement in competition law enforcement (exchange of information), and are
underway on the emission trading scheme (ETS). The EU and Switzerland
recently concluded negotiations on Swiss participation in the GALILEO
satellite navigation system. This agreement was signed in December 2013.
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Appendix 5
The 1975 Alternative
An extract from the 1975 Labour Research Department pamphlet: "In or Out".

Supporters of our staying in the Common Market say that if we leave we shall
be on our own and out in the cold, deprived of the friends we need. The truth is
exactly the opposite. Only by leaving can we recover the powers that are
needed for entering into equal trading relations with all countries in the world.
Freed from the restraints of the Common External Tariff, the Common
Commercial Policy and the Common Agricultural Policy we shall be able to reestablish our former trading links with low-cost food suppliers and to enter into
new links whenever suitable.
We shall be able to resume our former relations with the countries that used to
belong to the European Free Trade Area – Sweden, Norway, Portugal, Austria
and Switzerland – by entering into an agreement for an industrial free trade area
with them, as indeed the EEC has done.
We should also be able to enter into an agreement with the EEC for industrial
free trade, for it will be in their interest as well as ours to retain their trading
links with us. We shall not be out in the cold at all; but we shall abandon our
membership of a regional trading bloc and the use of its bargaining power to
support its multinational companies.
These measures will stop the diversion of our trade into the Common Market
caused by our membership of it, and in addition we shall be free to take positive
measures to increase our trade with developing countries and socialist countries
and others who have a greater need for our manufactured goods than the EEC
countries who make the same sorts of goods as we do.
We shall have the power to impose selective import controls which have now
become a necessity in order to overcome our huge balance of payments deficit.
We shall also be able to enter into long-term trading agreements for the
purchase of food or commodities on favourable terms. In short, outside the
Common Market we shall be able to plan our foreign trade instead of having to
leave it in the hands of blind market forces.
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Released from the burden of the CAP we shall be free to buy our food wherever
it is cheapest including the EEC, and shall be able to restore the deficiency
payments system which is best suited to the needs of our famers,
Freed from the restraints of the Rome Treaty and its competition policy we
shall be able to extend public ownership and advance towards socialism at a
pace determined solely by the British people and their parliamentary
democracy.
Our problems would never be overcome, of course, if we left the Common
Market only to pursue the disastrous type of policy favoured by the Tory party
in the years 1970-74, relying on competitive market forces combined with state
support for the multinationals. Our withdrawal from the Common Market only
makes sense if we use the opportunities it will give to make fundamental
economic and social changes.
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